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PREFACE 

THAT princé of biographers, Plutarch of 
Chaeroneia, priest of Apollo, philosopher, 
literary man, historian, and gentleman, 

writes in the introduction to his Life of Theseus, 
as follows: 

"In hooks of geography, Sossius Senecio, the writers 
put the. countries of which they know practically nothing 
into the farthest margins of their maps, and write upon 
these margins legends such as the following: 'In this direc
tiön there are waterless deserts full of wild beasts,' or 
• Here are unexplored swamps,' or 'Here it is as cold as 
Scythia,' or 'Here is a frozen sea': so I, in my writings on 
the parallel lives of great men, pass through the period of 
time where history reposes on the firm basis of facts and 
can truly say: 'Everything beyond this is full of portents 
and fables, the land of poets and mythologers, in which 
there is nothing true or certain.' " 

We find exactly the same in any attempt to 
write a true biography of some eminent indi
vidual. We know somewhat of the life of the 
individual whose career it is attempteél to por
tray, the place and date of birth, somewhat of 
the physical personality, somewhat of the deeds 
done or left undone, somewhat of the difficulties 
perhaps that the hero or heroïne of whom we are 
writing had to face and overcome, and other 
things similar to these, which furnish the so
called facts for the framework of a biographical 
sketch. 

But, as in Plutarch's observation, the mo
ment that we endeavor to pass over into the 
realm of causes (in other words, into what is un
known or but partly known) and to ascertain 
the dominating influences which guided our 
hero or heroïne into this or into that path or 
caused this or caused that action: or to analyse 
the mysterious profundities of the human soul 
which built the life: then ihdeed we enter into 
those mysterious and wonderful regions of the 
unknown or of the partly known, of which 
Plutarch writes, and which; as he says, in speak
ing of geography, the ancient geographers 
ttowded into the margins of their maps; • and we 
find that the work done by every would-be bio
grapher is;usually part well-known fact and part 
myth, some true story and much legendary 
material. 

Probably the real truth regarding any great 
character has never been adequately written in 
any biography; and how could it be otherwise? 
The attempt to enter into the working and 
secrets of the motives which govem the life and 
actions of any world-shaking character is always 
a most difficult attempt, always a hazardous 
proceeding; and it is for these reasons mainly 
that the authors of this present book feel that 
with the exceptions of the well-known facts such 
as those mentioned above, all that has hitherto 
been written upon or about the life of H. P. 
Bavatsky is about as worthless as the paper on 
which it appears. 

It takes great minds to understand great 
minds. Small men· have sketched the memory 
of great men and belittled that memory through 
the smallness of their own understanding, and 
therefore have distorted the lineaments of the 
individuality of him or of her whom they attempt, 
however honesUy, to portray. Biographies are 
usually unsatisfactory things, simply because 
the biographers as a rule have some favorite 
hobby to ride, and they fasten this hobby upon 
an imaginary framework of ideals bom in their 
own minds; and how could such a figure be öther
wise than a distortion of the truth? 

Plutarch was wise. He restricted his descrip
tions of the lives of the grfat men who had pre
ceded him tÇ? a setting forth of the historica! 

data. But this is a limitation in work which 
cannot be followed by anyone who desires to 
give an honest and faithful and more or less com
plete portrait of such a character as H. P. Bla
vatsky. How then should such a biography as 
hers be written? · 

The eminent Russian, Count Leo Tolstoi, 
in one of his works, complains with great justice 
of the inadequate manner in which history has 
been written in the past, and he very truly 
says that no man can understand world-thought 
or world-events if his viewpoint of the circum
stances be restricted to merely politica! and 
social movements. These latter are but the re
sults of viewpoints of certain human beings mov
ing in a limited sphere and are bare outlines of 
events and leave totally untouched the main 
and dominating powers which produce these 
events and facts of history. 

What then are these dominating energies 
or powers controlling and guiding the events of 
human story? They rise and spring forth from 
the workings of human minds and hearts - a 
subject which few if any historians have done 
more than point to with wavering and uncer
tain finge:r;, confessing and properly confessing 
their ignorance of and incapacity to deal with 
these motivating causes. And yet, how on earth 
is it possible to write a history of human events 
or the still more important history of a human 
soul and its work on earth, if we do not know 
the main motivating causes operating in the 
mind and thus producing the thought of the 
world, which reaches its culmination in the 
events of history? 

This book is to be a biographical story, and 
a true one, of the most noteworthy and out
standing figure of nineteenth century philo
sophy - H. P. Blavatsky, breaker of the molds 
of mind, mover of the hearts and souls of men, 
producer of a • new system of world-thought -
the influence of which is already perceptible by 
any perspicacious mind in the literature and 
thoughts of men today. 

This biographical story it is possible to 
write with some approach to adequacy and 
completeness of treatment because of the µia
jestic world-philosophy which H. P. Blavatsky 
brought anew to man, as the Messenger of great 
Sages and Seers, forming that brotherhood of 
illuminated human beings of whom all students 
of Theosophical literature know somewhat from 
their reading. It is this philosophy which gives 
us the key enabling us to unlock the mysteries 
of the human soul, to penetrate deeper than SUF
face-appearances of mere events and acts and . 
facts, and therefore to see and in seeing to under
stand and to know the hidden motives and 
reasons in her life which made her what she 
really was - not what she was in the eyes of 
men, who, alas, have misunderstood her sadly, 
but as she was in fact and in the clear and un
dimmed light of natural truth. 

This Theosophical Religion-Philosophy-Sci
ence, which is older than the enduring hills and 
. formulated into systematic shape by the Great 
Seers just spoken of, explains all things and all 
human events because it is a system based on 
the nature of things as they are. It is derived 
from no one's say-so, it is not founded on imagi
nation nor imaginary lessons derived from his
tory; but is founded on Nature itself, the Great 
Mother. It tells us not merely of man and of his 
origin and destiny and of his présent nature, but 
it fells us also of the Universa! Nature of which 
man is an inseparable part; and, further, is 

founded on the laws which have been deduced 
from the co-ordinated workings of the energies 
infilling .the universe. 

Yes, to particularize, it tells us what man 
is, what his inner constitution is, how the latter 
is held together in a coherent unity, wheHce it 
comes, what becomes of its various principles 
when the great liberator, Death, frees the im
prisoned spirit: and telling us all this it teaches 
us likewise to understand men: and understand
ing them, this enables us to go behind the veil 
of outer appearances and under the surface of 
the seeming into the fields of realities. It teaches 
us likewise of the nature of civilizations, and how 
they arise, and what they are based on, ~nd of 
the working of the energies springing from hu
man hearts and minds, which form civilization. 
So that it is no vain boast nor is it vainglorious 
in any sense to say that having this knowledge, 
the life of H. P. Blavatsky, the Soul-Mover, 
placed under the illuminating rays of this An
cient Wisdom, can be seen as it really was, and 
in thus seeing her we can truly describe her and 
her world-work. 

As regards the very remarkable personality 
itself of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, there is 
little to add here to what has already been set 
forth in Theosophical literature. She was bom 
on July 31, 1831, old style, in the town of 
Ekaterinoslav, Southem Russia, and in a family 
of historie distinction. Her father was Colonel 
Peter von Hahn, and her mother was Helena 
Fadeyef. She was the granddaughter of Genera! 
Alexis Hahn von Rottenstem Hahn, a q.escendant 
of a noble German stock, originally of Mecklen
burg, Germany, but then settled in the Russian 
Empire. On the distaff-side she was the grand
daughter of Privy-Councillor Andrèw Fadeyef, 
and of the Princess Helena Dolgoruky. 

Her child-Iife was one of surpassing interest 
to any student of the beginnings of human great
ness, for even then she gave promise of the 
spiritual and intellectual energies which later 
were to blossom forth in splendor in her mature 
age. She was a bom Mystic in the ancient sense 
of the word; that is to say, one whose inner life 
was controlled by a dominating influence of 
spiritual type, surging through the mere per
sonality as a stream of intimations and intuitions 
that could neither be stayed nor tumed aside, 
and which ruled the destiny of the mere per
sonality through which its spiritual stream 
passed; 

On July 7, 1848, when she was seventeen 
years old, she entered into a forma! marriage 
with Genera! Nicephore Blavatsky, Councillor 
of State and Vice-Govemor of the Provix:i,ce of 
Erivan in the Caucasus. But this marriage was 
a mere formality and within a very short, time, 
a few weeks or months at most, it eventuated 
in a permanent separation from that elderly 
gentleman. 

Thereupon • began the series of travels at 
her father's expense in Egypt, Greece, and other 
parts of eastem Europe. Some time was also 
passed in London and in Paris, and in 1851 
she visited Canada and the United States, in 
which country she is known to have been in 
Texas a~d in New Orleans, and Mexico also 
then saw her. 

It was in 1851 that she first met her Teach
er personally in London, as she herself says. 
At the end/of 1852 she was known to have been 
in Ceylon an~ shortly afterwards · in Bombay; 
she was also in Java fora time and in other parts 
of the far Orient. In 1853 she was again for a 
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short time in England, and in the· same year, 
crossing the Atlantic again1 passed through New 
York and Chicago, and continued her travels 
westwards to the Pacific Coast. 

In 1855 she was in India again, especially 
in Kashmir, and in 1856 she is known to have 
been at Leh in Làdak. About this time it is 
known that she entered Tibet under the protec
tion of her great spiritual Teacher, one of the 
Seers and Sages who have been already spoken 
of in this Preface. In 1857 she left India and in 
the following year was for a while in France 
and Germany. 

She returned to Russia in 1859, where she 
remained with relatives of her own family, with 
intervals of absence, till 1867. One of these inter
vals of absence was a trip to Italy in 1863. 
I t was in 1864 also that she met a very unusual 
character in Egypt, commonly spoken of as 
'the Old Copt,' with whom she studied ancient 
Egyptian lore. More than once in later years 
she met this mysterious figure again. 

In 1867 she returned to the Orient, and some 
years afterwards revisited Cairo; she spent some 
time also during this period in Palestine and 
Greece. She reached Russia again in 1872. 
In 1873 she went to Paris, and in the summer of 
that year took passage for New York, in which 
city she arrived on July 7th. 

In the following year she met Mr. William 
Quan Judge, an Irishman of deep mystical ten
dency and high spiritual aspiration, who was 
then a young practising attorney of New York, 
and who became her pupil almost immediately, 
and who, at her death in 1891, succeeded her as 
spiritual Leader of the Theosophical Movement 
throughout the world. 

In 1875 H. P. Blavatsky began writing by 
and large for various American publications. 
On September 7, 1875, at a meeting in her own 
rooms in New York, there was proposed the 
formation of a society for the study of various 
mystical and quasi-mystical subjects. On the 
following day, the Theosophical Society was 
formed there at her home. There were then 
present H. P. Blavatsky, William Quan Judge, 
and fourteen others. On September 13, the 
name, 'The Theosophical Society,' was adopted. 

In 1877, H. P. Blavatsky's first great book, 
!sis Unveiled, was published. In 1878, H. P. 
Blavatsky became a naturalized American citizen. 
On December 18, 1879, H. P. Blavatsky, accom
panied by Colonel H. S. Olcott, left the New 
World for India in order to enlarge the work of 
the Society, leaving General Abner Doubleday 
as President pro tem. of the mother-society in 
New York, and William Quan Judge as J. R. S. 
(J oint-Recording-Secretary). 

In 1879, The Theosophist was founded and 
edited in India by H. P. Blavatsky. In 1882, 
H. P. Blavatsky, with her headquarters-staff, 
took up residence at Madras, where a small 
property had been purchased for the purpose. 
On April 7, 1884, the great Theosophical Leader 
and Teacher left India for Europe. In a later 
month of the same year H. P. Blavatsky re
turned to 'India, and in 1885 she returned definite
ly to stay in Europe, living for various short 
periods in Würzburg, Germany: in Ostend, Bel
gium: and in Paris. In this year she began the 
writing of The Secret Doctrine, her greatest and 
most powerful work, in which she outlined the 
scheme of cosmic and human evolution and the 
nature of the Universe, which remarkable literary 
work ever since has furnished the foundation of 
the studies in Theosophy of her devoted followers. 

In 1887, H. P. Blavatsky moved from Ostend 
to London, where she took up her permanent 
residence, first at 17 Lansdowne Road, and finally 
at 19 Avenue Road. 

In this year she founded and edited the ma
gazine Lucifer in London, and in 1888 The Secret 
Doctrinewas given to the press by its-great author. 

The few remainfog years between 1888 and 
May 8, 1891, the day of her passing from this 
physical sphere, was a very busy time for her. 
She not only wrote a large number of articles for 
her own magazine, Lucifer, and for The Theoso
phist in India, and for The Path of New York, 
hut also for various Theosophical periodicals in 
European countries, and in addition to this she 
published The Key to Theosophy and The Voice 
of the Silence. 

Under her inspiration and directing genius 
the Theosophical Society, consisting of various 
branches and centers in Eur.opean tountries, 
grew apace, while the literary anq propaganda
work which she had inaugurated in India some 
years ~efore, pursued its own course, a course • 
which can hardly be characterized otherwise than 
as rather slow and painful, because her departure 
from India had removed from the Indian sphere 
the immediate influence and inspiration of her 
pen, her tireless energy, and her wonderful mind. 

But the work in America, even from a time 
as far back as 1882, had been growing steadily, 
and at the time of H. P. Blavatsky's passing, 
in 1891, the 'American Section,' as it was then 
popularly called, was in all respects the most 
active, widely spread, and strong in membership, 
and the most prosperous, of any of the various 
'Sections' of the Theosophical Society. 

The Great Teacher, the Mover of men's 
hearts, and the inaugurator in very truth of a 
new . civilization among men, a civilization 
founded upori spiritual ideals and cosmic veri
ties, passed away quietly in her armchair, sur
rounded by a few of her attendants and friends, 
on the ~orping of May 8, 1891. 

Legend has begun but has not yet suc
ceeded in weaving around her memory and her 
personality, those outlines of figure and type, 
based on reverential but imperfect knowledge, 
which at the present time portray to us Occi
dentals the distorted figures of other great World
Teachers of the past. True reverence should 
need no such fictitious embellishments of truth. 
A World-Teacher stands firm through the ages 
upon the basis of fact which is the work that he 
wrought; and let us hope that this grand and 
imposing figure, H. P. Blavatsky, may forever 
remain clear in our memories and sharp in the 
outlines of truthful delineation, untouched by 
the blurrings and embellishments of fancy and 
story, however reverential in origin such later 
fancy may be. We must see her as she was, not 
as fancy would portray her to have been; we 
must see her as she passed across the pages of 
history: grand, truthful, powerful, clear-cut, 
splendid, a martyr to her world-work, and a 
much misunderstood benefactor of her fellow-men. 

Thirty-First Anniversary of Univer
sal Brotherhood and Theosophical 
Society 

[Extracts from Stenographic Report of Meeting 
held in the Temple of Peace, International Theo
sophical Headquarters, Point Loma, California, 

on Sunday evening, January 13, 1929] 

MR. J. H. FUSSELL: "C0MRADES: We 
celebrate this evening the thirty-first 
anniversary of the founding of the Uni

versa! Brotherhood, which took place in the 
Leader's residence on West End Avenue, New 
York, on the 13th of January, 1898. Our first 
speaker this evening, as is most fitting; will be 
our veteran Brother, E. A. Neresheimer." 

MR. NERESHEIMER: "Comrades: I don't 
know that I am competent to give much infor
mation on this point, because I was not present 
in person at the meeting referred to. However, 
there was much !hat led up to it before, and the 
events that occurred afterwards are all known to 
us very intimately, no doubt; because the event 
was a very great öne, which culminated finally 

on February 18th at Chicago, when • the Uni
versa! Brotherhood Constitution was adopted 
by the Theosophists who were present in con
vention. 

"This commemoration of that occurrence 
takes me back over the many years which have 
passed, and I notice that many a comrade who 
was full of enthusiasm at the time, has passed 
on from our midst - men and women who have 
done their noble share in the building of this 
Society. 

" I also cast my glances over the country and 
over the world; and what do we see? Wide
spread acceptance of the Theosophical doctrines 
of which the Leaders have enunciated certain 
outstanding features: Karma, Reincarnation, 
and the Essential Divinity of Man. 'These 
ideas,' as Mr. Judge said many a time from 
the Aryan platform: 'These ideas, ye men and 
women, are being spread broadcast throughóut 
the world. All you need to care for and to care 
about is that you bring them before the people'.' 

''Now what do we see before our. eyes after 
these thirty-one years? Reincarnation is a word 
which has become very, very, very familiar 
throughout the world, at least in America and 
in Europe, where many thousands and thousartds 
of Theosophists during these times have worked, 
doing what they were taught to do - to spread 
these ideas in a simple form; because the irttri
~ate and deep character of the philosophy of 
Theosophy itself the public has not yet gr~sped. 

"But the public has gotten a feeling th~t 
there is something very grand awaiting hwnan 
nature; and sooner or later every person in tl,le 
world will have to buckle down and think: .; fo 
think what this life' means; and they will COllle 
and seek the origin where this matter first was 
preached and placed before the people. -

"What do we see in this country? I have 
received an article written by, that is to say 
an interview given by, Henry Ford ...:__ an article 
that was sent to me and that I received two days 
ago. I was astounded at the clearness with 
which this man, this prince of industry and com
merce throughout the world, whose word is a 
power greater than that of any other living per
son, in clear-cut words and sentences brings 
forth the correct Theosophical doctrine.,. I:Iow 
did he get it? He does not say. But he got it 
through the Theosophical philosophy, which now 
has been before the world fifty-odd years. That 
is a thing that is encouraging to every person hei:e. 

"The thing that we commemorate today 
did not seem very important at the time it hap
pened; but it left its mark, no doubt; and the 
world is feeding on it. And so it will continue. 

"I recall the magie sentence of Mr. Judge, 
uttered so many times, for he loved to say it: 
'All of you will die before long; hut the ideas 
that you spread will live.' 

"So I think that we have a right to ,look 
back with pleasure at the results which have 
come from this event.'' 

"THERE is no favoritism possible in nature; 
no man has any privilege or gift which he has not 
deserved, either as a reward· or a compensation. 
Looking at the present life spread before our 
limited vision, we may see perhaps no cause why 
there should be any such reward to an unworthy 
man, but Karma never errs and will surely repgy. 
And it not only rewards, hut to it solely belong 
those compensations which we with revenge at
tempt to mete, out. It is with this in view that the 
holy writ of the Christians says, 'Vengeance is 
mine; I will repay,' for so surely as one hurts an
other so is the certainty of Karma striking the 
offender; - hut let the injured one beware that 
he does not desire the other punished, for by 
Karma will he be punished also." W. Q. Judge 
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PART I: MYSTICAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CHAPTER I 

A SPIRITUAL-PSYCHOI;,OGICAL 

MYSTERY 

"All waits or. goes by default till a strong being appears; 
A strong being is the proof of the race and of the ability 

of the Universe. 
When he or she appears materials are overawed, 
rhe dispute on the soul stops, 
The old customs and phrases are confronted, tumed back 

or turned away." WALT WHITMAN 

T HIS book is the true story of a great psycho~ 
logica! mystery. 1t is a biography- hut 
the biography of a soul rather than the out

line of the life of a mere human personality. lt 
is easy enough to collect together all the facts, all 
the data, all the suppositions, all the theories, all 
the working hypotheses, that belong to or that have 
clustered about the memory of some great and im
p<;>sing figure of history, and to throw these into 
coherent and interesting shape, and thus to write 
"'.:bat is popularly called a biography; and such 
wor~ doubtless has its fit and proper place in liter
ature. · 
. But when the attempt is, as is the case with 
,tbis present book, to go bebind the veils of appear
ances, to penetrate into the arcana of a soul and 
its motives; to lay bare tö a skeptical and doubt
ing JlUblic the very mysterious causes of human 
greatness: then indeed the difficulties become enor
~o~s. Such would be the case in desctibing the 
life, and career of even the most ordinary hu~an · 
.being; hut how much greater is the task when, in
stead of an ordinary human being the biographer 
·a~tempts to outline the lif e and character and ca
re.er and work of one of the outstanding spiritual 
figures of history ! 

It may be imagined that it is easier to write 
truthfully of the life and career of one who is com
paratively near to us in time, than writing of the 
lif e and career of one whose figure and work lie on 
the far distant horizons of history. But this is not 
the fact. The figures of the great men and women 
of the past have been studied through the ages; 
much has been thought about them, much has been 
writte,n of them, and more or less detailed narra
tives about them have been collected and cherished 
and· studied, and it is only the lack of more de
tails which prevents the biographer from putting 
finishing touches to what is already a more or less 
CS)mplete outline - whether that outline be an 
authentic record or not. 

But those who have recently died offer much 
the same problem to the historian that those who 
are. contemporaneous with us do: they are so near 
to us that we find it difficult to descry their charac
teristics and so descrying truthfully to describe 
them. Death rends the veils, in a sense, which 
hide the souls of those we love; and as time goes 
ón and memory opens its treasury of records, wè 
'come to understand them better than we do at the 
'time when the cónfusing and perplexing living per
sonalities of others touch us as they pass us by on 
the pathways of life. 

H. P. Blavatsky was a great psychological 
mystery to the world of average men; she was a 
great psychological mystery even to· her follow
ers; ay, even to those who tliought that they knew 
her best, and who met her daily ·and worked with 
her and were taught by her. To them, ~t least to 
most of them, she was an_ asto~nding paradox of 

what seemed to be· conflicting and confusing traits 
of character. The intuitions of her followers and 
pupils told them that they were in the presence of 
a World-Teacher, the Messenger of other World
Teachers even greater than she was, who had sent 
her forth to strike the keynotes of a new age: and 
yet despite all this she puzzzled these followers of 
hers most sadly, as much by the traits of character 
which they had taught themselves to expect to find 
in a World-Teacher as by those other traits of 
character which astonished and perplexed them 
because they had not the vision to expect to find 
such lofty and almost incomprehensible traits in 
a spiritual Teacher and Leader of men. 

The reason and cause of all this confusion of 
understanding, it may truthfully be said, lay not 
in H. P. Blavatsky herself, hut in the imperfect 
vision of those who knew her. They had built up 
for themselves an idea and an ideal of what a 
World-Teacher should be: doubtless they expected 
to see a wonderful miracle of mere physical beauty; 
doubtless they thought to themselves that each day 
should bring forth some new and amazing demon
stration of mystic power, startling, unusual, mys
terious. Instead of that, they found therriselves 
in the presence of one whose outer characteristics 
at least were essentially human: wit, the play of 
fancy, humor, kindness, indignation; they found 
th~mselves in the presence of a penetrating mind 
before which no shams could stand. They saw 
themselves laid bare to themselves through the 
power of a mighty intellect and a spiritual intui
tion which halted at no harriers and stopped at no 
frontiers of human perso,nality. 

Some of H. P. Blavatsky's students and fol
lowers, however, were grateful for the self-revela
tion which ensued to themselves from their inter
course with her; hut others were irritated because 
their minds were small and they lacked under
standing; for few are the people who like to see 
themselves held up to their own inner understand
ing as they actually are. 

We are all so prone to excuse our own faults 
and call them peccadilloes which amount to hut 
little! None of us likes to feel that the very one 
whom we revere and look up to, is the one who re
veals our own smallness of character to ourselves. 
Nor could they come to understand, at least in any 
hut a very small degree, the strange double charac
ter which they both feit and saw when in the pres
ence of H. P. Èlavatsky: a most embarrassing and 
to them inexplicable union of splendid masculine 
and feminine characteristics. And just here it 
should be said that_ we lay our finger directly on 
the key to the mysterious spiritual-psychological 
riddle that H. P. Blavatsky was for the world. • 

But if this was the case with her own follow
ers, as in simple truth it was, how much more com
pletely still was the great Theosophical Messenger 
misunderstoood by the genera!- public, who had 
not even that modicum of acquaintance with her 
which her immediate disèiples and followers had. 
To this public she was not so much a mystery or 
an unsolved problem as a strange and perplexing 
study in erratic genius, as they thought; which, 
because that public couid not definitely place it 
and label it in the usual fashion of public judg
ments, became to the imagination of these outsid
ers something to be written about indeed, hut writ
ten about with pens dipped in spleen and in anger 
arising out of the quasi-consciousness of their own 
ipability to understand her. 

When one surveys -the world ~ it was when . 
H. P.,~lava.tsky live~, and realizes the·power over 

human minds which the set and crystallized ideas 
regarding religious and scientific subjects then had; 
one can find little he.art to blame people who sin,ned 
through ignorance rather than through will, and 
who erred in their judgment from inability to un
derstand rather than because of a desiré wilfully 
_to misinterpret. Those were the days when the 
scientists on the one hand thought that virtualry 
all that was to be known of Nature, as regards fun
damentals, had already been discovered and thát 
nothing new of any important character except
ing, perhaps, development of what was already sup
posed to be known, could be wrested from the 
bosom of the Mighty Mother. 

On the other hand, religious circles had set
tled down definitely to make the best of their de
f eat at the hands of scientific thinkers; and with 
the natura! acerbity of such a mental state of re
ligious disappointment arising out of their defeat, 
they were hut the more ready to misjudge and to 
condemn anyone who was so daring in teaching 
and in career as to do what they durst not do: face 
the Sir Oracles of science with unparalleled bold
ness as H. P. Blavatsky did, challenging openly 
and publicly in her doctrines and public writings, 
the then acceptedly orthodox ideas regarding phy
sical nature, prevailing in the ranks of scientific 
men. 

There was still another class of people, men 
and women of a more or less mystica! bent, -yt;t 
without the remotest conception • withal. of what 
their hearts were really hungering for. Impelled 
by the energies óf their own inner natures to .see 
and to feel that neither popular science on the one 
hand nor popular-religion on the other hand, sup
plied them with the pabulum that could feed their 
souls, they wandered hither and thither in thought, 
drawn to this and to that new ism or ology, and 
finding in none of these anything to feed their minds 
and souls with. 

These were the mystica! cranks of various 
types and kinds who flocked around H. P. Bla
vatsky much · as moths are drawn to a bright light. 
Probably it was her indomitable courage which· 
first attracted them to her, and it was doubtless 
her magnificent intellectual power which, once at
tracted to her, held them more or less bound to 
her. From H. P. Blavatsky's standpoint, however, 
how on earth could a World-Teacher find in such 
material as these last described minds, proper in
struments for disseminating her Message to thè 
world! 

If the people to whom science was their god, 
squirmed in futile indignation at her hold chal
lenge of accepted scientific views; and if the pepple 
belonging to the other class of more or less ortho~ 
dox or religious bent, watched her with a mixture 
of indignation and alarm: this third class it was 
which by the very fact of their presence around 
her, and more or less openly-voiced champion
ship of her, told sadly in one sense upon her reputa
tion in the opinion of the genera! public. 

This more or less vocal and positive class of 
people gave to the genera! public the impression 
that the Theosophical Leader and many of her 
followers were, at the very least, a set of mystery
loving cranks; and this phase of public misunder
standing of H. P. Blavatsky's mission and teach
ings lasted for a certain time, in the European 
countries more especially. 

1t so happened as time went on, that little by 
lit~e the men and women composing this third class 
were not encourag~ and they dropped out of the 
ranks of those who looked,upon H. P. Blavatsky 
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à.sa Teacher of philosophical religion1anp. of phiT 
losophical science; hut the èffect of her compas
sionate interest in these mystica! cranks remained 
for years af terwards. • The truth of the matter 
was that the great heart of H. P. Blavatsky re-· 
fused to no one entrance into the Theo·sophical So
ciety, provided there seemed to be the least chance 
that such admission into the Theosophical ranks 
would benefit them. 

As she herself bas more than once said, the 
membership of the Theosophical Society is not 
composed of angels nor saints ! It is obvious that 
if ·the membership of the Christian- churches, for 
instance, were to be taken by and large, as many 
people of an equivalently unprepossessing charac
ter would be found there. 

This matter is referred to because it does not 
lack a certain importance in attempting to adjust 
our present vision to the situation as it then ex~ 
isted, and should be clearly understood if we are 
to have a true viewpoint of some at least of the 
difficulties that the great Theosophical Messenger 
had to face and overcome. 

But, after all this is said, the fact remains 
that 9ne of the most interesting and significant 
factors in the history of the Theosophical Society 
during the lifetime of H. P. Blavatsky, was the 
large number of highly reputable, loftily intellec
tual, and truly spiritually minded people whom she 
drew into the membership of the Theosophical So
ciety. They numbered literally thousands in àll 
parts of the world. They included philosophers, 
scientists, clergymen, statesmen, literary men, men 
of various other professions, artists, men of wide 
and successful commercial experience; in fact an 
áctuai cross-section, so to say, cut through the 
heart of our Occidental social structure. 

And it is these last in their thousands, who 
formed the body of devoted, energetic, and high
ly intelligent members, who supported with all the 
power at tlieir command, the efforts of H. P. Bla
vatsky to make her Message to the world a vital 
power in the hearts and minds of men. 

Nevertheless, even among these choice· per
sons, few there .were indeed who hatl-·any concep
tion of a clearly defined character of f:be teal na
ture and mission of H. P. Blavatsky; hut these 
few, these choicest of the choice, intuitive, aspir-' 
ing, longing for truth, hungering for reality, and 
who formed a fif th class by themselves - those 
last were they, we say, who were, in the real sense 
of the phrase, her true pupils and who gave to her 
the most invaluable part of the assistance that she 
then received in casting her message broadly and 
deep into men's souls. They were very few indeed, 
these last: hut the Theosophist of today, with the 
added experience that time bas given, éan do no 
otherwise than record his sense of gratitude to 
them for their utterly true-hearted loyalty to H. P. 
Blavatsky in the days of her first and perhaps 
greatest eff orts. 

While even these few did not fully understand 
their great Teacher, as was only to be expected, 
yet they understood enough of her to realize that 
they were in the presence of and working under 
the inspiration of one of those World-Figures of 
which history records, at cyclic intervals, the ap
pearance among men. 

It bas been said that this book is to be a study 
of a profound spiritual-psycholog-ical mystery, and 
that statement is true. But to lay b;ue this mys
tery, as far as it can be done, to the understanding 
of thoughtful men and women, is in itself a task 
of herculean proportions. We are going to treat 
of subjects con·cerning which the average Occiden
tal has no conception whatsoever; or if, in mo
ments of quiet thought, or under the refining in-· 
fl4ence of spiritual intuitions, some of the early 
members of the Theosophical Society may have 
gained some intimation of the truth, yet in the na
ture of things, such suggestive intimations must 
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have been hut rarely and sporadically recorded. 
Our task would be quite different, perhaps, , 

were this book written solely for the better class of 
Orientals who are more or less accustomed to psy
chological mysteries by training, and whose mag
nificent religious and philosophical systems have 
guided them even f rom· childhood to realize that 

• there are in the world subtil and mysterious forces 
which play through the human psychological mask, . 
in other words, through man's inner constitution, 
and thus form of one man a sage and saint and of 
another man a human brute and rogue. 

It.is precisely on matters dealing with man's 
inner constitution that the authors· of this book ex
peet to treat arid thereby to solve as far as they 
can do so in the_ compass of a printed volume, the 
amazing riddle of H. P. Blavatsky's character, 
life, and mission. • 

H. P. Blavatsky was of course bom a woman, 
hut for all that, her character in one direction 
was at times importantly, intensely, masculine, and 
the work which she so magnificently perf ormed 
was essentially a man's work, and very largely 
done after the manner of a man. Can we say that 
she was hut one of those strange and erratic geni
uses whose careers have at different times aroused 
the admiration and astonishment of men? No. 
That is not our meaning at all: it is a meaning by 
far too restricted to contain the solution, of this 
great psychological mystery, which we are going 
to attempt to solve. 

Genius is one thing: it is the efflorescence of 
the native powers of a normal individual; hut the 
case of H. P. Blavatsky, Soul-Shaker, Breaker of 
the molds of mind, and Fou_nder of a new and bril
Hant hope and destiny for -mankind, rests on en
tirely different foundations: foundations which are 
laid, as before stated, in some of the most mys
terious and, to the Occident, utterly unknown se
. crets·of human 'Spiritual:.psychologicaL economy. 

H. P. Blavatsky was bom a woman, as al
ready said, hut her intermediate or soul-nature at 
times seemed distinctly that of a man. She was 
intensely feminine in some respects, as was only 
natura!, and a gentléwoman to her finger-tips, 
strangely and alertly sensitive, delicately organ
ized, keenly awake in both mind and heart to the 
noblest human impulses. But bebind all this, over
mastering all this, controlling aU this, and working 
through all this, we hope to show that there was 
the dominating influence of a Master-Intelligence: 
her own individual, egoic, spiritual part, or center 
of her inner constitutîon - the developed Spiritu
al Soul.of her, her Inner Divinity, the monadic es
sence or root of her being, evolved forth in its tran
scendent powers into coriscious activity on our hu
man plane, as the consequence or result of many 
prèvious reincarnations on earth and imbodiments 
in the invisible realms of the U niverse. 

This inner Self of her was one of the Great 
Ones of the ages, an actual, real, self-conscious
ly energie Individuality or Power, which worked 
. through her and used her both psychologically and 
physically as the fittest instrument for the saving 
of the souls of men that the Occidental world has 
seen in many ages. 

In order to make this matter somewhat more 
clear, we anticipate an important thought which 
will find its due place in the later chapters, by call
ing the reader's attention to the nature of man's 
inner constitution as th~ wonderful Theosophical 
philosophy sets it forth. This constitution may 
for easy understanding be divided into three parts 
- the spiritual-divine part, which is the monadic 
essence of man's inner being, sometimes called 
his Inner Spiritual Self; second, the intermedi
a te or psychological part which is the center of 
the human consciousness per se and which actu
ally b the child or outflowing of a part of the 
spiritual energies from the monadic esse!)ce before 
spoken of; and third, the vital-astralTphysical part 
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• ' 
which makes up the lowest or vehicular part f!Î 

man.. , , 
The monadic essence or Spiritual Soul àbove 

spoken of must be understood to be an individu" 
ality: an actual, real, living entity having its own· 
sphere of action in its own lof ty realms or fields 
of activity. This acts through the intermediate 
part above spoken of, which may be called the 
Reincarnating Ego or, more briefly and sîmply, thè 
higher Human Soul. Obviously this intermediat~ 

' .. 
part or soul-entity is what we ordinarily mean ")he~ 
we speak of the soul of man; it is the personal in
dividuality of the human being, and not only is it, 
as above said, the child of the monadic essence ot 
Inner Divinity, hut it also partakes of the stream of 
consciousness, flowing from its parent; and in pro
portion as it can manifest clearly and undimmed 
the supernal light and intelligence of this stream 
of consciousness, is it great and does it partake 
of the sublimity of its parent. ' • 

This parent monadic essence is the source of 
. J 

all great human inspiration, and in proportion,as 
the human being can ally himself with this Inner 
Self, as hàs just been hinted, he thereby raises 
himself towards the spiritual stature of the great 
Seers and Sages who have made such a profound 
impression on the history of the human race. 

The above in brief gives an outline of the càs~ 
of H. P. Blavatsky, for through long training and 
initiation under her great Teachers, who were. of 
this Association of great Seers and Sages, she had 
become fitted to become their Messengèr and 
Mouthpiece to the world. The secret key regard
ing the mystery of H. P. Blávatsky lies in the para~ 
graph which precedes. 

Intuitions and intimations of the existence in 
the human being of such transcendent_ faculties and 
powers and energies µave been had by very many 
of the great Mystics of the ages, whatevér maYj 
have been the race among whoni they were-bpm 
or the time in whÎCh they lived. Such intimati9ns 
or intuitions have naturally also come-into the con
sciousness of more modern writers,- .even though 
they are men of less insight. • 

Maurice Maeterlinck, the Be~gian mystic, in 
a Pr_eface to a French ti:anslation. of Emerson's 
essays; bas the following series of remarks, which, 
generally speaking, are Theosophical, and they aré 
quoted here hecause they express in the wo:rds of 
a modern thinker some of the vision which he has 
had of the deep~iying hut wonderfully beautiful 
faculties in the human being. We do not quote 
Maeterlinck because of any approval, express or 
implied, of other ideas of bis. He says: 

"The face of our divine soul smiles at times over the 
shoulder of her sister, the human soul, bent .to thé' noble 
needs of thought, and this smile which, as it passes, dis
covers to us all that is beyond thought, is the only thing 
of consequence in the works of man. They are not many 
who have shown that man is greater and profounder than 
himself, and who have been able to fix some of the eter
nal suggestions to be met with every instant through life, 
in a movement, a sign, a look, a word, a silence, in the inci
dents happening round about us. 

"The science of human greatness is the greatest of sci
ences. Not one man is ignorant of it, yet hardly one knows 
he possesses it_. The child who meets me cannot tel! his 
mother what he has seen; and yet as soon as his eye has 
touched my presence, he knows all that I shall be, as well 
as my brother, and three times better than myself .. : . 

"In truth, what is strongest in man is his hidden gravi
ty and wisdom. The most frivolous among u~ never .r~ál~ 
ly laughs, and in spite of his efforts never succeeeds in los
ing a moment, for the human soul is attentive and does 
nothing that is not useful. 

"Ernst ist das Le ben. Life is serious, and in the 
depths of our being our soul has never yet smiled. On the 
other side of our involuntary agitations we lead ·a won" 
derful existence, passive1 very pure, very sure, to which 
ceaseless allusion is made by hands stretched out, eyes 
that open, looks that meet. All our orga:ns are mystic ac
complices of a superior being, and it is never a man, it is 
a soul we have known. I did not see that poor man who 
begged for alms at my doorstep; but I saw s"omething 
else; in our eyes two selfsame destinies greeted and loved 
each other, and _at the instant .he held out his hand, the 
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little dóor ' of the house opened 'for a moment on the 
sea ... • . , . 

"But if it be true that the least of us cannot niake 
the slightest movement without taking account of the soul 
and the spiritual kingdoms where • it reigns, it is also true 
that the wisest almost nevèr thlnks of the infinite displaced 
by the opening of an eyelid, the bending of a head, or the 
dosing of a hand. We live so far from ourselves that we 
are ignorant of almost all that takes place on the horizon 
of our being. We wander aimlessly in the vàlley, never 
.thinking that all our actions are reproduced and açquire 
their significánce on the summit of the motintain. Someone 
has 'to come and say: 'Lift your eyes; see what you are, 
see what you are doing,; it is not here that we 'live: we are 
up there.' That look exchanged in the dar\.c, ,those words 
whlch have no meaning at the base of the hlll, see what 
they grow into and what they signify heyond the snow of 
the peaks, and how our hands whlch we think so little and 
so feeble, touch God everywhere unknowingly ... - . 

"If one could ask the intelligence of another world 
"?{hat is the synthetic expression of the face of ~e~, it mig~t 
qoubtless reply, after having seen them in the1r Jóys, tne1r 
griefs, their anxieties - they seem to be thinking of some
thing els(J. Be great, be wise, be eloquent; the soul of_ the 
poor man who holds out hls hand at the corner of the _bnd~e 
will not be jealous, hut yours will perhaps envy h1m h1s 
silence. The hero needs the approbation of the ordinary 
man· hut the ordinary man does not ask for the approba
tion ~f the hero, and he pursues hls life with calmness, like 
one who has all hls treasures ,in a safe place. . . . 

"If I think I have wasted my day in mi_serable under
takings and if you can prove to me that I have yet lived 
as dee~ly as a hero, and that my· soul has not lost its rights, 
you will have done more than if you had persuaded me to 
save the life of my enemy today, for you will have aug
mented in me the sum and the· greatness_ of life; and to
morrow, perhaps, I shall knowhow to live with reverses." 

What Maeterlinck here speaks of as the ""face 
of our divine soul smiling at times over the shoulder 
of her sister the human soul," eXf)resses in terms 
different' from our Theosophical phraseology, but 
yet very truly, what the Theosophist means when 
he'-refers to the divine-spiritual nature of ;man, o,r 
liitI'nner ·spiritual Self, or, in other words, the mo
nadic· essel)ce standing back of and expressing it
self through not its 'sister, the_ human soul,' btït its 
~hild,. the intermediate porti9n of man's constitu
tion, as already briefly outlinèd. 

It is when this intermediate portion, popular
ly called the human soul, becomes so pellucid; 
through evolution and initiatory training, that it 
can manifest the wonderful pöwers and faculties of 
its parent-monad, that the human soul becomes the 
self-conscious center of what we may truly call a di
vinity..::___man's own Inner EssentialDivinity. The 
lofty human whose intermediate nature has thus 
become so pérvious, or pellucid in character, to the 
stream of spiritual-divine illumination, is spoken 
of variously in the different races. Among the 
Buddhists such a human being would be called a 
Buddha, or Bodhisattva perhaps; am_Órig mystica! 
modern Christians ref erence would be made to the 
:t>eing in man of the immanent Christ or Christos; 
while the Hindû, the student of the wonderful 
Theosophy of Bràhmanism, as. imbodied in thè 
Upanishads of India, would sp~ak of such a case, 
of lofty humanity as one in whom the 'inner Brah! 
man Jives and shines.' 

Future chapters of this presènt book will en
deavor to set forth in greater detail.and more cleár
ly than we are enabled in this first chapter to do, 
the rationale and real meaning and significance of 
what is contained in the foregoing paragraphs. 

If men only knew the sublime 'mysteries la
tent in the higher portions of the human conscious
ness, life would indeed be changed for them in 
every respect. Ernst ist das Leben, as Maeter
linck truly says. Life is earnest; and as this ~el
gian mystic further says, "When the door of the 
house" of the human inner economy opens, it opens 
on the sea_ of infinitude and eternity. 

Here, then, is the key - the only key thus • 
far - to the __ spiritual-psychological mystery of, 
H. P. Blavatsky, and it is this kèy thaUhe authors 
of this book are going to place in the loek of cir-, 

•.' 
~ \ \ . . 

cumstance and give it a turn, and the~ another Miss Margherita Sirén, a student-teacher in"the 
turn, endeavoring to pass over the threshold of • Raja-Yog~ Acádemy ·at ,Point :poma. 
what to the public is an unknown land, to the bril-, - Miss ?irén is the daughte~ of Dr. Osvald 
liant and amazing scenes óf human ·quasi-divinity. Sirén, weU known to regular readers of THE 

KATHERINE TINGLE Y'S THEO

SOPHICAL LECTURE-TOUR ----1929 

FOR THE benefit of members of the Uni
versa! Brotherhood and The~soph~cal S~- • 
ciety, as well as of Katherme Tmgley s . 

many personal friends throughout the world who 
are readers of THE THE0S0PHICAL PATH, the 

. following condensed schedule of her 1929 Euro
pean Lecture-Tour as it stands at the mdrnent 
of going to press; is published; 

April 28, Sunday: Leave Point Loma. 

May 2, Thursday: . Arrive New York, Biltmore 
Hotel. • 

May 3, Friday: Leave New York, S.S. France. 

May 9, Thursday: Due _ Havre and Paris, 
c/o American Consulate General. 

May : Public Lecture, Paris, (date lindeter
mined). 

May 18, Saturday: Leave Paris. 
May 19, S.unday:. Arrive The Hague, Hotel 

des Indes. Proposed stay. of about two 
weeks with lectures being arranged at The 
Hague, Rotterd~m, Amsterdam, Utrecht, 
Groningen, and Arnhem. 

J une 4, Tuesday: Expected date of arrival in 
Berlin" Hotel Adlon .. 

June 9, Sunday: Beethovensaal, Berlin, re
. served for Public Lecture. 

June 14, Friday: Expected date of departure 
from Berlin. .,., 

June 15, Saturday: Expected date of arrival at 
,H~lsihgborg, Swede_n, Gr.and Hotel:, 

June 18, Tuesday: Expected date of public 
meeting, • Hälsingborg. 

June 22, Saturday: -Leave Hälsingborg and ar~ 
rive at the island of Visingsö, ;Lake _Vet
tern, Sweden. 

June 25, Tuesday: Opening of Raja-Yoga Sum
mer-School at Visingsö, which remains 
in session until -

August 10, Saturday: Closing of the Raja-Yoga 
Summer-School at Visingsö. 

During this period, while the School 
is in session, • Katherine Tingley will con
duct open-air Theosophical services every 
Sundäy afternoon, weather permitting, for 
the benefit of the many visitors who flock 
to the island during the summer months. 

September 10: Tuesday: Expected date of pub
lic meeting, Concert Hall, Stockholm., 

September 13, Friday: Leave Stockholm for 
England by automobile, via Trelleborg, 
Germany, and Holland. 

September : Public Lecture in the Free Trade 
Hall, Manchester, _third week in Sep
tember. 

September : Two Lectures at Wigm:ore Hall, 
London, fourth week in September. 

The_ date of the party's return sailing for 
America is not yet determined. 

KATHERINE TINGLEY will be accom
panied by her travel~ng-secreta:r;y, Professor 

Lars Eek of Theosophical University; by Mrs. 
J. D. MacAlpin, one of the pioneer workers in 
Lomala11d and a devoted Theosophist of many 
years standing; by Miss Karin-Wahlberg, whose 
professional training as a Swedish medical gym
nast coupled with her qualificàtions as a faithful 
nièmber; make her a valuable personal aide to 
Katherine Tin'.gley èn tour; and, firially, by 

THE0S0PHICAL PATH as a member of the Univer
sa! Brotherhood Organization of long standing, 
and an eminent authority on mediaeval and 
Chinese Art. Professor Sirén is now in China 
carrying on his studies and researches, and' his 
daughter will be visiting her homel~nd, Sweden: 
for the first time since she was brought to the 
Raja-Yoga School at Point Loma as a 'child. 

All the members of the party will assist 
in various ways - not least of all as instructors 
and helpers at the Raja-Yoga Summer-School 
at ~isingsö, which will assume this yeat a mote 
international charactèr than ever before with 
the arrival of some twenty children from Ger~ 
many, the final arrangemehts for whom Kather
ine Tingley will make in person on, her amval 
in Berlin early in J une. 

This plan of receiving German children at 
the Visingsö Summer-School was first butlined 
by Madame Tingley during her vîsit to Berlin 
last autumn. It is expected that pupils from 
other countries will probably attend the· suin~ 
mer-school this year. Student 

MEMORY 

WHEN THE science of the m!nd is studied: 
along the only lines which can ever be pro~ 

ductive, that part of it which is concerned wiili 
the phenomena of memory will no longer • be so 
utter an enigma ~s it is at present. 

Along this path we have made absolutely no 
progress, except to record some few facts which, 
unclassified and un'arranged simply make confu~ 
sion worse confounded. Thus we knÓw that Mil" ; . 
ton could repeat ·the whole of Homer, ~nd that 
Professor Lawson could repeat the whole Bible, 
that I,,ord Macaulay'' had committeci to memory 
the Pügrim's Progress a.nd Paradise Lost, afid ·thàt, 
Napoleon knew by name every man in the armï 
1 • - • 

which accompanied him _ to Russia. 
We should, however, err in supposing. that 

such memories are necessarily a mark of intellec
tual vigor. • Very many cases are on record whei;e 
m'emories equally,· tenaciousf and even more so, 
have acco~panied what can almost be· described 
as a state of idiocy. The fact is that our know-, 
ledge of memory is very vague, as indeed is our 
knowledge of all mental processes. STUDENT 

FORM O'F BEQUEST- TO THEO

SOPHICAL UNIVERSITY , r 

"I GIVE and bequeath to THEOSOPHICAL UNIVERSITY, 
a corporation duly organized and existing under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of California; and incorpo
rated thereunder in December, 1919, the sum of -·-·--·-··-···-· 
···-··-·--··-··-·--·-··----···-··-··---·--·-·--·-·-·--------·-----·-·--····---·-·--·-· Dollars;-
to be paid by my executor hereinafter named, exclusively 
out of such part of my estate not herein otherwise speci-

, fically disposed of as I may by law bequeath to edu~ation
al institutions, and I hereby charg~ such of my estate with 
the aforesaid sum, and I direct that the receipt of the Presi
dent and. Secretary of said corporation, respectively hQld
ing such offices at the time of the payment óf·thls legacy, 
shall be suflicient discharge of the leg_acy." ' 

NoTE. The above should be inserted as one of the 
clauses Qf the Last .Will and Testament of the person µe
siring to make a· bequest to the University. The, validity 
of the bequest will depend° upon the strict compliance by 
the devisor, in drawing and executing hls Will and in fixing 
the amount óf hls bequest, with the Statutory provisions 
upo_n such matters of the State in whlch he resides and hls 

- estate is located. The amount bequeathed by any person 
should not exceed th~ proportionat~ amount of hls estate 
whlch the laws of hls State allow/hirri to give to an educa
tional institution, and the forma! execution of the Will_ 
containing ·thls bequest should . comply strictly with the 
Statutes of the State· of hl~ legal resi_dence, 

·, Further information regarding THEOSOPHICAL UNIVE~
sr'l'\; may be h~d-from jts Secreta,ry, Point ~m,a, Califomia. 
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H. P. BLAVATSKY: THE MYSTER,Y 
KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. v. PURUCKER, M.A., D. Litt. 

PART I: MYSTICAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CHAPTER II 

THE THRESHOLD OF THE MYSTERY 

"Men yearn to know Truth, hut are prevented from re
ceiving it clearly by the distracting influences of their own 
restless minds." 

IN EMBARKING upon the first stages of the 
fascinating subject before us, it would proba
bly be impossible for the reader to get even 

the first glimpse of the truth regarding H. P. Bla
vatsky, unless he have some more or less clear-cut 
ideas in bis mind as to the nature of man's inner 
constitution; for there, in actual fact, lies the se
cret key of the Mystery that she was. 

We have spoken of H. P. Blavatsky as a great 
spiritual-psychological mystery. It must be care
fully noted and understood, however, that the use 
of this word 'mystery' is not the popula:r one as 
signifying somethi'ng which it is impossible to un
derstand, or which natural circumstances or hu
man· inability prevent us from understanding; hut 
we use the word in much the same sense that the 
ancient Greeks did, who gave us this term, as sïg
nifying something the explanation of which could 
indeed be readily enough known, hut only through 
and by a course of training and study combined, 
undertaken and followed out by certain ones who 
had, however, been chosen, or who had chosen 
themselves, to pursue such a course. 

In other words, 'mystery' as here used, signifies 
not an unsolvable riddle at all, hut an aggregate 
of little known facts combined with a series of cîr
cumstances which requires only elucidation and 
explanation to become clear. 

The 'mystery' spoken of is really a simple one. 
There is no reason whatsoever why the average 
Occidental-or Oriental indeed for that matter
should have any real difficulty in understanding, 
and greatly profiting by, the explanation which it 
is the purpose of this book to seUorth as adequate
ly and as fully as can be done in any published 
work. 

Those who have read more or less of Theoso
phical literature, of course know that the usual and 
popular method followed in Theosophical works 
of showing the nature of man and of the Universe 
is the outlining of and explanation of the so-called 
Seven Principles of which màn's inner constitu
tion is built as a miniature copy of the sevenfold 
constitution of the Universe. And this is quite cor
rect, and of course no objection is made to it here. 

But there is another method, and for our present 
purpose a simpler method, of dividing the compo
site energies and substances of man's nature; and 
it is by considering, bis inner constitution to be 
built up of three perfectly harmonious, naturally 
interacting, and correlated divisions: that is to say, 
a spiritual nature, a psychological or intermediate 
nature, and a vital-astral-physical nature. These 
three obviously include the seven principles of m,an 
just alluded to, and furthermore are at the basis 
of the usual Christian division of man's being in
to three- 'spirit,' 'soul,' and 'body.' 

We Theosophists do not like to use this expres
sion: 'spirit, soul, and body.' When thus com
bined, on account of centuries of association with 
religious teachings accepted in the Occident, they 
are misleading; however true they may be in fact. 

As an inseparable part of the universe, of which 
the human being is an offspring, he reflects in him
self, as the Mystics of all the ages have .seen and 
taught, all· that the Parent-Universe itself con-

tains: in other words, man himself is hut a copy 
in the small of what the Universe is in the great. 
He is the microcosm of the Macrocosm, to use our 
common Theosophical expression. His spiritual 
nature is rooted in and a derivative of the spiritual 
nature of the Universe, of which he is an organic 
part; bis intermedia te or psychological nature is 
equivalently rooted in the intermediate or psycho
logical portion of the Universe, of which he is an 
organic part. And his vital-astral-physical por
tion likewise is derivative, as a composite, from the 
same composite portion of the Universe, of which 
he is, vitally, astrally, and physically, an insepar
able offspring. 

The consequence of all this is, philosophically 
as well as religiously, and, indeed, scientifically 
speaking, that whatever is in the Universe,-pow
ers, functions, faculties, energies, forces, sub
stances, consciousness, what-not,-plays and func
tions through him; because all these pfay and 
function in the universe, of the whole of which man 
is an inseparable part. 

lt is also obvious that as the U niverse itself is 
one consistent and coherent whole, and therefore 
includes the invisible worlds and spheres, such a 
universa! structure can be builded after only one 
pattern, which is that of a hierarchical or graded 
series of planes or stages or worlds, call them what 
you will, of different degrees of tenuity or ethere
ality, as regards each other, some being very high 
in evolution, and others being in an evolutionary 
period of lower degree. 

This fact it is which gives a philosophical ex
planation of the fact that the human host itself is 
composed or constructed after the same hierarchi
cal pattern that exists in the Parent-Universe: in 
other words there are very great men; there are 
inen less great; and there are men who are great; 
and below these in regular succession are the vari
ous stages, from the better to the worse, of average 
and middling men; and below these again, conti
nuing the hierarchical ladder of human life, there 
are the different degrees of what we may call in
f erior men. 

lt is these superior mtn, or the men of the first 
class, just mentioned, to which the attention of the 
reader is particularly called at the present. No 
one who bas read history can be oblivious of the 
fact that its annals are bright at certain epochs 
with the amazing splendor of certain human be
ings, who during the periods of their lifetimes, 
have swayed the destinies, not merely of nations, 
hut of whole continents. The names of some of 
these men are household words in all civilized 
countries, and the most negligent student of his
tory cannot have done otherwise than have stood 
amazed at the mark that they have made in the 
world, while they lived-yes, and perhaps have 
left bebind them results surpassing in almost im
measurable degree the remarkable achievements 
of their own respective lifetimes. 

lt will suffice to allude by name to hut a few of 
these, in order to illustrate the point: the Buddha 
and Sankharächärya in India; Lao-Tse and Con
fucius in China; J esus the great Syrian Sage in 
bis own epoch and land; Apollonius of Tyana, 
Pythagoras, Orpheus, Olen, Musaeus, Pamphos, 
and Philammon, in Greece; and many, many more 
in other lands. Nor is it to be supposed that all 
these great men were of equal spiritual grandeur, 
for, as in the other classes of human beings, so do 
these great men likewise diff er ainong themselves 
in degree's of evolutionary development. 

One point of great importance indeed to be noted 
is this: that a careful scrutiny of the teachirigs of 

these Great Men, the Seers and Sages of past 
times, shows us that in- the various and vary-, 
ing forms in which their respective Messages were 
cast, there is always to be found an identical sys
tematized Doctrine, identical in substance in all 
cases, though frequently varying in ontward form: 
a fact proving the existence all over the world of 
what Theosophy very rightly points to as the ex
istence öf a Universa! Religion of mankind.....: á. 
Religion-Philosophy-Science based on Nature her
self, and by no means nor at any time resting s,ole
ly on the teachings of any one individual, howev~f 
great he may have been. 

1t is also foolish, downright absurd, for any 
thoughtful man or woman to deny the existence 
of these great outstanding figures of world-history, 
for there they are; and the more we know abc!ut 
them, the more fully do we begin to understand 
something of their sublime nature and powers. 

Does the reader ask himself: What on earth 
have these great world-figures to do with the spi.: 
ritual-psychological mystery that H. P. Blavatsky 
was? If so, he has not yet grasped even the first 
principle of the explanation of H. P. Blavatskts 
individual character, and of the Mission which she 
was sent forth to accomplish. We do not m~an to 
say that H. P. Blavatsky, the Russian noblewom~; 
and much misunderstood philosophic teacher,, was 
in all senses of the word one of these towering 
World-Figures; although on the other hand we.do 
not mean to say that she was utterly distinct"anê( 
separate from that class. of beings. ' _., ii 

' -4\ ;Il 

Our meaning is very plain: , lt is that, for wit:'Is 
planned by titanic spiritual wisdom and inteiléçt 
a great and powerful individuality is needed:ln:-ót~ 

' '• 

der to carry it out. This alone places H., P. lUa;, 
. "l 

vatsky in the ranks of the Great Ones, although~ 
as we have before said, she was also the Messengfr 
and l\fouth-piece of others greater than she. . "..~ 

Does the reader ask himself another questi~n? 
which may be cast, perhaps, into the followfug 
form: 'Do you mean, then, that H. P. Blavats_ky: 
was the Messenger of the Buddha, and of J~u~; 
and of Lao-Tse, and of the others of whom yQu 
have been speaking? Are they not all dead m~n, 
who lived indeed and moved the world at • their 
time indeed, hut who are now no more? How can 
that be?' ~/ 

No, that is not our meaning. We instanced tb~ 
names and existences of these great men in ordei 
to illustrate the thesis that the human race bas 
produëed _ these monuments of surpassing geniu; 
in the past; and there is not the slightest r'e~n: 
able or logical argument that could be alleged t{Yi 
anybody in support of the very lame ~d halting 
notion that no such men live now, or coqld live. iÎi 
the future. The burden of all the evidence at hand: 
runs quit-e to the contrary. lt would be a riddl~ 
virtually unsolvable, if one were to suppose • tha 
because such men have existed in the past, th~ 
·could not exist again or that - and this come~ .t9 
the same thing - what the human race bas o~é~ 
produced, it could never again produce. _; 

How does such a fantastic notion harmonize with 
the unquestioned truth of evolution - in otht 
words, of progressive human developm:ent? ~ 
the human race at the present time grown so f eéb~~
has it so far degenerated, that genius, and whii,t 
is more than genius, - which these Great Ori~ 
showed forth, - no more can spring forth fr~;;J 

1' 1:'"'"1 

human material? All these questions and com~ 
ments sufficiently state the case, and we need pause 
no longer upon that phase of the question. 

We do not mean that H. P. Blavatsky was the 
Messenger and Mouthpiece of men once dead; hut 
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we do meao that what bas been in the past is hut a 
shadowing forth of what likewise can be and must 
be at a later date, and, in the course of natura! 
law, will be bound to come forth in the future. 
She was the Messenger and Mouth-piece of that 
great Brotherhood of which our Theosophical lite
rature says so much, and which is composed not 
of the 1spirits of dead men' at all, hut of the aggre
gate of Great Ones living today, similar to those 
who lived in the past, and who are the successors, 
and in some instances, doubtless the reincarna
tions of the Great Ones of former ages. 

Thus, then, it may be taken for granted that 
Nature is neither more inept than she was in for
mer times, nor deprived of the powers ~at then 
she rnanifested. The old question may here arise 
in the rninds of some who read this book, as to why 
these Great Ones, if they still exist, do not come 
forth before the public and show themselves, al
lów people to touch them and question them: why 
they do not prove themselves, in other words, to 
all the doubting Thomases of our more modern 
time. 

This is a question which has been answered ful
ly and adequately in our Theosophical writings. 
One inay, however, ask the questioner a very sim
ple query: Why on earth should they do so, and 
whose business is it if they do not do so? Why 
should they come out before a doubting and skep
tical public, which, as bas already been said, would 
either worship them as gods on the one hand, if 
they so appeared, or perhaps persecute them and 
do them to death, if that were possible. 

If these Great Ones can pursue tbeir surpassing
ly splendid work better in the silences of retire
rrient, ~nd_ utterly unknown of ordinary men, or 
·ûsually unknown of ordinary men, it would be 
positive folly for them to choose the pàth of great
b..t resistance rather than the one which the ex
periènce of ages bas •shown t.o be in all senses 
the best. 

These Great Ones have no desire to be made 
-social lions in modern drawing-rooms, nor to stand 
#n pulpits: or on any modern Areopagu~, and 
preach mysteries to a wide-eyed and open-mouthed 
public. That may be all very well for small men; 
hut as anyone who knows the history of those 
Great Men who have appeared in the past, can 
see, precisely the opposite course bas invariably 
been chosen, even by those who appear in the 
world as Messengers from their own great Brother
hood in times of cyclical crisis, when a new key
iiote is to be sounded in human hearts and minds. 

• 'Then they appear indeed, hut even then they are 
wrapped in the garments of mystery, in the Greek 
sense of the word, as above explained; and shun, 
as the average man would a pest, the distracting 
;md corrupting influences of the mob, or the inane 
and often deadening influence of the drawing
room. 

We have moved already a step or two towards 
·the Threshold of the Mystery. Once grant- as 
i'eason and history and human experiente and our 
-intuîtions compel us to grant, that their work is ut
t~rly unselfish and loftily humanitarian, a work de
yoted solely to the spiritual and intellectuál bene
'nt of their fellow-men: and the foundations are 
'therein laid in proof of H. P. Blavatsky's Mission, 
!J,nd of the Powers bebind her who sent h~r forth 
to do it. 

No sensible workman, having a task of delicacy 
~rd importance to perform, selects imperfect tools, 
or instruments inadequate for the performing of 
,the work in hand; and on -precisely similar lines 
Qf common sense and -reason do the Masters of 
Üfe, those Great Seers and Sages of the ages, se
lect the rare few who are bom into the world at dif
~ferent times, as their faithful _agents for carrying 
H\to-'lhat world their Message of ·Truth for men, 
: ''d qf Light for men, and of Liberation for the 

_-,fr-ace: a liberation which is in no sense of 
~~Qt~ the following of a mere politica! or social 

; ·'.',.' 
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nostrum, hut a liberation, above all other things, 
from the chains of personal selfishness and the 
thraldom of the lower self. 

What precedes is a mere outline of the usual 
manner of presenting the Mystery which enwraps 
any such Messenger fropi the great Teachers. But 
it is more particularly the l~ast known part of this 
enwrapping mystery which concerns the individu
al MeseJtger so sent forth, that this book is treat
ing of. 

A Russian gentlewoman springing from a stock 
of high ancestral distinction on both sides, show
Îng even from c:hild-days unwonted abilities_ and 
extraordinary capacity and power: yet one who 
at the same time gave most astounding and per
plexing evidences of a loftiness of character which 
both amazed and sorely puzzled those who thought, 
and vainly thought, that they knew her best: such 
was H. P. Blavatsky. 

The world stands awed and astounded when a 
man of power and genius appears in the world, and 
gives evidence of spiritual or intellectual worth; 
so also does it marvel and stand all abashed when 
some woman of equivalent spiritual and intellec
tual dominance appears in the world and gives 
evidences of her faculty and power. 

Such human beings are accepted as real enough, 
although amazing perhaps; hut the idea that some· 
human entity can contain in the compass of its 
own individuality the most splendid mental and 
psychological characteristics of both physiological 
divisions of the human race, arouses not merely 
the awe, not merely the amaze of the ignorant and 
the thoughtless, hut a feeling somewhat akin to 
that aroused by the appearance of a startling phe
nomenon. This feeling arises solely from ignor
ance of the wide and deep reaches of the latent 
spiritual and mental powers in man. 

There is a. delightful and quaint old Zulu tale 
about a maiden who once upon a time went to 
sleep in a cave after playing with her attendants, 
and was awaked by hearing voices. What was her 
. amazement, when her eyes opened, to see standing 
around her a company of apparently human be
ings, hut who, instead of walking as human beings 
do, proceeded by leaps and bounds; and she no
ticed in wide-eyed wonder that these individuals 
had each hut one leg l When this dusky Venus 
arose from her couch and walked towards them, 
they fled in utmost · consternation, and her best 
efforts could hardly bring them back into her pres
ence - for she had two legs l 

She understood their language, _and she heard 
one of them say in a voice in which both horror 
and indignátion. ás well as awe were evident: "It 
is a pretty thing, hut, oh heavens l Look at the 
two 1egsl" 

And indeed most people seem to be just like 
this one-legged tribe of story, in their judgment of 
people and of things that they do not understand. 

We are all so accustomed to taking things that 
we see around us for granted, as being the invio
lable order of Nature, that we fail to realize that 
what our senses tell us of regarding surrounding 
appearances and things is· merely the world as 
these very imperfect physical vehicles of report in
terpret that world to us. It is actually the Theo
sophical teaching that there are many mysteries 
even in our own physital world of which ordinary 
humanity at the present time knows nothing at 
all, or is hut just beginning to learn something of; 
and furthermore, that the vast ranges in the hier
archical structure of the invisible Universe con
tain not only substances and energies, hut beings 
of all-various kinds and classes, which the far
distant future, through the evolutionary progress 
of human beings, will begin to make known to 
them. 

Man's own inner constitution, through and on 
the same grounds of organization as those just set 
forth, also contains vast and deep mysteries which. 
man himself, in bis present imperfect state of evo-

lutionary development, knows almo,st nothing of; 
hut the knowledge of which indeed is in the guar
dianship and possession of the As~ociation of great 
Sages and Seers of whom we have spoken and of 
whom later chapters of this book will set forth 
some of the nature and sublime work. These in
ner mysteries of man of course are straitly in
volved in any explanation, such as this book is 
attempting to set forth, of such a psychological 
mystery as is. off ered by the great Sages and Seers, 
and by their various Messengers, such as H. P. 
Blavatsky was. 

Only real genius: in deed something more than 
merèly human genius: only sublime spiritual and 
intellectual capacity, native to the constitution of 
some lofty human being, could explain the reason 
for the choice of such Messengers. But indeed, 
this is not saying enough; because in addition to 
genius and to merely native spiritual and intel
leotual capacity, such a Messenger must possess 
through initiatory training the capacity of throw
ing at will the intermediate or psychological na
ture into a state of perfect quiescence or recep
tivity for the stream of divine-spiritual inspiration 
flowing forth from the Messenger's own Inner 
Divinity or monadic essence. It is obvious, there
fore, that such a combination of rare and unusual 
qualities is not often found in human beings, and, 
when found, such a one is fit for the work to be 
done by such a Messenger of the Association of 
Great Ones spoken of. 

We do not mean, as might, perhaps, be supposed 
fröm the foregoing by those who are prone quick
ly to judge, that H. P. Blavatsky was merely an 
evolutiónary forerunner of a future mankind, who, 
. as ari individual, foreshadowed the type of the hu
man race to be in distant aeons of the future. 1-fo, 
that again is not our meaning, although there is 
a certain amount of truth in such a supposition. 
All great men and women are in a ccrtain sense 
forerunners of what is to come in racial dey-elop
ment; for, as everyone knows,-coming events do 
verily "cast their shadows before"- a wonderful 
suggestion and truthful proverb. Our meaning will 
become clear in the paragraphs to be found on la
ter pages of this study. 

We must remember the fact that unusually 
gifted human beings may contain in themselves 
the best and noblest attributes of humanity as ex
pressed or manifested in both the physiological di
visions of the human race, and we may here leave 
this brief summary of psychological facts to the 
thoughtful reflexion of the reader. 

FORM OF BEQUEST TO THEO
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PART 1: MYSTICAL AND 

• PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CHAPTER 111 :._ PAUSING ON THE 

THRESHOLD OF. THE MYSTERY 

"If Man is an inseparable portion of the Cosmic Whole, 
as he most truly is, then everything whatsoever that is in 
that Cosmic Whole is also in Man," 

THE BEGINNING of the preceding chap
ter called attention to the fact that both 
the Universe and Man its child, are logical

ly and in.deed necessarily divisible into various 
principles; and the reader's special attention 
was called to the tripartite character of man's 
inner constitution. 

It is a very. ancient teaching, which has been 
rhore or less corroborated even by modern psy
chological thought, that certain of these prin
ciples composing man's inner constitution may 
be separated off, as it were, from the others 
without causing the dissolution of the human 
entity. 

I t is very necessary to keep clearly in mind, 
however, an understanding of the statement that 
the human being is composite, that is to say, 
formed of the 'principles,' so-called, enumerated 
in the preceding chapter; although these various 
pti.nciples work together and are naturally so 
correlated that the complete entitative human be
ing is the harmonious interconnexion of them all. 
V •• Just whai tpe spiritual portion of this consti
tution may; or may not, be, is in itself extremely 
rmportant, but not necessary _ to describe in de
tail Jor the pu.rposes of our present stuq.y;_ what 
the intermedîátè -ox:. p,~ychological· portion • of 
man's constftution is, ,is for the pmposes_ 0i óûr 
ptesei:ii stÛdy,. much m'.ore important; while, as 
r~gards the vital-astral-physical elements of the 
human being, these are sufficiently described by 
t:he terms USéd, and need no especial emphasis 
to be placed ·upon them here. 

· Looking then, at the human ent.ity in this 
light, it becömes immediately obvious that the 
spiritual part of fiis constitution is of an eternal, 
or rather, perpetually enduring character; the 
'psychological or intermedia te portion' is de
~criptive of the human ego, whose destiny it is, 
as an individualized center, to attain individual 
perpetuity in time and space, so to say, as the 
wonderful processes of human evolution perfect 
it to that end; and, of course, the third or 
lowest portion of the entitative human being -
in other words, the vital-astral-physical - is, as 
is abundantly obvious, purely mortal. 

We have, therefore, before us, first, the picture 
of the human constitution as composed of an 
element of perpetual splendor, the product of 
fong past ages of aeonic evolution; second, the 
picture· pf the human entity, the ïntermediate 
part, likewise the product of past ages of evolu
tion, but still imperfect, and still subject to the 
play of the various energies resident in ethereal 
substance. 

In this intermediate or psychological portion, 
lie the elements of ordinary human conscious
ness, pulled this way and that by its own in
herent attractions, to things of spirit or of mat
ter, as the case may be, and the destiny of which 
depends upon the degree in which it receives the 
inspiring and refining influences of its parent
spirit on the one hand, or, on the other hand, 
falls victim to the strong pull of the material 
energies which attach it to the lowest part of 
the human constitution. 
,} .'Now these three as above described, are separ-, · 

able in a relative sense, each from the two others, mediate portion or soul-entity of the human 
without causing death; but when this separation being, nor colored by the individuality of thé 
becomes absolute, the break-up of the constitu- latter as 'the spiritual-divine stream of cónscious:-
tion of the entitative human being immediately ness flows through it into the personal conscious-
ensues. But note well in this connexion the ness of the human being. In this case again the 
following paragraphs. intermediate portion, so to say, by an act of wil~-

For instance: when an absolute separation of the human entity himself or herself, is stilled; 
of the lowest portion of the three takes place or· rendered wholly receptive of these inflowing 
from the other two, there ensues what is called streams and thereby becomes a canal or channel 
physical death, and this of course is the ulti,mate through which these streams of divine-spiritual 
destiny of all human beings. When, again, an energy and power and consciousness pass into 
absolute separation of the highest or the spirit the normal brain-mind consciousness of the 
from the intermediate and the vital-astral-phy- human being. 
sical, which two still then remain in vital union, Let us try to describe this wonderful psycho:. 
takes place, then there ensues, as shown in the logical phenomenon in other words, for in these ,,., _,, 

majestical Theosophical philosophy, the occur- circumstances as just described, lies the founda-
rence of a truly dreadful fate for the unified two tion of the explanation of .the Mystery which 
portions left behind: for this is what is known to we are studying. Perhaps one of the tommonest 
Theosophists as the case of a 'lost soul.' This facts of ordinary human life is the influence 
term .may not be very accurately desèriptive nor which one mind exerts over another mind; so. 
very correct in phrase, but it is sufficient enough, that, as the saying might run, we no longer see 
as a term, to set forth the desti'ny of the bi- the man as he is in his own soul-power, hut sense 
partite portion of the human entity thus aban- instead the will-energy and individuality of the 
doned by its inner divine Essence. Of this dominating or controlling mind. Such cases in 
exceedingly rare case no more need be said here. popular language are described when men say: 
The reader is referred to our Theosophical litera- "Why, he is no longer himself; he is the niere 
ture for fuller information. shadow or mirror of so-and-so ! " This is the case 

_And now we come to the third, and for. the where one human being exercises a powerful psy-
purposes of our present study, the really impor- chological influence over another human being, 
tant matter which this book is attempting to set and thus proves the condition of receptivity in-
forth. Ancient legend and story, as well as an- to which a human psychological apparatus can be, 
cient philosophy and mysticism, combine in the thrown, becoming reçeptive of e~tr_an~oµs • ih~ 

· declaration that it is not only possible, but actu- . fluences. This in the 1'heosophical teaching and 
c;1.lly not infreA_uent, for. the intermedia.te or-,Q.si, .. - .,, Jrom the Thedsop_hi~l ;viewpoint is wholly w.rong, 
chologiëal ·portiori "of nian' s coristitutión, which is irrexcusable, inûnoral, -and shoul~ und~r no cîr-
usually , call~d thè human soul, temporarily to cµmstanc~s What~óever be suffered to come 

• 'undergo á disjunction of incomplete character to pass. 
from the· vital-astral-physical 'vehicle in which instead of an extraneous • influence: insteád 
it is inshrined, and which in normal human life of the will-power and mind-energy of one man 
it regularly works through. The inner divine passing over to another man: let us replace such 
Essence of course remains in full control of the a dominating influence with the transceildant 
intermediàte portion, . which intermediate por- and lofty stream of consciousness flowing into 
tion thus temporarily stands apart, so to speak; such a psychological apparatus or brain-mind 
and this leaves the body still vitalized, still, to , from the individual's own spiritual self, or Inner 
all appearances, a normal, living human entity, Divinity~ This is wholly beautiful; this is 
still receiving, but in a minor degree, the stream sublime; this takes place only in the loftiest 
of individuality pouring forth from the two and noblest of the human race; and it is the 
higher portions. entire procedure of evolution, considered teleo-
, It is most •important not to suppose that this logically, to bring about in ever increasing per-
disjunction is absolµte, for were it so, were it fection the receptivity of the lower part of man's 
complete, this would be the case already de- inner constitution towards his higher part. 
scribed of simple ph-ysical death. The man lives, When such receptivity is virtually perfect, 
so far as physical eyes see him still; he is still, then we may say: "Behold an incarnate Sage, 
to all appearances, exactly· what he was before; behold an incarnate Christ!" The entire struc-
the man still thinks, still goes about his work, ture of morals reposes upon this wonderful fact 
still persists on all the customary paths of per- as its basis; and put in very simple language and 
sonal activity; but in actual fact is both spiri- in plain words, such a sublime .human being is 
tually and intellectually, for the time being, so one of the great Sag~s and Seers, one of the Fine 
to say a spiritual and psychological cripple. Flowers of the human race. These last individu-

From what preceding chapters have set forth, 
the reader will see that this last state or condi
tion of the intermediate psychological portion 
of the individual, was not the case with H. P. 
Blavatsky. There is the reverse or opposite state 
or condition of this intermediate part of man's 
inner constitution, in which case the intermedi
ate or psychological portion of the human being 
is highly developed, powerful, positive, but trans
lucent, pellucid, withal, to the inflowing stream 
of spiritual-divine consciousness from the Spiri-. 
tual Soul, or active individual part of the monad
ic essence. • In this case the monadic element in 
man, or the monadic essence, is dominant in the 
individual, and is neither hindered by the posi
tivity and strength of characte:,; of the 1riter-

als are they in whom the entire human constitu
tion becomes at-one with the indwelling and in
spiring Higher Self or Inner Divinity, and so far 
as our own Universe is concerned; whi~h includes 
of course as most important the invisible realms 
of our Universe, such Great Ones may be truly 
said then to become possessed of omniscience, 
or quasi-omniscience, for the evident reason that 
they have become at-one with their own inner 
divinity, and the individual's consciousness then 
ranges over Universal fields. 

But such Great Ones are necessarily very few 
and far bètween in human history, and many are 
the mysteries that pertain not only to their 
makeup, constitutionally speaking, but to• theix; 
Jives. : Those who are fond of tlieir Cl\ristian 
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New Testament doubtless have paused often 
and long over the passages· therein which de
scribe the touching and appealing episode in the 
Garden of Gethsemane, where Jesus is pictured 
as saying to his disciples: " 'My soul is exceed
ing sorrowful unto death. Tarry ye here and 
watch with me.' And he went a little farther 
and fell on his face and prayed, saying: 'Oh my 
Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from 
me; nevertheless not as I will but as thou wilt.' " 

The mystic appeal which these pathetic words 
make to most people is based upon the intuitive 
recognition of the fact that a human being can 
become the vehicle or Mediator for the manifes
tation of the power and work of some lofty 
spiritual-divine consciousness-energy working in 
and through nim. We see here, in the case of 
Jesus, the true resignation of the personal will 
to the will of this dominant spiritual energy; 
and we have only to turn to the history of 
many of the great World-Sages or World-Teach
ers, in order to realize that very much the same 
set of circumstances is found in their lives also. 

The human nature even of the Great Ones, 
so it is said, at times feels the burthen of the 
Kosmic Work which such Great Ones carry. 
And this human nature, being obviously inferior 
in evolutionary development to the Higher or 
Spiritual Self, needs rest and consolation, and 
occasional surcease from the burthen of such 
lofty Kosmic Labor. 

Of course, in this case of the pathetic cry of 
Jesus, as alleged, in the Garden of Gethsemane, 
the appeal made is to the dominant influence 
of the high spiritual-divine Power working 
through Jesus and not to the intermediate na
ture; but the case illustrates, nevertheless, the 
separability of the various principles or por
tions of man's constitution regarded as the seats 
of consciousness and energy. And more will be 
said in explanation about this matter in an
other chapter. 

There is no place here to go into any par
ticular relation of the standing of Jesus, called 
the Christ, nor of the work that he wrought as 
the instrument of the sublime spiritual essence 
working through him, although the case is ex
actly similar, as regards the psychological mys
tery of it, to that which takes place or has taken 
place in the cases of other Great Ones, as be
fore alluded to. Probably there has never yet in 
the history of the .world taken place the inaugu
ration of any great spiritual and intellectual 
Movement, which has not at the same time in
volved the self-surrender of the Messenger -
a self-surrender which in all cases has been a 
definitely joyful one; for the Messengers have 
always known what their work was, at least in 
genera! outline, and have always known like
wise how greatly sublime and how divinely 
beautiful participation in this work is. 

I t should now be clear from the foregoing what 
was meant when it was said that a temporary 
disjunction or 'absence' of the psychological 
portion of man's constitution takes place, but 
always with the individual consent and willing 
participation in the action on the part of the 
human being in whom this .occurs: an action 
which happens always in order that the domi
nant spiritual-divine and noetic energies of the 
Higher Self may flow temporarily outwards into 
the consciousness of the normal human being 
and uncolored by the intermediate part of the 
man - in other words, uncolored by his own 
human egoic center of consciousness. 

When this wonderful mystery takes place, 
then the man is for the time being wholly allied 
with his Higher or Spiritual Self, and becomes 
the physical vehicle for the transmission of teach
ings and precepts regarding the greatest mys
teries of Nature, and of the sublimest spiritual 
truths. In which case, and during these times, 
the intermediate nature of the individual, in 

other words his human soul-entity, is completely 
stilled, so that it may become an órgan acting 
easily and freely and as it were obeying auto
matically the divine-spiritual energies then flow
ing through it. 

Words almost fail one in an attempt to de
scribe this matter, and the authors of this book 
feel that in what they say an appeal is made to 
the intuition of the reader rather than to the 
ratiocinative activities of his lower human men
tality. Yet in truth the thing is not difficult to 
understand, at least the principles of it, for 
these principles are simple. 

We pause on the threshold of the Mystery -
the spiritual-psychological Mystery - of H. P. 
Blavatsky. She was in all senses a complete 
entitative human being, unusual, highly de
veloped, alertly sensitive to all spiritual im
pulses from her own Inner Divinity, delicately 
organized, devoted to her Teachers, a lover of 
mankind, utterly self-forgetful, surrendering all 
her own personal aptitudes to the Great Work 
which she was sent into the world to accomplish; 
and for the full accomplishment of which she 
gave herself, her life - indeed, all that she was. 

Herein lies perhaps her greatest claim to our 
reverence and love. Does the reader now, stand
ing with us on the Threshold of the Mystery, 
begin to see a little at least of the solution of the 
great riddle that H. P. Blavatsky has always 
been to the world? Does he not begin to see, 
from what has been briefly sketched in the fore
going paragraphs, that she was one of those 
rare and devoted souls whose life was patterned 
after the exemplars of previous World-Figures? 

The man must indeed be dense who can ima
gine fora moment that the Russian noblewoman, 
H. P. Blavatsky, could have done what she did 
do, could have given birth to the Movement to 
which she did give birth, could have moved the 
minds and hearts of men all over the world as 
she did move them, could have founded a 
spiritual-intellectual Movement which has ac
tually shaken to pieces the fabric of the ma
terialism of the world into which she carne: could 
have done all this merely from the innate but 
uninspired and unaided impulses of her own per
sonal psychological economy, and without the 
help of, and except through the inspiration of, 
the lofty spiritual and intellectual energies which 
played through her at times, as already de
scribed; and lastly, without the other help so 
freely and fully given to her by the Great Men 
whose Messenger to the world she was. 

Yes, there is the truth. She was the vehicle, 
as hinted at towards the end of the previous 
chapter, of a surpassingly sublime and lofty 
Master-Intelligence - her own Inner Divinity 
or Spiritual Self. From that high source she 
received during those frequent periods when it 
carne to her, the inspiration of this inner divinity, 
and which thus filled her with its own splendor 
for the time being. Here inspiration of the 
loftiest type has its place. On a much lower 
plane, telepathy, as commonly understood to
day, gives the key to this process in ordinary 
human affairs. But this word 'telepathy' is not 
to be used for that which we have just outlined, 
unless that word be enlarged, and very greatly 
enlarged, to include not mere thought-trans
ference but also a transference into the ordinary 
human being, from his own inner divinity, of 
Consciousness and Will. 

In the case of H. P. Blavatsky, there is one 
extremely important element of the mystery 
which surrounded her, and the process which 
took place . in her inner constitution, to which 
we point only and then pass on. I t is connected 
with a Tibetan teaching of the Mahäyäna School, 
which teaching is called the doctrine of 'Hpho
wa,' and has reference in her case to her intimate 
spiritual and psychological connexion with her 
Tibetan 'Home,' but is of too sacred and eso-
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teric a character to discuss in a published work. 
Genius will not explain such a wonder as was 

H. P. Blavatsky, nor the work that she did, for 
while she was in truth a genius herself in all 
senses of the word, nevertheless mere genius 
does not show in any of its phases the extraordi
nary attributes of the spiritual and intellectual 
and psychological nature which H. P. Blavatsky 
possessed in common with all other World
Teachers. How often has she herself not set on 
record in her letters and in her writings, her 
own state of mind with regard to these matters, 
always expressed by her with the utmost care 
and prudence, however, and always expresse& 
rather by hint and by allusion than by direct 
and open speech. 

Y et no one can collect these scattered refer
ences, often humorous, sometimes sad, reminding 
one of Jesus's cry in the Garden of Gethsemane, 
without feeling most forcefully that there is be
hind it alla secret that H. P. Blavatsky guarded 
as the most sacred and holiest event in her life. 
Yes, H. P. Blavatsky was a genius, but she was 
more than a genius indeed; she was a humari 
phenomenon of the most joyful and noblest self
sacrifice that it is possible to conceive of, yet a 
self-sacrifice withal, which, as she herself taught, 
brought her a joy and a peace that nothing else in 
the world ever could have brought to her. 

How wilfully stupid would be the supposition 
that the giving of. one's personality for a most 
holy and beautiful work like that of H. P. Bla
vatsky's, is anything other than perfectly sub
lime, and could be anything which under any 
conceivable circumstances would bring in its 
train aught but an increase to herself of spiritual 
Light and an expansion of intellectual power by 
such a self-conscious association with the inner 
personal splendor of her spiritual-divine Self or 
Individuality, which thus worked through her 
as a divinely spiritual power for the saving and 
elevation of the hearts and souls of her fel
low-men. 

But when all the above is said, and because 
all the above is said, we can turn to consider the 
personality of this most splendidly unusual 
woman, and realize that of her own unaided, 
merely personal power, great as she was and 
high in evolution as she was, she could not have 
done what she did, written so powerfully of the 
keys of life and death as she did in her public 
works, herself; that is, she of her own unaided 
native personal ability. Her own constitution 
was genial, in other words, she was a genius. 
She herself proclaimed to the world in guarded 
words the situation which we have above out
lined, and often said, in addition to such state
ments, that, as she expressed it, she was "the 
Messenger" of her Teachers. 

How great her own unaided personal genius 
was, however, not only her followers and those 
who loved her best are the first to proclaim, but 
it was precisely her own unaided native powers, 
in other words, the effiorescence of her own per
sonal genius, which brought to her the greatest 
part of the recognition that the world outside 
has accorded to her. Her literary ability was not 
only an outstanding phenomenon, but was mar
velous. One has but to turn for proof of this 
to the series of articles, quite apart from her 
great and definitely Theosophical works: ar
ticles, that is, which she wrote for different 
Russian magazines, therefrom deriving the in
come upon which she lived; for she never took a 
dollar for her teachings, from anyone, and de
voted the income derived from the sale of her 
Theosophical works to the support of the So
ciety which she founded, and which she loved 
better than all else. 

It was the famous M. N. Katkoff, who first 
induced her to write for his own two Russian 
periodicals, Russky Vyestnik (the 'Russian Mes
senger') and Moskovskiya Vyedomosti, both of 
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Moscow. For the former periodièal she wrote 
the series of articles not yet published in English, 
which she called A Strange Tribe of the Blue 
Mountains, which appeared some time in the 
early eighties; and for the ~atter periodical, 
during 1879-80, she wrote the series of articles 
which were later translated into English, and 
published in book-form, under the title The Caves 
and jungles of Hindûstan. The pseud<;mym, or 
rather the literary name, under which she wrote 
for these Russian papers was Radda Bai, and 
these products from her ever-busy pen in them
selves compose a monument to her extraordinary 
1iterary ability. 

But it is sufficient merely to compare these 
otherwise extremely interesting works with the 
vast profundity of wisdom and the wide reaches 
of ancient and modern esoterie knowledge, that 
her Theosophical pooks contain, such as her 
The Secret Doctrine, in order to see the difference 
in type and power between the two. Like all 
authors, H. P. Blavatsky had what may be 
called a style of greater power, which was re
served for her Theosophtcal literary productions; 
and a style couched in a lighter vein, which she 
employed when writing the many articles and 
the different tales that flowed from her ever
busy mind and pen. These two styles are, in the 
case of H. P. Blavatsky, marked however by a 
greater degree of diff erence than presumably 
_çould be found in the writings of others, or at 
least of most other writers. 

I t seems to the authors of this book that not 
merely the outstanding individuality of style ex
pressed in H. P. Blavatsky's deeper works, but 
also the wonderful strain of intellectual thought 
which runs through these as well as her liglÎter 
works, are proof enough to anyone with literary 
taste and judgment to realize that the f oolish 
charges of plagiarism that one or two atrabilious 
minds at one time, now many years ago, made 
against her, are as foolish as they are indicative 
of the mental venom of the one or two critics 
to whom we allude, but whom we do not dignify 
by naming them. 

It is the purpose of this book to present a 
truthful picture, as far as it can be done, of the 
Great Theosophist H. P. Blavatsky. Today it 
is distinctly necessary to state the facts of her 
life and of her mission exactly as they were; 
and although the Theosophist is no precisionist, 
he nevertheless knows perfectly well the value of 
correctness in delineation and of exactitude in 
the details of portrayal. 

In the name of the immortal gods, how would 
it be possible rightfully to describe the great 
Theosophical Teacher H. P. Blavatsky, World
Figure, and inaugurator of a new spiritual con
sciousness among men, otherwise than to tell 
the sheer and unvarnished truth as it has herein
before in part already been told? - that she 
was one in whom the mere personality was en
tirely absorbed in the spiritual individuality of 
her; and that the mere personality or human as
pects of H. P. Blavatsky she devoted on the 
altar of truth, and to the service of her inner 
spiritual essence or divinity, and to the sublime 
work of the Great Sages and Seers who sent her 
forth as their Messenger among men. 

She was indeed their chosen Messenger, and, 
so far as her Theosophical Message of the An
cient Wisdom went, she was the Mouthpiece, 
and the only Mouthpiece for the time being, of 
the Association of Great Sages and Seers. Such 
a choice of her in itself places H. P. Blavatsky 
on the topmost pinnacle of human greatness; 
for as has before been remarked, none but great 
talent and lofty genius, none but surpassing 
capacity, could be fit for a work so great and 
sublime. 

We pause on the Threshold of the Mystery, 
and deep in thought, with our hearts filled with 
reverence, we look across the threshold and con-

template what we there see. We pause in rever
ence and loving awe, as we descry the true ex
planation of the mystica! wonder that the indi
viduality of H. P. Blavatsky was. Mighty in
deed was the task which she was sent forth to 
perform. Wonderful was her success; but in 
recognising all this, let us not forget also. the 
heavy burthen that she carried: She was in 
very truth a martyr, such as there have been 
few in the world; misunderstood, mocked at, 
persecuted, reviled by the witlings of both science 
and religion, her whole sensitive and highbred 
human nature shrinking from the treatment that 
human ignorance and folly for a time meted 
out to her. 

To those who know something of her life, 
what a vision of the soul of H. P. Blavatsky do 
these reflexions give to us! Yet we ask 9ur
selves: in what sense is this vision in any wise 
different from that of which we are conscious 
when we contemplate the mission and the work 
accomplished by other World-Teachers and Mes
sengers who had preceded her in other lands 
and in other ages? 

We pause on the, Threshold and wonder, and 
our hearts are raised, strengthened, as well as 
refined, by the vision that we receive of the 
real H. P. Blavatsky. 

To be continued 

LETTERS FROM A SON: 111 

DEAR FATHER: THAT new idea is a good 
one, and true indeed: The more one gets 
'hit on the head,' the more it shows that one 

is able to stand such knockings; that is if at each 
knock one tries to see the 'why' of it and to learn 
some important lesson from it. Of course if one 
remains blind and refuses to see, then there is no 
virtue in receiving such hits. Such a man is broth
er to the ass and needs something to rouse him 
from his lethargy. 

But when one is conscientiously struggling up
ward and then receives blow after blow, there in
deed is a grand opportunity ahead of him if he will 
only grasp it. Such blows are indeed karma and 
cause suffering and perhaps heartache, hut at the 
same time they are opportunities to conquer diffi
culties, to rise superior to past mistakes, and, 
above all, to make good karma, and to a great de
gree even to lessen the bad karma of one's past. 

Perspective is the main thing: when a man 
climbs to the hilltops he has a grander view than 
in the valleys. When he views things from a true 
spiritual standpoint ( the only real standpoint) he 
has a proper perspective. Of all difficulties that 
face the climber, Fear, that is father to Vertigo 
and Unbalance, is the deadliest. 

Only Vision annihilates Fear; and Perspective 
is the key to Wisdom. Things which loom large 
anç appear formidable or overwhelming to a mind 
living in the valley become clear and understand
able to him who has atained a certain height. In 
fact, then one realizes that to a certain degree 
there is no such thing as 'good' or 'bad' karma; 
it is sufficient that it is just 'karma'- the reaping 
of our own sowing; and that all circumstances 
should be met equal-mindedly with a bright and 
understanding insight. Then, it would seem to me, 
there would be a better chance for real advance
ment, and one would not then be thrown from sud
den despairs to wild exhilarations and back again 
into abysses of darkness. 

These are just a few thoughts apropos your own 
very interesting idea. I agree that anything new 
and with a taste of freshness in it is worth con
sidering. 

I was very happy to have your last letter, and 
just rush this off as a shake-hand to it. I am glad 
to hear that you are working out your business-
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problems cheerfully and that you are leaving,,n~
stone unturned as you fight your way along;. and' 
above all that you harbor no malice against __;;. 
shall I call them 'enemies'? - against those tha'.t 
have been the agents for bringing this change of 
fortune upon you. Of what use are fires of anger
and hatred? They cannot create; they hut devas.: 
tate. 

I feel that there is a new courage in you;-aid 
we have cause to face the future confidently. Al
ways hovering silently near any unlifted curtain 
there is great hope. Beyond lies, who knows 
what? But so much depends on the way the veil 
is lifted. If it is with courage, with equanimity/ 
with understanding, and with cheerfulness - then 
whatever is there, is after all really just what we. 
want: that is, just what we, with the perspective 
of our many lives before us and of the spir<!,l 
growth of our past lives bebind - just what we 
need; and at heart we are glad that it bas come. • 

It is a glorious morning. I watched the sunrise 
and the light of day grow from a soft caress to a 
glowing light until the flames of the sun touched 
mile after mile of clear-cut mountain héight, while 
below thcir dark blue-purple brooded a mist that 
bid the city. 

Adi6s, caro padre y amigo mio! . . . s. E, w. 

THEOSOPHICAL UNIVERSITY 

METEOROLOGICAL STATION 

Point Loma, California 

Summary for the months of Jan.-Mar., '1929 

TEMPERATURE 

Mean highest 
Mean lowest 
Mean 
Highest 
Lowest 
Greatest daily range 

Jan. 
60.87 
48.16 
54.52 
70.00 
40.00 
19.00 

Feb. Mar. 
. . 59 .39 . . 61.64 
. . 46.04 . . 48. 74 
.. 52.72 .. 55.19 
. . 69.00 . . 68.00 
. . 39.00 . . 42.00 
. . 21.00 . . 20.00 

PRECIPITATION 
Inches for month 1.65 .. 0.95 .. 1.14 
Total from J uly 1, 1928 4.82 . . 5. 77 . . 6.91 

SUNSHINE 
Number hours actual 
Number hours possible 
Percentage of possible 
Average hours per day 

Movement ·in miles 
Average hourly velocity 
Maximum 5-min. velocity 

215. 70 . . 227. 70 . . 235. 00 
318.00 .. 319.00 .. 372.00 
67.83 .. 70.14 .. 63.17 
6.96 . . 8.14 . . 7.58 

WIND 
3140. 00 .. 3402. 00 . .4343. 00 

4.22 . . 5.06 . . 5.84 
21.00 . . 24.00 . . 24.00 

FORM OF BEQUEST 

TO THEOSOPHICAL UNIVERSITY 

"I GIVE and bequeath to THEOSOPHICAL UNIVERSITY, 
a corporation duly organized and existing under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of California, and incorpo-
rated thereunder in December, 1919, the sum of ............... . 

··················································-···-················--··--·-······· Dollars, 
to be paid by my executor hereinafter named, exclusively 
out of such part of my estate not herein otherwisé speci
fically disposed of as I may by law bequeath to education
al institutions, and I hereby charge such of my estate with 
the aforesaid sum, and I direct that the receipt of the Presi
dent and Secretary of said corporation, respectively hold
ing such offices at the time of the payment of this legacy, 
shall be sufficient discharge of the legacy." 

NOTE. The above should be inserted as one of the 
clauses of the Last Will and Testament of the person de
siring to make a bequest to the University. The validity 
of the bequest will depend upon the strict compliance by 
the devisor, ·in drawing and executing his Will and in fixing 
the amount of his bequest, with the Statutory provisions 
upon such matters of the State in which he resides and his 
estate is located. The amount bequeathed by any person 
should not exceed the proportionate amount of his estate 
which the laws of his State allow him to give to an educa
tional institution, and the forma! execution of the Will 
containing this bequest should comply strictly with the 
Statutes of the State of his legal residence. 

Further information regarding THEOSOPHICAL UNIVER• 
SITY, may be had from its Secretary, Point Loma, éalifornia. 
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P. BLAVATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
KATHERINE TINGLEY and· G. v. PURUCKER, M.A., D, Litt. 

PART I: MYSTICAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CHAPTER IV - OVER THE 

THRESHOLD 

"The Essential thing is to find yourself. Find yourself 
and you will have the key to life's mysteries, and that key 
will be Theosophy."- KATHERINE TINGLEY 

MEN HAVE their unselfish moods; even 
their great purposes are fickle and chang
ing; their aspirations are here today and 

gone tomorrow. How then could such a one as 
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky have been under
stood by her time? 

The slanders of her enemies are a tribute to 
her greatness: she will always be a mystery to 
a world that does not look towards the sources 
of light. 

Except to those who have discovered that the 
worldly life is not the delightful thing it claims 
to be: who have come to the limit of it and 
found ambition and selfishness delusions: she 
will remain forever a mystery. 

Those who understood her must have had that 
experience. Before they left their bodies in 
some previous life, they must have waked to 
the unreality and impermanence of the things 
men mostly set their hearts on; and then they 
must have waked to the Reality beyond, which 
demands of us the will to grow and the will to 
serve; and it was this will, this desire, that drew 
them to be her pupils. 

She knew when she carne that many would be 
waiting for. her; and her Teacher would have 
told • her and she would have known it for her
self - what he told her would have been con ... 
firmàtion of her own knowledge - that of the 
many who would profess faith and friendship, 
but few would stand the tests. 

Every Teacher has hours of Ioneliness. With 
all their knowledge of and love for humanity, 
aJ?.d their hopes for the future, there must come 
to thema sadness and a loneliness at times: be
cause the links in the disciples' hearts with the 
Teacher are not always strongly forged, and the 
grand truths are brushed aside for the falsities; 
and because insiricerity and hypocrisy and 
selfishness and vice are the powerful agents of 
today; but most of all the loneliness comes when 
the disciples fail, and turn and would destroy 
the work that has helped and sought to save them. 

With her disciples that sometimes happened, 
as we know; and she did her utmost always to 
avert their disaster; and knew in each instance 
that of her duty to them she had left nothing 
undone. 

There is about H. P. Blavatsky a certain 
grandeur that impels us towards search for the 
inner meaning of things and an effort to awaken 
the deepest part of our nature where all truth 
abides for us to discover. 

We have not identified ourselves with her 
work for our own salvation's sake; our aim is at 
a mark more unusual. It is, To make mankind 
happy gliînpsing the wonderful hope that we 
cherish, glimpsing the wonderful truths; to un
fold in our lives a divine influence to take out 
into the world and to give to humanity, that the 
great heart of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky may 
be understood; and that the doors of the temple 
of peace and brotherhood may be opened wider 
and wider, that we may look out beyond and 
see other and other portals of other and other 
temples opening and opening to the utmost 

heights; and that many may see and come for
ward who now fall back and die, and must, until 
the light so shines through their lives that with
out speech or writing it will make itself known. 

This was the light that she brought into the 
world; it was for these ends she carne, and was 
heroic, and suff erèd. 

Therefore if we would pay right tribute to 
her we must weigh well every word that we 
utter and protest against the entry into our 
minds of any single worthless or personal thought. 

For she offered her life on the altar of truth, 
and had little to support her but the power of the 
great doctrines that she brought with her; for 
the whole world was against her in the beginning. 
Through every phase and action of her career 
that superb courage shone which manifests in 
the world but here and there, in those whom we 
call the heroes; and then only when their 
bighest motives are dominant in their minds, 
and some lofty emergenc-y calls into play that 
which is greater than the normal self. For this 
kind of courage is spiritual: it is inherent in the 
Spiritual Will, the noble ruler of the mind; it 
is a quality that marks the Divine Soul of Man. 

Science goes on accepting one after another 
many of the great ideas she promulgated; but 
ignores or vilifies their source; while the more 
she opposed materialism and labored to bring 
the supreme religious truth of human brother
hood to the knowledge of mankind, the more she 
was hunted down by the prof essed followers 
of religion. 

She saw how humanity had been drifting 
through the ages unaware of its birthright and 
unconscious of its dignity; how the indefiniteness 
of modern ideas had confused the minds of the 
people and engendered everywhere uncertainty 
and helpless doubt; how the essential truths of 
religion had been honeycombed with falsehood 
by the tortuous forces that retard the progress 
of mankind: and she left for posterity a body of 
teachings with power in them to change the 
whole world, and as it were to raise from the 
dead the Immortal Part of man. 

This great Theosophical Teacher was the 
herald and champion of the living God in Man, 
as against dead dogma and conventional opinion, 
every phase of stultifying unreality, and every 
evil that would destroy~ mankind. 

We ask ourselves: Does the reader suppose 
that the contents of this chapter qnd perhaps of 
the preceding chapters imply that the Mystery 
of H. P. Blavatsky consisted solely in an ordi
nary telepathie inspiration • received from her 
Teachers, as the words 'telepathie' and 'in
spiration' are commonly understood to be? 
With these limitations, the answer is an em
phatic No. Y et she was otherwise truly inspired 
from her own essential dipine nature, from her 
own inner god; and it is this native inspiration 
which, even as regards the portion of her charac
ter that we are studying, sets her apart from 
men and women of mere genius. 

Genius is likewise a manifestation, more or less 
perfect as the case may be, of the workings ofthe 
spiritual-divine nature of a human being; but 
only as that nature or spiritual light is trans.:
mitted to the psychological brain-mind through 
the intermediary vehicle of the intellectual ap
paratus, and subject therefore of necessity to 
the intellectual coloring, so to say, of the in
dividual. 

Inspiration such as H. P. Blavatsky did in
deed receive · from her own Higher Self, her 

inner essential divinity, is more direct, and is 
the divine light which passes through the intel
lect undimmed and, relatively speaking, un
colored, much as the glorious splendor • of our 
day-star will pass through transparent glass. 
Y et, as just said, the explanation of tbie sub
ject that we are studying in this book, is not 
that H. P. Blavatsky was merely inspired, or 
telepathically impressed in an ordinary manner, 
by her Teacher. 

The next chapter will set forth with greater 
explicitness, and with illuminating side-lights 
thrown upon the problem, the solution in brief 
outline of this psychological Mystery; here it 
will suffice to say this: the case of H. P. Bla
vatsky in this respect was identical with what 
has taken place at other times, when, for various 
reasons, a Messenger is sent forth from tlîe 
glorious Association of the great Sages and 
Seers, exactly as she was. In all cases of the ap
pearance of these Messengers, their work is 
based on the combination, briefly speaking, of 
two facts, or rather the concurrence of two quite 
distinct and yet closely similar sources of spiri
tual and intellectual inspiration: first, inspira.
tion from the Messenger's own Spiritual· Self 
or Inner Essential Divinity, and in the manner 
already outlined, and this is in large part the 

. result of previous initiations which the Messenger 
has passed through; and second, constant and 
continuous help in an intellectual and psycho
spiritual way from the Messenger's Teacher or 
Teachers, who have sent the Messenger forth 
into the world in order to do the work which the 
civilization of the time, in its cyclic evolution, 
has made possible. 

I t is one of our Theosophical teachings that, 
as the great Plato put it, human history is com
posed of periods of spiritual barrenness and 
periods of spiritual fertility, which succeed each 
other regularly in time. When the periods of 
spiritual fertility occur, the streams of natu~al 
inspiration and intuitive intellectual action in 
the leaders of the human race, and of whatever 
country, are running more or less strong; where
as the periods of spiritual barrenness occur in 
or are marked by times when the evolutionary 
cycle is running strong in matter, and weak in 
the channels of native spiritual illumination. 
It is in these latter times, in the times of spiri
tual barrenness, that the Messengers usually 
appear among men, and strike the keynote 
of a new age. 

So in the famous Hindû work, the Bhagavad
Gîtá, Krishna refers to the same thought that 
was in the mind of Plato, and sets forth that, 
as the Spirit of true illumination, he then in
carnates for the destruction of evil, the righting 
of wrong, and the re-establishment of righteous
ness upon earth. Plato's idea is a very old one, 
and in all the great World-Religions and World
Philosophies precisely the same idea occurs and 
is expressed in a more or less clear manner and 
after· the formulation which such World-Reli~ 
gions or World-Philosophies give to it. 

If it were not for the Cimmerian darkness 
which exists in the minds of Occidentals with 
regard to what real psychology is, the erttire 
situation which we are attempting to explain 
as regards the great Theosophist, H. P. Bla
vatsky, would be so clear that a mere word of 
allusion to it would be sufficient for anyone. 
But to a people such as Occidentals are, whose 
ideas regarding the 'soul' are of the vaguest, 
and who have scarcely any belief that such a 
superphysical organ as 'the soul' exists, the 
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attempt to explain this Mystery is very difficult 
indeed, as we have before pointed out; and it is 
necessary once again to remind the reader that 
if he wishes clearly to understand the problem 
he must be willing to study it faithfully and to 
realize that a very cursory reading wiU not 
help him • very much. 

Does what we have before said, imply that 
H. P. Blavatsky was psychologized by her 
Teacher? Most positively it does not. It does 
mean, however, that she was a Mediator - ac
quiescent, willing, and fully self-conscious of it -
between the Association of the World-Teachers 
or great Seers and Sages, and ordinary human 
beings such as men and women usually are. 

The Mediator or I ntermediary is a highly 
evolved human entity, man or woman, as the 
case may be: always possessing a strong and 
vigorous individuality, and usually a forceful 
and .positive personality, and is the Messenger 
or Transmitter between others greater than he 
or than she is, and human beings in general. 

lf, as elsewhere several times said in this 
book, the marvelous nature of human psychology 
were better understood by Occidentals, to whom, 
indeed, human psychology is almost an un
known territory of knowledge, it would be suffi
cient merely to allude in a passing manner to 
what has been said in the one or two paragraphs 
which precede; but as this is not the case, the 
following 'brief explanation and development of 
the thought, upon which we are now dwelling, 
may be of assistance to those who need it, or 
who would like more light on the subject, even 
if they understand the fundamental idea. 

The main idea to keep in mind is that the 
foundation of H. P. Blavatsky's spiritual and in
tèllectual inspiration lay in the stream of illu
mination received from her ownessential divinity 
- her own Inner Spiritual Inspirer, and that 
this was rendered possible by the complete stilling 
of the ever~active and often misleading brain
mind, which in áll human beings is an organ 
that, however useful it may be in daily aff airs, 
is the greatest hindrance, on account of its f e
vered and fretful activities, to the reception of 
the calming and refining influences flowing from 
the moiiadic essence or spiritual-divine na
ture within. 

The idea therefore is most certainly not that 
the intermediate or psychological nature stepped 
aside or abandoned temporarily the constitu
tion, for, as shown before, such an act would 
have resulted in mere sleep or trance; but in
stead of that the meaning is that this interme
diate or psychologicàl nature was trained to be 
still, to be quiet, to be as pellucid and clear as 

1 

the waters of a mountain tarn, receiving and 
mirroring the rays of the golden sun. 

The idea is not, again, that this temporary 
'absence' or functional 'disjunction' of the in
termediate part of H. P. Blavatsky's constitu
tion worked injury, or damage, or degradation, 
or hurt of any kind, to her or to any part of 
her constitution. 

The truth runs strongly to the CQntrary of all 
this: in other words, the truth is that the psy
_chological condition which we attempt to out
line; and call by the phrase 'temporary dis
junction' or 'absence,' is so expressed in human 
language only because more accurate and exact 
terms do not exist in European tongues by which 
this condition could be described with accuracy 
and lucidity. It must not be thought that the 
intermediate or psychological nature is disrupted 
from the rest of the constitution, but, on the 
contrary, that it there still remains, . but in a 
state/ of undisturbed receptivity; and that' this 
condition took place through the exercise of 
H. P. Blavatsky's own will-power. In fact, this 
condition is not different, either in fundamentals 
or in principle, from what occurs in vastly minor 

degree to every human being almost every day, 
when such a human being feels himself, as the 
saying runs, 'in the mood' to receive a new and 
illuminating idea: beautiful, sublime, inspiring, 
helpful, uplifting: and makes it a part of his 
own consciousness and store of rich thoughts. 

The only difference between this very thing 
- an ennobling experience of ordinary men and 
women - and the condition referred to in H. P. 
Blavatsky's case, lies in the eminently greater 
degree in which thi_s took place in H. P. Bla
vatsky, and, as before said, in the cases of all 
other Messengers or World-Teachers who oc
cupied the same relation to their Teachers on the 
one hand, and to humanity on the other hand, 
that H. P. Blavatsky did. Her intermediate or 
psychological nature was as fully connected by 
all natural vital honds with the remaining two 
portions of her own inner constitution as at any 
time. We repeat: it was merely that the ·per
sonal will and brain-mind and psycho-mental 
apparatus were temporarily perfectly stilleci by 
her own will-power into full psychological quies
cence, so that the overshadowing - if we may 
here use this rather misleading word - or the 
inflowing thought and will and consciousness of 
her own Inner Spiritual Essence, the spiritual
divine Individual, or Self, of her, could work 
through her psychological and vital-astral mech
anism undisturbed and with ease and facility 
of self-expression. 

It is somewhat of a pity that space lacks here 
to call the reader's attention at some length to 
the very wonderful mystic and psychological 
teaching of the ancient literatures where so often 
most illuminating ref eren ces are made to what 
was then spoken of as a man being filled with 
the glory of his inner divinity. Nothing is so 
natural, nothing is so holy, nothing is so helpful. 
The Christian New Testament, in referring to 
the transfiguration of Jesus, later called the 
Christ, speaks of the same identical fact of his 
having been filled with the divine spirit within 
him, which later ages construed to mean the 
spirit of the extracosmic Deity which it had 
become the fashion then to believe in. 

With reference to the Greek Mysteries, the 
ancient literatures of Greece and Rome occa
sionally ref er to the fact that in certain stages of 
the initiatory procedures the initiant or postu
lant was so filled with the energy and splendor 
of his own Inner God that his body was clothed 
with light - 'clothed with the sûn,' were the 
words - and that his face shone, so that his 
whole being was transfigured. 

It is therefore abundantly clear, that, as be
fore said, the case of H. P. Blavatsky was not 
self-hypnotization in any sense of the word, nor 
psychologization by the will of another, either 
of which would be utterly against the teachings 
and rules of the great Sages; a condition which 
would have utterly unfitted one to be the dis
ciple, and, a fortiori, the Messenger of the Great 
Sages and Seers, for such would be running 
strongly counter to the teachings and rules of 
their Association. 

In addition to this, attention must be again 
directed briefly to the fact, in H. P. Blavatsky's 
case, of what Tibetan mystics call the Hpho-wa, 
or 'consciousness-thought-transference,' a mat
ter which was important in this phase of H. P. 
Blavatsky,s inner life; but this is entirely too 
sacred and secret a subject to be discussed in a 
published book. Suffice it to say, as hereinbe
fore already hinted at in another chapter, that 
it refers to H. P. Blavatsky's psychologico
mental link with her Tibetan 'Home.' 

As we survey her life from her childhood
days, and mark the different stages of growth of 
the developed and wonderful nature that was 
her native heritage, we see not oruy the growing 
power peculiar to and characteristic of H. P. 

Blavatsky herself, but also discern quite dearly 
the appearance at times - the comings of whi~h 
the average person could not predict - of what 
the world, using popular language, would call a 
genius still greater than hers: the appearance of 
a mighty and rushing tide of sublime thought, 
stamped with an individuality distinct from 
H. P. Blavatsky's ordinary brain-mind thought, 
and yet obviously working in and through her 
physical personality. 

This subordination of personality to quasi
divinity is one of the most mysterious facts in 
human history, and is one which has always fur
nished the greatest problem even to the most 
intuitive qistorians. They sense the presence of 
splendor; they perceive the workings of an illu
mination which dazzles, in the life and teachings 
of this or some other World-Figure; and puzzled 
by the phenomenon, which they fail to ,under
stand, they speak of the man or woman whom 
they are then studying as one of the inexplicaqle 
figures of history. 

We see H. P. Blavatsky in childhood, .sur
rounded by her family, a child full of mystica! 
thought, tender and loving to those who sur
rounded her, strangely touched by any story of 
suffering or pain, living an inner life of her own, 
which those around her never could understanéi; 
we see her in later years traveling from land to 
land, learning everywhere, gathering knowledge 
and unusual teaching in unexpected places; we 
see her arriving at New York in 1873, and gather
ing around her a devoted body, not merely of 
friends but of men and women keen to take 
from her what they felt by a sort of spiritual 
instinct she had to give to them; we see her 
in later years leaving for India with Colonel 
Henry . Steele Olcott, and in that far distant 
peninsula creating a veritable furore of interest 
and astonishment, gathering around her so~ 
of the J:.{eenest minds of the keen-minded Hindtl 
peoples. We see her at last beginning to pro
clai:rp. to the world through the pages of her 
magazine, The Theosophist, and through her 
letters, written to correspondents all over the. 
world, a philosophy of the Universe and of life 
generally, at which she had previously , but 
hinted, as in her Isis Unveiled for,instance. 

We see her leaving India at different times 
for more or less protracted sojourns in European 
countries, where· in 1890, she finally settled in 
London at 19 Avenue Road, and where she 
then delivered in literary form the full-grown 
flowering of her mission to men. 

We see her idolized as a woman of sublimely 
beautiful and wonderful character by her friends; 
we see her decried and ridiculed by those who 
had no understanding of her ; we see her 
in her last days, in her loose and comfort
able garment, sitting in her arm-chair, writ
ing, writing, writing, every day - until she 
finally passed away in 1891- an uninterrupted 
stream of literary productions; and we see her 
finally, one morning, surrounqed by her friends, 
and in the same arm-chair where she so loved 
to work, quietly and with scarcely a movement 
of the muscles of her face, pass on to what she 
always called 'Home.' 

Through all this period of time she was al
ways the saine H. P. Blavatsky, firm friend, 
true and steady counselor, devotion itself to 
her Mission, a hater of shams, an unfolder of 
men's hearts and minds, a reveáler to men of 
their own souls, laying bare the Wisdom-Reli
gion of the ancients to all who would pay atten
tion to what she had to say; and laying the 
foundations of a new civilization reposing on 
the everlasting rock of the Archaic Wisdom. 
She brought peace and solace and wisdom and 
happiness to men's hearts, and to their minds she 
brought surcease from sorrow and pain. 

How profoundly H. P. Blavatsky's Message 
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has moved the world, and how greatly it has 
stirred the intuition of all thinking men and 
women, is abundantly manifest today in the 
amazing approaches of the various branches of 
science, through the speculations of the most 
eminent scientific men, to her teachings, given 
between 1873 and 1891. Her greatest work, 
The Secret Doctrine, may fitly be said to be 
filled from cover to cover with an unending 
series of simply invaluable hints and allusions 
to Nature's secrets, and conceming its constitu
tion inner and outer, and therefore also the 
nature and constitution of man. 

Modem chemistry, modem biology, as exam
ples, are beginning to discover, and their fore
most exponents are beginning openly to teach, 
secrets of Nature and philosophical deductions 
regarding those secrets, that would have brought 
about the social ostracism of any scientist of 
H. P. Blavatsky's day, had he dared even to 
voice bis possible intuition of such knowledge. 

The unreal and illusory nature of matter; the 
energie constitution of the physical world; the 
ultra-modern scientific speculations regarding the 
nature and constitution of atomie structure; the 
great changes that have come over men's minds 
with regard to the real meaning of evolution, and 
the rapidly progressing rejection of the teachings 
of Darwinism in f avor of a more spiritual and 
lof tier interpretation of the undoubted truth of evo
lution; the appearance in authoritative scientific 
works of statements that bear directly on the exist
ence of invisible but discoverable energies working 
through man and the universe: these and many 
more such, which have now become the common
places of scientific thinking, all exemplif y most 
f orcefully the statement just made as to the approach 
that the greatest men in science are now making, 
and in larger degree with the passage of every 
year, to the teachings of Theosophy, the modern 
piesentation of the Wisdom-Religion of the ar
chaic ages. 

Science has advanced with strides of seven
league boots, so to say, since H. P. Blavatsky's 
time; and in all directions, philosophic as well 
as technically scientific, it is today giving voice 
to theories and hypotheses based on the most 
recent scientific discoveries which corroborate in 
genera! and often in particular, statements and 
doctrines broadcast by H. P. Blavatsky as 
teachings of the Ancient Wisdom imbodied in 
her hooks. 

We have but to turn to the revolutionary 
theories of Dr. Albert Einstein regarding the 
relativity of natura! laws and substances and 
energies and their phenomena, to see in tl.iem, 
modem scientific formulations of facts in Uni
versa! Nature which H. P. Blavatsky, as the 
Messenger of the Archaic Wisdom, clearly taught 
and brilliantly elucidated in 1888, as far as it 
was possible to do so in an age when not even 
the most intuitive minds understood the ABC 
of what the coming years were to bring forth. 
Whatever Dr. Einstein's mathematica! demon
strations may prove, and whether these demon
strations at the present time· be subject or not 
to correction, is·another matter; we allude sole
ly to his principle thesis of Relativity. 

Most recently, indeed (1929), the newspapers 
have carried reports of another advance made 
by Einstein regarding the nature of gravitation 
and its connexion, and probable fundamental 
identity, with cosmic electricity and magnetism. 
Here again the famous German philosopher and 
scientist is endeavoring to cover ground that 
H. P. Blavatsky in 1888 pointedly and definitely 
called the attention of the scientific world to, 
and then wrote about, and explained with un
paralleled success, to those intuitive minds who 
were able to grasp her meaning and to follow 
her reasoning. 

Or we may turn to Professor A. S. Eddington, 
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Plumian Professor of Astronoriiy, Cambridge 
University, England, a remarkable British philo
sophical scientist, who amazed his fellow~scien
tists attending a very recent meeting (1929) of 
the Royal Society in England, with his cham
pionship of the existence of consciousness func
tioning throughout Nature in individual par
ticulars - in other words, teaching precisely in 
modem 'Scientific phraseology what H. P. Bla
vatsky did in 1888 and in previous years re
garding the existence of a graded series of con
sciousnesses throughout Universa! Nature; all 
of which is one way of stating that the universe 
is but imbodied consciousnesses. 

This conception was in the background of 
the philosophy of archaic times, when the an
cients spoke of the Universe as being filled full 
of gods and daimones, etc., in practically_ in
finitely varying grades or stages of evolutionary 
development, some very high and some very 
low, with all intermediate degrees. 

Professor Eddington's amazingly correct the
ory, if we have understood aright newspaper
cables carrying the news, is briefly summarized 
by Professor A. W .olf, professor of Scientific 
Theory, London University, as follows: 

"It is Professor Eddington's theory that they [physical 
events and phenomena] all partake - everything partakes 
- of the nature of mental activity, of consciousness, or 
sub-consciousness, sometimes of a low and sometimes of 
a higher order, and these mental activities can be described 
by other and higher minds, hut all things have a conscious
ness of self which is different from their appearance in the 
consciousness of other minds and from the . descripûon. 
. . . Electrons are to be thought of in terms of rhythm 
and energy, electric charge_s, not in terms of infinitely 
small 'billiard-balls,' etc., etc." 

We may likewise instance the forecasting of 
the· discovery of radio-activity in physical na
ture which H. P. Blavatsky in 1888 likewise 
clearly outlined, also pointing out that what we 
now call radio-activity was not merely existent 
in certain natura! provinces, so to say, or in 
certain physical elements, but was universa!; 
and she then instanced the so-called 'radiant 
matter' of Professor William Crookes, as being 
the starting-point of remarkable discoveries to 
come, regarding the constitution of Nature and 
its foundation on invisible and inner elements; 
and this is exactly what has taken place. 

Whence did she derive the power to descry, 
and, descrying, to describe in her great hooks 
these things? How was it that she was so truly 
a prophet as to see so clearly, and to set forth 
so pointedly, what was to take place within two 
generations from the time when she wrote? 
How is it that in The Secret Doctrine, published 
in 1888, she should describe in extraordinarily 
similar words, as teachings of the Ancient Wis
dom, what Sir James H. Jeans today (1929) 
.calls his 'singular points' - points existent in 
cosmical nebulae, which, according to him, are 
the open doors, or channels, connecting our 
physical, visible universe with one which is in
visible and non-physical, and which, let it be 
said in passing, he speaks of as another 'dimen
sion.' 

These singular points of Dr. Jeans, H. P. 
Blavatsky then called 'Laya-Centers,' which she 
described with the remarkable facility native 
to her writings, and also pointed out that the 
ascription to these invisible worlds or spheres 
of the term 'other dimensions' is entirely wrong; 
for these invisible spheres are not dimensions of 
physical matter in any sense, but, exactly speak
ing, are other worlds having their own natura! 
dimensions, as our physical world has its dimen
siortal series; calling attention at the same time 
to the fact that while the word 'dimensions' is 
wrong, it nevertheless did signify an intuition 
on the part of the writers of her day of the fact 
that other and more subtil and causal realms 
were at the basis of the physical universe. 

This • sil)gle instance illustrates what . thè 
authors of this book might fill many pages with, 
by way of proof of the statement that H. :P. 
Blavatsky foresaw scientific discoveries .soori 
thereafter to be made, but in her day unguessed 
at. As regards Dr. Jeans' 'singular points/ 
the student who is interested mqy turn to' her 
The Secret Doctrine,· Volume I, page 148, and 
elsewhere. 

These questions of priority in scientific and 
philosophical matters as belonging to H. P. 
Blavatsky, the historian of the future will cer
tainly have to answer, for they are too impor
tant for him ever to be able to leave them un-. 
noticed. Meanwhile, students of the Message 
which H. P. Blavatsky brought to the world 
from the Guardians of the Anciént Wisdom, 
move steadily along in their work of dissemirtat
ing the age-old Truth wherever it can find even 
a remote chance to strike its roots deep into 
human hearts and minds. 
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ONE OF the last instructions that were given 
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H. P. BLAVATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. v. PURUCKER, M.A., D. Litt. 

PART I: MYSTICAL AND 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CHAPTER V - APPROACHING 

THE LIGHT 

"A soul that starts on the pathway of Wisdom finds the 
companionship at least of his own essential divinity. He 
is conscious of an increasing knowledge, so delicate, so re
fined, so subtil, and so far away from the senses, that no 
human language can express it. It is an intuition of the 
divine."- KATHERINE TINGLEY 

READER, of understanding heart and per
cipient mind, come in thought with us 
into the heart of the Mystery. We have 

opened the doors and have passed the Threshold; 
and before us lies what is to Occidental readers 
the terra incognita of the inner nature of man. , 
In it lie very wonderful things to be known, and 
knowledge can come to none except through the 
cha:nnels of one's own understanding. The most 
that a writer of any book can do is to ask his 
reader to go with him in thought, for the time 
being to follow his lead, and to point out not 
merely the dangers which always beset pioneers 
entering an unknown territory, but also to show 
where are the vantage-points of vision whence 
the seeing eye can discern the nature of the 
territory in which he has had the courage 
to enter. 

In this chapter we are entering upon a study 
so fascinating and so i:narvelous that it would be 
impossible for anyone bom either in East or in 
West to see the truth of things here, unless his 
vision be guided by sympathy, and his steps be 
directed by an independent will, both sympathy 
and will themselves illuminated and guided by 
the doctrines of the Ancient Wisdom. 

The writers of this book have no illusions 
whatsoever in supposing that the abstruse and 
very fascinating truths of Nature which it is 
attempted to set forth in these pages, can be 
understood off-hand and without reflexion by the 
reader. But this observation should not dis
courage the earnest and inquiring student from 
undertaking a study of one of the most interest
ing, albeit least understood, facts of human 
existence. 

We look more to the future than to the present, 
and believe, as history abundantly shows us, 
that all natura! truths, which when first pro
claimed, seem to be new and revolutionary to the 
public, are destined in due course of time to 
become established facts. 

From what has been said in the precedirtg 
chapters, it is abundantly clear that H. P. Bla
vatsky occupied not a unique position in mystic 
history, but was one of a long line of World
Teachers, who at various epochs have appeared 
and taught men. She carne - or, if the reader 
prefers the word - she was sent at a crisis in 
world-history, exactly as other preceding Messen
gers have appeared or were sent. Her position 
therefore is not an anomalous one, nor a unique 
one, nor one that is subject to any explanation: 
such as the stupid one of 'chance happenings.' 

The Ancient Wisdom, Theosophy, admits of 
no 'chance' ariywhere in the Uni verse, for this 
word 'chance' is but a term which conf essedly 
covers human ignorance and nothing more. 
When men do not understand causes of what 
happens they call it 'chance.' 

Furthermore, when, in preceding paragraphs 
and chapters we have spoken of H. P. Bla
vatsky as being an intermediary Teacher, or 
Mediator, between Those whö sent her forth as 

Messenger, and the world of men, and also have 
spoken of her as being the channel or Mediator 
by whom and through whom a work was to be 
done, and the Message of her Teachers was to be 
broadcast into men's minds and hearts: by using 

• such terms as 'channel' and 'media"tor' and 
'intermediary,' we have on no single occasion 
intended to imply, nor do we now intend in any 
sense whatever to imply, that she was but a 
passive agent or will-less instrument in the hands 
of Those behind her and working with her. Such 
a deduction from what has been said would be 
wrong all through, and the writers of this book 
would most deeply regret that such an entirely 
erroneous and mistaken impression should be 
gathered from what has been said .. 

Indeed, we have used expressions which would 
seem amply to state the contrary: that H. P. 
Blavatsky was in herself and of her own right 
and by her native powers, a free agent in so far 
as her individuality was concerned, and that 
she did her work of her ow.n free will, giving her
self freely and wholly voluntarily as an agent in 
this sublime work of helping humánity, to Those 
whom she rightfully looked upon as her Teachers, 
and the Teachers of our common mankind. 

She was a genius; she was indeed more than a 
genius, which, as above said, merely means the 
illumination. or stimulation of the highest intel
lectual apparatus of man's constitution. She 
was more than a genius, we say, for she was like
wise inspired, which, as abovè explained, means 
merely that the light from her own Inner Spiri
tual Self streamed through that intellectual ap
paratus undimmed by the latter's own charac
teristics or peculiarity as a center of conscious
ness: For these cases of inspiràtion belong to 
humans in whom the intermediate nature is as 
pervious to this spiritual splendor from the essen
tial divinity within, as glass is to the streaming 
glory of our own cosmical day-star. 

Yes, she was more than a genius, and further
more, she was more than inspired, so far as her 
own individuality went with regard to both 
genius and inspiration; she stood higher than a 
mere genius and a mere inspired one, because 
she was, as has just been said, the willing, 
deliberate, self-chosen Messenger of quasi-divine 
human beings, those great Sages and Teachers 
whose sole purpose in coming into physical exis
tence, outside of their own karmical necessity, 
is that of raising unto their own intellectual and 
spiritual stature their fellow-men. 

Such a Mediator H. P. Blavatsky was, and no 
human heart, no human intellect, can render 

.greater tribute to her than what is contained in 
the statement that she was such a willing and 
completely self-devoted agent, channel, Messen~ 
ger, Mediator, of thöse whom we may truly 
call God-Men. 
. Thus, then, in view of the facts and outline of 

thoughts that we have already set forth, we may 
turn to a sketch of the other facts and circum-.·. ,, 
stances composing the heart of the Mystery that 
we are trying to explain: the Light which we 
are now approaching. 

[Iuman beings may be divided into three 
genera! Classes, in whom the intermediate or 
psychological nature is more or less pellucid to 
the Inner Light: I, those in whom it is moderate
ly pervious to the Light and Power of the Inner 
God; II, those in whom it is pervious in large 
measure; III, those in whom it is wholly per
vious thereto. These three Classes, beginning 
with the first, or lowest, we may speak of as 
follows: I, Ordinary men; II, Messengers and 

disciples of the Sages, and the Sages themselves; 
III, the Avatäras. 

Moreover, the intermediate or psychological 
part of man, in addition to the above conditions, 
is also subject by nature to certain other condi
tions or states of 'presence' and quasi-' absence,~ 
during life, which states or conditions result in 
marked psychological phenomena; and, especial
ly as regards our present subject, these states or 
conditions produce the varying degrees of human 
greatness. The following paragraphs will briefly 
set forth our meaning as far as it can be done. 

Let us begin with the first Class - a matter 
which will not require any heavy mental work 
on the part of the reader, and which may there
fore serve as an easy introduction to under
standing the other two Classes more difficult to 
explain. The quasi-'absence,' or perhaps rather 
the temporary 'disjunction' of the psychological 
apparatus of an ordinary man, from the re
mainder of his inner constitution, is exceedingly 
common in life, although temporary: so common, 
indeed, that it is the basis of a body of psy
chological phenomena which belong to prac
tically everybody: to every human being, nor
mal or abnormal, as the case may be. 

We may instance the most common case of 
all, that is, sleep. In sleep the intermediate or 
psychological or, as it is commonly called, the 
'personal' part of man's constitution is 'absent': 
in other words, non-manifesting through the 
physical brain; and, indeed, it is this absence 
itself, this temporary disjunction of the inter
mediate or ordinary human nature, which is the 
ultimate cause of sleep itself. The body sleeps 
because we, the average personal human beings, 
are no longer there. 

Another case is that of trance, a word which 
is grossly misunderstood and absurdly used by 
a number of popular writers of various. kinds, on 
so-called abnormal psychical phenomena. The 
annals of medicine, as well as the knowledge de
rived from the practice of every experienced 
physician, show that trances are as common to 
human beings as blackberries in season. A man 
is in a species of trance when he is what is 
called 'absent-minded,' which exactly describes 
the situation; for his mind is no longer there, so 
to say. A man is in a minor trance when he· is 
oblivio\ls of surrounding circumstances or is in
wrapped in what is popularly called 'a brown 
study.' 

A man is likewise in a trance when he has 
foolishly allowed himself to become the victim 
of the practices of some hypnotist; and anyone 
who has seen men and women in this state of 
hypnosis, must realize not only how dangerous. 
how baleful and wrong it is, but also that it 
exemplifies the trance-state perfectly. The reason 
is that the intermediate nature, or the psycho
mental apparatus of the human being, has been 
displaced from its seat, in other words, is dis
joined or absent, and there remains but the 
vitalized human body, with its more or less im
perfect functioning of the brain-cells and ner
vous apparatus. 

Another case is that comprised in the various 
degrees of insanity. A man is insane simply be
cause his intermediate or psychological nature 
is 'absent' in various degrees, or, in cases of 
violent insanity, has been practically dislocated 
in permanent or absolute measure. Minor cases 
of insanity, or periodic mania, are other instan
ces where the disjunction of the intermediate 
or psychological nature of man has taken place. 

I t is unnecessary to go any further into the 
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details of the subject appertaining to this first 
Class of ordinary men. Sufficient has been said 
to illustrate the meaning, and the exceedingly 
common occurrence of these psychological phe
nomena under various forms as regards Class I. 

Class II: That of the Messengers and the ad
vanced disciples of the Sages. This Class of 
men or of women stands on an entirely different 
footing from that of the previous Class. Whereas 
in Class I the various phenomena appertaining 
to the 'absence' or disjunction of the interme
dia te or psychological apparatus is mostly in
voluntary, and beyond ordinary control, and in 
its evil and vicious ranges is a great and positive 
affliction: in this Second Class the 'absence' or 
disjunction of the intermediate or psychological 
apparatus is an exceedingly rare phenomenon: 
is entirely under the control of the individual, is 
voluntary, and takes place only when and if and 
as the individual so desires it, and its results 
are always sane and healthful. 

The differences between Classes I and II are 
enormous. In Class I, the intermediate part or 
nature is imperfectly evolved, is only moderate
ly pervious to the supernal light and energy of 
the divine-spiritual Soul or Inner Essential Self, 
and is subject to consequent disturbances and 
distortions of function which still more largely 
interrupt the spiritual stream of consciousness 
from the monadic essence or Inner Essential Self. 

In Class II, on the contrary, the intermediate 
part is highly evolved, trained to respond to the 
stream of inspiration, and through training and 
initiation has become both positive and power
ful. Thus the Spiritual Will and Consciousness 
are able to function easily and freely, and, 
whenever necessary, can so control and govern 
the intermediate part as to set it aside tempo
rarily, so to say, in order that the consciousness
stream flowing forth from the Monad or Inner 
Spiritual Self may pass directly into the ordi
nary human or brain-mind consciousness. 

This last condition opens the path to the 
highest spiritual inspiration uncolored by the 
personalized individuality of the intermediate 
nature of the inner constitution of the man. 
When this occurs, the man becomes in conscious
ness and power virtually an incarnate god. His 
consciousness is, for the time being, of universa! 
range and vision, and this therefore includes 
what may be called temporary omniscience -
so far as our own Home-Universe is concerned. 
A man in this condition is, for the time being, 
a Buddha, a Christ. Buddhists could speak of 
this condition as that of the 'inner Buddha'; 
Christian mystics could speak of it as that of the 
'immanent Christ' in manifestation; the HindO. 
might speak of it as the 'splendor of the Brahman 
in the heart.' 

Into the condition of the intermediate nature 
thus temporarily created, there flows, then, for 
the time being, the Will and Thought and Con
sciousness of the Inner Essential Self or monadic 
essence, for whom the Sage or Messenger or 
disciple has thus prepared the personal lower 
vehicle; and through it performs the work or 
gives the sublime teachings of Reality kept in 
mind to do and to give. 

It should be added in passing that such tem
porary filling of the self-conscious mind with the 
spiritual essence, in no sense whatsoever, as is 
obvious, injures that mind, or the body that it 
functions in, or degrades it, or renders it less fit 
when the normal state or condition is resumed; 
but, on the contrary, all the results or conse
quences are greatly for betterment. It must be 
obvious to anyone, that if the ordinary human 
being could feel his brain and psychological and 
emotional apparatus inspired and filled full with 
the presence of a divinity, it would be incom
parably good for him, and would strengthen, in 
all higher senses of the word, the brain and emo
tional and mental apparatuses in an incomparable 

degree; and exactly the same remark applies 
therefore to one possessing what we may call 
quasi-divinity, as has been set forth in the para
graphs dealing with this Class II. 

All this may seem to be very strange to the 
average Occidental, because he knows nothing 
about these marvelous mysteries in Psychology 
- the real Psychology that Theosophy, which is 
the Ancient Wisdom, teaches of. But in actual 
fact, could he penetrate behind the veils en
shrouding the Great Ones of history, the tower
ing monuments of spiritual and intellectual ca
pacity, as expressed in and through these World
Teachers, he would immediately see that the 
condition or state that we have briefly de
scribed is, in those cases, one of the most usual 
of the psychological phenomena belonging to 
them. 

Probably every World-Teacher, or Founder of 
religion, in history, has been spoken of by his 
followers or disciples as having been at times 
illuminated; or it has been said of them that 
they were infilled with a glory; or it has been 
recorded of them that the face and the body of 
them shone; and indeed the ancient Greeks, to 
take an instance, have left it on record in much 
of their religious and mystica! philosophical litera
ture, that such appearances of divinities or quasi
divine Beings - the inner spiritual Self or Mo
nad - manif esting through the body of some 
chosen one, was a well-known fact of archaic 
Wisdom and Knowledge, certainly so in the 
cases of initiation. 

Usually this illumination or filling with glory 
carne from the man's own Inner Spiritual Essence 
or Self; but sometimes it occurred because some 
great and lofty human being - of Class II 
above described - became the vehicle or channel 
for the temporary manifestation of some Celes
tial Power, so-called. 

Here then, in these paragraphs, we have briefly 
laid bare the solution of the spiritual-psychologi
cal Mystery that H. P. Blavatsky presented 
to the world. 

The authors of this book will do their best to 
explain briefly the main reasons why H. P. 
Blavatsky was, on the one hand, a real wonder in 
human history; and, on the other hand, why she 
was so sadly misunderstood by a certain class 
of unthinking people. The compass of the pur
pose of this book does not permit a fuller de
velopment of this Mystery in the sense of laying 
bare to the public a larger amount of the secret 
arcana of the human soul, as regards the matter 
just outlined; but enough has already been 
said, and in other chapters more will be said, to 
give to every really thoughtful and earnest stu
dent, sufficient to enable him to see into the 
mystery of H. P. Blavatsky's life, and mayhap 
therefrom to draw for his own great benefit 
lessons of incalculable spiritual and moral vaiue. 

Nor should it be supposed that this book is an 
attempt to lay bare, for the first time in the 
world, secrets of the Esoterie Wisdom which 
heretofore have never been divulged. The 
authors make no such claim, and certainly would 
consider it both improper and unwise to burden 
the mind and thought of their readers with sub
jects which require not only deep and conscien
tious thinking, but, for a more or less complete 
understanding of them, years of preparation and 
honestly impersonal study. 

To us, this entire subject is a very holy one, 
and necessarily of course we have endeavored 
to write of it as such, appealing to the intuition 
and heart of those readers under whose eyes 
these lines will fall, to understand, and, in under
standing, to feel somewhat of the mighty power 
which carne into the world and worked in it for 
the world's own and sole benefit through H. P. 
Blavatsky, the Messenger and Co-Laborer of 
the noblest and holiest of Men. 

Class III: The Avataras. This Class, that of 

the Avataras, is again quite different, so far as 
the details of the mechanism of the psychological 
mystery before alluded to is concerned; but 
nevertheless this third Class of Men, all supreme
ly holy Men - very few indeed as they are -
falls within the genera! psycho-spiritual subject 
which we have been studying; because, in addi
tz"on to other spiritual and psychological mys
teries appertaining to them, there is a Mystery 
closely similar to that of the psychological mat
ters of which we have been writing. 

The great difference between the A vataras 
and Class II, and between the Avataras and 
Class I, lies in this fact: in the case of the 
A vatàras, there is an absence of a karmically 
natura! personal intermediate or psychological 
vehicle from the very beginning of their physical 
existence; indeed, from a period of time even 
before the birth of the physical body; their 
intermediate part, forming the psychological link 
between Spirit and physical body, comes to 
them from elsewhere; so that in one sense of 
the word, and in a very mystical sense, one ex
tremely difficult to explain to European and 
American students or readers, the absence of a 
naturally personal psychological intermediary 
may be called absolute and complete; for it 
certainly lasts from birth until those A vataras 
disappear from among men. 

Tèis entire Class of Men, the Avataras, have 
a history so marvelous, so different from any
thing that ordinary human beings know any
thing about, that without years of study it is 
almost hopeless to give a satisfying explanation 
of it, and yet we cannot leave this third Class 
out of our category without justly incurring the 
charge of presenting an incomplete outline of 
the subject under discussion. 

The authors of this book, here once more, are 
deeply sensible of the embarrassment which they 
feel in pointing to subjects, and briefly touching 
upon subjects, which are so difficult and ab
struse, without entering upon a larger develop
ment of them. And yet what can be done? 
Once an explanation of H. P. Blavatsky's mis
sion and work in the world was attempted, it was 
obvious that something had to be said: indeed, 
much had to be said, and little-known mysteries 
of the inner lif e of human beings had to be 
sketched; but, on the other hand, as said in a 
preceding paragraph, were these matters to be 
fully developed and laid bare as a study that all 
might follow if they chose, not merely one 
volume would be required, but many would 
hardly contain all that could be and should be 
said under those circumstances. 

Our hope is that hints have been given which 
will open the intuitions of readers, and lead 
them to see that they can, if they will, find by 
their own study of the majestical system of the 
ancient Wisdom-Religion today called Theoso
phy, treasures of unspeakable worth, both for 
mind and heart. 

Yes, it is for the reader himself to dig into 
these mines of ancient wisdom; and the value 
of his so doing on his own account is that he 
will inevitably light upon and take unto him
self those more especial treasures which he will 
instinctively feel to be most native to his own 
character. We have done our best under the 
circumstances, and will leave the matter in the 
kindly thought of those who desire to go farther 
into this mystery of beauty and wisdom. 

The word 'A vatara' is a Sanskrit compound, 
and may be translated as 'passing down,' and 
signifies the passing down of a celestial Energy or, 
what comes to the same thing, of a.n individu
alized complex of celestial energies, which is 
equivalent to saying a celestial being, in order to 
overshadow and illuminate some human being 
- but a human being which at the time of such 
connexion of 'heaven with earth,' of divinity 
with matter, possesses no karmically intermedi-
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ate or connecting link between the overshadow
ing entity and the physical body: in other words, 
no human soul karmically destined to be the 
inner master of the body thus born. 

What, then, is it which furnishes this absolute
ly necessary intermediate link of the chain of 
man's inner constitution, so that the human 
being to be, may have the human intermediate 
or psychological apparatus fit to express the 
invisible splendor of this celestial descent? This 
intermediate or psychological link in these cases 
is supplied by the deliberate and voluntary en
trance into the unborn child - and coincident
ly with the overshadowing of the celestial power 
- of the psychological or intermediate principle 
of one of the Greater Ones, who thus completes 
what is to be the pure and lofty human channel 
through which the 'descending' divinity may 
manifest, finding in this high psychological part 
a properly evolved link enabling that divinity 
to express itself in human form upon earth. 

This is a Mystery, in the ancient Greek sense, 
which we have before outlined, greater even than 
that appertaining to the Second Class, that of 
the great Messengers; and the reasons are ob
vicius why there is no need further to develop 
here this phase of the subject. I t would be not 
only useless, but would involve us in explana
tions and details highly improper and out of 
place in a published work, and would, further
more, be entirely useless for the purposes of 
our present study. 

Although it may not be immediately evident, 
there is more similarity between the charac
teristics pertaining totheAvatära-Class and those 
of the Second Class than one may off-hand sup
pose. Consequently, therefore, H. P. Blavatsky, 
who belongs to the Second Class above described, 
in a certain particular sense may be looked 
upon as having belonged to the Class of minor 
Avatäras; and the same observation would ap
ply to any other member of the Second Class. 

These three Classes of course are obvîously 
divisible, each one, into various grades or stages, 
from the less great to the greatest. Thus in 
ordinary humanity of the First Class, • we have 
in the lower ranks, the inferior men, running up 
to the highest stage of that First Class, whom 
we may call men of genius and quasi-Great Men. 

So, also, in the Second Class we have the 
Messengers and disciples belonging to various 
grades, from the lowest, or the neophyte in 
Esoterie Wisdom and training, to the great 
Sages and Seers themselves. 

Thus, also in the Third or A vatära-Class, 
although this Class contains very few examples 
- very few indeed - in human history, yet, as 
already hinted, the A vatäras are not of precisely 
equal spiritual rank and grandeur. 

Although, as said above, we cannot develop 
the nature and mysteries pertaining to the 
A vatäras more fully here, it may yet interest 
the reader, and illustrate the point, if we cite 
two, and perhaps three, examples of A vatäric 
lives. The first one then, • that we turn to, was 
a true Avatära, Sankarächärya of India, who 
lived some few generations after the date of the 
passing of Gautama, the Buddha. He was born 
in Southern India, and from earliest childhood, 
to the day of his death, he manifested transcen
dent capacity. He was the reformer of much of 
the then current and orthodox Indian philosophy, 
and may be regarded as the founder of the great 
Adwaita-School of the Vedänta which flourishes 
even to this day, and perhaps may be called 
the most widely disseminated and popular 
School of modern philosophical HindOism - and 
perhaps the noblest also. 

There is a great deal of mystery connected 
with the lif e of Sankarächärya Many legends 
doubtless having some foundation of fact are 
current regarding his existence; but space does 
not permit us to dwell upon them. The main 

point about this is the following: that the Ava
tara is karma-less. The spiritual-divine part, or 
the celestial descent; has of course no karman: 
individual, national, or racial, attracting it into 
our sphere; and his descent, if governed by 
karman at all, is governed by karman of a 
cosmic character. 

The second instance which may be illustrated 
is that of Jesus, the great Syrian Sage, who was 
another A vatära, and like all of his Class, had 
no merely human karman. This was what was 
had in mind, • when in a preceding paragraph 
ref ere nee was made to the mystica! episode in 
the Garden of Gethsemane, and to the exclama
tion there alleged to have been made: "Let this 
cup pass from me; nevertheless not my will, but 
Thine be done ! " 

I t should be said in passing, of course, as has 
been often said before in our recent Theosophi
cal literature, that the entire story of the Chris
tian Gospels is a mystery-tale, and represents 
various episodes of the Initiation-Cycle as these 
episodes were understood and followed in Asia 
Minor; and such a mystery-tale is as applicable 
to any great World-Teacher as it was to Jesus, 
around whom this particular mystery-tale was 
builded as a type. To this of course no Theo
sophist has any reasonable objection, although 
he does object to the taking of the beautiful 
New Testament story as a unique instance of 
quasi-human divinity in the spiritual history 
of the world, and consequently to the consider
ing of Jesus, the Christos, as the unique and 
unparalleled World-Teacher. 

This second instance has been chosen in illus
tration because the authors of this book con
scientiously feel that a deeper knowledge of :that 
sublime personage and of his exalted and lofty 
character ought to be, and undoubtedly will be, 
welcomed by every thoughtful mind. Nothing, 
of course, that is said in this book is derogatory 
of that sublime character, nor could possibly 
diminish the respect and reverence which his 
figure holds in Occidental hearts. We feel that 
the truth about him is far more wonderful in 

• every respect than what. tradition or story has 
ever yet told of hini; and ha ving this in mind, . 
we feel also that greater knowledge of him, as 
the Ancient Wisdom teaches it, can bring only 
an added respect. 

Looking upon J esus the Christos as orie of the 
long line of World-Teachers, and seeing what he 
was both humanly and psychologically, brings 
him closer to the hearts of men. Truth, for all 
harmoniously developed ·minds, never, under any 
circumstances, is something to fear. 

We may add further that our esoterie doctrines 
show us that the psychological part of Jesus 
the A vatära, was almost certainly the same psy
chological entity or psychological individuality 
which had furnished the intermediate or psy
chological human vehicle in the preceding A va
tära, Sankarächärya; and that this same inter
mediate psychological e:ritity acting in both.cases 
is closely connected, in esoterie history, with the 
noblest Sage and Seer that history has any 
record of - Gautama the Buddha. 

In a closely similar sense also, although in a 
far larger sense than applies to the Wonder
Woman H. P. Blavatsky, Gautama the Buddha 
may be called an A vatära - but, we repeat it, 
in a certain sense only; and the same remark 
regarding H. P. Blavatsky may be made with 
regard to Apollonius of Tyana. 

It is thus evident - and we close this chapter 
with the present observation - that the position 
herein assigned to H. P. Blavatsky as regards 
spiritual and intellectual and psychologica:1 ca
pacities, is incompar_ably superior to that which 
she has hitherto been supposed to hold, either 
by her warmest friends and followers, or by 
those who were keen enough to recognise 
in her a spiritual energy of paramount im-

portance in religious and philosophical history. 
Woman, saint, sage, martyr: the judgment 

of the world of the future will place her on 
the high vantagepoint of wisdom and moral 
splendor where she rightly belöngs! 

THEOSOPHICAL UNIVERSITY 
METEOROLOGICAL STATION 

Point Loma, California 
SUMMARY for the Months of APRIL- JUNE 1929 

TEMPERATURE 
Apr. May June 

Mean highest 63. 57 . . 68. 77 . . 72. 03 
Mean lowest 51 . 4·3 . . 56. 36 . . 58. 87 
Mean 57 .50 . . 62. 57 . . 65.45 
Highest 68.00 . . 82.00 . . 84.00 
Lowest 42.00 . . 53.00 . . 52.00 
Greatest daily range 18. 00 . . 21 . 00 . . 20. 00 

PRECIPITA TION 
Inches for month 0. 76 . . 0 .07 . . 0.01 
Total from July 1, 1928 7. 67 . . 7. 74 . . 7. 75 

SUNSHINE 
Number hours actual 256.20 285.70 300.30 
Number hours possible 390.00 .. 429.00 .. 428.00 
Percentage of possible 65.69 .. 66.59 . . 70.39 
Average hours per day 8.54 .. 9.22 •• J 10.01 

WIND , 
Movement in miles 3453.00 .. 3918.00 '. .. 3866.00 
A verage hourly velocity 6.05 .. 5.27 . . 5.37 
Maximum hourly velocity 24.00 .. 18.00 . . 19.00 

TO SUBSCRIBERS: 

ONE OF the last instructions that were given 
tp the undersigned by Katherine Tingley 

before her passing, was a request that the present 
form of THE THEOSOPHICAL PATH be changed as 
soon as possible into a more convenient and _handy 
magazine form. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL PATH, therefore, will ap
pear in its new form with the issue of October 
next. The subscription price will likewise be 
changed in accordance therewith to $3.50 per an
num, single copies 35 cents. (~oreign postage 
50 cents additional.) Subscriptions which have 
already been received for our magazine in its pres
ent form, will be considered as subscriptions paid 
in full for the new issue, and will run to their com
pletion without extra charge. 

Carrying out very explicit instructions received 
from our recent great-hearted Theosophical Lead
er, Katherine Tingley, the PATH in future years 
will run far more closely than ever before in the 
lines consecrated to Theosophical literature from 
the beginning of the present Theosophical Move
ment, as inaugura_ted by H. P. Blavatsky, and car
riecf on after her· by her successor William Q. 
Judge. This last was one of Katherine Tingley's 
dearest wishes, and I shall fulfil it. THE EDITOR 

FORM OF BEQUEST 
TO THEOSOPHICAL UNIVERSITY 
"I GIVE and bequeath to THEOSOPHICAL UNIVERSITY, 

a corporation duly organized and existing under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of California, and incorpo-

rated thereunder in December, 1919, the sum of ............... . 

...................................................................................... Dollars, 
to be paid by my executor hereinafter named, exclusively 
out of such part of my e~tate not herein otherwise speci
fically disposed of as I may by law bèqueath to education
al institutions, and I hereby charge such of my estate with 
the aforesaid sum, and I direct that the receipt of the Ptesi
dent and Secretary of said corporation, respectively hold
ing such offices at the time of the payment of tbis legacy, 
shall be suflicient discharge of the legacy." 

NoTE. The above should be inserted as. one of the 
clauses of the Last Will and Testament of the person de
siring to make a bequest to the University. The validity 
of the bequest will depend upon the strict compliance by 
the devisor, in drawing and executing bis Will and in fixing 
the amount of bis bequest, with the Statutory provisions 
upon such matters of the State in wbich he resides and bis 
estate is located. The amount bequeathed by any person 
should not exceed the proportionate amount of bis estate 
wbich the laws of bis State allow bim to give to aa educa
tional institution, and the forma! execution of the Will 
containing tbis bequest should comply strictly with the 
Statutes of the State of bis legal residence. 

Further .information regarding THEOSOPHICAL UNIVER
SITY, may be had from its Secretary, Point Loma, California. 



H. P. BLAVATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. DE PuRUCKER, M. A., o. LITT. 

PART I: MYSTICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 

CHAPTER VI - CLOTHED WITH THE LIGHT. THE INNER GOD 

"Shun ignorance, and likewise shun illusion. Avert thy face from world-deceptions; mis
trust thy senses; they are false. But within thy body - the shrine of thy sensations - seek 
in the Impersonal for the 'eternal man'; and having sought him out, look inward." 

-H. P. BLAVATSKY in The Voice of the Silence; Section: 'The Two Paths' 

PERHAPS the noblest detail of the 
wonderful doctrines which H. P. 

Blavatsky, as Messenger of her Great 
Teachers, brought to the Western 
World, is the one which recalls to the 
consciousness of modern man the age
old truth - clean forgotten by many 
in the Occident - of the living reality 
of one's own essential divinity: the 
existence in every normal human being 
of his own inner god. There is not a 
great World-Religion, there is not a 
great World-Philosophy, existing in 
the past or still existent in the present, 
which does not teach this same fun
damental truth of human existence. 
Indeed, it may be called the very 
foundation-stone on which were build
ed the great systems of religious and 
philosophical thinking of the past; 
and rightly so, because it is founded on 
Nature herself. 

The inner god in man, man's own 
inner, essential divinity, is the root of 
him, whence flow forth in inspiring 
streams into the psychological appara
tus of bis constitution, all the inspira
tions of genius, all the urgings to bet-

terment. All powers, all faculties, all 
characteristics of individuality which 
blossom through evolution into indi
vidual manif estation, are the fruitage 
of the working in man's constitution of 
those life-giving and inspiring streams 
of spiritual energy. It is they which 
furnish the urge bebind all evolntion
ary progress; it is they which, in their 
intricate and complex connexions and 
workings in the material substances of 
which man's constitution is composed, 
not only build that constitution itself 
into individual form, but lead it on 
to develop or throw forth into mani
f estation the innate or rather the inher
ent characteristics composing it. It is 
thus that personality is bom, and out 
of personality through evolution, com
bined with the luminous stream above 
spoken of, arises, phoenix-like, the glo
rious individuality in genius and in im
personal power that mankind of the 
future is destined to manifest, and 
which even man today manifests in 
some degree. 

It is no wonder, then, that those 
ancient World-Religions and World-
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Philosophies are based upon this fact 
of man's essential divinity, or, in other 
words, upon the working through the 
human constitution of that constitu
tion's divine root, as their pre-eminent 
and most appealing doctrine. It is a 
doctrine founded wholly on Nature; it 
is therefore wholly true. It was this 
natura! fact which took form in those 
different systems of thinking, as a doc
trine; which brought also into being 
the many and various schools of reli
gious development existing at differ
ent times throughout the ages; and it 
was a more or less distorted vision of 
this great truth which led many indi
viduals of either sex to seek the mon
astic life, thinking that by so doing, 
they could have better chances for cul
tivating, or bringing out, the divine 
consciousness and super-normal facul
ties belonging to this highest essential 
nature of man. 

This natura! fact formulated into 
doctrine, furthermore, is at the back 
of all the systems of mystic training 
pursued in various lands and in vari
ous ages, by both individuals and 
schools; while it is a matter of common 
knowledge that the mystics of all the 
ages have united in teaching this fact 
of the existence and ever-present pow
er of the inner god in man, as the first 
principle governing the progress of 
man out of material life into the spiri
tual. 

In deed, the doctrine is so perf ectly 
universa!, and is so consistent with 
everything that man knows, when he 
reaHy reflects over the matter of bis 
own spiritual and intellectual nature, 

that it is small wonder that it, this doc
trine, should have acquired the fore
most place in human religious and phi
losophical consciousness. 

Nevertheless, while the main idea 
bas been invariably clear from the most 
remote periods of human thinking 
known to history, down to our present 
time, an accurately reasoned formula
tion of the doctrine, and clear-cut 
proof s of its philosophical sufficiency, 
as shown and demonstrated by human 
beings who already have attained in 
some degree union with their inner 
god, was utterly unknown to the Occi
dent until H. P. Blavatsky appeared 
as the Voice and Expositor of the won
derful teachings of the archaic Wis
dom-Religion in 1875. Thereafter, 
for all who were hungering for truth, 
and were willing to set aside personal 
or philosophical or religious predilec
tions or prejudices in favor of a prov
able system of doctrine, the doors were 
opened, the path shown, and the Light, 
towards which this path led, was clear
ly designated and logically proved. 

The fact alone that H. P. Blavatsky 
recalled to the consciousness of West
ern men and women the existence of 
the Association of these great Sages 
and Seers, awaked anew in Western 
minds their sleeping intuitions, and 
thenceforward they could for them
selves not merely see hut also under
stand that those great Seers and Sages 
were the evolutionary manif estation 
of the transcendent powers of the 
inner god in man, and that, as such, 
they proved what all men could at
tain to, if they hut willed to do so. 
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She pointed likewise to the exist
ence of the great geniuses of the world, 
and argued with irresistible logic and 
force of illustration scattered through
out her noble writings, that it would 
be imbecile to suppose that such exam
ples of human greatness existed by 
chance, or could be otherwise than the 
manif estations or resultants or effects 
of causes of a spiritual and intellectual 
nature working in the human constitu
tion, and bringing forth these fine 
Flowers of the human race as the neces
sary evolutionary fruitage of the in
visible powers and potencies working 
in man's inner economy. Further -
and this also was argued and illus
trated with inimitable ability - once 
grant the existence of these great geni
uses and Great Men in human history, 
and it would be absurd to say that as 
the human race had already attained 
in such beings a certain high level of 
capacity and ability and spiritual pow
er, men could go no higher: or, equi
valently, that no greater men than 
those already known to history ever 
existed or could in the future ever exist. 

The argument was irresistible, the 
illustrations were appealing, and the 
call to the understanding was both im
mediate and fruitful. It became at 
once apparent to every thoughtf ul man 
that the existence of the great Seers 
and Sages of the world, as taught by 
H. P. Blavatsky, was not only a neces
sary result of human evolution, but a 
logically necessary . result from the 
premisses which it was impossible to 
avoid accepting. 

No human mind, which is equivalent 

to saying no human understanding, 
could admit that there was a path 
which abruptly stopped at some half
way period, or at some one-third-way 
period, marked by the examples of hu
man genius thus far known; and that 
thereafter this path was mysteriously 
and ineluctably broken or ceased. This 
curious supposition needs only to be 
stated in plain words, in order to en
sure its immediate rejection. 

What Nature has once done, she al
most invariably will do again. What 
she has once brought forth, is neces
sarily a promise of what she will again 
bring to birth; and as no two men are 
identical, any more than two leaves on 
the millions of trees in the forests of 
the world are identical: and as also no 
two human beings stand in perfect
ly identical stages or degrees of human 
evolution - for if they did they would 
be the same person - therefore it is 
impossible to call a halt anywhere, or 
to fix boundaries anywhere, or to say 
that here and no farther extend the 
powers of Nature. 

The example of King Knut ( Ca
nute), as legend tells the story, who 
set bis arm-chair on the strand washed 
by the waves of the N orth Sea, and 
said: "Thus far, 0 sea, and no far
ther I " is one which the wiseacres and 
know-everythings of history have al
ways been prone to follow; but Na
ture has little patience with the ego
isms of human limitations, and seems 
to take delight in destroying human il
lusions of this type. 

In the next few succeeding chapters, 
the authors of this book intend to write 
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at greater length of the existence, na
ture, powers, and character of the great 
Seers and Sages, of whom H. P. Bla
vatsky taught the living reality to the 
Occidental world, and probably there
fore the immediately preceding re
marks are temporarily sufficient to il
lustrate the present point. 

Yes, these Great Men, these World
Figures, these marvels of human evo
lution, these quasi-divine human enti
ties, who are the Elder Brothers of the 
Race, though themselves existing in 
many and various degrees of evolution
ary development, are living proofs of 
the existence of the inner god in man: 
that fountain of spiritual splendor 
whence, as has already been said, flow 
into the human psychological consti
tution and thence still lower into the 
human brain-mind, all the greatest and 
finest of the characteristics which hu
manity as a host has ever shown. 

Diversity exists throughout Nature, 
which is equivalent to saying that 
diversity in Nature is but a forthshad
owing of the workings of the equiva
lent individualities behind these diver
sities, and existing in the invisible 
realms of spiritual being. Oh! if men 
and women of the Occident could only 
get the conviction of the existence with
in themselves of the individual's living 
god as the fountain of his noblest 
parts - in each one of us: what a 
revolution in human thinking it would 
bring about I If men and wamen could 
only get the conviction, as they will 
in time most assuredly get it, that at 
the core of each one of them, at the 
heart of the heart of each one of 

them, is this glorious Sun of con
sciousness: then indeed not only would 
their lives change immensely f or the 
better, not only would human rela
tions be softened and refined, not only 
would the horrors attending our present 
civilization disappear as do the mists 
before the morning sunlight! but to 
the individual himself or herself there 
would come such inspiration, such 
a sense of high human dignity, such a 
sense of well-being, and of undeveloped 
power - which both intuition and in
stinct would then tell them could only 
be developed through altruistic use; 
and could this idea become the convic
tion of their minds and the persuasion 
of their hearts, then indeed should we 
be members of a new race, enlightened 
with an all-embracing and high racial 
consciousness, and the Theosoplzical 
ideal of Universa! Brotherhood would 
follow fully and in completeness as a 
necessary sequence. Our fellow hu
man beings would act and react, would 
think, and would dwell among each 
other, almost as a race of incarnate 
gods - for that in the name of holy 
Truth is just what we human beings 
are. 

It has been nobly said by some West
ern thinker that when he laid his hand 
on a fellow human being, he did so 
with awe, because he f elt that he was 
touching the garment of divinity; and 
this, in very truth, is the case. It is 
hut the imperfection of our present 
understanding which blinds our eyes, 

:which dims our vision, which curtails 
the outreaching of our sympathies, 
which belittles our minds, and which 
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causes us to dweil, through selfish fear, 
in our own small spheres of petty in
terests, and cuts us off from the heart
elevating influences which we other
wise should receive in full flood from 
the hearts of our fellows. 

The human race at the present time 
is passing through - as at other times 
it bas passed through similar ones -
only one of the phases of its long evolu
tionary journey back to divinity; and 
it is ignorance of this fact that has pro
duced the hard and harsh outlines of 
human thinking today, which in its 
turn is the imperfect mother of the im
perfect civilization of which we boast. 

Our consciousness - that is to say, 
human consciousness - today is cen
tered in that part of our constitution 
which we Theosophists call the brain
mind, and which is, as it were, hut the 
feeble reflexion of the spiritual splen
dor streaming first through the intel
Iectual apparatus, and colored by it, 
and then descending through the psy
cho-mental or psychological apparatus, 
and still more deeply obscured by it, 
until the most f eeble touches of the 
divine ray enlighten our brain-mind 
and give us the consciousness of ordi
nary human life. 

lt is to be the destiny of the human 
race, through slow degrees of evolu
tionary progress, to transfer the seat 
of the individual-personal conscious
ness upwards, so to say, from the brain
mind, and out of it and up from it, 
into a nearer approach to the noëtic 
or spiritual-intellectual part; and this 
transferring of the seat of individual
personal consciousness, will of course 

be attended with an equivalent enno
bling and betterment of human think
ing, and therefore also, of human civi
lization; until finally in the far distant 
aeons of the future, the reunion will 
be made with the god within - the 
ever-living inner Spirit - by the up
ward evolving personal consciousness 
of the human being; and then there 
will occur that at-one-ment of which 
the great Seers of all the ages have 
taught us. 

Meanwhile it is these great Seers 
and Sages themselves who have out
run the army of the human host in 
evolutionary development, and who 
therefore now live among us as exem
plars of what the remainder of the hu
man race will be in those distant ages 
of the future. They are the forerun
ners, and therefore, being ahead and 
higher than we, see more and farther 
than we, and therefore are they the 
Prophets and the Seers and the Sages 
and the Illuminated Ones and the Wise 
Ones - merely because they are in 
closer and straiter union with their own 
inner god. These are they who may 
be said in very truth to be 'clothed with 
the Sun,' that inner sun of essential 
divinity existent in the core of the 
human being, which, as the Christian 
New Testament puts it, lights every 
man that cometh into the world. 

Plato, the great Greek philosopher, 
as is well known, bas a very telling de
scription of men as they now are: be
ings living in the deep recesses of the 
cave of material existence, and almost 
unconscious of the sunlight streaming 
in in feeble rays from without. Living 
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in this cave, they see the dancing of 
shadows on the walls, and mistake 
these shadows for realities; and only 
when they learn more and turn their 
faces towards the light with will and 
objective purpose, do they see the path
way outwards, towards the outer splen
dor of which hitherto they have seen 
merely the dancing shadows on the 
wall. 

So it is with us today. Most men 
and women see these dancing shadows 
of consciousness and circumstance, 
and mistake them for ultimate reali
ties; and so firmly convinced are they 
that what they are seeing is true, and 
that the shadows are real, that their 
minds are crystallized in that convic
tion, so that they are not only prone 
to deny, hut often willingly and loudly 
deny, the existence of the inner sun, of 
which the shadows they see are hut 
the deceptive illusions of the human 
brain-consciousness. 

The Divine Fire which moves 
through Universa} Nature is the source 
of the individualized Divine Fire in 
man, that which we Theosophists call 
man's inner god. And as U niversal 
Nature manif ests in all-various and 
bewilderingly diverse forms and shapes 
and powers and energies and sub
stances - the effects of the working 
in itself of the Cosmic Fire - just so 
is man himself the effectual result, the 
phenomenal product in his own multi
form and manifold characteristics and 
diversities as between individuals, of 
the working in each one of us of each 
individual's own central Divine Fire 
- his own inner god. 

It is perhaps one of the greatest 
problems in human psychology that 
men and women otherwise normally 
acute as regards understanding, could 
have two thoughts about accepting this 
verity of the living reality in each one 
of us of the inner god. And yet this 
psychological problem is easily solved 
in the light of the archaic Wisdom-Re
ligion, which H. P. Blavatsky brought 
anew to the West; and the solution is 
simply this as we have already briefly 
outlined it in this chapter: men and 
women are so inwrapped and so in
volved in the psycho-mental whirlpool 
of ordinary brain-mind thoughts and 
sensations that they have become, if 
one may so express it, dizzy with the 
whirling, and know neither where they 
stand nor what they are doing, so far 
as any realities or ultimates are con
cerned. They live in the sensuous and 
in the quasi-conscious, and cheat them
selves with the illusion that this is all 
there is of life, and that there is nothing 
much higher than this, except it be, 
mayhap, a mere increase in intensity 
of sensation or in a perception of the 
workings of brain-mind thought and 
consciousness. 

All through the ages from the 
remotest periods of history down to 
the present, the truth of the ac
tual existence of the inner god in 
human beings has been voiced and 
exemplified in the teachings and lives 
of the great World-Figures and Sages, 
and their teaching is always one in 
fundamentals, ever varied, it may be, 
through the necessities of circum
stance, such as language, or type of civ-
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ilization, or manner of presentation. 
Fundamentally that truth is always 

the same, whatever may have been the 
manner of the teaching, and the bur
den of it bas always been the same 
everywhere, and it is this: Come up 
higher, ye children of men, look with
in, leave the valley of shadows for the 
sunlighted peaks of wisdom and illu
mination. The pathway is within 
yourself; there is no other pathway 
for you individually than the pathway 
leading ever inwards towards your own 
inner god. The pathway of another is 
the same pathway for that other; but 
it is not your pathway, because your 
pathway is your Self, as it is for that 
other one bis Self. All tread the same 
pathway, but each man must tread it 
himself, and no one can tread it for 
another; and this pathway leads to un
utterable splendor, to unutterable ex
pansion of consciousness, to unthink
able bliss, to perfect peace; for it is 
the pathway of evolution in the Theo
sophical sense: the unrolling, the un
folding, the unwrapping, the coming 
forth into manifestation, of the pow
ers, faculties, energies, substances, ly
ing dormant or partly dormant, or la
tent or partly latent, into conscious
ly realized activity - consciously re
alized in and by the individual who ex
periences it. 

In the individual lie all the mys
teries of the Universe, for any human 
individual is the Microcosm of the Ma
crocosm, the Little World of the Great 
World, and all trµth and wisdom and 
power for the individual, are rooted 
in bis own inner god, in bis own spiri-

tual heart of hearts, in the core of his 
own being. • 

This, then, as above set forth, is the 
pathway of evolution; this is the way 
to freedom for men; this is the way to 
light for men; and there is no other 
way. And all the Sages of all the ages 
have taught nothing hut this: Be one 
with your own inner god. The path
way is difficult for men and women to 
follow in the beginning, hut only in 
the beginning, because the difficulties 
arise in the individual himself or her
self, and are utterly non-existent out
side of the individual. lt is bis own 
nature that he must master and con
trol and direct, as one of the authors 
of this book so loves to put it: Man 
must direct his own evolution, self
chosen, self-followed, for we can pro
gress and grow only "through self
directed evolution." 

0 you men and women of the race 1 
do your hearts yearn for better things: 
do your minds aspire towards a larger 
light: do you wish to become more 
truly yourselves, your better selves, 
your superior selves: do you wish to 
f eel growing within your souls an ever
expanding consciousness of spiritual 
and intellectual strength and power 
and capacity? Do your hearts yearn 
to help your fellow-men on the difficult 
pathway of self-conquest? If so, open 
your hearts and minds to the message 
of Theosophy, the Wisdom-Religion 
of archaic ages. lt is so simple, this 
Message; it is not difficult except for 
the difficulties that you yourselves 
may imagine to be there, and these dif
ficulties you wrongly imagine you 
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must needs throw before your own 
feet. 

Hearken to this message, and be
come brothers and co-workers in their 
labor of love with these great Sages 
and Seers who, having feit in them
selves, and having become cognisant in 
themselves of, the actual ever-pres
ence in them of the god within, have 
taught the everlasting truth. This 
message is as religious as it is truly 
philosophical, and as scientific as it 
is religious. There is nothing of worth 
that can be said against it. There is 
everything of worth that can be said 
for it. It is not imaginary, because 
these great Seers and Sages have lived, 
and have themselves proved by their 
own Iives and spiritual powers what 
they taught, and they have moved the 

world with their teachings; and while 
you aspire as you do, and yearn as 
you do, to be more and to do better, 
do not turn deaf ears to the lessons of 
their teaching. 

Turn then your eyes to the un
speakably beautiful Power within 
yourself, realizing at the same time 
that it is the same unspeakable glory 
in essence which illuminates the core 
of the being of all your fellows. Wis
dom without bounds will in time be 
yours; knowledge sol ving the most 
wonderful problems of the universe 
and of man will in time be yours. Love 
without bounds, all encompassing, all
embracing, will fill your hearts in 
time; and together with these bless
ings you will attain a joy and a peace 
impossible to describe in words. 

END OF PART ÜNE 

DUAL ASPECTS OF MODERN ART 
LEONARD LESTER, M. A. 

MODERN art may be said to re
flect the lights and shadows of 

modern civilization. For the dominant 
character of human Iife in any period 
is bound to inf use its spirit into all its 
forms of creative activity, particularly 
those so responsive to its ideals, aspira
tions, and impulses, as are the arts. 

The ideals of a purely material per
f ection which absorb the interests and 
tax the energies of our civilization, 
have increased enormously our range 
of material experience, our physical 
welfare and luxury, and added to our 

technica} resources. But the conse
quent nervous intensification of our 
lif e, its tides of con ten ding influences, 
have robbed our arts of their reserve of 
spiritual vitality, with a resultant loss 
of that equilibrium, simplicity, and 
quiet power which we note in the work 
of ancient epochs and traditions. 

It is therefore quite natura} that the 
art-spirit of our time should conceive 
of life in its exterior, material aspects, 
interpreting it in modes of objective or 
sensuous realism on the one hand, fol
lowed by reactions towards abnormal 
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PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER VII-THE GREAT SAGES AND SEERS 

"If there be no reasons to suppose that we have existed beforc that period at which 
our existence apparently commcnces, then there are no grounds for supposing that we shall 
continue to exist af ter our existencc has apparently ceased. "- SHELLEY 

PROBABL Y there is not one of the 
doctrines of Theosophy which has 

aroused such interest in both Occiden
tal and Oriental lands as the sublime 
Theosophical teaching of the existence 
of great Sages and Seers, living men, 
who compose an Association or Order 
or Society of relatively perf ected hu
man beings. It is perhaps the most 
persuasive of all Theosophical doc
trines to the average man, and the one 
which makes the strongest appeal to 
the quiet chambers of his heart. 

It is, also, one of the simplest of our 
doctrines and least complicated by phi
losophical intricacies. lt illustrates so 
simply and with such admirably fetch
ing appeal to the human heart, the 
sublime doctrine of human perfecti
bility as obtained through the working 
of the evolutionary processes as mani
fested here on our earth. 

lt is with a view to developing the 
real nature and characteristics and 
powers of these Great Men, whose ex
istence H. P. Blavatsky brought anew 
to the attention of Western lands, that 
this and the succeeding two chapters 
will be devoted. 

In considering a universa! view of 

the great world of beings which sur
rounds us, the thoughtful student will 
be struck with one very interesting 
fact, which is, that if we place Man 
as being the highest known entity 
on earth - highest, that is, with re
gard to faculty and the use of faculty 
and the self-conscious perception and 
enjoyment of faculty - we find that 
as our survey leaves him and travels 
backwards along the descending scale 
of evolu tionary development, our at
tention is caught away from the indivi
dual and particular towards compo
sites. 

It has been said, and probably said 
with perfect truth, that no two leaves 
in a forest are exactly the same; for 
if they were, they would not be two 
leaves but the same leaf; with how 
much greater force can this be said of 
so highly individualized a being as 
Man! And, despite the forma! indi
vidualities even of the leaves in a forest 
of trees, they are as a single entity 
when compared with the marvelous de
velopment of what is popularly called 
individuality as found in Man. 

It would seem as if the whole pur
pose of Nature, or the whole trend of 
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development, were the bringing out, 
the rolling forth ( which is of course 
the etymologica! meaning of the word 
'evolution'), or the unfolding, of char
acteristics lying latent in the invisible, 
as well as visible, fabric of living 
beings. 

An English scientific writer, Bateson, 
some years ago expressed this very 
neatly when he spoke of the "unpack
ing of an original complex" as repre
senting the evolutionary process. \Ve 
must regard the evolutionary processes 
working in Nature as being the effects 
of a concatenation of causes working 
in living beings, and leading such be
ings into constantly extending paths of 
individual development. This is the 
'tendency' in the living things of Na
ture to advance towards individuality 
and away from the perfect communism 
of the lowest forms of anima! life, and 
from the simple unism of the rocks. 

But this is looking at the matter on 
its merely material side. How our 
ideas expand as we study the mental 
and spiritual activities of man kind! 
Here we observe the 'struggle' to 
reconcile duty with desire; right with 
strength; knowledge and power with 
justice. 

In employing the word 'struggle' 
here, we are using the ordinary phrase
ology of modern quasi-philosophical 
biology in order to be understood easi
ly; hut actually the struggle is purely 
imaginary, for the entire field of hu
man effort is in the individual himself, 
and only relatively and in small degree 
does any such imaginary struggle along 
these lines arise from man's relations 

with the surrounding sphere of circum
stance, or with his fellows. 

The so-called 'struggle' is simply 
the conflict in man's own mind; and as 
all men have this conflict, they ima
gine that it exists outside of them
selves. Once the realization comes 
home to him that all Nat ure is a unity, 
and that he himself forms hut one 
small wheel in the cosmic macrocosm, 
directed and inspired by a unifying 
spiritual force, man finds bis freedom, 
sees bis so-called 'struggle' to be what 
it is, bis own illusion, and attains peace 
and liberation from the honds of desire 
arising out of the thraJdom of the per
sonal self to the desires which that per
sonal self gives birth to. 

One of the great virtues of the teach
ings which H. P. Blavatsky brought 
anew to the western world lies in the 
sentences which immediately precede, 
for she showed to Occidentals the path
way out of this stifling morass of per
sonality into the golden sunlight of 
spiritual freedom. In doing so she 
merely put in philosophic and religious 
form the teachings of the Sages of all 
the ages, that true and real freedom 
lies in abandoning the thraldom of self
ish personal desires, and in realizing 
one's absolute fundamental oneness 
with the great motivating and causal 
impulses of Universa} Nature which 
thrill through us, and really make us 
what we are. 

These great motivating energies in 
Nature, which thus work through us, 
show to any observant eye what is 
popularly called the evolutionary 'ten
dency' in man; and this tendency, at 
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man's present stage of development -
a tendency which will grow constantly 
in strength - is to re-combine, to re
unite, with his fellows, and to see and 
to find in them other parts of himself, 
as it were. All the foundations of 
morals repose on this so-called 'ten
dency' in human beings. \Ve instinc
tively know a man from his thoughts 
and acts, in other words from his char
acter, that is to say, from the work
ings in him of those forces which pre
dominate over other forces; for in all 
human beings certain psycho-mental 
energies are dominant over others, 
which latter are recessive; and it is 
these dominant energies of a psycho
mental type, which show forth in 
man's character. 

Indeed, when we say 'good' man, we 
mean one conscious of duties to other 
beings, who carries these duties out 
regardless of any temporary loss to 
himself, if such take place. This is, of 
course, a declaration of the fundamen
tal or spiritual unity of all beings; of 
what Theosophists so truly hut inade
quately express when they speak of 
Universa! Brotherhood as a fact in 
Nature. 

What man can fail to see the differ
ence which exists between a man and a 
tiger, for instance, or between a man 
and a fish? Or between these, and the 
unself-conscious exis tence of the s tone? 
And yet all these beings, and all the 
multitudinous hosts of beings existing 
in all-various grades of development 
which are both invisible and visible: 
all are offsprings of the same funda
mental spiritual-divine Source; all are 

beings working their various ways up
wards, each along the particular path 
outlined for it by its own impelling 
energies of higher consciousness, and 
some of which beings are far along the 
path of evolution, while others have as 
yet hardly done more than begin their 
journey, if we take the stone as a con
venient conventional point of depar
ture by way of illustrating the idea. 

What man is rash enough to say that 
these entities are separate in origin, 
separate in being, separate in destiny? 
We have the contrary proved to us 
by every glance of our eyes, by every 
object that our eyes rest upon; for all 
Nature proclaims the coherent aggre
gate of beings as indissolubly interre
lated and interlocked both in activity 
and in destiny. 

Yet how enormous are the diff erences 
that separate the highest from the low
est, the Man from the Stone, or the 
Man from the Fish, or from the Tiger. 
\Ve see everywhere stirring around us: 
in the Iives, in the emotions, in the in
stincts, and impulses, of the humbler 
things that environ us, the same forces 
that stir in our own breasts: love, af
f ection, fear, passion, sympathy, re
membrance, hatreds, and many more. 
Still, Man stands supreme over all that 
are beneath him. He bas attained a 
post whence he surveys the beings be
low him with fascinated interest: and 
he turns bis eyes in the other direction, 
and he is subtilly conscious that far
ther along the way and ahead of him, 
there must be beings far greater than 
he, beings in comparison with whom 
he is as are the animals naw to him: 
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beings who in ages, aeons long since 
past, were in their turn where he now 
stands. 

mit their existence; but that if such 
beings ahead of man do not exist, the 
anomaly of the graduated scale of be
ings beneath man would require an ex
planation that no one yet has succeeded 
in giving. 

Man's logica! sense obliges him to 
accept this graduated scale of beings 
in evolutionary development; for he is 
utterly incapable of pointing to a be
ginning, or of finding an end. Such 
imaginary breaks are obviously mere 
fantasies of the imagination. 

Following the teachings of the great 
Sages and Seers of the ages, brought 
anew to the Western World by H. P. 
Blavatsky, we are enabled for purposes 
of convenient illustration, to divide 
this graduated scale into seven ( or even 
into ten) stages of evolution, some
what af ter the following fashion: 

An important point here is not mere
ly that these beings superior to men 
exist, for rigid logic compels us to ad-

a First Elemental Kingdom: Fluidic in type, with unmanifest and 
unindividualized monadic corpuscles pos
sessing a common vita! organic existence. 

b Second Elemental Kingdom: Separation into droplets, so to say, of 
quasi-particularized entities held together 
by the same vital wave. 

c Third Elemental Kingdom: More highly particularized beings, al
though still bound together by, and 
functioning in, a common vita! organic 
existence. 

1. The Mineral Kingdom: Quasi-individualized corpuscles, or par-

2. Vegetable Kingdom: 

3. The Beast Kingdom: 

4. The Human Kingdom: 

5. The Great Ones: 

6. Quasi-Divine Beings or 
Lower Gods: 

7. Gods: 

ticulars. functioning in organic unity. 
Simple unism. 
Simple comm unism. The pressure 
towards individualism increases. 
Dawning of individualized existence. 

Efflorescence of individuality. Dawning 
of a common or genera! consciousness. 
Full grown individuality. Self-conscious 
realization of a unifying genera! conscious
ness. 
Perfected individuality merging, without 
diminution, into a genera! consciousness. 
Dawning of cosmical consciousness. 
Emergence into conscious realization of 
cosmical consciousness, without loss of 
a perfected impersonal individuality. 
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The mind pauses in wonder and awe 
in contemplation of the utterly sublime 
reaches of self-conscious existences 
thus spread out before the inner eye. 
It would indeed be an anomaly in Na
ture if Man were the highest possible 
reach of consciousness in the Universa! 
Lif e ! Great as he is, nothing shows 
bis greatness more than the ability to 
recognise greatness elsewhere; and how 
clearly bas H. P. Blavatsky not shown 
forth and proved with inimitable phi
losophical logic this fact ! 

As we ponder over the spectacle that 
our mind spreads before us, we realize 
at length that the essential diff erence 
between Man and the beings beneath 
him in evolutionary development, lies 
in his self-conscious mind. Here also 
we have the link binding us to the high
er realms of being, the bridge over 
which the consciousness passes to and 
fro between Matter and Spirit, one the 
pole of the other; and as we study the 
lowcr beings, we also realize the fact 
that they too have minds of their own, 
of their own type and kind belonging to 
their own respective classes: centers of 
consciousness, in other words, hut not 
of reflective or indirect consciousness, 
such as man has. 

Here, then, in Man it is that we per
ceive the union of another and higher 
plane of being with tltis plane of being. 
The spiritual and the material have, 
so to say, effected a union: or perhaps 
it would be better to say that in man's 
case, the sensitive and the psycholo
gical and the spiritual have united; 
and the product of this union is seven
principled Man. Heaven and earth 

have kissed, as the quaint ancient say
ing has it, and their off spring is the hu
man race. 

No one is blind enough not to see the 
enormous, indeed apparently almost 
impassable, gulf which separates the 
self-conscious mind of Man from the 
direct sensitive mind of the lower crea
tures. Man may truly be called a god 
inshrined within a tabernacle,- the 
psycho-material framework of his low
er nature. It is the destiny of the 
god within him to raise up to its own 
level of power, beauty, wisdom, and 
strength, the struggling, falling, aspir
ing center which Man usually calls 
himself. This is achieved through evo
lution, which the reader must always 
keep in mind is evolution in the Theo
sophical sense, of the flowing outwards 
into ever-increasing and more perfect 
manifestation, of the inlocked, in
folded, or in other words, the native 
capacities, abilities, powers, faculties, 
of the inner god. 

As man grows towards a fuller union 
with his inner god, with the god within, 
bis spiritual essence, which we may call 
the Immanent Christos, or the Inner 
Buddha, or the Brahman in his heart 
of hearts: as his faculties develop and 
his consciousness expands under the 
life-giving and warming rays of the 
inner spiritual sun, which is the god 
within us: pari passu he grows into 
greatness of understanding and an ac
companying greatness of sympathy 
with all that is. He realizes with ever
enlarging comprehension his essential 
oneness with the Universa! Nature 
from which he sprang in the beginning 
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of this period of Cosmic Evolution, and 
towards which he is now again jour
neying. He left it in 'eternities' past, 
an unself-conscious god-spark, and he 
shall in a future aeon rebecome one 
with It again, but as a fully self-con
scious divinity. The cycle of evolu
tion, of development, shall have then 
closed for him until he again begins 
another and a new pilgrimage in the 
cosmic spaces, both invisible and visi
ble, hut on highths at present incon
ceivable to the human soul. 

The lesson that we learn from all 
this is the lesson of fundamental unity, 
of inseparable interests, and of un
breakable bonds between all that is, 
and everything that is; we begin to 
understand why all the greatest figures 
that the human race bas ever produced, 
the Master-Minds of the ages, the 
great Sages and Seers hereinbefore 
spoken of, have taught one Truth, one 
fundamental Reality, one Universa! 
Life, of which we all- human beings 
and those below us, and those above 
us - are, as it were, the sparks; and 
this Essential Reality, the U niversal 
Life, underlies all the manifold Mys
teries of Being. 

It should be amply clear from the 
preceding paragraphs of this chapter, 
and from allusions to the same subject 
in previous chapters, that the existence 
and living reality of the perf ected Men 
whom Theosophists commonly call 
Teachers, Elder Brothers, Masters, 
Sages, Seers, Mahätmàs, and by other 
names, is founded on no vague and ima
ginary hypothesis, but conversely, that 
their existence is imperatively called 

for by the rigid logic and the inescap
able deductions that flow from our 
study of Nature itself. 

In the first place, then, from the na
ture of the remarks set forth briefly 
in the preceding paragraphs, and, from 
similar remarks and observations 
which will be found in other chapters, 
the attentive reader must have ob
served easily enough that these obser
vations lay the foundation, for what 
we may call our argument, in Nature 
itself. On no other grounds of reality 
is the existence of such perfected men 
properly to be proved. They are, as 
much as anything else is, the Children 
of the Universal Lij e; they are men, 
just as we are men; born of human 
mothers by wholly natural and usual 
methods; they think as we think, they 
breathe, smile, walk, speak in human 
tongues, and are as other men are -
except ( and this exception is of course 
a great difjerence between them and 
other men) that they are greater in all 
things than average men are. 

It is of the utmost importance to 
have this statement of their human and 
yet sublimely human nature and char
acteristics clear in the mind, because 
those great-souled beings - 'Great 
Soul' or 'Great Self' is the Sanskrit 
meaning of the word 'Mahätman' -
are sometimes spoken of, by those who 
do not understand anything of them, 
as quasi-'supernatural,' 'superhuman,' 
'gods,' or, most foolishly, as 'returning 
spirits,' and what not. They are not 
'supernatural' because there is no such 
thing as the 'supernatural.' Nothing 
can be outside of or above Nature, the 
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Universa! Mother, the Universa! Ori
gin; and what most people ignorantly 
mean when they use this term is what 
we Theosophists express by such words 
as 'inner,' 'occult,' 'hid forces of Na
ture,' etc., etc. 

The Theosophist attaches no sensi
ble meaning whatsoever to this word 
'supernatural,' if used in any other sig
nification. Our souls, our spirits, the 
invisible and unknown forces and ener
gies and substances of Nature, the 
Heaven-Worlds - planes or spheres 
of being wholly outside of our physical 
ken and belonging to what is popular
ly called 'the Spiritual World' - all 
these and much more are included in 
what the Theosophist means when he 
uses the word 'Nature' without accom
panying qualification. 

The idea that Nature is merely our 
gross, visible, physical world, and that 
all that is outside of it ( and the mar
velous and daily growing achievements 
of modern science have taught us to 
realize that what is bid and invisible 
is incomparably vaster and greater 
than what is visible) is 'supernatural,' 
with the implied idea of something con
trary to Nature, is the result of cen
turies of miseducation with regard to 
the Mysteries of Being. 

We Theosophists do not recognise 
the 'supernatural' in the popular sense, 
as having any existence at all; likc the 
possibility of 'miracles,' ij by this word 
we mean the working of marvels con
trary to natural law, or by the suspen
sion of natural law, we reject it as un
philosophical, unnatural, and therefore 
unscientific, as well as irreligious, and 

as springing /rom ignorance of the in
ner constitution of the interlocking, in
terrelated, and interblending worlds of 
Spirit and of Matter. 

Of course we Theosophists not only 
recognise but emphatically teach -
and in all this we follow strictly and 
faithfully the tenets of the Ancient Wis
dom, the Wisdom-Religion of the ar
chaic ages as broug ht anew to the West
ern world by H. P. Blavatsky - the 
existence of hid mysteries in Nature, 
of little known and of as yet entirely 
unknown f or ces in Nature; that these 
mysteries and farces nevertheless have 
been known in past ages and are known 
today by these perjected Men them
selves, of whom this and succeeding 
chapters treat. They know of them 
not through favor or by chance, but 
because these great Seers and Sages are 
beyond us in evolutionary devetopment 
and therefore naturally know more 
than we do of Nature's mystic and won
der jul secrets; this is why these Teach
ers seem 'mysterious' to many. 

Precisely as the chemist expert in 
bis science knows vastly more about 
certain of N ature's secrets than the un
lettered savage, and is therefore able 
to work with a knowledge of N ature's 
laws which enables him to produce 
what seem to be 'miracles' to the 
simple-minded wild man. Does the 
astronomer work 'miracles' when he 
predicts eclipses? Does the geometer 
work 'miracles' when he tells the wild 
man of the exact highth of a pole or 
of a cliff by taking the measure of the 
distance from the foot of the pole or 
of the cliff, to a designated spot, and 
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the tangent of the angle between the 
horizontal and the line joining the eye 
with the top of the pole or cliff? Does 
not the phonograph appear to be a 
'miracle' to the mind of the unlettered 
barbarian, when he hears his chief's 
voice reproduced with fidelity and 
recognises the very words spoken into 
the record? 

These Great Men, these Sages and 
Seers of whatever age, therefore, owe 
whatever knowledge of the laws of Be
ing that they possess to the simple and 
easily understood fact that such know
ledge springs up readily and wholly na
turally in them, from experience gained 
and stored in the mystic volume of 
Memory in past lives, first; for rein
carnation, or repeated imbodiment in 
bodies of human fl.esh, is the manner 
af ter which and according to which na
tura! evolutionary law works upon the 
human species in urging the latter 
towards perf ection. 

Second: they owe their wisdom and 
knowledge also to the fact that, com
posing a Society, an Order, or Brother
hood among themselves from imme
morial time, they possess the means 
and the power not only to aid the de
velopment of wisdom and knowledge 
in themselves by association with their 
fellow Great Ones, but also to assist 
the growth of wisdom and knowledge 
in such men as they have found to be 
fit and worthy recipients of such aid. 

It has sometimes been said by the 
unthinking or by the insufficiently in
formed, that if such Great Men exist, 
they ought to appear among their fel
low human beings, and aid those who 

know less than they to more rapid prog
ress and growth; that they ought to 
come out openly among their inf eriors 
in evolutionary development, in other 
words, to appear publicly and teach. 
This supposition shows entire ignor
ance of the facts, an ignorance natural 
enough perhaps, but none the less un
necessary, for study of our Theosophi
cal literature would have shown them 
otherwise. 

N evertheless when the times are ripe 
for their public appearance, and when 
the turning of the cyclical wheel of 
destiny calls them forth to strike the 
keynotes of a new age, then they do 
come out in public and teach, or at 
least send forth a Messenger from 
among themselves, who teaches and 
broadcasts the seeds of knowledge and 
wisdom into men's minds and hearts 
openly and publicly and wherever such 
seed may find even the smallest chance 
of germinating and bringing forth good 
fruits. 

Slowly the Bible of the Race is writ: 
Each age, each kindred, adds a verse to it. 

Realizing, therefore, that these 
Teachers or Mahàtmans or Sages or 
Seers - call them by what name you 
will - are human beings like other 
men, except that they are farther ad
vanced along the path of evolution than 
the majority of men are, it is easy 
enough to begin to understand some
thing of their nature as individuals, 
and as a corporate body, and of their 
capacities, and of their vast knowledge 
of Nature. It is perfectly true that 
they possess knowledge of N ature's 
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secret processes, and of hid mysteries, 
which to the average man may seem to 
be little short of the marvelous; hut, 
after all, this mere fact is of relative
ly small importance in comparison 
with the far greater and more profound
ly moving aspects of their nature and 
life-work. 

It is of much greater and of more 
widely reaching importance to realize 
that their knowledge of the spiritual 
side of Universa! Nature and of human 
lif e is the foundation for the reverence 
that unspoiled human hearts and un
prejudiced minds instinctively give to 
these Superior Men. 

It is because of this spiritual know
ledge which they possess, and on ac
count of their highly developed spiri
tual and intellectual power, that they 
are so often called in the Orient by the 
term Great Selves (Mahatmans, to use 
the Sanskrit term). They are called 
'Teachers' too, because they teach of 
the Nature of Things, and because 
they have disciples of varied develop
ment; hut obviously such disciples 
must themselves be, relatively speak
ing, far on the path of Wisdom and 
Knowledge, as compared with the aver
age man. 

The Great Ones are also called 
'Elder Brothers,' because they are 
older in experience than the aver
age of men; because they are of 
ripe understanding, perfected through 
lives of labor and self-conquest in 
past ages, and because they stand 
in much the same relation to the 
majority of men that an elder broth
er does to his younger brothers. 

Especially are they called 'Teachers' 
because they are occupied in the noble 
duty of instructing mankind in inspir
ing elevating thoughts, and in instill
ing impulses of forgetfulness of self 
into the hearts of men. Also are they 
sometimes called the 'Guardians,' be
cause they are, in very truth, the 
Guardians of the Race and of the rec
ords - natural, racial, national - of 
past ages, portions of which they give 
out from time to time as fragments of 
a long-forgotten Wisdom, when the 
world is ready to listen to them; and 
they do this in order to advance the 
Cause of Truth and of Civilization. 

It must be apparent also, from what 
has been said, that in an Order or So
ciety or Association, such as that which 
the authors of this book have outlined 
in the preceding paragraphs, there must 
exist different grades of these relative
ly perfected men: in other words dif
ferent stages of advancement as among 
themselves. This is what Theosophy, 
the Ancient Wisdom, teaches as a mat
ter of natural necessity and law. 
N othing can be more accordant with 
what we already know of the varying 
grades in natura! existence; and a mo
ment's consideration will at once show 
that, granted the existence of these 
Great Men, differences of degree in 
evolutionary advancement among them 
are inevitable. 

We have already shown in the open
ing remarks of this chapter that the 
more we penetrate in our study into 
the natural procedures of the Environ
ing Life, the greater is the degree of 
individuality found in the beings oc-
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cupying the innumerable steps of Na
ture's scale the higher those beings 
stand thereon. In other words, the far
ther the being has progressed, the great
er is his individuality; but it was also 
pointed out with some degree of em
phatic insistence, that the higher the 
degree of development, the greater is 
the sense of unity among the beings 
occupying these higher stages: but this 
is conscious unity, the spiritual and in
tellectual realization of the oneness 
with all that is. 

Starting on its evolutionary journey, 
the Monad or spiritual Spark through 
its radiant Light by almost incredi
bly slow stages creeps out of the stone 
into the plant, and from the plant into 
the beast, and from the beast it yearns 
upwards to higher things, until finally 
the urging spirit within the evolving 
entity has brought that evolving entity 
to the point where it is enabled to un
derstand selfconsciously its fundamen
tal unity with the universe - the En
vironing Lif e - and here the human, 
Man, appears, child of heaven and of 
earth, in very truth, with the lower na
ture brought under ever-increasing 
control. 

This is a very old teaching. The 
doctrine of the slowly developing pow
ers and faculties of the evolving entity 
by reason of the invigorating and in
spiriting urge of the Monad or spiri
tual Spark or consciousness-Center 
working outwards and upwards, into 
continuously more perfected self-ex
pressions of its native or innate powers 
and faculties: an evolution beginning 
in the darkest or most material por-

tion of the evolving entity' s cyclic 
journey, until it is self-consciously 
united with its inner god, lies at the bot
tom of all the great philosophies and 
religions of the archaic world. 

The astonishingly rapid spread in 
the minds and imagination of men, 
once that the latter was fired by it, 
of the evolutionary idea in modern 
Europe, once that Lamarck, Darwin, 
and their many followers caught from 
the invisible thought-reservoir of the 
planet the idea of a progressive growth 
- however imperf ectly and materi
alistically Lamarck and Darwin them
selves may have taught, - is in it
self a proof of the appeal that the 
idea of evolution per se made to man. 
Not that we Theosophists accept either 
Lamarckism or Darwinism as being 
identical with the teachings of Theoso
phy as regards evolution; for we do not 
so accept them, and this for the reason 
that both of these schemes are incom
plete in conception, and largely wrong 
in detail; but we Theosophists do most 
decidedly accept and teach the general 
doctrine of a slow and steady evolution
ary growth from within outwards, or, 
as it would probably be phrased today, 
from pre-existent faculty to subsequent 
organ. 

We also teach that this steady evo
lutionary process consists in bringing 
out, through what we may call self
expression, the intrinsic, native, latent, 
dormant powers or faculties inherent 
in and urging on the evolving entity; 
and, furthermore, that this process is 
at certain cyclic intervals marked by 
noteworthy spurts or increases of evo-
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lutionary intensity, followed as surely 
by periods of quiescence or dormancy, 
and even occasionally by apparent, but 
not real, retrogression. 

Such periods are, respectively, the 
epochs of racial manifestation in civi
lization reaching a culmination of pow
er and brilliance, and then sinking 
back into barbarism: the evolutionary 
highth reached in the one case, and the 
following depth of retrogression in the 
other case, varying with many other 
factors contained in the problem. 

The subject is obviously a vast one 
to treat in proper detail, and therefore 
outside of the scope of this book; and 
the authors do no more than barely 
sketch it here, pointing out, however, 
that our Theosophical literature on the 
subject is voluminous, and that earnest 
and sincere inquirers may find in that 
literature all information that they may 
desire. 

This remarkable system is sketched 
with masterly hand, in all its main 
features, in the hooks written by H. P. 
Blavatsky, and especially in her The 
Secret Doctrine; and if H. P. Bla
vatsky had done nothing more than 
this; had given nothing more to the 
world than this outline of a scheme 
of spiritual, intellectual, psychologi
cal, and astral-vital evolution, she 
would have merited the gratitude of 
all thoughtful men. 

As she herself so constantly reite
rates in her various published works, 
the system that she taught, including 
the physical evolutionary process, is 
no invention of her own, far less gath
ered together in patchwork-fashion 

from the hooks which she had read, as 
a few superficial critics have tried to 
show; for this idea would have made 
her out a towering, scientific genius, 
in the first place; and, in the second 
place, would have showed her plagia
rizing from hooks which actually have 
no existence, because there never has 
been published any scientific or philo
sophical work in any language treating 
of evolution as Theosophy teaches it. 

What she <lid in actual fact was to 
teach Theosophy, the Wisdom-Reli
gion of the archaic ages, in modern 
terminology suited to modern minds, 
at the same time that she searched the 
records and literatures of the three con
tinents of our globe for corroborative 
philosophical, religious, and scientific 
material as regards details. 

It is this last feature of her amazing 
work that has aroused the inquisitive 
animosity of certain critics who seem 
to have lost sight entirely of the differ
ence between citation and plagiarism; 
and instead of recognising the immense 
amount of labor involved in the mere 
collection of this corroborating ma
terial as regards details, and the still 
greater spiritual and intellectual power 
of co-ordination and grasp of fact 
which enabled the Great Theosophist, 
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, to use it 
all as she did, in proof of her state
ments: these cri tics - there are only 
two or three of them at most - of 
wilfully blind understanding, announce 
gravely and with much parade of cita
tions from H. P. Blavatsky's works, 
that "Theosophy is nothing new! " 

Could anything be more preposter-
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ous? Is not this just what we Theoso
phists have been repeating and pro
claiming and teaching for more than 
half a century? Is it not just what her 
critics may fmd in H. P. Blavatsky's 
own hooks, if only they would honestly 
read them intelligently first, and talk 
about them afterwards? Yes, if there 
is one thing that may be said about 

Theosophy, that the Theosophist 
wishes to lay particular and especial 
emphasis upon, it is just this: that 
Theosophy is nothing new, for it is 
older than the cnduring hills of geo
logie time, and modern Theosophy 
is but a re-statement, fitted for mod
ern understanding, of incomparably 
age-old teachings. 

OUR TRANSITION AGE 
GERTRUDE W. VAN PELT, M. D., M. A. 

IN the Literary Digest of last June, 
there appeared a short article en

titled 'The Truth About Ourselves.' 
It consisted of a review of a very un
usual book, Middletown, a Study in 
Contemporary American Culture, the 
object of which was to show our mod
ern trend by a comparison of American 
life in 1890 with that of today. This 
town of 38,000 inhabitants, with a 
fictitious name of course, was care
fully selected as being typical of 150 
others made up of native-bom Ameri
cans. The authors of the book lived 
there for a year and during that time 
subjected it to a scrutiny which lef t 
little concealed. Habits of thought 
and living, customs, the ideals of the 
inhabitants, and their use or misuse of 
opportunity: all were chronicled and 
studied in comparison with what could 
be learned of a similar community liv
ing in 1890. The project was financed 
by the Institute of Social and Religious 
Research. 

And what did they fmd in this com
munity which mirrors so large a pro-

portion of our American lif e? Did 
they discover a growing idealism, a 
keener sense of the serious purpose of 
life, a love for spiritual beauties, a live
lier appreciation of our du ties to others, 
a flexible and open mind, a hunger 
af ter righteousness? 

Alas! none of these carne to view, 
hut on the contrary, hanging over the 
community like a dense cloud, shutting 
out the light of heaven, was a leaden, 
senseless, feverish attraction for ma
terial values. 

The people of Middletown were 
reading Iess and thinking less than they 
did forty years ago. They cared less 
for music, poetry, and the arts. They 
had no time for these, for now they were 
possessed with a mad anxiety to keep 
up with the procession. Follow they 
must, and keep in line, convinced that 
the line was that of progress; that 
Middletown was the 'best place on 
earth' and they, of course, the advance 
guard of a flowering civilization. One 
wonders what invisible demon could 
have been driving them on. 
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PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER VIII-THE GREAT SAGES AND SEERS (Continued) 

"The hero of today must be a hero of heroes. The ideal must no Jonger be left remote 
from life, but made definitely human, close, and intimate, as of old. Now is the day of 
spiritual resurrection. Man, looking up, will see the old ideals restored, and seeing, live." 

- KATHERINE TINGLEY 

T HE brief outline of a mental pic
ture that we have made for our

selves in the preceding chapter regard
ing the long evolutionary journey of 
the Monad from un-self-conscious 
spirit to self-conscious god, shows us, 
as remarked in the preceding chapter, 
that our attention is at once held and 
fascinated by the continuity of the 
Ladder of Beings and of Lif e, and by 
the utter consistency of the doctrine 
which deals with the sublime facts of 
Nature therein involved. 

So far as our own earth is concerned, 
Man really stands at the midway point 
of the evolutionary ladder: below him 
are the hosts of beings less than he is; 
above him are other hosts greater than 
he is only because older in experience, 
riper in wisdom, stronger in spiritual 
and in intellectual fiber and power than 
he is; and these beings are such as 
they are because of the evolutionary 
unfoldment of the inherent faculties 
and powers immanent in the individu
ality of the inner god - the ever-liv
ing, inner, individualized spirit. 

As man is to the creatures below him, 

so are other beings in Nature unto 
man. As man himself is split up into 
different stages of progress, or, to put 
it in another way, as the human race is 
composed of families differing among 
themselves in mental, psychical, and 
spiritual power, even so do we find the 
same wonderf ul phenomenon of diver
sity among the creatures lower than 
man; even so our majestic Theosophi
cal doctrines tel1 us, may we find the 
beings above man differing among 
themselves in power, wisdom, and ex
pansion of consciousness. 

Is not all this just as it should be 
and just as it must be in N ature's won
drous fields, bringing individualized 
experience? Do we find anywhere 
in Nature a dreary uniformity of uni
versa! sameness, arid and uninspiring 
identity among the beings that are? 
N owhere indeed; hut everywhere we 
see diversity, change, movement, prog
ress, with all that the word implies 
as regards scale and difference and 
growth. 

Of course all this manifold diver
sity, springing from the hierarchical 
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unity of Nature herself, makes for, and 
actually is, the explanation of the f as
cination of the study of Nature, includ
ing under that word, as we must do, 
all that is; for as the Theosophist al
ways implies, when he uses the word 
Nature without qualification, he means 
not merely the gross, physical nature 
which our imperfect senses of report 
tel1 us of, hut more particularly inner 
and invisible Nature, and especially 
the invisible and spiritual realms which 
verily are the Heart of Nature. 

Wbo can deny the obvious truths 
set forth in the preceding paragraphs? 
Who even would wish to deny them? 
Y et if the reader does not deny them, 
he tacitly admits all of the argument, 
and he needs only to follow the logical 
sequence of bis admission to see, ay, 
and to accept on bis own initiative, all 
that our Theosophical doctrines set 
forth regarding the existence and na
ture and powers and faculties of the 
Order of Perfected Men already spoken 
of, who are the great Teachers of man
kind. 

There is an absurd, logica} dilemma 
in which anyone must necessarily en
tangle himself who should attempt to 
deny what is so obviously true, so 
transparently logical. Men do or they 
do not differ among themselves in body, 
psychological power, intellect, con
sciousness, and moral sense. Now, we 
know that they do so diff er among 
themselves: no fact is of more univer
sa! acceptance; and this being so, com
mon knowledge of mankind likewise 
recognises that these differences are 
of many kinds: they exist not only in 

such obvious instances as in the com
plexion of the skin, or in the muscu
lar proportions of the body, or in the 
shape of the head; hut they exist also 
in the mental, psychological, and moral 
factors of his being; and it is these 
very factors last spoken of which real
ly most remarkably distinguish the dif
ferent families of men from each other. 

If men therefore diff er among them
selves as they do, as regards racial 
families or so-called racial stocks, 
probably few students of Ethnology 
and of Anthropology - indeed, no 
really observing eye - can fail to note 
that men as individuals vary far more 
widely than do the families of men one 
from another. That is to say, that the 
evolutionary differences among men as 
affecting individuals, are vastly more 
profound and of greater psychological 
reach than the diff erences between 
races, as for instance, the diff erences 
as regards a Homer, a Dante, a Goethe, 
a Shakespeare. 

It is immediately seen that such men 
stand head and shoulders, in their own 
particular line, above the average of 
the race, and that no race of Homers, 
of Dantes, of Goethes, of Shakespeares, 
is known on the globe. Such men are 
geniuses, and so are other men whose 
natura} aptitudes pursue other lines of 
activity; and yet these geniuses stand 
in evolutionary development as chil
dren to Others as much greater than 
they (nay, much greater) as they are 
above the average man of our most ad
vanced races on earth today. 

These Others of course are the great 
World-Teachers, men whose names 
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are household words, at least in most 
instances, in every home that is above 
the level of the savage's hut; and it is 
these other and greater men who have 
sent forth into the world Messengers, 
as the human vehicles of Messages are 
called, of such power and spiritual 
vitality that their Messages persist, 
even though stifled, as the ages pass, 
under the cloaks and by the gags of 
fear, superstition, and hatred: these 
Other Men are the Men who are, in 
very truth, the Fine Flowers of the hu
man race. So great were they, that 
succeeding generations of men invented 
marvelous tales concerning them, some
times founded upon more or less of 
truth and fact, hut of ten the mere 
products of pious and reverent phan
tasy: they were given a divine birth, 
a divine origin, that is to say 'miracles,' 
so called, attended their steps in lif e, 
and sometimes they were worshiped 
by the unthinking as incarnate gods, 
whid1, iu<let:<l, Cürasidered mcrcly a.5 :i 

fact, they were in more senses than 
one; but not in the sense that unguided 
reverence and unilluminated piety 
have feit. 

Such legends also teil us that celes
tial spirits or angels, or the inferior 
gods, according to the race in which 
they appeared, announced their concep
tion or their birth, as it happened to 
be, or that swans sang a dulcet melody: 
all Nature trembled in joy at their com
ing, while the Great Mother of Men 
herself, the mighty Earth, moved with 
feeling. During their lives they were 
also sometimes said to have been 
tempted by evil powers, and to have 

conquered them: they passed their 
existence on earth in works of benevo
lence and labors of compassion, teach
ing their fellow-men a lofty doctrine, 
and in anticipation of their death train
ing disciples to spread abroad the glad 
tidings. 

Legends also teil us sometimes how 
they 'raised the dead,' healed the sick, 
comforted the afflicted and heart
broken, and stayed the hand of ven
geance and cruelty; and finally how 
they passed out of this Iife in different 
ways, hut usually in a so-called 'mira
culous' manner. The legcnds also tel1 
us in some cases that at their respec
tive deaths Nat ure again was in travail: 
perhaps it was the sun which was 
shorn of its light, so that darkness feil 
upon all the earth; or there was a 
mighty earthquake; or the sheeted 
dead walked the streets; indeed, many 
are the various phenomena of wonder
ment that have been believed in. 

The reader need not accept any of 
these legends; the thoughtf ul and rev
erent mind has no need of them in or
der to understand the greatness of the 
Great Men in whose honor simple piety 
and unthinking worship gave birth to 
'miracle.' Indeed, to the reverent 
mind, such things often work a detri
ment, and distract the thought away 
from the essentials of the life and of 
the teachings of these Great Ones. 

Still, it is perhaps only fair to re
mark in passing, and making all reser
vations that may be necessary, to say 
that probably most of these legendary 
tales have some basis of distorted natu
ral fact in them, some misunderstood 
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or half-forgotten memory of incidents 
which have been warped by later minds 
out of any accurate semblance to the 
reality. 

The only real value of these legends, 
taking into account the mighty impress 
made on the minds of succeeding gene
rations of men by these Great Ones, 
lies in the testimony that they bear to 
the lofty spiritual and inteJlectual sta
ture of the Great Men who have lived. 
This it is which it is desirable here to 
bring sharply to the reader's attention, 
brushing aside once for all, as it is en
tirely foreign to the purpose of this 
book, all the glittering fabric of ima
gery that faith, unguided by know
ledge, bas woven around these sublime
ly beautiful Flowers of Mankind. 

We must realize more clearly that 
only titanic genius, indeed titanic capa
city immeasurably over-topping mere 
genius, could have so stupendously af
fected the minds of the generations in 
which these Great Men appeared, and 
the numerous generations of men who 
followed them in time. Such men of 
titanic capacity stand like gigantic 
figures before the mind's eye, their pro
portions striking us properly only as 
we note the environing circumstances. 
Probably not one of them was wel
comed by his fellows when openly and 
deliberately he carne into the world 
in order to guide them and to teach: 
virtually always we fmd the same tale 
of bitter opposition, and sometimes of 
bitterer hatred on the part of those 
whose interests seemed - and only 
seemed - to be menaced. So true is 
this that it bas become a proverbia! 

saying that a true prophet is not hon
ored in his own time or country. 

Such Great Men stand not merely 
head and shoulders above their fel
lows, as the saying runs: they tower 
over them by almost a whole plane of 
consciousness; hut they are men with
al; even as the ordinary human genius, 
say an Edison, a Tesla, a Marconi, a 
Dante, a Homer, and all the other bril
liant array, towers over the Australian 
Blackfellow. 

However much myth, legend, wor
ship, and pious, reverent fancy, may 
have inwrapped them in the garments 
of phantasy: however much their true 
lineaments may be thus bid from our 
scrutiny: so that in trying to observe 
the truth clearly about them, we seem 
to be walking in enchanted realms of 
romance and of faery, yet bebind it 
all we sense their presence, and know 
them to some extent for what they real
ly were - Great Souls, titanic figures 
they were; truly Masters of their ages, 
Teachers, Leaders and Guides, Eider 
Brothers of the humanity among whom 
they appeared. 

No capable student of history, in
deed, no sane man, doubts this fact; 
no capable reasoner bas two thoughts 
about it, whatever he may think of the 
later accretions of story and of song 
that have almost bid their real figures 
from our gaze. This fact, as just 
stated, admits virtually all that we 
Theosophists claim; only we go logi
cally to the end, and point out that 
what bas once been can again be, in
deed must again be: and, as the race 
moves farther onwards towards the dis-
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tant hut splendid goals of the future, 
such figures must reappear more fre
quently than before, due to the ever
enlarging perfection of faculty and un
derstanding appearing in and through 
all manifested beings, and in the human 
race in particular. The same figures 
reappear, say we Theosophists, except 
that the ranks of them are growing in 
number as new recruits in the sublime 
army take the places awaiting them -
growing in number as others at one 
time less developed evolve into the spi
ritual and intellectual stature of their 
former teachers. 

Is not this, then, a noble teaching? 
Does it not appeal with wonderful 
force to every faculty in us? Is it not 
consistent with all the facts of Nature 
as we know them, and furthermore does 
it not offer the best, the most reason
able, explanation of the facts of Nature 
and of human ·history as far as these 
latter are known? 

That these Gn:aî Men diff eï amûng 
themselves, has already been pointed 
out in this book; that is to say, they 
diff er in the sense of being some more, 
some less, advanced; yet they can in 
perfect truth be called an Order of Per
fected Men, using the word 'perfected' 
in a relative sense, because there is no 
such thing as absolute perf ection, and 
the sooner this is realized the better. 
Absolute perfection would mean a 
stopping, a ceasing, of all possible 
growth and future development; and 
the idea is truly an untrue and idiotie 
one. There are no limits placed /or ad
vancing souls, no harriers beyond which 
they cannot or may not pass; but in-

stead there is constant growth in an 
ever-widening consciousness, and in an 
ever-deepening love. 

Do these Great Souls spend a single 
earth-life among their fellows, there
after to evanish away forever into 
other spheres? How can that be? Our 
Theosophical doctrine of Karman, old 
as thinking humanity, the doctrine of 
'consequences' as it may rightly be 
called, of 'cause and effect' as it is usu
ally called, steps here into the argu
ment and shows us that even as they 
carne among us because they were men, 
so must they continue to incarnate 
again and again and again and again, as 
long as the present cycle of manif esta
tion lasts. 

In each life they set in motion kar
mie causes ( although these karmic 
causes are of a far higher and more 
subtil kind than is the karmic chain of 
causation working in ordinary men), 
because they live to benefit mankind, 
and t..lius of their o"rn choice deliber-
ately incur these honds and relations 
of karmic destiny. In other words, 
they make new chains of causation, 
while working out those of other lives, 
albeit this is done for the sole benefit 
of their fellow-men; and as one short 
human lif e is obviously insufficient for 
the full evolution of all the effects 
necessarily flowing forth from these 
precedent causes, therefore must they 
return to the sphere - our Earth -
where those precedent causes were ini
tiated and set in movement along the 
courses of destiny. 

Doubtless the greater they are the 
more subtil become the karmic links 
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of causation, as bas just been said; 
but such links connecting them with 
human life there must be, for otherwise 
never would they reappear among us, 
as Leaders, Teachers, and Guides. 

This noble doctrine of Karman de
clares, f urther, that the re co mes a time 
in . the evolution of man wherein he 
reaches such a point of moral strength, 
and will-power, and understanding, 
and of universa! sympathy also, that 
he becomes not indeed superior to death 
( which is inevitable sooner or later to 
all composite beings and things), hut 
that he becomes able to control the 
forces of Nature to some extent as he 
pleases; so that he can, within certain 
defmed limits, stave off the time of 
physical dissolution, thus attaining 
twice or thrice the normal length of 
lif e in one physical human body that 
the ordinary man can attain. 

The cases of unusual longevity 
known among ourselves support this as 
showing that there is nothing of the 
'miraculous' in it, which of course there 
is not; but that human flesh, under 
certain circumstances, can last in 
health and strength beyond the com
mon bounds of human life. Vet this 
is, relatively speaking, a very small 
thing; far greater in fact is the power 
which these progressed men have of 
leaving at will one worn-out body, and 
of entering another fresh and strong 
from N ature's hands, in it to carry on 
with scarcely a break in consciousness 
the Sublime Work to which their lives 
are wholly consecrated. 

Never - such is the teaching -
since the human race first attained self-

consciousness, has this Order or Asso
ciation or Society or Brotherhood of 
Exalted Men been without its repre
sentatives on our earth; and further, 
it is increasing in numbers constant
ly, as new recruits become ready, by 
inner growth, to share the high duties 
and responsibilities of their former 
Teachers, as has al ready been said; and 
although this increase in numbers is 
necessarily slow: first, because such 
men are of necessity the rare Flowers 
of the Race, few and far between: and 
second, because it also happens that 
the time comes when some who have 
been members of this Order are called 
upon to take up loftier duties else
where than on this earth: yet the num
ber of them is, for all that, slowly but 
steadily increasing. 

It is for good reasons that these 
Great Men have been called the 'Guar
dian-Wall,' for they form in facta liv
ing, spiritual and intellectual, wall of 
protection around mankind, guarding 
it against whatever evils these men are 
unable to neutralize, in view of the 
dominant Karman of humanity; for 
against this, the racial Karman, they 
can no more work than against any one, 
or against all, of the other 'laws' of 
Nature. They help, they inspire, they 
protect, they succor, whenever they 
can, and in such fashion as their pro
found knowledge of the karmic chain 
of cause and effect permits them to do, 
the humanity over which they stand 
as Eider Brothers and Guides. This 
is their Great Work; this is their 
sublime duty. 

Where do they live? it may be asked. 
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The answer is simple, for the teach
ing about them in this respect is that 
they live wherever they please; but 
that when not actually mixing with 
men - a rare occurrence - and un
known as a genera! rule to these latter, 
they find it best and most convenient 
and in harmonious accord with their 
duties, to select spots on certain lands 
of the earth which are usually far away 
from the hurly-burly of human activi
ties such as our great cities are, or the 
thickly inhabited lands. There are as
sociations of them in Asia Minor and 
in Egypt, in America, and elsewhere; 
but the chief Seat, it is said, of the 
greatest among them, is in a certain 
district of the less known part and 
least inhabited portion of Tibet. There, 
far from the stifling atmosphere and 
the bustle of the heavy material lif e 
of our cities and thickly populated dis
tricts, they live, when not in actual 
physical intercourse with other men, 
tor the working out oi their subiime and 
self-appointed task. 

This task is, as has several times be
fore been either said or hinted at, the 
teaching of their fellows in an unceas
ing and never interrupted eff ort to 
raise the level of humanity constantly 
higher; and secondarily to take unto 
themselves as disciples for direct in
struction and training the noblest indi
viduals chosen from out the vast multi
tude of the human host. 

Few doctrines have ever been taught 
which are so pregnant with thought and 
suggestion as this of the existence and 
living reality of these great Seers and 
Sages; none perhaps which appeals 

more to the reflective mind. It is so 
consistent with what we know of our
selves and of our aspirations, with what 
we know of Nature herself and with the 
lessons of history, that the man must 
indeed be dull of wit, and slow of un
derstanding, and without the fire of 
spiritual imagination, who does not feel 
its force and sense the appealing charm 
that it holds. 

Y et the reader should remember that 
we Theosophists have no dogmas 
'necessary to salvation' in our Society; 
no man among us is called upon to sign 
a forma! creed or a creed of any kind, 
or to accept any merely authoritative 
exposition of belief. Our doctrines, 
when once understood, are seen to be 
as certain and sure in rundamentals as 
are the principles of mathematics; so 
that one is led on by trains of thought 
from one to another, just as in the lat
ter science; and, like Mathematics 
again, they are wholly self-consistent 
and their proofs an: fuuml hi them
selves. 

As this is equivalent to saying / ound 
in Nature, the reader therefore will per
ceive that Theosophy is in fact 'or
dered knowledge,' in other words, sci
ence per se, and we frequently speak of 
it as 'the synthesis of Science, Religion, 
and Philosophy.' It merits well that 
definition. 

This is also the definition that H. P. 
Blavatsky printed on the title-page of 
her greatest work, perhaps, The Secret 
Doctrine; and it is what may be called 
a popular definition rather than a tech
nica! one. The meaning which she 
tried here to set forth was not that 
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Theosophy, as a system, was a mere 
syncretism or collection of various re
ligious and philosophic and scientific 
ideas gathered in many or severa] quar
ters and more or less successfully wov
en into a consistent whole; hut, on the 
contrary, that Theosophy was that 
single system or systematic formula
tion of the facts of visible and invisible 
Nature, which, as expressed through 
the human mind, takes the apparently 
separate forms of science and of phi
losophy and of religion. 

Our meaning should be clear. These 
three departments of human thought 
are not naturally separate things, hut 
merely, as just said, three forms by 
which the human mind aspires to at
tain an understanding of invisible and 
visible Nature, and the methods by 
which human reasoning follows those 
three forms. In other words, Religion, 
Philosophy, and Science, are hut three 
sides of the triangle of Truth; and in 
the Theosophical view, it is as impos
sible to separate one from the other 
two, as it would be to separate away 
one of the three sides of a triangle, and 
to claim that the two remaining sides 
form the Euclidian figure called a 
triangle. 

Human religion is the expression of 
that aspect of man's consciousness 
which is intuitional, aspirational, and 
mystical. Philosophy is that aspect of 
the human consciousness which is cor
relative, and which seeks the honds of 
union among things, and exposes them, 
when found, as existing in the mani
fold and diverse forms of natural pro
cesses and the so-called laws which 

demonstrate their existence; while Sci
ence is the third aspect of human think
ing, and is the activity of the mentality 
in its inquisitive, researching, and clas
sifying, functions. 

It is obvious, therefore, that these 
three being hut three diverse manners 
of the human consciousness in express
ing its inherent powers and capacities, 
the results must be, as said above, fully 
correlated, only apparently distinct, 
any one from the other two; for man's 
consciousness, as just said, is the root 
of all three, and from it they spring 
forth clad in three varying garments 
of human tbougbt. 

This conception alone is one wbich 
does infinite credit to the penetrating 
power of H. P. Blavatsky's strength 
of intellect. It is at once seen, then, 
from what precedes, that for the Theo
sophist the notion that there could be 
a conflict between Science and Reli
gion, or between Science and Philoso
phy, or between Religion and Philo
sophy, is absurd on the face of it; and 
any such apparent conflict arises sole
ly out of the untoward and wholly mis
taken idea that the so-called 'soul' of 
man is a radically separate function, 
or is a radically different thing from 
that of bis philosophic intellect, or of 
his researching and ratiocinative brain
mind mentality. 

The reader must readily see, there
fore, that any religion or any philoso
phy or any science which deliberately 
casts imaginary frontiers around its 
own province of thought, is necessarily 
limiting its field of expression; for such 
frontiers are wholly imaginary, and 
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have no other existence in Nat ure it
self, nor, indeed, in the human con
sciousness, than the fantastic figment 
of the imagination, that, because these 
three - Religion, Philosophy, Science 
- arise out of the three divisions of 
the human consciousness, they are 
necessarily different things. 

The preceding paragraphs, there
fore, show amply enough that any 
scheme of things, any outline-sketch 
of the facts and laws of Being, or any 
formulated system of thinking which 
departs in any degree from this essen
tial truth of the fundamental unity of 
all things and faculties, is, de facto, an 
imperfect and therefore in proportion
ate measure, a false system. No sys
tem can be true which does not take in 
the entirety of things as they are, and 
of all planes of the interpretative hu
man consciousness. 

Now, this universality of conception 
and exposition is precisely what charac
tedu:::s Tl1t::u:suphy, anà ior this reason 
the Theosophist so frequently speaks 
of the Ancient Wisdom as wholly based 
on Nat ure - using the word Nat ure 
in the sense that has hereinbefore been 
set forth, as including not merely phy
sical nature which is hut the outward 
shell of things, hut all that is visible 
and invisible, past, present, and future. 

In bis moments of quiet reflexion, it 
must have struck every thoughtful 
man, that the rigidly co-ordinated phe
nomena of Nature must be subject to 
a thoroughly logica! and wholly inclu
sive explanation of what things are -
in other words, of what life is. Things 
are, and this is only saying that there 

is an explanation of them, and of all 
other phenomena, could we grasp it; 
and this all-inclusive explanation is 
what is claimed for Theosophy. 

Those people, relatively few in num
ber nowadays hut in H. P. Blavatsky's 
time more numerous than now they 
are1 who proclaim as a discovery of 
their own that 'Theosophy is nothing 
new,' are simply but unconsciously to 
themselves telling the holy truth, and 
are hut showing what we Theosophists 
have been voicing from the housetops, 
so to say, ever since the foundation of 
the Theosophical Society in 18 7 5. In
deed, most emphatically it is not new; 
it is the oldest human system of think
ing on earth; it bas existed in all lands 
and in all times; and its Guardians are 
those Great Men of whom this and the 
preceding chapter treat. 

The authors of this book would be 
deeply chagrined were any hasty read
er to imagine from a superficial perusal 
of the contents oi the preceding para
graphs, or from a misunderstanding of 
the phraseology therein used, that the 
Theosophist is a preacher of dogmas, 
which he favors merely because they 
happen to be bis own dogmas. Such 
an idea wanders wide from the truth, 
for we have no dogmas whatsoever; 
should anybody honestly refuse to ac
cept a part, or, indeed, the whole, of 
our teachings, that is bis own affair; 
nevertheless - and we say this as a 
matter of simple information, and as 
a matter of justice - those of us who 
have been in the work of the Theosophi
cal Movement for many years, and who 
have spent our lives - some of us -
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in the study of these grand verities, 
know that the man who thus ref uses or 
rejects, because of ingrown personal 
predilections or prejudices, any part of 
our teachings, thereby amputates from 
bis own consciousness, intuitions which 
we may truly call 'keys' to the various 
mysteries of Nature, both cosmic and 
human. These mysteries would be
come dear to him, and open up for him 
vast fields of fascinating thought, did 
he but open his mind to receive these 
intuitions, or keys, or did he but realize 
that truth, if anything, must be one 
unitary whole: not diverse, nor builded 
of conflicting parts, nor mingled with 
error. 

As a matter of fact, very few people 
enter the Theosophical Society who re
ject any one of our doctrines, for the 
simple reason that they are so coherent 
and hang so inseparably together, that 
a rejection of a part is equivalent to a 
self-denial of a man's own logica} facul
ty, and of his own confidence in its 
power. 

This is obviously an instance of the 
appeal which these doctrines make to 
sensible and thoughtful men. As we 
have said, they are so consistent, they 
hang so inseparably together, they so 
clearly prove each other, that the mind 
of the student is led insensibly from 
one teaching to another teaching, pre
cisely as occurs in a demonstration of 
mathematica! reasoning, or as occurs 
in a study of Nature, from the stand
point of the scientists. 

It is apparently, therefore, a neces
sary deduction from what has been said 
in the preceding paragraphs, that the 

Theosophist is at once the most truly 
religious, scientific, and philosophic, as 
well as the freest-thinking type of mind, 
probably, that could be found any
where; he stands for law and order 
without reserve, on the one hand; but 
is at all times searching to improve 
himself and all bis faculties, and this, 
on the other hand, makes him as pow
erful and energetic a supporter of prog
ress as it would be possible to find in 
any civilized land. 

The Theosophist derides the religion 
of no man, hut as one of the main ob
jects of our Society is the "study of 
ancient and modern religions, arts, sci
ences, and philósophies," he retains 
his right as an individual to subject to 
the most rigid criticism and searching 
investigation any form of belief that 
may interest him, and, of course, to 
publish the results of bis study if such 
seems desirable and wise. 

Truth, Light, and Liberation, as one 
of the authors of this book so of ten 
says, are the objective purposes of the 
Theosophical Movement, and it would 
be simply imbecile to suppose that un
less the Theosophical teachings show 
us the foundations of the spiritual and 
moral laws inherent in these objects, it 
would be possible for the Theosophist 
honestly and successf ully to follow 
them. 

Truth, therefore, is what the Theo
sophist is searching for, the goal upon 
which his eyes are fixed, and the ideal 
to which he bas given bis heart; and 
he considers nothing of greater value 
than an increase in human knowledge 
and wisdom, which is Light, and the 
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resurrection in the human heart of 
those divine impulses of self-forgetful
ness - and this is Liberation - which 
spring from that fountain of truth with
in us, one's own inner god. 

Truth, Light, and Liberation, out
side of being the ideal or the composite 
ideal upon which our eyes are fixed, 
should also be understood to be very 
practical rules by which human lif e 
should be guided. lt is well enough 
to talk about beautiful ideals resting 
on the far-distant horizons of the fu
ture, or on the horizons of our soaring 
imagination; but this is not enough to 
guide men's f eet along what is of ten 
a difficult pathway in life. 

We must make our ideals living 
realities - and not adjourn them to a 
distant fut ure when mayhap we shall 
be more evolved and stronger in evo
lution than now we are. !deals must 
be made real and put into practice; 
and this is the royal road, the great 
highway, uf prngn:::ss; ütherwise all 
talk is but fine preaching, and noble 
ideals become but glittering generali
ties. 

The great Seers and Sages are pre
cisely they who put into practice the 
ideals which they preach; and this un
interrupted practice of ideal living is 
what bas made them what they are. 

The radiant light which streams 
forth from that immortal center or 
core of our inmost being, which we have 
called our inner god, lightens the path
way of each one of us; and it is from 
this light that we obtain ideal concep
tions; and it is by this radiant light in 
our hearts that we can guide our f eet 

towards an ever larger fulfilling in 
daily life of the beautiful conceptions 
which we dimly perceive. 

A man is not great merely because 
he thinks lof ty thoughts, or bas sublime 
ideas, or is a preacher of beautiful 
phrases. He is great only in proportion 
as these, through bis own deliberate 
will, show themselves in bis lif e. Do
ing this he becomes the light lighting 
not merely bis own pathway on the pil
grimage of eternity, but becomes a 
light unto bis fellows, an inspiration 
to their hearts, and a teacher by ex
ample as well as by precept of their 
minds. 

Greatness lies not alone in thinking; 
greatness rather is in doing; although 
of course it is obvious enough that in 
order to do, we must think. This idea 
of the necessity of individual action 
along high lines of conduct, is H. ~
Blavatsky's own, and it is a very true 
rule to follow in lif e. Many are the 
1ucu o.ud wvmcu ,vhv ha.vc a.:,p~1cd tv 

be disciples of the Great Ones; but of 
them, it may be said as was said on an
other occasion: "Many are they who 
are called, but few are they who are 
chosen.'' Discipleship consists in do
ing. It is the empty vessel that makes 
the most noise; but it is the full ves
sel that nourishes and strengthens. 

The greatest claim, therefore, that 
the Seers and Sages of the ages have 
upon our gratitude, is not that they 
have been merely Teachers of men, 
but that they have been Teachers and 
Ennoblers of men's souls; and they 
are Ennoblers because they are Doers 
- because they put into example -
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themselves first of all - the sublime 
spiritual ethic which is at the heart of 
their Message to men. 

And this is precisely what H. P. 
Blavatsky, the Messenger in our age 
of the Great Ones, did. History, far 
better than the present time, will un
veil in even larger degree the record 
of her uninterrupted life of work, of 
doing, of practical occultism. She 
never faltered, and therefore she never 
failed; she never stopped working, and 
therefore she accomplished; she never 

stopped teaching and proving her 
teachings by her own Iife, and there
fore she gathered around her the large 
body of earnest men and women who, 
af ter she passed, have kept burning the 
light that she brought to men. 

Her Iife, as shown in her work, 
is an example to us all, and an ex
ample that the least among us can 
try to follow, however inadequate 
he may think his own abilities may 
be for the task of self-conquest and 
consequent spiritual grandeur. 

THE CAVE OF THE ECHOES 
A STRANGE BUT TRUE STORY* 

HELENA PETROVNA BLAVATSKY 

IN one of the distant governments of 
the Russian empire, in a small 

town on the borders of Siberia, a mys
terious tragedy occurred more than 
thirty years ago. About six versts 
from the little town of P--, famous 
for the wild beauty of its scenery, and 
for the wealth of its inhabitants -
generally proprietors of mines and of 
iron foundries - stood an aristocra
tie mansion. lts household consisted 
of the master, a rich old bachelor and 
bis brother, who was a widower and the 
father of two sons and three daughters. 
It was known that the proprietor, Mr. 

•This story is given from the narrative of 
an eye-witness, a Russian gentleman, very 
pious, and fully trustworthy. Moreover, the 
facts are copied from the police records of 
P--. The eye-witness in question attri
butes it. of course. partly to divine inter
ference and partly to the Evil One.- H. P. B. 

Izvertzoff, had adopted his brother's 
children, and, having formed an espe
cial attachment for bis eldest nephew, 
Nicolas, he had made him the sole heir 
of bis numerous estates. 

Time rolled on. The uncle was 
getting old, the nephew was coming 
of age. Days and years had passed 
in monotonous serenity, when, on the 
hitherto clear horizon of the quiet 
family, appeared a cloud. On an un
lucky day one of the nieces took it 
into her head to study the zither. The 
instrument being of purely Teutonic 
origin, and no teacher of it residing in 
the neighborhood, the indulgent uncle 
sent to St. Petersburg for both. Af ter 
diligent search only one Professor could 
be found willing to trust himself in 
such close proximity to Siberia. It 
was an old German artist, who, sharing 
bis affections equally between bis in-
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we know, be worse tlian the diseàse .. 
The theoriès· . of eugenics are too • 

much based on the purely physical or 
l;>iológicalaspectof the matter, and do 
riot sufficiently consider • the fact that a 
human being is an incarnate Soul with 
aJong and eventful past bebind him. 
The parents do· not produce a Soul: 
they providè the means by which a 
Soul reincarnates. 

Man dra:ws liis principal energy from 
sources othèr. than physical and biolö-

gical; hut, as long as bis attention is 
unduly focused on bis lower nature, he 
will be discouraged from deriving ener
gy from those higher sources: Hence_ 
it is always necéssary to dwell on the 
theme of man's essential divinity; for 
this is the source whence the gteat mèn 
of history derive their force, and it is 
the mearis whereby we can 'bitch our 
wagon toa star,' and thus find a way of 
escape from the_perpetual chain ofphy
sical • causes and eff ects. 

H. P. BLAV ATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., n. LITT. 

PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER IX-THE GREAT SAGES AND SEERS (Concluded) 
• ' 

"Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise 
Frorri. outward tbings, whate'er you may believe. 
Thereis an inmost center in US all, 
Where Truth abides in fulnes_s; and around, 

. Wall upori wall, the gross flesh hems it in, 
This perfect, clear perception-which is truth. 
A . baffling arid perverting carnal mesh 
BiU:ds it, and makes all error: and, to KNOW 
Ràther consists in opening out a way 
Whence the imprisáned splendor may escape, 
Than in èffecting entry for a light 
Supposed to .be without." 
- ROBERT BRpWNING, in Paracelsus. Scene 1, 'Pa:i:acelsus: Aspires' 

A THOUGHTFUL read1ng of the. 
• precèdingtwo chapters, and re

flexion. on the observations contained 
in .them regarding the nature of the 
greát Seers and Sages,must haveshown 
to the reader that these Grèat Men 
are wpat they are because they have 
in greater or less·degrèe hecome Î.mited 
with that Fountain of Spiritual Energy 
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and Illuminationwithin, which we have 
called man's 'inner god.' 

It is curious that Robert Browning; 
in the extract from bis poem Paracel
sus, which prefaces this chapter, should 
have seized with such power the essen
tial idea lying bebind this Theosophi
cal _ teaching-,- of which; of course, he 
probably k"new nothing -:--and should 
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have so successfully expressed it in 
poetical form. 

It is perhaps hut another instance 
of what bas so of ten hereinbefore been 
said, that this Theosophical teaching 
of the existence in the core of man's 
being of a divine entity, carries with it 
an instinctive appeal, and, as it were, 
arouses intuitions of the reality, and 
awakens dormant memories of the past, 
when fleeting glimpses it may be, or it 
may be visions of longer duration, illu
mine the mind with flashes of brilliant 
understanding. 

Yes, these great Seers and Sages are 
what they are because they have more 
or less ,come into self-conscious union 
with the inner divinity; and as has 
been hinted in another part of this 
book, this self-conscious union, tem
porary or of longer duration, with one's 
own inner god, lies at the back of one 
of the most sublime initiatory phases 
of the Ancient Mysteries. 

During those initiatory periods, a 
man by such union with his inner divi
nity, became, as it were, transfigured, 
translated out of the coipmon life into 
self-conscious understanding of a real
ity· surpassing ordinary human imagi
nation. Mystic records which the an
cient Greeks, for instance, have left us 
in certain portions of their literature, 
enable the student v~ry easily to get 
some more or less clear. idea of what 
took place at such times. 

It was said of those who succeeded 
in passing the severe tests which were 
imposed upon all aspirants, that the 
face shone with supernal light, that the 
body was surrounded with a halo" of 
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glory, and that, for the time being, the 
man was so suffused with the .. inner 
splendor, that, as the ancient exprès
sion ran, he was 'clothed with the sun.' 

The great Seers and Sages are, then, 
simply they who have been through 
this experience, at least once, and who 
have 'kept the link unbroken,' althóugh 
perhaps manifesting in less power and 
with less transcendency in daily life 
- kept the link unbroken, we say, with 
the god within. There in that supreme 
fountain of our being lie all wisdom 
and knowledge, and faculty and power; 
and the Great Ones in proportion as 
they are evolved, draw upon this Source 
as they may, and more or less when 
they will. 

It is a most stupid impression that 
some people have regarding the Great 
Teachers, and as regards the work that 
they do, and the powers which they are 
able to manifest. These people seem 
to think that the Theosophical Move
ment was founded upon what they call 
'phenomena,' to use the popular ex
pression, and that the main objective 
of the Theosophical Movement . was, 
during H. P. Blavatsky's lifetime, and 
more or less still is, to found societies 
for occult or magical practices, or for 
the working· of phenomenal wonders. 

No idea could be more grotesque: no 
idea could wander farther from the 
truth. I t is the philosophy of the great 
Sages and Seers which H. P. Blavatsky 
brought anew to the Western world 
which forms the totality of her teach
ings, and which it was and still is the 
objective of the Theosophical Move
ment to disseminate among men. 
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In fact, so far were 'phenomena' so
called from ha ving anything to do with 
the Theosophical Móvement per se, 
that. in the very'beginning, Theosophi
cal students were repeatedly warned, 
and with unceasing • rèiteration, that 
the founding of a nucleus of aUniversal 
Brotherhood of mankind, combined 
with the dissemination of the atchaic 
Wisdom-Religion, were the aims of the 
modern· Theosophical Movement, and 
that for such purposes alone had it 
been founded. 

This the world in general found it 
difficult to believe. The movement was 
launched in an intensely materialistic 
agè, arid as was only natura!, in one 
sense, that which was a priori denied 
as possible, and which was falsely sup
posed to be proclaimed by the Theo
sophical Leaders as their purpose, 
aroused both the interest and the an
tagonism of most people of a conserva
tive bent of mind. 

It has not infrequently been asked 
by people who do not really understand 
what Theosophy is, why it is that these 
Great Teachers do not come openly be
fore the world and deciare themselves, 
ot, at least, let the world see them for 
whatthey are. In itself, this is a ques
tionwhich is not urinatural; neverthe
less it. is one that shows entire lack of 
sufficient reflexion. Why should they 
so •• come openly • before · the world, one 
may answer? Of what benefi.t would 
it be, either to the human race or lo 
th.emselves, for the work in which they 
are engaged, to do .so? Obviously it 
can be argued with telling logic, that if 
they could work with larger results, 
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and more easily, behind the veil of in
visibility, so to say, and unknow:n to 
the multitude - and this is just what 
is claimed - of what possible benefit 
either to themselves orto others would 
it be to these Great Souls to come out 
publicly into the market-places, and 
preach? It would surely be folly to 
cripple their efforts by a concentration 
of attention on purely personal and un
important details which would assured
ly. follow from such action. 

The truth is that these Great Teach
ers are just as much subject to thf! laws 
that govern Universa! Nature, as is the 
humblest animate thing that is, except 
that their vast know1edge of Nature 
and of her laws and processes and se
crets, and their .relatively perfect·self
identity with • those laws, give them 
powers and facul.ties undreamed of by 
the average human being. But it should 
be noted also in passing, that know
ledge carries with it responsibilities of 
the loftiest moral charact~r in the 
hearts of these Great Ones. 

Furthermore, were they to come out 
and stand before the public, as sèems to 
be desired,·that public would probably 
straightway begin to worship them as 
gods, as has already been pointed out 
by Theosophical writers - or, indeed, 
that public would persecute them, ij it 
were possible, in the usual spirit of dis
trust that average men always show to 
what they do not understand, and there
f ore fear. 

However, it is a matter of historica! 
fact, that at certain critica! periods in 
world-history, one or more of these 
Great Teachers, either themselves come 
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out from their seclusion, and. teach 
more or less publicly: or send a Mes
senger to do so; and the latter was the 
case of H. P. Blavatsky. 

It is perhaps one of the saddest re
flexions that the philosophical histori
an draws from his studies of men's 
minds and temperaments, as expressed 
in the past, that all great men, what
ever may be their stage of evolutionary 
development, are invariably misunder~ 
stood at first, often violently perse
cuted, usually derided and scorned, and 
occasionally even made victims of the 
public's hatred of innovations. How 
of ten has this already happened in his
tory is a question which contains its 
own • answer. 

Further, that same public, af ter hav
ing done away with some great man, as 
a certain few instances of history show, 
af ter the passage of a few years begins 
to elevate himto the rank of the deities, 
to worship him perhaps, or to bow 
dÓwn to him as a god; in doing so usu
ally losing sight of the noble Message 
that he brought to the world. . Such is 
the fervor of personal adoration, and 
most assuredly this is 'not what the 
Great Teachers desire. ' 

T hey come" as just said, at certain 
cyclical periods, when the currents of 
the spiritual life are running low, and 
usually when à wave of'materialism is 
threatening_ to in gul f men' s spiritual in
tuitions and to stifle the cry f or help 
and light uttered by wounded human 
hearts. At such periods, publicly ap
pear they must and do, if they are to 
strike successfully the new keynote, 
successfully to set the new currents of 
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spiritual aspiration and thought in ac
tion, and successfully to direct the 
thoughts of men fowards higher goals. 

Consider for a moment two bright 
stars of life and thought which ap
peared at an interval of half a millen
nium or so: the great Säkyamuni, Gau
tama-Buddha; and the great Syrian 
Sage called J esus by his later followers. 
In the Jatter case his devotees have ac
tually turneci their noble Master not 
only into a god, hut into the actual 
figure of the- second person of their 
Trinity; and even in the former case, 
that of Gautama the Buddha, although 
due to the majestic intellect and wis
dom of the Buddha in stating his doc
trine and wonderful ethics, no such 
extraordinary apotheosis has taken 
place, yet even he is regarded in some, 
hut not in all, parts of the world which 
recognise him as their Master, with a 
f ervor of devotion which, while perhaps 
ennobling in the self-forgetfulness that 
it evokes, must yet be by no means 
fully in line with _ the goal which the 
great Indian had in mind when, leav
ing the Bodhi-tree, he began to preach 
his sublime doctrine of self-control, 
duty, and universal love. 

These two examples, when reflected 
upon, are alone sufficient to provide all 
the explanation that critics seem to 
think is needed, as regards the attitude 
of Theosophists towards this fact of 
the great Sages and Seers. No, merely 
personal devotion and personal f ervor 
directed toa human personality, ho,w
ever noble and great, are not what are 
wanted. • As a dog will follow his mas
ter to the ends of the earth with a self-
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a.bnegation that lacks something of the 
divii:ie . only because so • limited • to one 
object, and not universal, so men have 
a. quite· similar way of devoting them
selves to and loving only that one of 
the world's Great Teachers in whose 
family, so to say, they happen to be 
born. 

Ij anything, the Theosophist learns 
universality, and this comesonly when 
a man learns ojhîs own essential divi
nity and tries to follow its niandates. 
Theosophy teaches us that while we 
should certainly do ourwhole duty all 
the time by thosè nearêst to us, and do 
wha(?J.!e have to do as it comes to hand,· 
yetwe should strive continually to ih
crease the sphere of our sympathies, to 
enlarge the scope of our hearts and of 
our minds; and in religious matters to 
learnto respect, ay, even to love, the 
greatness of soul that exists in other 
places among other men and which has 
existed in other times. 
, We Theosophists. know from our 
studies, as well as from the intuitions 
of our hearts, that the different Mes
sages brought to mankind by all the 
great World-Teachers, whether we be
long to· their time or not, and whether 
we belong to their race or not, have a 
profound meaning f or us also (because 
these Messages are of universa! im
port), which is ours by our human 
birthright, and that we greatly lose by 
not krtowing it and accepting it as our 
own common human heritage. 

What horrible and needless wars 
might have been prevented had this 
noble teaching of universality of 
thought and endeavor and aspiration 
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and sympathy, always been followed! 
What pitiful suff ering and mental .and 
physical agony . might have been 
avoided had men known better, and 
knowing better, had acted more wisely! 

Then again, how can one whose ideas 
of religion and of human· brotherhood 
are limited by racial honds, or, worse 
still, by merely artificial geographical 
frontiers: how can such a one know 
the mighty surge of sympathy, the 
warm flow of pity and compassion, the 
keen intellectual delights and streil.gth
ening of men tal and moral fiber, that 
accrue to him whose rriind reaches out 
eagerly towards other human minds 
and souls now living in· other parts· of 
the world, or who have lived and have 
left us the fine flowers of their lives? 

It is this universality of sympathy 
with other human beings all over the 
world and with those who have lived 
in previous ages, which is one of the 
greatest blessings which Theosophy 
brings to us. .Such an understanding 
of the powers and innate beauty of the 
human soul which this sympathetic 
outlook on lif e gives to us, is in itself 
a potent factor in the process of evolu
tionary development which works in us. 

It is especially to these great-hearted 
men - and women, too, for the matter 
of that - that the world should be 
grateful for their leadership and inspir
ing Messages. The debt that is due 
to them from our common humanity 
is incomparably greater than any con
ception of it that could · be arrived at 
from the mere reading of a statement 
of the case such as this, or, indeed, from 
what any other book could set forth. 
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These Men, and their Messengers such 
as H. P~ Blavatsky, have given the best 
that was in them-all that was in them 
in fact - consecrated their very souls 
to the cause of Truth and of human , 
advancement, and this without any 
thought of individual reward or recom~ 
peilse. Such reward or recompense un
questionably occurs in good time, and 
in the proper place; hut it comes na
turally from the mere working of what 
we may call the Universa! Law of Com-
pensation. • 

The world's debt tó these Great Ones 
is indescriptible, and cannot be de
scribed adequately; and although, as 
just hinted, their own rewards take the 
form of individual growth, according 
to· natura! law: this in no wise should 
blind our eyes to the fact that in eve:ry 
case the work that they have done is 
one- of immense self-sacrifice and of 
herculean proportions, for it has been 
nothing else than the "breaking of the 
molds of mind"- as H. P. Blavatsky 
herself phrased it - and there is no 
labor so diffi.cult and thankless as 
this is. 
. Humanminds and hearts are ).ISUally 
coriceived of in ordinary thought as 
being very soft and plastic things; hut 
actually there is probably nothing in 
the universe that is so steely hard at 
times, so adamantine and inflexible in 
substance. _ It is a mere truism to say 
that men detest renouncing their pet 
prejudices or beloved predilections in 
favor of established custom or.familiar 
views for something new and' strange, 
however noble the new may be. And 
this observation applies very • forcibly 

indeed in. questions of philosophical 
outlook or of religious belief. 

In these fi.elds men's minds and 
hearts are at times almost immovable; 
and, paradoxically enöugh, this is like
wise the case when philosophical opin
ions and religious beliefs are· outworn 
and outlived, and have more or less 
'gone by the board,' leaving behi~d 
little except an aching void and the 
brain-mind egoism which prefers the 
aching void to the entrance of a new 
truth. 

The noble Roman slave-philosopher, 
Epictetus, spoke truth in his well
known phrase: Nihil humanum alie
num a me puto: "N othing that is hu
man is foreign to me." As a statement 
of a philosophical truth this cannot be 
criticized; hut when the test comes tó 
the individual mind and heart, of wel
coming the philosophical and· religious 
reflexions and beliefs and customs of 
other men, the average human is prone 
to make an exceptión of himself fo the 
genera! rule, and to pref er his own self
suffi.ciency in knowledge, or his own 
aching void, if such be the casè, to re
ceiving as welcome guests the most 
nobly • formulated religious or philo
sophical systems of othèr ·men.· 

It is in these well-known facts that 
we see the reason for the disinclination 
of a people, among whom a Messenger 
may appear, to receive the Message 
·thus brought to thèm. Human nature 
is a curious mass of contradictions. It 
calls eagerly for more light, butit must 
have the light shaped af ter its own pat
tern, and the pattern is its own preju
dices and predilections. It calls for 
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help, hut it insults and rejectsthe help
er when he comes, unless the aid be ex
tended after the manner that is con
sidered • customary in substance or in 
form. 

The progress of civilization is hut a 
series ofconquests over obstacles need
lessly thrown in the way of human ad
vancèment. It is hut a succession of 
truths rejected in the first instance al
most invariably, and latèr recovered 
and taken to heart as being the lessons 
of the gods. 

Every great Sage and Seer · that has 
appeared among men in order . to help 
them: every great Mess enger sent out 
from thè Association o~ Sages and Seers 
when the cyclic period calls for such 
sending, in order to promulgate the 
Message confided to his faithful heart: 
all, we say, meet with • the same diffi
culties in helping those . whom they 
carne to help. They will not be heard; 
they • will not. be received; they aré 
mocked at; they are dedded; theyare 
sêorned; they are persecutèd often; 
and in certain rare cases attempts have 
even been made to do them foully to 
death. 

Of course it is also qui te ;true that 
this indisposition to rèceive new 
thoughts and new ideas has, in a cer
tain sense, a distinct value, because it 
prevents the too ready reception of im
postors, and the tào easy acceptance 
of what the impostors may say; and tó 
a certain degree this instinctive pru
dence or caution on the part of those 
to whom the true Teachers. may come, 
is a good thing. It is a: knowledge of 
this fact which has unquestionably 

worked very largely in govèrning the 
form and rnethod of preselitation ofthe 
Message brought at different times by 
these Seers to the world. They are, all 
ofthem, peerless psychologists, and un
doubtedly know beforehand, in genera! 
if not in fullest detail, just about what 
they will · have to meet, and what will 
be the reception accorded tÓ them when 
once they begin to deliver their Mes
sage to the usually unwilling ears of 
men. 

It is evident enough, of course, that 
these reflexions in themselves consti
tute a perfectly sufficient and telling 
answer to the criticism that might be 
made by some, in saying that the recep
tion accorded to H. P. Blavatsky when. 
she carne as the Messengèr of the Great 
Ones was a proof (proof forsooth l ) 
that she was not what Theosophists 
claim her to have been. For if she had 
been the Messenger of such great Sages 
and Seers, this foolish argument runs, 
then she would have appeared in the 
midst of wonders and marvels: she 
would have shaken established insti
tutions to their foundations with the 
splendor of whát she said, and per
haps with the mighty power accom
panying her; and this argument, which 
the present writers have actually heard 

• made, has been accompanied with a 
raised finger pointing with a. gesture 
of significant emphasis to other great 
World-Figures who have appeared, 
and of whom legend records a working 
of marvels and the exercising of mighty 
spiritual powers, such as those of the 
Buddha and of Jesus. These critics 
are wise in their own generation, hut 
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only in their own generation ! Their 
criticism shows them as believing more 
in the legends which they themselves 
repudiate, than as having the instinc
tive spiritual intuition of what consti
tutes the individuality and work of a 
World-Teacher. They set themselves 
up as judges and jury at the same time, 
and seeing things as their prejudices 
and predilections urge them to see, 
they judge the case without giving the 
unfortunate accused even an oppor
tunity of an impartial hearing. All 
this is really absurd. 

Is it not a truth - and he.re we turn 
tó the facts of history rather than to 
more or less impersonal and abstract 
theorizing-that every great man who 
has appeared in the world with a new 
Message to mankind, has had to face 
ridicule; ha tred on the part of the up
bolders and supporters of established 
institutions; persecution also at the 
h~nds of those to whom he carne? 
Probably never yet bas a Great One 
appeared among men without having 
had to face obloquy and scorn, and 
when bis Message bas. been given in 
the face of almost insuperable difficul
ties, and the tremendous power of bis 
character bas broken through the stone 
walls of human prejudice and ignor
ance, and he bas disappeared from 
among men, then ensues the second 
phasè, like_ the first arising out of hu
man ignorance and stupidity: he is 
usually worshiped ! 

Have these Great Ones ever failed 
in their duty? Have they ever flinched 
in the_ face of the difficulties before 
them? We know of not one. The call 
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of their sublime task, and the shining 
light of the truth which filled their 
souls, carried them through and over 
all obstacles unto the victory, which, 
on the face of it, the.world in its blind
ness oft considers defeat. 

But the historian, the scientist, the 
philosopher, know better. They held 
their ground, and taught, and lived as 
they taught, and later generations of 
men lived to bless them and to hold 
their names sacred. Persecuted, re
viled, scorned as they were, they yet 
prnved themselves to be what they 
were: . the Messengers of the great Or
der of the Illuminated Ones, and in 
full consciousness of what they were 
doing, they fulfi.lled their duty and 
passed on to a destiny more sublime. 

The commonplace objections. that 
are usually made, and of which the 
prèceding paragraphs have stated a 
few, seem perfectly trivial in the face 
of the Theosophical teaching of the fact 
of the living existence of such Great 
Men or Sages, whose spiritual stand
ing is so high that succeeding ages, 
fi.nally realizing the fact, worship them 
as gods or demi-gods. This very fact 
ofa subsequent worship is, in the moral 
reflexions which it suggests, as impor
tant a consideration to remember as 
is the ignorance and stupidity which 
greeted such Sages when first they ap
p'eared. 

It would seem sometimes almost as 
if men simply would not receive the 
truth; and as if their own self-suffi
ciencywere so great, and their own self
confi.dence so high, that these egoistic 
attributes and impulses were dearer to 
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men's hearts than. Truth itself. The 
pitifüLthingabout it is that men will 
hold so straitly to their prejudices at 
the same time that they are yearning 
for light, and cryingfor light, and long
ing for light, and beseeching the very 
gods thatbe in highest heaven, to give 
• them more light! 

• The. simple truth is that those who 
oppose this teaching of the living exist
enc:e of an Association of great • Sages 
and Seers, do so thrnugh an entire mis
understanding of the case. Anyonè 
who has stûdied himself will realize, 
probably with more or less shame, that 
he himself, albeit in smaller matters, 
has been not infrequently guilty of this 
same. complexity of niind .;_ of this 
sanie state of conflicting emotions 
sometimes running in diametrically op
posite directions. • We oftèn know that 
we want a thing, and wilfully refuse to 
take it, the wilfulness of rèfusal usual
ly rising out of men tal pride, or the per
sonal feeling of uur ownself-sufficiency. 

The principles that we ha,ve already 
set forth, all which are based entirely 
on Nature and :its workings (in the 
wide meaning that Theosophists give 
to the terni ·'Nature' • as • hereinbefore 
explained): principles which are often 
easily enough • proved by some of the 
best known facts in human life: oblige 
us to postulate as a necessàry hypothe~ 
sis the existence of such spiritually and 
intellectually Superior Men appearing 
at periodical intervals among the 
peoples of the wodd. To deny their 
existence is simply denying a well
known truth, for one hàs only to turn 
to the records ofhuma~ history to find 

the existence and work of such Great 
Men written acrnss those historica! 
records in blazing flame. 

fodeed, the efforts that have be.en 
made by some critics whose enthusi
asm bas carried them entirely beyond 
the bounds of reason, to show that 
H. P. Blavatsky 'invented' the exist
ence of the great Sages and Sters, or 
Masters, or Elder Brothers, or· Great 
Souls - call them by what name you 
will - that is to say, that she 'invented' 
the existence of the Buddha, • of J esus, 
of Lao-Tse, of Pythagoras, of Plato, of 
Orpheus, of Olen, of Musaeus, of Apol~ 
lonius of Tyana, of Krishna, of Con
fucius, and of all the other brilliant 
Stars of human spiritual and intellec
tual power that shine so brightly in' the 
firmàmeiit of cmr spiritual, moral, and_ 
intellectual life: these efforts we say, 
are precisely the acts of those who 
would deny what is common know
ledge; and therefore do we rightly call 
them absurd. 

The situation needs but to be stated 
as we have stated it here; or to be de
veloped at any length that the reader 
may choose to do, in order that he inay 
realize clearly that the objection to 
the teaching arises out of an entire 
misunderstanding, as before said, the 
more pitiful in that it is so wilful and 
so obstinate. 

It is with deep reluctance that the 
authors of this book have f elt the neces
sity of using plain, if simple, language 
in this connexion, hut. there is no in ten~ 
tion on their part to suggest that . all 
men befongtothe ranks of the thought-

• less and theunkind. We feel that once 
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the matter is stated as briefly and yet 
as clearly as it can be done in a work 
like the present one, it will be suffi.dent. 
to leàve the reflexions and observations 
that have been made to produce their 
own fruits in the minds of the readers 
of this book. 

The foregoing is not àll. that can, or 
indeed, should be, said upon this mat~ 
ter of the physical existence and reality. 
of the living of these Great ûnes. Sup
pose that the critic might reply: Oh 
no, we do not deny the former existence 
of these Great Men of whom you speak. 
But the claim is that they are still,alive 
today among peöple on earth, and this 
is-wbat we fee! inclined to deny. • Very 
well, then, where, pray, are these Great 
Men? In 'beaven' forsooth? The 
Theosopbist bas as much right to deny 
that, because it is a mere hzyothesis, 
and indeed more right, than the critic 
bas to deny a doctrine which is based 
on sound philosophical and scientific 
grounds. 

The theory of 'beaven,' or again, 
the. other theory"àf non-entity, (that 
of the pure materialists), are botb of 
them theories without other basis of 
fact than what value one may choose 
to place upon bis ignorance of the na
ture of lif e, • human and cosmic. 

In our genera! Theosophical Iitera
ture, any sucb captious critic wiH find 
an abundance of detailed reasoning set 
forth, with the following object in 
view: to show the philosophically and 
scientifically necessary grounds on 
which the Theosophical teachings re
pose, and this particular one among 
them. Af ter all is said, what is really 

wonderful is not that a man once exist
ing sball exist aga:in, hut if be never 
shall exist again, that he existed at all! 

To con jure such a complex and won
derful entity as one of these GreatMen, 
or, indeed, an ordinary man, out of 
nothingness,,throw him into the.midst 
of a world whose every movementpro
claimsan endless and inescàpable·chain 
of cause and effect, then launch him 
loose from this chain of causes • in • or
der to càst him again into a suppositi
tious nothingness, or into an inadequate 
and irresponsive 'heaven'- this theo
ry or complex of theories (and it • is 
notbing else) makes such an immense 
demand upon one's belief and -upon 
one's sense of logical consequence and 
of natural law, that it exceeds the capa
city of a man of averagely developed 
mèntality to accept it. 

The Theosophical teachi11gs, as so 
wonderfully set forth and developed by 
H. P. Blavatsky in her great works, 
state that man is bound 'into this end-

, less chain of causes and effects because 
hè himself in fact is intrinsically á part 
of that chain of living events, and that 
there is just predsely one thing he 
cannot do, and that is to go óut of it. 
Nor is man the only one who is bound 
into this chain of causation, which is 
the work of his own irtdividuaÜty; the 
fruitagè of his own thoughts and emo~ 
tions and actions, the coilsequence, in 
other words, of what he has thought 
and done: butit may also be said that 
the bighest god in highest heaven, to 
use a rather vague phrase, is as much 
bound by the karman or chain of causa
tio~ appropriate to that sphere of be~ 
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ing, ás is the humble ant climbing up 
a saricl-bank very laboriously, only. to 
go tumbling down again. 

Nor is this 'pessimism' in any sense; 
it is simply an expression of the fact 
that the Universe is either consistent 
with itself~ that is to say, that it is 
what is called 'governed by law and 
order'- or else it is lawless, a helter
skelter universe without sequence in 
action, causative continuity in being, 
or . consistency in natural character; 
ánd this is just what Theosophy, as 
well as the common knowledge • of in
tuitive mankind,, knows the universe 
not to be. 

So there • the matter lies, the • argu
ment bèing, as every open-minded 
searcher for truth may see, entirely 
for the Theosophical view, which is 
that ofJaw, orderliness, consistency, 
universal harmony; and causation, 
which is but another way of saying 
inevitable consequence. The argument 
therefore is obviously admitted; for if 
the Universe is what Theosophy pro
claims it to be anywhere, it must be so 
in every smallest part. 

Let us ask. the . reader a frank and 
honest question: What is there about 
this Theosophical doctrine· of· the liv
ing reality of these great Sages and 
Seers, as composing an Association ex~ 
isting from immemorialfime and also 
in the present, which is repugnant 
either to common sense or to historical 
records, or to the intli.itions ofthe hu
man hèart, or to the reasonings of the 
human intellect? Is th.ere any sensi
ble argument that can be urged against 
it, whether they be many-or one; or is 

therè in fact none? And the answer 
comes back: None. It is simply the 
molds of our minds, set and crystal~ 
lized äround ideas which we have im
bibed with our mothers' milk, so to 
say, which prevent the acceptance of 
so reasonable a doctrine, one of such 
intrinsic beauty and containing such 
high hope. . 

But the molds of our minds are 
breaking; light today from many dif
ferent sources is streaming in through 
the crannies and cracks and crevices 
of the broken molds, for with the pas
sage of every few years, the magnifi
cent work in research accomplished by 
our mosteminentscientific men in gain
ing new insights info Nature, is work
ing havoc and,ruin - thanks be to the 
immortal gods!-among old-fashioned 
and crystallized prejudices, and foolish
ly dear and cherished preèlilections. 
And probably it is to H. P. Blavatsky 
more than to any other one human be
ing within the last half century, . that 
is due the real credit for working this 
change in mental orient~tion in men's 
souls, that has been such a remarkable 
phenomenon in society sincè R P. Bla
vatsky passed away in 1891. 

She foresaw, and in many cases defi
nitely outlined, the newest. discoveries 
of science, and even wrote in her The 
Secret Doctrine that it would be the 
work of scientists in this present cen
tury to prove that the marvelous sys
tem which she outlined in that great 
book· was true, because based on Na
ture itsèlf. 

She herself of course would have 
been the last to claim the gaudy honors 
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of the m~re prophet, and we do not al
lude to this matter with any intent to 
set her before the world in a character 
that she herself would have objected to 
sustain. But we do call attention to 
what she then said would comè to pass, 
fot this is a fact, and proves her capa
city in prevision and her power to judge 

of the real directiori-which. the events of 
the time when she lived. were taking. 

''Coming everits cast their shadows 
before," is a true·statement of how Na
ture works, but it takes a genius of the 
highest type to see these shadows of 
coming events, • and to forecast what 
.the future will hold. 

SAVAGE RACES AND THEIR FATE-IS 
THERE NO DISCOVERING LIGHT? 

GRACE KNOCHE, M .. A. 

"Let us all be very strong, one united body, to save all races sitting in darkness;. to unite 
them under a bond of justice, that we may act to eaèh other as Elder and Younger Brothers." 

(From a Greeting sent to Katheri~e Tingley, the former Theosophical Leader, by the Mà
•oris óf New Zealand, Ngatipoa tribe, in 1899) 

IN an article on the vanishing Bush
. _man, a writer in Asia again strik

ingly corroborates the Theosophical 
teaching that the sa vage races· which 
are making their pathetic last stand 
here and there over the world, are not 
youn:g races on their way to adult or 
'civilized' status, hut are perishing 
remriants of peoples that once were. 
In other words, they are dying, ánd of 
old age. • • 

It is necessary to remark, however, 
that the term 'savage' is altogether too 
loosely used. Many races - the Ma
oris and Samoans, for example ~ by 
no meé!,ns come under this category, 
for just as the 'white race' includes 
gtadatio1:1s as far removed from one 
another as Socrates or Confucius from 
a battle-field ghoul, in the same way 
between the enlightened and literate 
Maoris, Samoans, and· Filipinos, the 

noble Algonquin and the. Iroquois, and 
the debased Snake tribes, the Veddahs, 
or . the Bushman himself, there are 
wide grada:tions or degrees. 

The article in question is by C. Er
nest Cadle of the Denver-African Ex
pedition, who had the advantage · of 
havirig been brought up in the moun
tains · of U niondale in Cape Province 
"among the haunts of the almost van
ished Btishman." From a .nurse with 
Bushrnan blood in her veins, he learned 
Nama and other native dialects in boy-. 
hood. This made. it possible f ()r the 
expedition to make friends with Kan
na ( the B ushmen are suspicious and 
aloof), who was a Bushman reputed 
to be over a hundred years of age. 

. With him they later pushed. into the 
desert beyond Grootfontein, where the 
last pitiable.remnant of this persecuted, 
dying stock is slowly dwindling to the 
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PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER X-THE HIERARCHICAL CONSTITUTION OF NATURE 

T HE Universe is worked and guided fróm 
· within outwards. As above so.it is be
low, as in heaven so on earth; and man- the 
microcosm and mihiature copy of the macro
cosm- is the living witness to this Univer
sa! Law and to the m?de of its action. We 
see that every external motion, act, gesture, 
whether voluntary or mechanica!, organic or 
mentàl, is produced an.tl preceded by internal 
feeling or emotion, will or volition, and thought 
or mind. As no ontward motion or change, 
when normal, in man's external body can take 
place unless provoked by an inward im.pulse, 
given through one of the three functions 
named, so with the • externàl or mahifested 
Dniverse. The whole Kosmos is guided, con
trolled, and animated by almost endless series 
of Hierarchies of sentient Beings, each hav
ing a mission to perform, and who - whether 
we give to them one' name or another, andcall 
them Dhyan-Chohans or Angels - are 'mes
sengérs' in the sense only that they are the 
agents of Karmic and Cosmic Laws. They 
vary infinitely in their respective degrees of 
consciousness and intelligence; and to call 
them all pure spirits without any of the 
earthly alloy "which time is wont to prey 
upon" is only to indulge in poetical fancy. 
For ·each of these Beings either was, or pre
pares to become, a man, if not in the present, 
then in a past or a coming cyde (Manvantara). 
They are perfected, when not incipient, men; 
and differ morally from the terrestrial human 
beings on their higher (less material) spheres, 
only in that they are devoid of the feeling of 
personality and of the human emotional na
ture - two purely. earthly characteristics. 

-H. P. ·BLAVATSKY: The Secret Doctrine, 
Vol. I, pp. 274-5 

As has been said elsewhere by the 
authors of this book, it is not our 
intention to write a formal biography 
of a mere physical personality. The 
two or three chapters which will be de
voted to that phase of the lifë and work 
of H. P. Blavatsky are quite sufficient 
in order tó sketch all that it is neces
sary to say along that line .. This book 
is an endeavor to setbefore the reader 
the biography, so to say, of a Soul, and 
also certain profound mystical and psy.: 
chological mysteries which are insepa
ràbly and intrinsically bound up with 
the Theosophical work which that 
great Soul, H. P. Blavatsky, did when 
she worked among men as the Messen-
ger of the great Sages and Seers. ' 

We claim that.this is the truest kind 
of biography, for it is an attempt to 
penetrate behind the veils of the out
ward seeming, and to conie into direct 
contac,t with the grand motîvating 
causes of her life. These are the things 
which should interest men more pro
foundly than the ordinary matters 
which are dealt with in biographies of 
the usual type. 

What a man or a woman really is in 
himself or in herself: what that man or 
woman really thought: what the prin
ciples we.re which guided the conduct 
of that man or that woman in his or in 
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her life and work on earth: these are 
the real things in any biography, be
càuse they are causal and not merely 
the effects that appear on the surface 
and which every one can easily enough 
see and understand. 

Too large a portion of customary 
biographical writing deals with what 
are, after all, more or less unimportant 
events in the life which the biographer 
attempts to describe. The case of over
q._çcentuation of merely personal idio
syncrasies or peculiarities is well illus
trated, perhaps, in a certain few of füe 
remarks made in Febniary, 1929, by a 
very eminent American statesnian of a 
philosophical bent of mind, who, in re~ 
f erring to a certain recent attempt to 
'debunk,' as it is called, the record of 
the first American president, George 
Washington, is quoted by the press
reports as having included the follow
ing observation in the course of his 
remarks. We refer to Mr. Charles 
Eva.ns Hughes, who is quoted as hav
ing said the following: 

We like to know the iritimate details of the 
lives of our eminent m~n, but you cannot 
knowthe mountain by rambling in the thickets 
about its slopes, however fascinating the maze, 
and howèver thrilling the little discoveries. 

' • 

This imbodies very well indeed the 
idea which we have just been speaking 
of as . regards biographical writing. 
Whatever the case. as regards George 
Washington; the first President of the 
United States, may or may not have 
been, the fact nevertheless remains that 
any great character is to be undersfood 
from what the individual himself. or 
herself actually was, as expressed in 

the Iife-work and in.the thoughts and 
in the· bias of character which such 
great person ma:nifested when living; 
and by no means in the more or less 
petty details of the personal existence. 
Emphasis placed upon these, however 
laudable may be the idea of the pro
ponents of such sort of biographical 
writing that it clarifies our understand
ing of what great people are, neverthe~ 
less distracts the attention away from 
matters of real moment, and obscures 
our understanding of character. 

Great men or great women, we re~ 
peat, must be understood from änd in 
their essential selv~s, ánd not from 
what surrounding circumstances and 
the difficulties they had to meet and 
over~ome, may have brought out in the 
form of small and unimportant details 
of personal characteristics. 

True biographical writing is, as said 
in the Preface of this book, somewhat 
like the writing of a true national his-

• tory. If history to the reader means 
merely a bald and bare record of wars 
-ànd of mHitary leaders, or of parlia
mentary squabbles and of parliament
ary leaders, as most history actually 
is: in other words, if history consists 
merely,of military and political events, 
then we are wrong; but we venture to 
say that not one man in amillioil woul.d 
admit for an instant that history is 
naught butsuch a bald and bare record. 

History is a study of men's souls 
and of the aètivities of their minds, 
and of the impulses of their hearts, as 
expressed in the civilizations which 
they make,- civilizations, the very 
fabric of which is builded of the 
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thoughts of men and cemènted with 
their he.arts' blood. 

Of course such reflèxions as those 
which immëdiately preèede; obviously 
occur .to any thoughtful mind, and 
therefore it. is clear enough that -the 
story of H. P. Blavatsky, the Mystery, 
to be a true story, must be a study of 
that Mystery, bringing forth an· ex
planation of it written in às simple a 
manner as it is J)OSsible to do'. 

The real biography, therefore; of 
H. P. Blavatsky, is the explanation of 
what she.was herself, and_of why she 
didcertain things, ànd of how she carne 
to do them, and from whom she carne; 
and also an exposition of the purpose 
of li~r so coming. This pu:rpose w;as the 
disseinination of the teachings which 
she brought from thóse who sent her 
forth. These teachings, then, are the 
core or heàrt of àny truthful biogra
phical outline of H. P. Blavatsky's life 
and mission inher last incarnation. • 

Theosophists have often shown that 
the prciof of the teaèhings which she 
brotight anew to the Western World 
lies in those teachings theniselves, and 
nothing could be more natural and 
proper. She did not bring sol_llething 
to the world which she asked the world 
to accept merely ·on· the authority of 
herown statements, but always <lid she 
say in s~bstance: "Here are the teach
ings which were given to me to bring 
to you. Study them and draw your 
own conclusions from them. They rest 
in the fabric of Nature itself, and upon 
N a:ture's • eternal foundations, and 
theréfore prove themselves." • 

H. P. Blavatsky was altogether right 

in this. The real testing, whether or 
not such or another who comes before 
the world with a new message for man
kind, comes with authority, rests en
tirely on the fact whether the message 
which is so brotight is based on natural 
truth. 

Thus, therefore, it is in an examina
tion of theseteachings themselves that 
we find the proof of H. P. Blavatsky's 
statements regarding her mission -to 
the world, for here we are directly faced 
with the following logici-1-1 problem: 
either she was or she was not what she 
claimed to be, the Messenger of the 
great Seers and Sages. If she was, the 
Message which she brought should 'be 
one of stich high dignity and so :firmly 
based on Nat ure itself that the prógress 
of human knowledge will but confirm 
the truth of ·the evidences which· she 
iaid before the world of the reality of 
her teachings. If she was not, then all 
that she brought is worthless, except 
in so far, perhaps, as being the ingeni
ous product of an able and skilful brain. 

It has been already shown in several 
places in· preceding chapters how the 
vèry remarkable progress tliat recent 
physical science has made, has in each 
and every. instance supported arid 
proved, in so far as these sdentific re~ 
searchers have gÓne, H. P. Blavatsky's 
evidences brnught forward by her in 
support of the teachings that she pro~ 
mulgated. Nor has this corroboration 
of our Theosophical_ doctrines on the 
part of scientific men by any means 
ceased .. It is a real joy to most Theo
sophists to see how, with the· passage 
of every few years, some new and mar-
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velous discovery in physical scieilce 
corroborates and supports still more 
definitely statements made by H. P. 
Blavatsky in her various hooks, as re
gards physical nature. 

But the most interesting and the 
most forcible corroboration of • the 
Great Theosophist's teachings, is found 
not alone in the testimony of ultra
modern physical science, hut in the • 
marvelously changed views, scien:tific 
and philosophic, which the greatest 
thinkers of modern times have come to 
accept. These views and outlooks up
on life, of the greatest men in philoso
phy and science today, are so amazing
ly on all fours, at least as regards prin
ciples, and often in details, .with what 
H. P. Blavatsky clearly enunciated for
ty, even fifty years ago, that the most 
case-hardened skeptic must find these 
facts difficult to reconcile with the once
popular theory of H. P. Blavatsky hav
ing been merely an ingenious writer on 
philosophical and sciehtific lines. 

Here we have another problem fac
ing us. Either H. P. Blavatsky was 
the greatest genius that the ages have 
ever produced, forecasting not only in 
principles, as I háve just said, hut often 
in details, what later research and in
quiry into Nature have discovered: or 
else indeed she was whàt she said she 
was, the ¾essenger and mouthpiece of 
great Sages to whom the entire Book 
of Nature, visible and invisible, phy
sical andultra-physical, is open, a Book 
which those great Sages can easily 
read by reason of their secret methods 
of going behind the veils of the outward 
seeming, irito the heart of 'things. 

Which ·· of these two horns of th~ 
dilemma does the reader choose to im
pale himself upon? . He must choose. 
To the Theosophist there is no dilem
ma at all, and consequently no hörn 
awaiting àn unwilling act of hara kiri, 
as the Japanese say; hut to the skeptic,' 
the hom is füere, and his state of mimi 
must be an uneasy one. 

Yes, it is the teachings of H. P. Bla
vatsky which cleady are the keys of the 
Mystery which she was to the world, 
and of the still greater Mystery be
hind her - the reat character and· na~ 
ture of the Great Ones who sent her 
forth. In elucidating these very won
derful teachings, therefore, we bring 
the real nature of the Great Theoso
phist more clearly to the understanding 
of modern men. 

Now, . one of the noblest of these 
teachings, and one of the most far
rèaching in its import, is that of the 
hierarchical constitution of Universa! 
Nature. This hierarchical structure of 
Nature is so fundamental, so basic, that 
it may be truly called the structural 
framework of being. Either we must 
look upon Nature as an incomprehensi
ble àgglomerate of totally unrelated 
and incoherent· parts most strangely 
and mysteriously and inexplicably in
terworking amon.g themselves and pro
ducing the ma_rvelous natural phenom
ena which we aU see, or we. must look 
upon Nature - and in order to èonfine 
our reasoning within understandable 
limits we here refer only to our own 
Home-Universe, wh~ch is all that is 
within the encircling zone of the Milky 
Way, älthöugh the same reflexions ap-
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ply universally as well--'- as a vast Or~ 
ganism· of which every part is interre
lated and interlocked and in.terblended 
and interworking with every other 
part; thus forming the framework or 
structure of the Kosmos, guided by a 
Universal Reason, and inspired by a 
Consciousness superior to its compo~ 
nen.t portions. 

How any sane mind of the present 
day, knowing something of ultra-mod
ern science, and of the deductions 
which. ultra-modern scientists have 
been drawin.g in almost lightning-like 
succession during recent years, can 
view our uiliverse as unguided by in
yisible and unseen powers and entities, 
is something which the writers of the 
present book consider to be simply 
inexplicable. 

Thé least thoughtful mind must have 
realized that the part cannot contain 
more than the Whole contains. N ow, 
Man; as such an inferior part of the 
vast Organism of the Universe, has 
consciousness, and will, and reason, 
and feeling, and emotions, and· all the 
other various energies and faculties 
which in their aggregate compose him; 
and it stands to simple reason, there
fore, that as man is an inseparable part 
of the cosmic Whole, he merely re~ 
flects in himself what that cosmic 
Whole contains. 

-"', 

This statement alone is enough to 
show the reality of the invisible work
ings of the cosmic consciousnesses ener
gizing . the U niverse and working be
hind the veils of the outward seeming: 
in other words, the real existence of the 
living noumena behind the illusory 

phantasmagoria which the physical 
universe is. 

Our most advanced scientists today 
openly proclaim the illusory nature of 
the physical uni verse, and . place the 
causes of its being in cosmic energies; 
which is precisely what the Theoso
phist does; bût in döing this, the scien
tist gra:q.ts the whole argument for the 
Theosophist, because consciousness is 
hut the finest and purest form of ener
gy; and, furthermore, the energies that 
we see working in· the cosmic structure 
are hut the most m.aterial expressions 
of the hosts of cosmic beings which in
fill the invisible universe. 

Of course it should be said in pass'" 
ing that the Theosophist very much 
pref ers putting the consciousness-side 
of Universal Nature as the first or ori
ginating cause, and from it he derives 
all the lowàr Hierarchies of conscious
nesses which stream forth from this 
consciousness.;energy side, and mani~ 
f est in the uni verse of physical exist
ence which these Hierarchies them
selves cmnpose - in other words, they 
live in themselves. 

How plain, therefore, becomes the 
Theosophical statement, as H. P. Bla
vatsky so masterly portrayed it in her 
great hooks, especially in her The Se
cret Doctrine, that the Universe is hut 
a vast Organism, or, in other words, an 
aggregate, cosmically speaking, of in
numerable Hièrarchies of more or less 
conscious and developed entities all 
working together, all springing öf 
course from a common Source, and 
thus producing the universe of which 
our poor and imperfect physical senses, 
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our only physical channels of report, 
tell us something. 

Use has frequently been made, in 
the course of writing this book, of the • 
expression 'Chain of Causation.' But 
under no circumstances, if the reader 
please, should this phrase be taken in 
the sense of the old physical .determin- . 
ism belonging to a science now outlived 
and outworn. That physical deter
minism was practically naught but a 
wholly unfounded idea tha:t the Uni
verse lacked entirely any background 
having a reality in consciousness, and' 
therefore that, reduced to the fast ana
lysis, the Universe was but a helter
skelter arrangement of fortuitously 
driven and lif eless atoms without in
ternal guidance, and utterly devoid of 
any roots striking deep into the fabric 
of conscious being. 
·' 'The Chain of Causation,' as this 
phrase is used by the Theosophist, im
bodies an entirely different conception, 
· for. this Chain of Causation is not mere
ly founded in the interlocking and in-. 
terblending consciousnesses of Uriiver
sal Nature, but actu~lly represents the 
manifold and indescribable ·operations 
of these Hierarchies of consciousnesses 
in. the universe. This Theosophical 
teaching of the Chain of Causàtion, 
or, as it might otherwise be phrased of 
the Chain of Consequences, therefore, 
is the polàr antithesis of the. physical 
deterniinism belonging to the old
fashioned and now moribund material~ 
ism. 

It is impossible for any Theosophi
cal writer to place too much emphasis 
upon this distinction, for it goes to the 

root of things, and it i_s impossible to 
understand the Theosophical view
point withouthàvingthis first principle 
of riatural' being clearly outlined · in 
our minds. We Theosophists say that 

• the U niverse is imbodied in coriscious~ 
ness, flows forth from consciousness, 
and is wholly built around, upon, and 
in consciousnesses - coming now to 
the particular view. More,. we Theo
sophists say that the Universe is im
bodied consciousness, or rather con~ 
sciousnesses, This is a theme, hbw
ever, which will be dealt with at greater 
length in its proper place in the chaps 
ter headed 'Karman'; and attehtfon 
is called to it here only in ordertcifore
stall any possible misconcep,tion or mis
understanding of our meaning. 

Nature therefore works . af ter the 
hierarchical manner, because it is hier
archical in structure; or, to put it in 
another way, Nature is buta complexi
ty of interblending hierarchical struç-

. tures which in their aggregate form the 
Univérse as it is; and thereforeanun
derstanding of this structure • enables 
us to understand the nature of things as 
they are. 

Diversity exists everywhere ----:-one 
of the commonest known. facts of hu
man experience; and we must say 
either that this universa! diversity 
arises, in and out of nothingness, and 
has no meaning at all: or we must 
realize that it is simply representative 
of Nature.'s hierarchical constitution, 
as outlined above; in other words, that 
this universa!· diversity merely reflects 
or mirrors the universa! diversity aris~ 
ing out of • tlle complex hierarchical 
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structure. There is something wonder
fully fascinating about this conception 
of . the . innumerable hosts of entities 
existing in countlessHierarchies, which 
Hierarëhies in their totality are Nature 
itself. This picture shows us clearly 
the pathway of the evolutionary prog
ress of the Eternal Pilgrim, as the 
Theosophist likes to call the entitative 
being to whom we give the name, the 
Monad. There are no limits in any 
direction where evolution can be said 
to begin or where we can conceive of it 
as ending, for evolution in the Theo
sophical conception .~ and it is our in
tention to devote a chapter or two to 
this subject also,- is hut the process 
followed by these centers of conscious
ness .as they pass from eternity to eter
nity, so to say, in a beginningless and 
endless • course of t.mceasing .· growth. 
• Growth - here is the key to the 

real meaning of the Theosophical 
teaching· of evolution, for growth is 
hut the expression in detail of the 
genera! process . of. the unfolding of 
faculty and organ, which the usual 
word 'evolution' includes. The only 
diff erence between 'evolution' and 
'growth' is thàt the former is a genera! 
term in the Theosophkal conception, 
and the Iatter is a specific and particu
lar phase ofthis procedure of Nature: 
.in other · words, as• the mathematicians 
would say, growth is the particular 
instance of the genera! rule called 
Evolution; hut they are essentially 
the same. 

The human seed of microscopie size 
grows into a six-foot man, and in do
ing so throws outwar.d. into physical 

manifestation the energies and·powers 
and faculties pertaining to the indivi
dual consciousness therein working, 
and does so wholly along the lines of a 
causative chain of consequences; and 
what is this hut the evolution of the in
locked and infolded powers resident in 
that human seed from the beginning, 
and merely awaiting fit opportunity of 
time and circumstance to blossom forth 
into manifestation? Obviously this is 

• growth, and also obviously it is evolu
tion. 

Growth, therefore, in the Theosophi~ 
cal view, is nota phase only of evolu
tion, or the mere consequence of èvolu
tionary activity alone, hut is, in fa:ct, 
a demonstration of how evolution it
self works. Our meaning is, or should 
be, very clear, for it is simply that evo
lution and growth are actually the 
same thing, whatever modern evolu
tionists or 'Darwinists' may have to 
say about the matter. Their opinions 
they are as much entitled to as .other 
people are to their opinions, hut there is 
no need for anyone to accept theoreti
ca! speculatfons concerning · the nature 
and manner ofworking of evolution if 
he has sufficient insight of bis own to 
see that those opinions are personal to 
those who enunciate them. 

Growth is not merely the increase 
from the small to the large as popular
ly. supposed, as we see it in the case 
of the growth of the physical body, in 
mere size; hut it is, more truly speak
ing, the throwing out or self-expression 
in all the varied multiplicity of type 
and form, of shape and characteristic, 
of faculty and hitherto latent energy 
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now _coming forth into kinetic mani
festation, of an entity behind the 
scenes, or dwelling within-and abov_e 
- the visibly evolving or growing · be
ing; 

The identity of evolution and growth 
would seem to be so perfectly self ~ . 
evident that one may pause a moment 
and wonder and question oneself why 
this obvious identity has not been noted 
before, and due recognition as a fact 
of Nature, given to it. Probably the 
r.eason is simply that growth is such a 
familiar thing, as we humans see it to 
be, and evolution as a theory is so sur
rounded with misty and unnecessary 
attributes of speculation, that people 
unconsciously think_ that the two must 
be different. 

It is again to the Grea:t Theosophist, 
H. P. Blavatsky, that is due the origi
rtal work in our age of calling attention 
to the above obvious fact. It would 
probably be quite impossible to under
stan.d the real nature and the real opera
tion_ and the perfect interblending and 
intèrcohering nature of the Hiernrchies 
which infill the universe, and, indeed, 
make that uriiverse as well as infill. it, 
if another proposition of philosophy 
and of natura! law which H. P. Bla
vatsky called the attention of thinking 
people to, is not taken into due consi
dera,tion. 

It is this: Fundamentally, as even 
our ultra-modern science is now openly 
preaching, matter in all • its various 
ranges, and energy in all its various ac
tivities, are but two forms or aspects 
of an underlying Reality behind them 
both, ,of which Reality they both are 

aspects or forms possessing an entire-
ly illusory character. _ 

People have been so accustomed for 
many hundreds öf years to think of 
energy and miitter as radically differ~ 
entthings, thatitis somewhatdifficult 
for them to realize that neither'has an 
essential reality of its own; but that 
both matter and energy or force are 
the two phases or 'events' which the 
Reality behind. both imbodies iîself • in 
as a consequence of the Chain of Con
sequences before spoken· of, -and to 
which this Reality is itself subject, be
cause this Reality is itself the originat-
ing cause. _ , 

This may sound rather pfiilosophi
cally abstract, but the meaning ïs-sim
ply that the caU:sative·energy, whichis 
this Reality, works af ter certain man
ners, and in soworking, must necessari
ly follow the laws of its own being, in 
other wórds; its. own karmic Chain of 
Causation or. of. Consequences; and 
therefore it is involved or inwrapped 
into the web of its own self-expressions. 

The case is precisely similar with 
man, who, acting through his conscious
ness, and mótivated by impulses of his 
own being, inwraps or involves himself 
in a web or a network of destiny, which, 
as just said, originated in his own es
sence, in his own will and intelligence; 
and of necessity therefore he must 
undergo • to the·· bitter end the fruit
age of the causes he himself has set 
in motion. 

This Reality behind; or more accu
rately speaking, within, all things, is, 
as just said, Consciousness; and to be 
·even more particularly • definite, we 
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should unqûestionably say. consèious~ 
nesses. 

We Occidentals are entirely too apt 
to deal· in glittering • generalities and 
s~tisfy our minds with more or less 
vague, gener~lizing expressions as sig
nifying concrete facts. Of course the 
aggregate of consciousnesses is total
ized in the expression 'corisciousness,' 
just as other abstracts, such as 'length' 
and 'breadth' and 'width' and 'depth' 
are merely generalizing expressions, 
all referring, however, when they have 
any definite tneaning, to . particular 
things, which are long, and broad, and 
wide, and <leep. There is no such thing 
as length • and breadth and width and 
depth existing apart from things which 
are long and broad and wide and <leep; 
and so therefore "do we Theosophists 
insist thatwhile consciousness or any 
other similar generalizing term is .con
venient enough as an expression, , it 
means nothing at all unless we meari-it 
only as·. an abstract way. of ref erring 
to aggregates of particular things 
which ·are· individual consciousnesses. 

In exadly the same way, when we 
speak of matter, and energy or force, 
or when we Theosophists speak of 
spirit and substarice, of which matter 
and energy or force are the physical-, 
ized expressforis, we must remember 
that all these terms are abstractions, 
generalized expressions for certain en
tities manifestin:g aggregatively. 

Spirit, for instance, is not different 
from matter, and is only relatively so 
différent, or evolutiqnally so• different: 
the diff erence not lying in the roots of 
these two, where th~y become one in 

the underlying Consciousness-Reality, 
as already said, hut in their character 
are two evolutional forms of manifes
tation of that underlying Reality. In 
other words, to use the terminology of 
ultra-modern scientific philosophy, 
spirit and matter are each of· them re
spectively an 'event' as the underlying 
Rèality passes thrnugh eternal dura
tion. 

Particularizirig, thereforé, the Theo
sophist points out that what men ·call 
Spirit is the summit or acme or root or 
seed or beginning • or noumenon·~ call 
it by any name you may wish to call 
it by -,- of any particular Hierarchy 
existing in the innumerable hosts • of 
the Cosmic Hierarchiès, with all of 
which any such Hierarchy is, as al
ready said, inextricably interblended 
and interworking. 

Equivalently, what me~ call Matter 
or Substance, is likewise, or in one 
sense the most developed, or in another 
sense the most evolved, form of expres
sion of this same Spirit in any one such 
particular Hierarchy: and this is hut 
another 'Yay of saying that matter is 
hut inherent eriergies or inherent pow
ers or inherent facµlties of that same 
Spirit unfolded, rolled out, and self
expressed, and is the nether pole of 
what the original and originating spirit 
is; for spirit is the primal or original 
pole of theevolutionary activity which 
brought forth through its own inherent 

, energies the appearance or manif esta
tion in the cosmic spaces of stich a 
Hierarchy. Between the originant or 
spirit and the resJ.Iltant or matter, there 
is <1.ll the infinite range of hierarchical 
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stages or steps, thus forming the Lad~ 
der of Lif e or the Ladder of Being of 
ány one such Hierarchy. 

In common with most, and probably 
all, the great religions and philosophies 
of the archaic ages, these intermediary 
spaces or degrees of the hierarchical 
ladder - and we are speaking at the 
present moment of any one particular 
Hierarchy as illustrating the genera! 
rule - are seven in number, or, look
ing at the matter from another view
point, these intermediary stages or 
grades or degrees or rungs of the cosmic 
Ladder of Lif e or Being may be enu
merated as ten in number. Both meth
ods of enumeration are correct. • The 
difference in figure lies only in the fol
lowingfact: the septenary or sevenfold 
Hierarchy is all of the Hierarchy that 
pertains to the world of manifestation 
r·anging from the spiritual to the ultra
material of any Hierarchy; while the 
denary or tenfold system of count
ing,, includes not only the sevenf old 
manifested worlds, as àbove described, 
butalso three others of an ultra-spiri
tual nature and character; and which 
three others we can call the 'Divine. 

Now, conceive to yourself, as al
ready hinted, not any one such ·particu
lar Hierarchy, no matter how great or 
how small it may be in. cosmic space, 
but numberless hosts of such Hierar
chies existent in and infilling and ac
tually composing the fields of bound
less infinitude, in other words, the 
spaces of Space; and all these, as al
ready hereinbefore. said, interlocked 
and interworking and interrelated and 
interblended: and you have before you 

what may be called athumb-nail sketch 
of the hierarchical structure of theUni
verse. 
• • Many philosophers and indeed theci

logians for that matter; in Occidental 
countries, have wonderedwhencearose 
in the minds of the ancients, their con
ception of the hierarchical classes of 
the gods: ii:i other words these Occi~ 
dental spéculators have wondered how 
it was that all over the world and in all 
the ages and in many parts of the 
world even today, the theogonical con
struction of the universe, as a philoso
phical and religious scheme, carne into 
the m_inds of these ancients. 

The questiqn is, in truth, a very per
tinent one, because, according to Theo~ 
sophy, the Theogony of the ancients 
and their more abstract and refined 
philosophizing, are based on the hierar
chical structure of the Universe·as we 
have hereinbefore outlined it. How did 
they acquire this knowledge? Whence 
did they derive it unless from the exer
cise of the same inner faèulties of 
vision and from the keen powers of 
observation that we know they pos
sessed? 

The Theosophist goes further, how
ever, and says that their knowledge of 
these things, as based upon. the hierar
chical structure of the U niverse, carne 
to them from the same source whence 
H. P. Blavatsky, the Great Theosó
phist, derived it: from the Association 
of great Sages and Seers before spoken 
of, who are, as already said, the Guar
dians of the mystic, archaic,Wisdom
Religion .. 

Mighty men indeed were some of 
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thöse ançients, meri whose names to
day even are revered: men of whom it 
has been customary in Occidental coun
tries • during the small period of time 
of fifteen hundred years or more last 
past, to speak as being men whose un
tutoredfaculties and aspiring but more 
or less ignorant understanding, brought 
forth these marvels of religious and phi
losophical 'ingenuity.' How sensible 
men have ever been· able to reconcile 
an imbecile theory such as this last with 
the known intuitional power and 
strength of intellect that the greatest 
men among the ancients had, is some~ 
thing which must cause thoughtful 
men to pausè in amaze .. 

But the explanation is simple enough, 
and it is this: that during the last fif
teen hundred years or so, there was 
practically no knowledge of Nature 
whatsoever, except the small portion 
that carne over to the Dark Ages from 
those ancient nations surrounding the 
Mediterranean Sea; and consequently 
men in our early European history were 
so self-sufficient in their satisfaction 
with their own particular form of re
ligion that they failed io see into what 
an extravagant logica! impg.sse they 
had brought themselves. 

Growing. knowledge of· Nature, in 
cither words, the advancing science of 
European civilization, in time broke 
down this self-sufficient egoism of our 
forefathers of. the Dark and Medieval 
periods; and . there then succeeded to 
the self-sufficient egoism of the medie-
val times, the equivalently self-suffi
cient egoism of the new-bom science. 
Even as late as thirty years ago, scien-

tific thinkers and speculators were so 
desperately afraid of dropping back 
into tlie old ruts of scholastic thinking, 
that they blindedthemselves to the de
ductions which they ought of necessity 
to have drawn from the facts of Nature 
even then discovered. 

But truth is mighty, and will pre
vail, says the old proverb, and this 
aforetime self-sufficient egoisi:n of sci
entific men has utterly gone to pieces 
with the new. insights into N aturethat 
more recenf natural research has given 
to us, and with the marvelous philoso~ 
phical deductions that our brightest 
and best minds have drawn from these 
latest advances in scientific discovery. 

So true is this, thatthe Theosophical 
student and thinker finds himself 
obliged to be ever on the alert in order 
merely to keep abreast with the amaz
ing rapidity with which new discoveries 
are made and new deductions are drawn 

• from them, as concèrns the universe 
surrounding us; hut in practically all 
instances, every new discovery, we 
Theosophists find, corroborates and 
strengthens 1he Theosophical position, 
and proves as true the marvelous doe-' 
trines of our Theosophical philosophy, 
which the Great Theosophist, H. P. 
Blavatsky, brought again to.the West
ern World. 

Our greatest scientific luminaries to
day are becoming Mystics indeed, and 
they have hut to follow to the logfcal 
end the lines of thought that today are 
already laid in scientific theory and 
speculation in order to come into full 
cóncord and scientific and philosophi
cal union with the Theosophiçal stand-
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points or viewpoints respecting not ' 
merelymatters touched on in this chap
ter, hut other natural facts as well. 

• We have great men in science 
today, for instance, openly. teaching 
what the authors of this book have 
already set forth in the·- preceding 
paragraphs, regarding the funda
mental identity of matter and sub
stance. The amazing theories of 
men like Dr. Albert Einstein and Dr. 
Robert A. Millikan, just to mention 
two names, stand forth. on all fours, so 
far as principles go, with the Theoso
phical teachings regarding the same 
fields of thought. Our greatest scien
tists today are beginning to tell us, as 
Professor A. S. Eddington of Cam
bridge University (England) has•done 
early tli:is year ( 19 2 9), that all Nature 
is hut imbodied consciousness, or, as we 
Theosophists would say, imbodied con
sciousnesses; and dedarations such as 
this last are now listened to not mere
ly with patience. by the r1:1-nk and file 
of the other scientists, hut are eagerly 
read, thought about, and speculated 
upon by the man in the street also. 
_ It is the immense diversity existing 

throughout manifested Nature -which 
off ers a problem ine:X:plicable both from 
the standpoint of mere logic and from 
the stahdpoint of even cun::ent philoso
phical and scientific theory-,---; and; let 
us add, inexplicable by current reli
gious ideas ~ unless the roots of this 
bewildering diversity of things and na
tural beings are laid squarely in the 
foundations of the hierarchical · struc
ture of the Universe - in other words, 
in the vast complexity of interlocking 

and interworking and füterblending 
Hierarchies of· the cosmos. 
- We have already sa.id that this diver

sity exists in the diversity of these Hier
archies. The Hierarchies • are incom
putably numerous, andtheir activities 
equally so; • and this hierarchical diver~ 
sity is the root and càuse ofthe natural 
diversity which we human beings sense 
around us. 

Will the reader be kind enough to 
note clearly that these Hierarchies do 
not exist merely in the cosinos, nor in 
any sense do they exist apart /rom the 
cosmos; nor are they different /rom 
the cosmos; nor are they rrierely ex
pres sions of the cosmos; nor are they 
in any other sense or in any other man
ner, or af ter any other wise, separate 
or distinct from the cosmos: hut are 
in very fact the cosmos itself, because 
not only do they infill it and inform it, 

· hut what the cosmos or universe is, it 
is, because it is they. They are the 
bone of the bone and the blood of the 
blood, as well as the forin of the form, 
of ·the cosmos'. - It is they .that make 
the bewildering diversity which sur
rounds us, even in this cross-section of 
the Universe which we call our physi.:. 
cal sphere; for this physical sphere is 
what we Theosophists call a '.world' or 
'plane' of the Boundless All; and these 
worlds or planes are practically infinite 
in number and e:X:istin all-various de
grêes or stages of etherealify or materi
ality. 

There are other cross-sections or 
worlds, or planes, which are purely spi
ritual, so far as our own particular 
Home-Hierarchyis concerned;. and this 
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same Home-Hierarchy of ours con:.. 
tains other worlds or planes or spheres 
much .more material than is our own 
especial or particular cross-section of 
the All which we call our physical 
sphere. AH these: the spiritual and 
the material, and a:ll intermediate 
planes or spheres: are : infilled, filled 
full, replete with, living entities, enti
ties in all-various grades or degrees of 
evolutionary advancement as regards 
consciousness, and therefore of faculty,. 
and therefore of energy; and therefore 
of substance, because ali these are fun:-

damentally one; and all this vast and 
bewilderingly incomputable aggregate 
of hosts of entities in all-various de
grees of consciousness, are in them
selves not only the informing spirits 
thereof, hut are the very fabric and 
framework in which they themselves 
live and work, much as man's spirit
soul is the origiri even of his own phy
sical body, as well as of all the other 
elements of his Ï):mer constitution, and 
at the same time is his irispiring .and 
inspiriting Genius - 'genius' in the old 
Latin sense of the word. 

THE PEACOCK-GOD OR "DEVIL ·RE
DEEMED" 

H. T; EDGE, M. A., D. UTT. 

IN 1888 H. P. B1avatsky founded a 
Theosophical magazine and gave it 

the unexpected title of Lucifer. In 
that name was expressed by a single 
word one of the most important, per
hips the most important, of Theosophi
cal teachings ;· and her title was a chal
lenge. 
• As she explains in an article about 

this name ( as also in many· other parts 
of her writings), the theological idea 
of the Devil or Satan'has resulted from 
confounding together.two separate and 
distinct conceptions, with results dis
astrous both to the doctrine and to the 
conduct based thereon. Venus-Luci
fer; the Light-Bringer or Redeemer, 
has been confused with that Devil who 
is hut the personification of our evil 
desires; and the consequence has been 

that people, under pretense of warning 
them against their evil desires, have 
been taught to f ear their aspirations. 

The immediate occasion for these re
marks and for those which follow is the 
appearance in an illustrated weekly of 
a picture of a steel image of th~Yezidi 
'peacock-god,' under which is writteri: 

The Yezidis, a race scattered over Kur
distan, Armenia, and the Caucasus, worship 
the redeemed Devil in the semblance \jf a 
peacöck. . . . They believe he has regained 
his place in heaven as the highest of the Arch
angels. 

The same subject is mentioned in 
The Secret Doctrine in a quotation 
from the· author of War in H eaven, 

1 

which. runs as follows: 

Why do the Y ezidis, the 'Devil-W orship
ers,l worship the 'Muluk-Taoos'- the 'Lord 
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KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. DE. PuRUCKER, M. A., n. LITT. 

PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER XI-THE HIERARCHICAL CONSTITUTION OF NATURE (Concluded) 

"The whole Kosmos is guided, controlled, . and• 1:!,nimated by almost endless series of 
Hierarchies of sentient Beings, each ha ving a mission to perform, and who ... are the agents 
of Karmic and Cosmic Laws."- H. P. BLAVATSKY in The Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 274 

W HENCE did H. P. Blavatsky, 
the Great Theosophist, draw 

these ideas? Whence did she get the 
full elaboration of them, which makes 
the unspeakably profound teachings . 
that she brought anew to the Western 
World? Höw was it that a woman, 
who, however inspiringly great, high
minded, and noble-spirited, she • may 
have been in herself, had no scientific 
education whatsoever, and no educa
tion in philosophy, and practically 
non'e in religion, so far ,as any technica! 
details go - how is it, we ask, thatshe 
produced literary works öf oütstarid~ 
ing valu:e and merit; in which these 
truly sublime conceptions and teach 0 

ings are elaborated in so masterly a 
manner? 

How wilL the reader answer Ü1ese 
questions ~ and, indeed, many others 
that must occur tohis reflective mind? 

It does seem to us Theosophists that 
the mere proposal of such problems 
as· these holds in itself a sufficient 
proof that she was the Messenger and 
Mouthpiece of titanic intellects illu
minated by.·the loftiest arid most de
veloped spiritual intuition. Only the 

great can understand the great. What 
is· greatness but the becoming at-one 
with man's own inner god?· What is 
greatness except a manifestation of 
faculties and powers which in their ag
grega;te flow forth from the center of 
essential divinity within us? H. P. Bla
va.tsky was indeed greafin herself on 
thelines just enunciàted; hut in àddi
tiori to this she was the Messenger. of 
Those • who sent her. 

· Here we have thetwo kèys· fortinder
standing the nature and missionof one 
whóbrought to the world a systematk 
formulation . of Religion-Philosophy-· 
Science which, as William Quan J ûdge, 
the, second Leader ofthe Theosophicàl 
Movement, puts it, is like an Ocean of 
Knowledge which • gives to the greatest 
minds • their widest scope, and will yet 
at its shores not overwhelm the ;under
standing of a child. 

Which is the morè înteresting: to 
look upon H; P. Blavatsky as a Rus
sian wonian, bor!1 in sucha year, edu:.. 
cated more or less àfter sucharnanner, 
wearing such or other clothing,. pos
sessed of such or other physical and 
mentalpeculiarities, founding a Society 
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-with a certain number of members or 
adherents, and Uving in such or other 
places, and dying in such a year: or 
the taking óf the consciousness of her 
spirit and of her mind, as expressed in 
the grea:t litérary works which she left 
behind her, and looking upon this con
sciousness as the field,of the thoughts 
on which her mind dwelt, unto '.Vhich 
her heart was attached, an.d fromwhich 
she drew the mystica! life that was 
in her? 

Itisin her teachings; itis irt the life 
thàt she taught men to live, where we 
should look in order to unqerstand 
those teachings; it is in the profound 
and beautiful ethic that she pro
claimed; it is in the. utter self-abnega~ 
tion and self ~sacrificing beauty of her 
life: it is in all these, we say, that we 
can find· the explanation of ·who and 
what H. P. Blavatsky, the GreatTheo
sophist, was. 

In these we see the causes of her 
coming into the world as the Messen
ger of her Teachers. Here we can 
look behind the veil of the outward 
seeming, át leasta smallway, into the 
arcana of her powedul mind and her 
brilliant souL This is a study that is 
.well worth while, and it is the only bio
graphy of • H. P. Blavatsky that is 
worth ~nything at all, from the stand
point ·of real values, for it • is the bio
graphy of her Soul. 

It is all very well to say, as possi
bly some superficial reader might al
lege; that af ter all, the teachings which 
H. P. Blavatsky brought; were not her 
own, but are only what she. herself 
claimed them to be: the doctrines of 

hid Seers of mighty genius, of whom 
she was merely" the Messenger and 
Mouthpiece; and that, therefore, it is 
no true biography of H. P. Blavatsky 
merely to set forth and explain certain 
teachings of which she was merely the 

. transmitter or promulgator. But such 
an allegatfön would be both superficial 
and stupid. We repeat what has been 
said before: it takes greatness to UI).

derstand greatness; it takes fitness to 
• demonstràte what is fit; it takes capa

city to contain the .great; and it stands 
to reasonthat the great Sages and Seers 
would not choose the worst, the most 
inapt, and the most unfit, vehicle for 
the transmission of their Message to 
the world, · in place of· the best for 
that. purpose .that they could find. 

No, the fact that she was so chosen, 
shows that she was capable and great; 
and furthermore, the proof that she was 
capable of containing and of giving 
forth greatness, is that she did contain 
gteatness and did give it. 

It all comes back to the same point: 
unless she herself, the Great .Theoso
phist,·had been the fittest and most ap
propriate instrument for the dissemina
tion of the archaic Wisdom-Religion 
among • modern men, she certainly 
would not have been chosen for that 
sublime work. What lessons can we 
not learn from all this, as we reflect 
upon her lif e arid accomplishments, 
and ponder over them thoughtfully ! 

One has but to remember what the 
world was into which H. P. Blavatsky 
carne, and what it was at the time when 
she began her • wonderful series of ac~ 
tivities, in order to realize how well 
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and truthfully she herself described • broughf with her from her Teacher.s. 
her mission, as the breaker of "the 
molds of mind." •• Since her time, the 
world has moved with startling rapi
dity ei.long the lines of thought that she 
laid down, and in the direction towards 
which she pointed with unerring finger. 
Great things grow in the silence. In • 
the silence lies the seed and in the si
lence • it brings forth what is in its 
heart. Thus all growth takes place; 
and those who suppose that H. P. Bla
vatsky had less to do with the break
ing of the molds of men's minds that 
existed when she worked, than she 'ac
tually had, do not understand human 
psychology, we f ear. 

She cast forth into the w:()rld the 
seeds of thought of the Message that 
she was sent to bring to us, and quiet~ 
ly in the silences of men's minds and 
hearts, those seeds took root and grew, 
and like the plant that will burst the 
rock into which it sends deep its roots, 
so did these seeds of thought sown. by 
her strike deep roots into the minds 
and· hearts of men, breaking the ada
mantine hardness of custom and preju
dice and predilection:. 

The scientific speculations and 
teachings and theories and _hypotheses 
which exist today were in large part 
utterly• unknown when H. P. Blavat
sky •in 1891 passed • on to what she 
called 'Home.' -Her faithful followers, 
to whom due credit should be given for 
thçir splendid work, labored unceasing
ly af ter her death, and continue so la
boring, spreading still farther over the 
world the body of doctrine and of 
ideals which • the Great Theosophist 

Turning now to our main theme: 
As H. P. Blavatsky says so truly in 
the quotation from her The Secret 
Doctrine which prefaces the previous 
chapter: "The Universe is worked and 
guided from within outwards." This 
of course mu~t be obviously true to 
anyone :who understands the first prin-
ciples of the doctrine of Evolution, or 
Unfolding, as it is taught in Theoso:
phy, and as this operation of Nature 
is.-becoming more clearly tinderstood 
by our ultra-modern thinkers. It is the 
Hierarèhies of Nature which lie in what 
we may popularly. call the invisible 
wodds, which furnish the urging im
pulses which are manifest in this our 
physical world, and which we human 
beings sense more or less dearly. Be
cause the roots of our physical being 
are in those invisible worlds, therefore 
do they express here on our plane in 
our sphere the operations of the causa
tive chain of events which odginate 
• i~ those invisible spheres .. 

It shotild not be thought for a mo
ment that these invisible . worlds or 
spheres or planes are essèntially: dif
ferent from our own, for the exact con
trary is the case. The old Hermetic 
axiom is a very true one, and itvoices 
not only the consensus of opinion of 
the greatest minds all over the world 
in ancient days, but ,also the instinct~ 
ive sense of harmony and proportion. 
which.any unbiased mind actually has. 
This Hermetic axiom is usually quoted 
as follows: "What is below is as what 
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isiäbQv'e; andwhat isabove is às what • 
is·beïowt •·· • 

. N:Jw, th~ id~a here is ~ot that thè 
physicafwödd is a phcitographic copy, 
ici to, sày, in every niinutest•detail,. or 
in evéiyparticular of-sl:iapk, nor in all 
. the .minutiae. of operation; whkh. char
acteriie the invisible wOrlds. Thatis 
not the meani11g. It is rather that this 
World is the genera! refléxion, thé mir
roring .011 • broad lines, of. what th.e in-· 
v.isible worlds or spheres or planes con
tain: 
: It 1oes not mean, for instance, that 
there is a United States d · America, 
~s:è:id~tèiit in this world):som.ewhere in 
fli.ë:iiivisible worlds, wÎth'~very e~act 
detail of coá.stal outline, or of moun
tain rarig~, ·or of every particular atom 
in any particula:i-porHon of the i-ocky 
sphere'ofthi~part of the New World; 
hut it.does rriean that the United States 
of Ameri~a as existent i~ this world, • 
j';(a}eflexion or copy in tlze general of 
some equivalent continental body ex
istent • in the world next superior to 
otirs. • 

Ail these invisible ~orlds have each 
oneits own congeries~ofwhat we may 
call the physical characteristics of that 
world: rriountains, lakes, oceans, winds 
therefore· a.n atmosphè~e, stars, and 
what-not: and all these are, relatively 
speaking, as solid and •. substantial to 
the inhabitants öf any such sphere as 
our own are to us .. It would be incom- . 
prehensible if throughou.t the botirtdless 
ranges of the Universe, invisible and 
visible, things· were utterly contrary, 
different, from what they are here, or 
that the working· energies and con-

·scious eritities sh~uld be· utterly . cori~ 
. trary to and different here from what 
they are in other, ·and to us, invisible 
wodds and spheres and planes. 

Nature does not work in thàt way. 
She a1ways follows lines of least resis
tancé in her growth and in her build
ing of things; and the line of least re
sistance is always that of the Chain of 
Causation as, hereinbefore described, 
which in its workings we call Evo
lution. • 

We now turn to a somewhat differ
ent aspect of our subject, hut one which 
is, nevertheless, extremely important, 
and which will make a direct appeal 
to most thinking men. It can be en
coinpassed in the following question: 
What relation do these invisible worlds 
have to man before birth and after 
death? This includes a subject which 
wil,l be developed more fully in a chap
ter devoted in part particularly to it, 
and entitled 'Man.' For the purpose 
of rounding out our present thème, 
however, we have been obliged to in
troduce ·it in passing in order to give 
a genera! view of the subject to which 
this and the previous chaptei-s have 
.been devoted. 

The truth is that man, like èvery 
other entity or thing, is a child of the 
Universe in which he lives: he springs 

. from it, he lives in it, and he returns 
into the deép and mystic recesses of the 
arcana of its bosom when he passes 
away to his adventures after death, or, 
what comes tothe same thing, the ad
ventures that he undergoes before re
incarnation into a new physical body. 
These thoughts form a subject as fas-
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èinating in itself as it is both suggest- . 
ive and instructive. , 

Man, then, like everything else -
entity or what is called 'thing'- is, to 
use the ultra-modern terminology of 
philosophical scientists, an 'everit,' that 
is to say, the expression of a central 
consciousness-center or Monad passing 
through one or another. particular 
phase of its long, long pilgrimage over 
and through infinity, and through eter
nity. This, therefore, is the rèason 
why the Theosophist often speaks of 
the Monadic consciousness-center as 
the Pilgrim of Eternity. Any one ·phase 
that this monadic center may itself 
bring to pass, or, in other words, mani
fest 1n, we may, as just said, adopting 
the ultra-modern terminology of scien
tific philosophy, call an 'event.' The 
human being on this earth in any one 
incarnation, therefore, is an 'event' in 
this sense, in other words, a passing or 
tempornry expression of the energies 
and substances flowing forth from the 
monadic consciousness-center at the 
core of his being, or, as we Theoso
phists love to say, from his inner 
god. 

,Anöther chapter, on 'Evolution,' 
will attempt to set forth in more or less 
adequate detail, how man, or indeed 
àny other erttity. or thing, progresses 
along the pathways of eternity in re
peated phàses ofexperience or 'events.' 

The Chain of Causation referred to 
above, has already been explained to 
be, in the Theosophical conception, by 
no . means a physically deterministic 
sequènce of events, and therèfore it is 
in no wise and in no sense whatsoever; 

fatàHsm,.but is in all cases a sticcessfon 
of 'evènts' in the sense hereinbefore 
set forth. This shows at once.the illu
sory nature of the U niversè fü any one 
~ and indeed in all --- of its manifes
tations, whethèr they be spidtual of 
physical or intermediate, arid pàrticu-

• larly so as regards the physical uni~ 
verse. 

Not • only man, therefore, but the 
U niversefo which he lives, may be, and 
properly is, to be looked upon as an 
'event.' This is the core of the mean
ing of the teachings of the ancient Hin~ 
dû mystics; such as Patafijali • in his 
Yoga Aphorisms, where he sets forth 
the frue teaching that the U niverse 
may be said to exist forthe purposes 
of the Self, meaning not merely the 
seH of man :_ nor the self of any other 
particular entity - which meaning, so 
far as we humans are concerned, is hut 
an expression of our own human ego~ 
isn;i; hut, properly understood, Pa
tafijali's reference is to the Self of th~ 
Universe first of all, including there
fore the numberless Selves which that . . 
Universe comprises. 

In order to make· more clear to the 
genera! reader just whatultra~modern 
scieritifü:: philosophical thinkers have 
to say about this matter of the exist
ence of 'events' as contrasted with the 
old idea of eternallyendtiring 'things' 
and 'souls,' perhaps it may be well to 
quote the following extract from an 
article which appeared in The Obser.
ver, of London, England, issue of 
January 27, 1929, and written by 
Professor A. Wolf, Professor of Sci
entific Theory)n London University: 
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One of the • commonest words in. everyday 
use is the wor.d 'thipg,' or its equivalent. 
Whatever part· .. of . the real• w.orld one refets 
to, one is prone to describe it as a 'thing,' hav
ing certain qualities, standing in various rela
tions, doing certain functions, and so on._ The 
'lhing,' whatever it may be,is commonly re
garded as a permanent pivot supporting charig
ing qualities, relations, functions, etc. • And 
throughout the history of science, thinkers 
havegrappled with the problem as to the na
ture of 'things.' In the- domain of physical 
·sciènce, this • problem is generally referred to 
as the problem of the constitution of matter. 
Many theories have been put forward; and 
the above-mentioned electric theory of matter 
is the latëst of such theories. .\Vhat I want 
to explain now is how the • electric • theory of 
matter, coupled with the theory of relativity, 
is tending to change our deep-rooted mental-
habit of regarding reality às. made up .of 
'things.' 

The oldest and most famBiartheory of the 
constitution of matter is that known • as the 
atomie theory. A~cording to it all 'tfüngs' 
are composed of certain indivisible particles 
called atoms (or 'indivisibles'). In recent 
times, some .niriety different. kinds of atoms 
were assmried to exist, and all material things 
were supposed to consist of such atoms in all 
sorts of combinätioris and permutations. The 
changes• visible in all things were regarded • as 
due to changes in the. anangements of the 
atoms, not to cli.ariges in the atoms themselves, 
which were believed to be immutable. But· 
this view was found to be erroneous, and 
has now been rèplaced by the· theory that 
atoms • are not such • ultimate imrnutable 
'things,' but charges of positive and negative 
electricity (protons and electrons) of vary
ing ciegrees Qf complexity. 
• N ow a charge of electricity ii a form of 

influence, and is not comparable to the di~ 
miriutive billiard-balls or pebblès, after the 
likeness ·of which the atoms used to .be con° 
ceived. The theory of .relativity, moreover, 
attributes supi:eme importance to the rela
tions rather than to the 'stuff' of reality. This 
mearis that the old habit of referring to 

'things' needs reconsideration, for the· 'things' 
have turned out to be 'events,' and if we co1;1-
tinue to speak of 'things,' we can only do. so 
for the sake of convenience, just as we con
tinue to speak of the 'rising' and the 'setting' 
of the sun, though we know better. 

The outlook may be difficult for many 
people. We are so used to .thinking ·of 'things' 
that we commonly refer even to a ray of light 
as a 'thing,' as though it were corriparable in 
some way with. 'the everlasting hills.' Now 
we have to reverse our compariso1,1, and think 
of the everlasting hills as events comparable 
with the vibration of light:waves though enor
mously slower. To think of events without 
permanent material pivots may cause the 
same feeling of amazement that Alice in Won
derland feit when the Cheshire Cat vanished, 
leaving nothing but .a grin. A cat withqut a 
grin, yes; but a grin without a cat ! We seem 
to· pass from solid earth to unstable water or 
teriuous air. Yet old mental habits may be 
wrong. And the thought that some twenty
fotir centuries ago already the. Greek Hera~ 
clitus thought of the ·world as an incessant 
flux of events . . . may serve as a stimulus 
to a new orientation.. . . . 

Even the electric' theory of matter, of 
course, is not entirely free from mystery, for 
nobody professes to know what an electric 
charge is in itself, apart from those metrical 
values with which alone the physicisLis con
cerned. Hence the ease with which some 
people think of the electric charges composing 
the atom as a kind· of dummy pivot support
ing the metrical values in. question. Hence 
àlso Professor Eddington's revival of the 

. 'mind-stuff' theory, which makes matter in
trinsically ofthe same nature as consciousness. 

Professor A; Wolf, furthermore, in 
a subsequent issue of The Observer of 
February 3, 1929, bas the following to 
say about the changing views of Sci
ence, and therefore the changing out
look of man upon the Universe in which 
he lives, and consequently man himself: 

In view of what I said last time about the 
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electric constitution of matter, and the pres.
ent tendency to think of reality in terms of 
.'events' rather than 'things,' it.should not al
together surprise the reader to be told that 
there is a marked tendency to think of reality, 
not as consisting of matter, which fills space, 
and eridures in time, but rather as composed 
of quanta of actions. * 

The substitution of one kind of quantum of 
action for some ninèty different kinds of atoms· 
of matte,r, is clearly a vast gain in simplifica
tion and'unification. Moreover, the old con
ception of matter as essentially inert and 
dead, is got rid of once for all, and thereby 
the way is prepared to bridge the traditional 
chasm between the living and the Iifeless. 

. . But most important of all, perhaps, is 
the fact that the ·quantum-theory, by helpirig 
to dis credit the old classica!· mechanics, has 
also helped to discredit the fatalistic determin-'. 
ism that was wont to go hand in hand with it. 

*Professor Wolf defines a quantum in the 
following manner: 

"The expression 'quantum' means, with ref
erence to • physical 'action' very much the 
s;1me that atom means, or used to mean, 
with reference to 'matter.' An atom was be
lievelto be an indivisible particle of matter; 
a quantmn means an indivisible quantity of 
. 'action.' ('Action' here means energy mul
tiplied by time. The importance of taking 
ti,me irito account when estimating any exer
cise of. energy, will .be clear on grounds of 
common sense.) Now, accordingto the quan
tum-theory, actionis not something that flows 
continuously, so to say, and is capable of be
ing faken in any quantity you like. No. 
There is an indivisible unit of action. You 
can have a whole unit (called h), or a number 
of such whole units; but you cannot have a 
fraction of one, An atom, for instance, when· 
it radiates light, does not do so continuously, 
hut. intermittently - in pulses, so to say. A 
beam of light, it is true, seems continuous, not 
intermittent; but that is only because there 
are innumerable atoms taking part in its pro
duction." 

This is something .of' first-rate importance. 
... It should go'a I,mg way to set the world 
free for thepursuit óf ideals, when economists, 
academie and realistic,. see their ideal shat
tered, and grasp the incongruity of making 
human Science deterministiè. in imitation of 
a discredited mechanics. 

.From this quotation and the preced
ing, taken from statements macie by 
one of the eminent British men of Sci
ence, who hereso ably and brieflysum~ 
marizes the ultra-modern scientifü:: and 
philösophical outlook, can the reader 
have any grounds for doubt as to the 
marvelous advance made by scientifiè: 
research and deduction towards a 
uhion with the logical Theosophical 
Philosophy brought anew to the West
ern World by the Great Theosophist, 
ILP. Blavatsky? There are, however, 
è:ertain passages in Professör's Wolf's 
remarks, as hereinbefore quoted, be
fore which the Theosophist must pause 
long, and in one or two cases these re
marks contain ideas or conceptions or 
conclusions or deductions, which he 
cannot • accept. . 

One _of these last is Professor Wolf's 
reference to the so-called traditional 
chasm 'between the living and the lif e
less.' The Theosophist admits no such 
distinction as 'living' and 'lifeless,' and 
he feels that such a distinctionis entire
ly arbitrary as well as illogical, becàuse 
·he cannot see. how lHe, which is the 
very root ·of the Universe, and inces~ 
santly flowing forth as indeed an in
tegral part of consciousness; can exist 
separate and apart from other portions 
or divisions or 'events' of the Universe, 
which are arbitrarily call~d • 'lifeless.' 

Another point, however,. upon which 
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~he Theösophist is in .profound agree-
/ , .• , , , .. , 

ment with moqern thinkmg as ex-
pressed byProfessör Wolf, is in the lat
ter's ref erence to "events without per.
manent material pivots." Now the 
Theosöphist has always poiiited fothe . 
obvious pbilosophical fact that _to talk 
pfa permanentmaterial center or enti
ty is like talking of changeless change 
or some other particulariy confusirig 
contradictioii in terms. 

The. entire hierài-chical construction 
of the Universe, as vve have already set 
it forth, is impermanent ,1vhen ccmsi
dered either in the vàst ·aggregate, or 
in-any one of its details, bècause, that 
hi~ràrèhical constniction frseff is oür 
a cösmic 'evêne in the sense hèrejnbe
fore oütlined; and therefore; beit1g en
tirely impermànent, •• • wholly ·. change
able, however lasting and dura.ble par
ticular phases of it may be, this shows 
that it is illusory in the 'fheósophical · 
a:rid archaicsense of the word; in other 
words,that it is -not everlàsting, etêr
nal, or permanently enduring, as con.:. 
sciousness itself is,conséióusness per se. 

And; füially, it should bé remarked, 
perhaps, thà.t the above quotations 
frnm Professor A. Wolf's most suggest
ivë • i,1,nd -interesting ar_ticles • are. not 
made because every particular phràse 
ör conclusion is endorsed by the writers . 
of this book, but only in order to show 
the-highlyinteresting advance that is 
taking place iri our -times towards the 
archaic Wisdom~Religion öf the ages, 
today called Theosophy, by the best 
and noblest thinking öf our scientific 
luminaries. 

If we, then, look upon the hierarchi-

cal structure ör constitution of the Uni
verse as reducible to two main ranges 
of operation - spiritual and material 
- governed, at least in our own physi
cal realms by two main systems so
called, that is to say, the eledro-mag
rtetic system and the gravitationalsys
tem: and if we further are able to re
ducë these two main systems to one, as 
Dr. Albert Einstein bas apparently re
cently succeeded-in d_oing. mathemati
cally in bis paper presented to the Prus: 
sia.n Academy of Science on January 
30, 1929,- andwhich, so reports say, 
contairis barely six pages of text! -,
we come to another fundamental teach
ing of ~he Ancient Wisdom to the effect 
that all cosmical manifestation in the 
last analysis is _the expressiori of a uni
tary cosmic consdousness-energy, in 
other woi:ds, the Pythagorean cosmic 
Monad. 

This . latter deduction is a very 
fundamental . Thèosophical teaching, 
which, expressed in other words, is that 
in the last arialysis all life, all being, 
the entire U nivei-se. in other worcls; is 
the product or self-expression or the 
flowing forth of energies and faculties 
inherent in whàt we may call, for pur
poses of easy understanding,. the one 
and sole fundamental and essential 
Cosmic Eiiergy~Substance - which is 
the operation .in its' phenomenal • as
pect of the Cosmic Consciousness, as 
just said. • ··, 

We are of course ref erring otily to 
our own F,Iomè-Univer-se, which, as be
fore de~nitely stated, iricludes aH with: 
in the . encirding zone of our Milky 
Way, sö-far as our physkal universe 
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is concerned. We have, furthermore, 
set forth in this and in the preceding 
chapter, the fact ~hat this, our • own 
Home-Universe of physical conforma
tion and with all'its inhering energies, 
is only a cross-section, so to speak, of 
the spaces of Space in which we live, 

'West' are merelr con_ventional, necessary 
only to aid our human perceptions.. For, 
though the Èarth h,as its • two fixed. points in 
the poles, N orth and. South, yet both East 
and West are variablè relàtively to our own 
position on the Earth's surface, and iri conse
quence of its rotation- from West to East.. 
Hence, when 'other worlds' are' mentioned -
whether better or worse, more spiritual or 
still, more material, though • both ·invisible -
the Occultist does not ·1oca:te these spheres 

in other • words, of the Kosmic Hier
archy of which our physical universe 
is but one of the planes or worlds or 
spheres of expression. 

Things and entities are in this, our 
own physical Home-Universe, what 
they are and as they .are because all of 
them whatsoever are but reflexions or 
mirrnrings of what exists in the 1nvisi
ble realms or in the invisible spaces of 
Space, _qf which our jnner conscioµs- . 
ness knows much, but of which our 
brain-mind knows but little, on ac
count of our imperfect senses of report. 

• either outside or inside our Earth, as _the 
theologians and _the poets do;· for their loca
tiori. is nowhere in the space known to, an_d 
conceived by, the profane. They are, as it 
were, blended with our world:__ interpenetrat
ing it and interpenetrated by it. There are 

-The entities and beings and things 
inhabiting or existing in those other .. 
andinvisible spaces o:f Space, or worlds • 
ór planes or spheres, • are as real as • 
those·_which exist in our own physical · 
universe-in fact, more so. They have 
their own seqûences of time and of 
space, and their own sequences of con~ 
séiousness, all adapted to the .respect
ive spheres in which they inhere and 
which they verily themselves cpmpose. 

H. P. Blavatsky sets the matter 
forth very beautifully in the following 
language in her The Secret Doctrine, 
Volume I, page 605: 

For example, the.Doctrine refuses (as Sci
ence does, in one sense) to use the words 
'above'. and 'below,' 'higher' and 'lower,' in 
reference to invisible spheres, as • being with
out meaning. Even the terms 'Èast' and 

millfons and millions of. worlds and firma-
~ents visible to ·us; there are sÜll greater 
numbers beyond those visible to the. tele~ 
scopes, and many of the latter kind do riot 
belong to' our objective sphere of existènce. 
Although as invisible as if they were .Înillions 
of-•miles ·beyond our, solar system, they are 
yef with us,· Iiear us, within our ów~ world, 
as obJective and material to their respective 
inhabitants as ours is to us. But, again, the 
rélation of. these worlds to ours is not that of a. series of egg-shaped boxes enclosed one· 
within the other, like the toys calleq Chinese 
riests; each is entirely under its own special 
l~ws and ·conditions, ha ving no direct relation 
to our • sphere. . The inhabitants of these, as 
alr~ady said, may be, for all wè know, or 

• feel, passing through • ·and around us as if 
through empty spaè:e, lheir very habitations 
and countries being interblended with ours, 
though nClt disturbfüg ourvision, because we 
have not yet the faculties necessary for dis
cernirig them. Yet by their spiritual sight 
the Adepts, and even some seers arid sènsi
tives, are always ablè to discern, whether iri 
a greater or smaller degree, the presence and 
• close proximity to • us .of Beings pertaining to 
othe_r spheres of life. • 

There .is among all these various 
•• worlds .or spheres or planes an unceas
ing and uninterrupted-intercommunica,-. 
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tion of energies and forêes and of sub
stances passing from the ethereal into 
whatwewould call the physicàl and re
turning again into the ethereal realms. 
And this intercommunication, we 
Theosophists call the· Circulatioris of 
the Universe. These Circulations of 
the Universe r:hay be figurated in the 
mind of the reader perhaps by the dr
culation of the blood in the human phy
sical body, making its rounds every 
few moments or so, ?r, perhaps more 
accurately, by the nervous aura .or ner
vous energy, which operatés in a simi
lar way. 

Transfer this idea, then; or perhaps 
re-form it, and make these•Circulations 
pass from spirit through many inièr'... 
mediate degrees down , into physical 
matter, and af ter operating in this low
est stage of the Hierarchy, rèturning 
again unto its . primordial spiritual 
source; arid the idea is all beforé you 
in what we may call a thumb-nail 
sketch. 

Now, what is it that composes these 
cirè:ulations of the Kosmos? First, as 
regards the pathways along which the 
streams ·of· entities and things pass, 
these pathways are what we may call 
the lines of least resistance followed by 
the rivers of evolving entities. 

The above cóntains a very important 
matter, as much in its Theosophical re
lations as in the very recent marvelous 
approach of scientific thinkers to those 
Theosöphical teachings. These Cir~ • 
culations of the Kosmos take place 
through and by means of certain 'criti
ca! points,' which H. P. Blavatsky, us
irig a Sanskrit word, calls Laya-Cen-

ters. The Laya~Centers we may trans
late otherwise as 'dissolving points,' or 
poin,ts where spirit enters a lower 
sphere, becoming the primordial mat
ter thereof; or, inversely, where the 
highest m:atter of any one of these 
spheres rises and disappears through 
these Laya-Centers into the superior 
sphere or world. 

Dr. J. H. Jeans, now Sir James H. 
Jeans, in his book: Astronomy and 
Cosmogony (1928), approaches ex
tremely close to this doctrine of the Ar
chaic Wisdom .in. what he calls his 
'singular points.' He writes.as follows: 

The type of picture which presents itself, 
somewhat i~sistently, is that the ceµfers of 
the nebulae are of the nature of 'singular 
points,' at which matter is poured into our 
universe from some other, and entirely ex
traneous, spacial dimension, so that, to the 
denizen of our universe they appear as points 
at which matter is being continually created. 

This picture or hypothesis of Sir 
James Jeans is a most notable scien
tific corroboration of the accuracy of 
H. P. Blavatsky's foresight and vision 
of coming scientific discovery, although 
the Theosophist would reject the' use 
of the term 'dimensions,' and would 
substitute therefor the expressions 
'other sphères' or 'other worlds' or 
'other planes/ or some othér phrase of 
equivalent import. 

The Uriiverse, like everything else, 
is a creature of habit. There is no 
reason why men should have habits, 
or the beasts, or the trees, if the Uni
verse has not. What we call 'habits' 
are hut the expression . in human con
duct of what has become customary 
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through reiterated operations; and so 
it is as regards the Universe also. This 
matter, however, it should be sufficient 
merely to allude to here in its hearing 
on preceding remarks, for it illustrates 
very beautifully; as the thoughtful 
reader himself will see, how all-com
prehensive the Theosophical Scheme 
of Things is. . 

Evolution itself is hut a Habit of 
Nature, and therefore of individual en
tities and beings and things working 
along what have become customary 
lines of action, so far as evolution is to 
be looked upon as a method; although 
of course Evolution as a thing in it
self is, as has been hereinbefore sug
gested, and as will be described in a 
latèr chapter, the unrolling or unfold
ing, or bringing out, or self-manifesta
tion, of energies, forces, powers, facul
ties, forming part of the essential na
ture of each and of every evolving 
tlling or entity. 

It shöuld be perfectly apparent from 
the' different • observations of various 
kinds thàt have already been made, • 
that the hierarchical structure or con
stitution of the Universe itself i.s hut 
tlie self-expression of the unfolding or 
unwrapping, of the rolling out, or evolv
ing in other words, of the aggregate 
hosts of monadic consciousness-cenfers 
which are the fundamentals of all 
that is. 

· The German philosopher, Baron 
Gottfried von Leibniz, had a curiously 
clear and suggestive intuition of this 
fact, and of these Monads, as he has 
oudined it in his M onadologie. To 
him the U niverse was composed, so far 

as ultimàtes àre concernêd, of literal
ly numberless hosts of Monads~ eaéh 
one of which is a mirrnr of the Uni
, verse and t:herefore reflects the nature 
and· activities of every other · Monad, 
and yet exists unto itself and for itself, 
as an eternally enduring consciousness
substance-center. 

The Theosophfoal Religion-Philoso
phy-Science may be called in modern 
philosophical terminology • an Objeêt
ive Idealism, for while the principles 
of the -Theosophical philósophy are 
idealistic in ultimates, nèvertheless we 
do •. nót deny tp.e transitory objective 
reality of entities and things, whether 
we .call them 'events,' af ter the rnanner 

• of ultra-modern science, or whether we 
call .. them' the transitory and passing 
self-expressions of the monadiçessence 
existing in such or oth.er phases of the 
Monad's èternal pilgrimage. 

Thus, for instance, .when the Th~o
. sophist • says that the physical matter 
of the Mineral Kingdom is composite 
of Monads, . he does not mean that 
these spiritual consciousness-centers 
are radically mineral things, or in es
sence mineral, because the mineral, as 
just said, is only a passing or transi
tory phase thróugh which .the Monad 
is passing; hut he says that the Miner
al Kingdom - or, indeed, any other 
Kingdom visible or invisible,- is· the 
self-expression of a particuiar host of 
monadic essencestraversing orapassing 
through that phase of its cosmic pil
grimage. 

It would .be entfrely wrong to ima
gine the Monad of a Newton or of an 
Einstein, for iristance, having at some 
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remote period in its past been<but .a 
speek of mineral substance with no 
previous . spiritual history behind it, 
and which slowly through the evolving 
aeons grew fo humanhood, according 
to the.ideas of the old fatalistic deter
minism before alluded to. ··On the con
frary, the Mona.cl is a c,onsciousness
center and by reasoµ of its karman,
in other words of the past history of 
events behind it presently sl:iaping and 
guicling its future line ofoperation, in 
otherwords its future pathway,- rolls 
forthfrom itself, or ouffrom itself, the 
all~various energies and faculties which 
are essentially its own, and which, dur
ing such evolutionary journey, spring 
forth naturally from its own 'core. 
Thus a seed put into the ground brings 
forth the plant which is potentially in
:wrapped or infolded or i.nvolved in the 
seed's essence; hut such seed was 
neither newly created as a mere phy
sical seed withoutariything of: a spi
ritual naturewithirlit, nor is a seed on 
the other hand orHy a complex ofphy
sical elements. thérnselves composed of 
<lead and inert physical atoms; • 

Here, then, and • following this 
thought, we see just what produced the 
hierarchical structure or coristitution 
of the Universe. It is all but a self
expression of . the hosts of evolving 
Monads which not. merèly inform it, 
but which actually are it; and back 
of each of these Monacis, extending 
through frontierless duration in the 
past, is the fruitage of all former ex
periences or events, which, when time 
and drcumstances permit, roll forth or 

ontward from the bosom of the inonad
ic host, or from the bosom of any single 
entity thereof. 

This and the preceding chapter 
should enable the reader to get some 
faint idea at least of the wonders and 
unspeakl;l,bly vast range of thought 
which the Theosophical Philosophy 
contains, as brought to the Western 
World by H. P. Blavatsky, the Great 
Theosophist, and illustrated by her as 
regards principles and in some cases 
even as regards details. Either she 
was a genius without peer inthe histo
ry of the world, and possessed the gift 
of prophecy and fore-vision in prac
tically unlimited dégree: or she was 
what she herself • claimed to be, the 
Messenger and Mouthpiece of the As
sociation of the great Seers and Sages 
presently existing, who are the Guard
ians of .the Archaic Wisdom-Religion 
of the past. 

To the writers of this present book, 
it would seem that to place the matter 
thus squarely before any intelligent 
reader, should be sufficient for him, in 
drawing his own conclusioris, to arrive 
at the understanding of her that is so 
dear to the hearts of Theosophists. 
Great she undoubtedly was, but . her 
real greatness for and to the world as 
we see it, lay in the unquestioned. fact 

· of her being the choice of these Sages 
as their Messenger to the world. Only 
ability of the noblest kind, only im
personal self-sacrifice and sèlf-abnega
tion of the purest type, only greatness 
of heart and mind, can explain why 
she was so chosen. · 
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PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER XII - WORLDS INVISIBLE AND VISIBLE: THE • HEAVËN
WORLDS AND THE HELL-WORLDS 

' • 

"The Hierarchies of the invisible worlds are the source of the energies and substances 
w~ich stream into our physical Universe, and make the latter what it is." 

ONE of the most fascinatingly in"'. 
• teresting aspects of the general 

teaching with regardto ~e hierarchical 
construction of the Universe, as out
lined in the two previous chapters, is 
that which refen; to the existence of 
worlds or spheres or planes which are 
invisible; and another equally inter
_esting aspect refers. to those which are 
visible. Of coursè these worlds 'in
visible' and 'visible' are entirely rela
tive to human powers of sense-observa
tion; for it is only because of oui-own 
imperfect sense-apparatus that the vast 
range of the Invisible seems to us to 
be invisible, although in itself it is as 
visible and real, and in a sehse as solid, 
to its own inhabitants, as our own phy
sîcal universe is to us. , 

Precisely the same observation àp
plies to those worlds which,. although 
equally invisible, are still· grosser and 
more .material than our own, Had we 
the senses to see or otherwise to come 
into cognitive knowledge of these in
visible worlds, whether they be spiri
tual or ultra-material, we should imme~ 
diately realize tliat to their own inhabi
tants they are as 'real' as our own phy- • 

sical world surrounding • our~elves 
seems to us to be. 

Quite outside of the universal testi-. . .· • . 
mony of mankind, a testimony derived 
out of all ages and from all lands, it 
would seem to be a necessarily logical 
postulate to a.ssume that such invisi
ble worlds, whether .superior or infe.:. 
rior to our own, must exist, bècause 
there is no .reasonablè cause whatso
ever to deny their existent(}, and they 
have been denied only because they are· 
ordinarily unseen and· unfelt. • These 

• grounds of denial of course ar? . olJ
viously a confession of nothing m<Jre 
than the·short range of power that our 
physical sensfJS possess. 
- The united voice of antiqüity, whith 
includes of coursethe testimqny of: the 

• greatest Seers and mo~t intuitioiial in'.' 
tellects of the human race, tells usthàt 
our owii physical universe js hut· a 
single plane or world or sphere, through 
which the evolutionary Tide of Lif~ 
manifesting in the various hierarchies 
of anima te beings which compose these· 
planes or worlds or spheres :__ is .at 
presentpassing; and therefore the enti..: 
ties, compbsing these hierarchies are 
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enabled to cognise this physical . sec
tion of the universè which surrounds 
us, becausefaculties and senses appro
priate for · suèh cognition have been 
btiilfup·through evolution. 

There is something juvenile, almost 
infantile, indeed even grotesque, in the 
supposition that our physical sphere 
harigs in nothingness ~ bleak and ut
ter nothingness - without any roots 
of beiilg • striking deep into causal 
realms, of which causal ''realms this 
physical sphere is but the result~nt. 
This is a line of argument which could 
be· developed at as great a length as 
the reader may choose tQ do for him
self. We have given hirÎts for help
ihg the student. We have noted, how
ever, thàt these hints are forcibly sug
gestive, and open a pathway for vèry 
fruitful meditation on the part of any
orie who may choose to follow that 
pathway in thought. 

Thereis nota great religion or great 
philosophy of the past, or indeed • of 
the present, which has not iricluded, 
and which does not contain, definite 
teachings with regard to the existence 
of superior worlds or spheres or planes) 
popularly called • the 'heavens,' and 
usually spoken of as 'spiritual'; and of 
anothèr series of spheres or worlds or 
planes usually supposed to be 'beneath' 
our own physical globe, and usually 
spoken of as the 'hells' or, in the Chris
tian scheme, as 'Hell,' with various 
chambers or departments appröpriate, 
each one, to somê specific or particu
lar type of post~mortem penal purga
tion. 

• Dante's Divina Commedia illustrates 

this last idea, in the great Italian'poet's 
hierarchical constitution of the Inf er'
nal Regions, as the Middle Ages and 
his own time conceived them to be, 
and also his hierarchical constitution 
of the superior regions or Heavens, as 
likewise they were supposèd tó be in 
medieval Europeán. tiirtes. 

But the different circles or conceri
tric rings which Dante imagined, to the 

. number of nine, or, indeed, of ten, in 
his heaven- and hell-worlds respective
ly, are of course but an echo, more or 
less distorted, of the teachings held by 
the ancient European peoples inhabit
ing the countries surrounding the I_n-
land Sea. • 

Naw; while the Theosophist does by 
no means accept the exoteric or popu
làr teaching regarding the Hèavens and 
the Hells as popularly taught and out
lined in the various a~cient religions or 
philosophies, he nevertheless realizes 
clearly that all suc_h religious or philo
sophical doctrines are based on a • fa.et 
of U niversal Nat ure - in other words; 
on the hierarchical structure or· con
stitution of Universa! Being. 

The reader must have seen the im
port, if he has read with àttention the 
two chapters which precede, of the 
sketch therein drawn of this hierarchi
cal constitution or structure of the Uni
verse. Obviously in any such hierar
chical scheme, there must be 'high' as 
well as 'low' ranges or degrees or stages 
or steps or rungs on the Ladder of Life. 

It is the superior or more ethereal of 
these worlds or spheres or stages or 
degrees which furnish the basis for the 
doctrinal teachings concerning the 
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Heavens in ancient thóught; and equi
valently it is the inforior or more ma
terial and grosser stages or degrees 
of N ature's hierarchical tonstitution, 
which.form the basis or foundation for 
the ancient teachings regarding the 
various Hell~Worlds. 

As H. P. Blavatsky shows so dearly 
in her great works, the Theosophist 
does not look upon these so-called 
Heaven-Worlds as places or states of 
eternal bliss; nor does he look upon the 
grosser and more material spheres and 
worlds of the hierarchical ladder of 

tors of them: :Nothing of this kind 
does· Theosophy teach. The so-called 
Heaven-Worlds and Hell~Worlds are 
places of purgation; it is true, hut so, 
in fact, is our own physical earth a 
place of purgation. Purgation means 
cleansing, purifying, through and by 
the lessons of experience .. • 

In a preceding chapter, the authors 
of this book have briefly referred to 
what they there ca1led the Circulations 
of the Cosmos; and it is in this fact 
that lies the key to an underst~nding 
of the real nature of the invisible 

Nature as places or states of everlast- Worlds, whether spiritual or material, 
ing torment; or even of perpetual penal where these superior and inferior 
purgation. _ spheres of existence lie in the hierarchi-

In the Theosophical philosophy, cal scheme. Each one of these spheres 
both the Heaven~Worlds and the Hell- or worldsis as fully inhabited as is our 
Worlds, however long they· may indi- own physical sphere, with all~various 
vidually endure in time, are hut transi- classes of animate entities, and with 
tory or passing 'events,' when we com~ entities •· similar • to what it is popular 
pare them with Eternal Duration: to call inanimate nature in our own 
mere flashes of evoltitionaryvital ac- physical sphere; 
tivity, so to speak, when so compared; These animate beings, and the Mo
à.lthough, by coµtrast with man's own nads compÓsing the ina:nimate nature 
short span of existence on this his pres~ ofanyspherewhatsoever in the Bound
ent -physical earth, • their periods of less All, whether high or low, are all 
manif estation are in some qtsès ex- units in the Rivers of Lif e - drops, às 
ceedingiy long; and how coul_d it be - it were, .of the streaming flow ofthese 
otherwise? Circulations of the Universe; and all 

Clear then away entirely from the entities and things, in the Theosophi~ 
mind two misleading ideas: first, that cal philosophy, move in cyclical peri
the Heavens are eternal in durationand ods. The Evolutionary-Wàve, which 
are plàëes or states of never-ending . is hut another way. of saying the pas~ 
bliss; and secondly, that the Hells sage through time and space of these 
equivalently are places or states last- rivers of living beings, begins in any 
ing throughout eternity, wherein the one .period of cosmic existenèe at and 
follies and failures and the so-called from: the highest point of any Kosmic 
'sins' and evil-doing of men on earth, Hierarchy; and with the passage of 
bring eternal pain upon the perpetra- time passes through all intermediate 
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degrees, following the Circulations of 
the Universe down to the lowest or 
most material sphere of any such Hier
archy, remaining for a greater or less 
length of time in all these different 
stages or states . or worlds or spheres 
or planes. 

Then, making the turn on such low
est. or most material point of the -hier
archical Scale of Being, the River of 
Life, or the Evolutionary Wave, or 
that particulár Circulation of the Cos
mos begins its ascent . again towards 
the· high.er realms, steadily working 
'upwards,' back to the original Squrce 
·or Cause ofall, carrying with it, how
ever, all results in the shape of experi
ence or evolved factilty or. developed 
power, which in the Chain of Conse
quences before alluded to, have been 
gained on the Cosmic Pilgrimage. 

There, then, for a vastly long period 
of time in these highest or spiritual 
realms or worlds or spheres, the Evolu
tionary Wave ceases its pulsing life 
fora time. The entities and beings of 
all-vadous • classes composing such 
wave, re-enter into the invisible mys
tery of the Divine, where they take 
their rest and repose, and assimilate 
and build into the fabric of their ino
nadic essence, the fruitage of the evo
lutionary experience • gained in the 
period of cosmic manifestation just 
spoken of. 

course, but on planes and in spheres 
and in worlds higher or superior to 
those of the prêceding Life-Period 
through which the Evolutionary Wave 
had -passed. 

The above, in brief, gives the out
lines of the flowing activities 'in Na
ture's hierarchical structure; and also 
shows us that this structure itself is 
builded of the very essence and sub
stante of the evolving Life-Wave; 
They are as necessary in the Universe, 
these· various worlds and spheres and 
planes, as is man's·own pärticular con
stitution, inner and outer; in order 
that the evólving Monad- or hosts 
of Monads - may experience the 
phases of life belonging to the wider 
ranges of cosmic being. The Monad 
must enter those wider ranges of cos-

. • mie being, therein building for itself 
various. temporary vehicles or temples 
in which it enshrines itself, and through 
and by whkh it learns; and it i~ these 
various temporary vehicles or bodies 
which in their incomprehensible ag
gregate form the interblending Hier
archies of .the U niverse. • 

When the cosmic doek again points 
its hand to the time for a new evolu
tionary period of manif estation, then 
this sa1ne cosmic wave. composed of 
these incomputable hosts of entities or 
beings, begins a new· evolutionary . 

The Theosophical scheme of things, 
as thus outlined, which is, as already 
stated, reflected in all the various Great 
World-Religions and World-Philoso
phies, is so profound a subject of study 
that it would require not a chapter or 
two in a book of the present size, hut 
several bulky volumes, merely to set 
forth the main factors of the cosmic 
problems which it ii:tvolves. 

Probably no other 'phase of thought 
offers so easy an example of the man
ner in which religi_ons and philosöphies 
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degenerate from the teachings promul
gated by the original founder of each • 
such system, than does the subject of 
the present chapter: the existence and 
nature of the Heaven-Worlds and Hell
Worlds. Later generations ·of men, 
willingly hut foolishly embroidering 
the pure teachings of the original pro
mulgator, have covered the body of 
those teachings with religious and phi
losophical decorations arising out of. 
pious fancy and imagination; so that 
the higher spheres or planes of Na
ture's hierarchical structure have be
come in these religions and philoso
phies 'heavens' or Heaven-Worlds; 
and the more material worlds or 
spheres of N ature's hierarchical con
stniction have become therein the 
'hells' or the Hell-Worlds. 
_ It is perf ec~ly true, of course, that a 
manor a woman who lives a noble life 
on earth: one who has passed • a . long 
lif etime in high thinking and splendid 
striving for bett_erment: who has lived 
self-forgetfully, aspiring to ally him
self or herself with the intuitions fl.ow
ing into the. brain'-mind from the inner 
diviner Self, .the god within each: it is 
true, we say, thàt the highest part of 
such a man or woman ascends to the 
superior spheres or worlds or planes 
of Nature af ter. death has reléased the 
imprisoned .. spirit-soul; and_ equiva
lently the human being who has 
lived a selfish and degraded life, whose 
thoughts have been of matter and who 
has built up longings for things of mat
ter, and who has thereby in • actual 
fact built into the fabric of his being 
attractions .and magnètic pulls to ·the 

material sphei-es, goes. to thóse materi
al spheres by the naturalattraction_ of 
magnetic sympathy fo;r them, when 
death · releases his imbodied . spirit~ 
soul; hut in the. former case, as well 
as in the Jatter case, the sojourn in 
these worlds or spheres, be they su;, 
perior or inférior, high or low, is tem
porary in every instance. 

When the causes set in motion· here 
on earth: in other words, when. the 
energies released here on earth have 
run their respective courses in the 
realms or spheres. to which the entity 
has departed: in other words when, to 
adopt a figure of speech taken from 
electrical science, the attractions have 
been satisfied or equilibrated: there 
then sets in, as it were, a. magnetic re
pulsion for the spheres in which the en
tity thus temporarily finds-itself. New 
factors come into play, factors inher
ent in the charàcter of the evolving en
tity, and this éntity imrhediately .bé
gins another • coursé in the directfon to 
which the •newly-awakened impulses 
propel him, or magnetically dn1w him. 

The reader must never, if he please, 
suppose thatthe teaching as above out~ 
lined reduces man, or, indeed; any 
other entity whatsoever, to the condi
tion of a hapless and helpless Con~ 
sciousness-Center driven hither and 
thither, no.lens volens, by the winds of 
circumstance or so-called 'Fate.' That 
is not the teaching at au,· and in the 
chapter • on Karman, this matter· will 
be more fully explained. 

What governs the destiny of each 
and every entity, and .governs it con
tinuously'from the beginning of any 
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one period of cosniic manifestation to 
the end thereof, is the inherent con
sciousness and will of the monadic cen
ter itself. This monadic center alone 
creates its own déstiny; it alone makes 
what all its future vehicles or bodies 
are to be. It alone cal'ves its own path
way in time and space; it alone is re~ 
s·ponsible for what it alone has done, 
and will • do, and does. 

The Monad, with.its endosing veils 
9r garments or bodies ör vehicles --"' 
call them what you will - passes 
through the spheres • not merely be
cause it is native to all of theni, and is 
therefore drawn to · them by its 0 öwn 
magnetic impulses, so to say; bllt be
cause it itself- wills to do so. •• Free 
Will, in otherwords, is an inherenfat-' 
tribute of itself, although this Free 
Will niay be niore or)ess impedectly 
mirrored or reflectèd in any one of the 
living and quási-conscious vehicles or 
garments in. wh.ich it enshrouds it
self. 

• In the chapter on 'Mari' it will be 
show~ af ter what manner the inner hu
man constitution is builded, and the 
reader therein will be ·ènabled to see 
and to study the fuller meaning of 
what is here hut· alluded to, when we 
speak of the living and quasi-conscious 
or self-conscious bodies or vehicles 
which the Monad throws forth from it- • 
self ---'-or builds for itself out of its 
own essence or s~bstance ---'-and in 
which it lives. 

Free Will is a godlike thing or at
tribute, and Man, as well as every 
other entity or thing in the Bounclless 
All, has it, and has it in ever greater 

degree as he the more fully self ~ex
presses his. own higher parts; and he 
has it, moreover, because in th~ inmost 
of his inmöst, in the core of the core 
of his being, he is a part, a spark • as it 
were, a ray as it were, of the Cosmic 
Consciousness. • 

H. P. Blavatsky not infrequently 
points out in indirect fashion in her 
great works, the real reason why teach
ings such as this do not meet with im
mediate acceptance onthe part of aver
agely intelligent men. -This rèason is 
a simple one. Men simply wori't be
lieve, paradoxical as it may sound, that 
they themselves are what they are in 
their highest part, so great and· so 
grand; they simply • will not believe 
în their own spiritual and divine 
attrî.butes, and not • believing, they
reject. 
_ But all men are not blinded by mis
educationand prejudice af ter this man
ner. The human race contains a rela
tively large number of men and women 
whose strong intuitional pow~r enables 
them, at least partially, to see through 

• the veils and clouds built up around 
their consciousness by prejudice and 
mîseducation, and therefore to see or 
to glimpse, however faintly, the Glorî
ous Vision. These latter are the ones 
whom we may call 'bom Theosophists,' 
for the Theosophist is by no means 
merely one who signs an application
blank entitling him to membersliip in 
the Theosophical Movement; nor one· 
who has merely a more or less formal 
intellectual acquaîntance with the 
Theosophical teachings; but the true 
Theosophist îs, above everything e_lse, 
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one who has to some extent the inner 
vision, and having the inner vision, 
'lives the life.' As H. P. Blavatsky has 
so finely put it: "Theosophist is· who 
Theosophy does." 

It is to the Heaven-Worlds or to the 
Hell-Worlds respectively that refer so 
many passages in the ancient litera
tures regarding the 'paths' to the 'gods,' 
or to the 'demons,' for naturally the 
literatures imbodying the teachings or 
tenets of these old religions or philo
sophies use the terms or phrases which 
were popular when such literatures 
were composed; for even their great 
authors had to take account of the 
lack of capacity and the prejudices of 
the peoples among whom they carne; 
in other words, they had to speak a 
familiar tongue in order to be under-
stood. • 

Thus in the Mahabharata, XII, 525, 
there is the following expression: 

Two paths are known: one leads to the 
gods ; and one leads to the fathers. 

And also in the same work XIII, 1_082, 
tl_lere occurs the following: 

The sun is said to be the gate of the paths 
which lead to the gods; and the moon is 
said to be the gate of the paths which lead 
to the fathers. 

In these two citations, the expres
sions 'go_ds' and 'fathers' are technica! 
terms and belong to the religion of an
cient Hindûsthan, 'fathers' signifying 
what the Christian has much less clear
ly called 'departed spirits,' while the 
'gods' refers to the same thing that the 
ancient Greeks and Romans meant 
when they spoke of the divinities, many 

of whom were 'men made perfect'-
, • •l 

in other words, divine beings who have 
long since passed through the human 
stage and have gained divinity, that is 
to say, become at one with their own 
inner god. 

The higher worlds or the 'Heaven
Worlds' are the regions of the gods; 
while the lower or material worlds are 
the domains or regions of the 'demons' 
so-called - in other words, of entities 
whoseKarman or destiny has led them 
into spheres and planes more grossly 
material than even our earth. 

The Ancient Mysteries, such as 
those of Greece, of course contained 
teachings identical with what has been 
outlined in the two preceding chapters, 
and in thepreceding paragraphs of thîs 
chàpter. The whole attempt in the an
cient initiatory rites and ceremonies 
of archaic Greece was the bringing of 
the human consciousnessinto a recog
nition of its inseparable oneness with 
Universa! Nature, and of man's kin
ship with the gods. 

"The purpose al).d objective of all 
initiation," said Sallust, the Neo~Pla
tonic philosopher, in chapter four of 
his book On the Gods and the World, 
"is to bring man into conscious realiza
tion of his inseparable unity with the 
order of the Universe and with the 
gods"; and Proclus, another Neo-Pla
tonic philosopher, in his .C ommentary 
on the Timaeus of Plato, says prac
ticaUy the .same _thing. Proclus says 
in substance: "Who does not know that 
the Mysteries and all initiations have 
for • their sole object. the withdrawing 
of our souls from material and mortal 
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life, in order to unite us with the gods, 
and to dissipate the darkness in the • 
soül by spreading the divine light of 
Tmth therein." 

These ancient Greek teachings and 
initiatory metliods were identical with 
the systeins practiced•in the Far East. 
The phraseology of course diff ered . in 
different· countries, hut the root
thought was always the same, and the 
objèctive was always the same. The 
pathway to the 'gods' or the pathway 
'to the 'fathers,' of which the Hindû 
speaks, are but a manner of phrasing 
the activities of the evolving human 
soul, throwingit on the one hand into 
the pathway leading. to the gods or 
the superior spheres; and on the other 
hand, onto the pathwayleading to the 
inf erior realms; These pathways are 
the same as the Circulations of the 
Universe, óf which mention. has here
inbefore been made a number of times .. 

There is method in Nature's wörk
ings; there is no helter-skelter or hap
hazard operation in her at all. Everr
thing is regular, ordedy, consistent, 
and coherent with every other thing. 
Man himself, as a child of Nature, 
therèfore is as much an inhabitant of 
these other and invisible realms or 
spheres or planes of being, as he is of 
this earth, for he is here on this earth. 
hut as a.pilgrim spending a. day-night 
in ·this our sphere; • and what has just 
been said of men applies equally to 
every other monadic center whatso- • 
ever, which is simply saying, to every 
other entity or thing. 

These superior am;l inferior worlds, 
as has already heen. stated, have their 

own inhabitants, their own countries, 
and aswe would say on earth their own 
respective firmaments, in which move 
the celestial bodies appropriate there
to, even às all this occurs among us. 

With no uncertain voice did the old 
Hermetic philosophy, so called, of 
Grèece and Egypt, teach that "What is 
above is as what is below; and what is 
below is as what is above"; for every 
part of Nature reflects or mirrors, as 
best it can, and after its own possi
bilities and qualities, all other aspects 
of-Nature which are above it or below 
it, and more particularly the realms 
above srich part; and this mirroring or 
reflexion is the stronger and the niore 
definitely and clearly outlined, the 
nearer the invisible realm is to the 

-world or sphere or plane into which it 
reflects or mirrors itself . 
. It ought to be seen now, without 

any confusion, what is meant when the 
Theosophist speaks of the Universe as 
being one vast _ Organism, in other 
words, that it is an Organic Entity. 

-But -Bciundless Space, or rather the 
spaces of Boundless Space, contain 
many such Universes, a fact which 
even our ultra-modern scientists are 
beginning to have some intuition of 
when they speak of Island-Universes 
lying without the boundaries of our 
own Home-Uriiverse, the Milky Way. 
Each one such universe is an organism 
within a greater organism; and the 
greater organism is contained in an or
ganic entity still more vast; and so on 
indefinitely. 

· Paul of the Christians merely echoed 
the Wisdom of all the archaic ages 
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when he said: "In IT we live and move 
and have our being." Each one such 
organic entity or organism is a Hier
archy in the sense which we have set 
forth. 

What a wondrous field of thought 
this opens to the • reflective mind ! 
When man feels himself thus at-one 
with all thàt is: when he f eels that the 
consciousness which he calls his own 
is but a god-spark, so to say, of some 
vaster consciousness in which he lives 
and moves and has his being, ahd that 
the very atoms which compose his 
body are builded of infinitesimal lives 
which infill those atoms • and make 
them what they are: when he feels that 
he can pass along the pathwàys of his 
owri spirit ever more and more inwards • 
into a closer and straiter union with 
some self-conscious Entity still more 
sublime than his own highest: then he 
f e~ls not only a keen sense of his öwn 
•high human dignity, but he looks out 
upön the uni verse· around him, and his 
heart broadens and his mind expands, 
in sympathy, love, and· benevolence 
towards all· other entities and things. 
Vast ranges of consciousness open up 
for him as his own future; duty takes 
on a new and gloriously bright aspect; . 
right becomes the law of his living, and 
ethics no longer are a more or less 
tiresome code of abstract teaching, 
but veri living and vital maxims of 
conduct; for he instinctively knows 
that by living in harmony with Na
ture's Harmony, he becomes self-con
sciously ever more at-one with it. 

Even.as the infinitesimal lives which 
compose his body live in him and· in 

him have their being, so he, as just 
said, is one of the infinitesimal lives of 
some Entity of whose existence he can 
vaguely serise the reality; and he·.ever 
more aspires to become in ever larger 
degree more fully one with it. 

The world as yet • recognises hut 
slightly the debt that it owes to H. P. 
Blavatsky, but the time is most as
suredly coming when these her teach
ings shall be developed by the greatest 
minds among men, who then wilLrecog
nise, and recçignising will show,. what 
her realwork was,. and how great she 
was in herself, to have been chosen for 
the dissemination . of what we may 
truly call a body of teachings based on 
Cosmic Reafüies. 

In the succeeding chapter will bê set 
forth what we may call a schematic 
outline of the structure of invisible 
Nature, as expressed in the worlds oi: 
spheres or planes spoken öf. 

The ad van ces that • .our Occidental 
world bas made in mystica! thought 
since H. P. Blavatsky passed on to her 
beloved 'Home' are amazing, and in
deed greater than most Theosophists 
Would have thought possible when she 
hers elf lived. Where there was · one 
scholar iri her dé!-y sincerely interested 
in the religious and. .philosophical 
thought of other ages, and of lands 
foreign to his own, there are .now a 
score ;and scarcely a day. passes with
out some new and interesting and of ten 
scholarly work seeingthe·light, and in~ 
troducing us to some interesting, often 
fascinatingly. interesting, work of· phi
losophkal or religious type, belonging 
to the tho:ught-world of other peoples. 
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Probably men in all past European 
history have never been so deeply, so 
sincerely, interèsted in questions of re
ligiöus and • philosophical import, as 
they are today; and this is orie of the 
best possible signs of the efflorescence 
ofone phase of the human spirit, which 
we may call, in a sense, a divine hun
ger for mqre light. -Not all the hooks 
só produced are such as a Theosophist 
could honestly ·recommerid as being 
along Theoso'phical lines; and this is 
something which was only to be ex
pected; but occasionally some work is 
printed which is of real value and deals 
more or less with the same subjects. 
of· mystica! and philosophical i:rp.port, 
to which this book is devoted. • 

Of course modern scholars, outside 
of what they may have imbibed from 
reading ou_r Theosophica:l literature, 
have no real guiding light by which 
they may judge of what is true and 
what is distorted, in the thinking of 
olden times; and this fact accotJnts 
for the rather heterogeneous collec
tion of speculations that translations 
of such ancient works • are usually ac
companied by. 

A manner of presenting the Hierar
chies of the • Invisible Worlds may be 
found by the student fo the various 
branches of the Brähmanical thought 
of Hindûsthän, such as the Vishnu
Purana, of which a translation iri five 
volumes by Wilson exists in English. 
Here the Invisible Worlds are divided 
into fourteen lokas, of which seven be
long to the superior class or range, 
and seven to the inf erior. Another 
name for the seven inf erior worlds is 

talas; and in this scheme of enumera
tion the earthis taken.as the midway
point, and is reckoned as the first in 
the ascending scale, and also the first 
in the descending scale. 

There are other methods of placing 
our own world in th~ hierarchîcal suc
cession of steps or stages, hut the enu
meration that is almost always found 
is either seven of each range or class, 
or nine, or ten, the difference depend
ing upon the manner' of viewing the 
hierarchical successiori, _ and therêfore 
of enumerating them • as ascending or 
descending. 

· There is one important point, h~w
ever, which the reader is asked to 
bear fü mind whenever he reads in 
Theosophical literature statements re
garding the existente of these superior 
and inferior worlds, It is this: the 
Theosophist does not accept in any 
sense of the word the existence of the 
so-called 'heavens' or of the so-called 
'hells' as the popular religions or popu
lar mythology describe them in de
tail, although of course he most posi
tively does accept the existence, in 
seven or nine or ten stages, óf this 
hierarchical succession of worlds or 
planes or spheres. 

The Theosophical philos~phy voices 
the Wisdom-Religion of Antiquity, 
which is in the guardianship of the 
great Sages and Seers, as we have be
fore said; and this is equivalent to say
ing that the Theosophist looks upon 
the superior worlds not as 'heavens,' 
hut as ranges of cosmic space, which 
to us are invisible, and which repre
sent the ascending stages in the path-
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ways of the Circulations of the Cos
mos. , This also is the same as say
ing the ascending evolutionary River 
of Life, or the ascending Evolutionary 
Wave. ' 

Equivalently, the Theosophical phi
losophy of the archak Wisdom-Re
ligion knows of no 'hells: whatsoever 
in the popular sense of the word; but 
it does most certainly recognise the 
inf erior or descending series of hier
archical worlds or planes or spheres, 
which are simply cosmic spaces in
visible to us humans, and of a more 
material character than our own phy
sical spbere. 

Our meaning is plain or should be 
plain to anyone who has read with 
attention. _,The 'hells~ merely mean 
spheres or worlds or planes of a ma~ 
teriaL character.; and the 'heavens' 
merely mean worlds or spheres or 
planes of a spiritual character. Con
sequently,. any physically cosmical 

body falls under the .. designation of 
one of the worlds of a matedal charac
ter, and · therefore is technicall:y • a 
'Heli,' and our earth is one such; and 
herein is the secret meaning of the 
Tibetan word Myalba, whiéh H. ,.P. 
Blavatsky uses in her devotion~I 
work, The Voice of the Silence, as'a 
name of our earth. 

Let the reader therefore pleasè un
derstand that, as explained in the 
Thèosophical philosophy, which mere~ 
ly reflects the truths of Nature, a 'heli' 
is only a sphere of purgation, where .the 
karmic consequences or web of des
tiny in which evolving souls. have in
volved themselves, are worked out, 
precedent to a 'rest in the spiritual 
réalms, or realms which we may call 
spiritual - spheres where • aspirations 
are fulfilled, high andJofty hopes are 
realized, and where the expanding na
tive faculties of the soul find full and 
adequate fields of self-expression. 

\. 

.MAN'S CREATIVE POWERS: WILL AND 
INTELLIGENCE 
H. T. EDGE, M. A., D. LITT. 

W E note with pleasure in a medi
. cal magazine an article on 'Race 

Decay and Social Hygiene,' which at
taches à much higher meaning than 
usual to the word 'eugenics,' and seeks 
to rescue that word from the ill-favor 
which it has incurred through its mis~ 
use by fanatics. . The writer character
izes the extreme measures prnposed by 
suéh fanatics as being chimerical; using 

obvious arguments, such as the impos~ 
sibility of deciding as to who is fit and 
who is unfit, or of enfoi:dng such regu
lations as a minority might make. He 
rightly, höwever, favors a greater care 
and forethoûgh~ as a preliminary to 

. marriage, and looks forward to the 
growth of a.healthy sentiment, rather 
than to arbitrary measures, as the 
force whic4 should bring it about. He 
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·. PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC. 

CHAPTER. XIII -THE VISIBLE WORLDS 

"It is not the world in whicli blossom the transitory and evanescent flowers of per
sonal liv~s whicl~ is the real permanent ~orld, but that one in which we find _the root of con
sciousness, the root which is beyond illusion and dwells in the eternity.". 

- H. P. BLAVATSKY: The Key to Tlteosophy, p. 176 

·w· E now turn to the scheme of 
_·. : Nature ~s. _it lies open before 
the perception :of· the senses that we 
possess. As preç~ding chapters have 
already set ·forth, it would be utt~rly 
impossible tn.understand the back
ground of the visible universe without 

. remembering and taking into full con-
sideration in our study of that physical 
universe. that itis rooted in .the invisi

. bie woi-Ids and spheres and planes, as 
hereinbefore described. It is, in fact, 
as there said, only the mirroring or re
flexion of what e~ists in the part of 
Universa!. Nature behind the veil of 

• the outward seeming. 
The visible world' that. we humans 

know somewhat of with the sense-ap
paratus that evohJtion has given us at 
·the present time, is, as already pointed 
out, merely one cross-section of the 
Boundless All. As the human.host, or 
any other host _indeed - hut we are at 
the present moment Iimiting our obser
vation·s to the human host-: passes on 
in its evolutionary course into what 
are now the invisible wodds, any one·· 
such invisible world which the human 

host then enters· will be for thè time 
being, its 'physical' cross-sectîon of the 
Universe. 

Our meaning should-be, very piain. 
What we call • a physical world is 
merely that world in which we - or 
indeed any other host of entities ~ 
happen to be söjourning at the time 
and cognise through the sense-appara
tus of the vehicles in which 'Ye thèn 
are. Consequently the adjective 'phy
sical' applies niutatis mutandis with as 
much accuracy and right to 'the lowest 
or most material degree of any such 
invisible world' or sphere, as it does to 
our present world. 

When we pass· out of .this present 
physical sphere, it will become invisi
ble to us; and the world intö which we 
shall pass , will be the visible world. 
This coricèption or rather fact of evo
lutionary experience Hes behind the 
meaning of certain technica!· words 
used in the ancient world-religions and 
wor\d-philosophies, such as are found 
in the Sanskrit, where the rûpa- ( or 
'material') and arapa- ( or 'immateri
al') worlds or planes are mentioned; 
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and these words are to be construed 
strictly in accordance with what has 
just been said. 

Now, in order more clearly to set 
forth the schematic delineation of the 
hieràrchical structure or constitution 
of the Universe as described in preced
iI).g chapters, the following diagram will 
doubtless . assist tl1e reader; and in 
drawing this schematic diagram we 
employ for purposes of illustration the 
names given to the respective planes or 
spheres that are used for that purpose 
in Brahmanism. 

Other religions have their own re
spective names and respective methods 
of d~viding the hierarchical structure .. 

( •, 

ParàrO.pa
lokas 

(Divine 
World) 

1. Satya-(Brahma-) loka } ArO.pa~lokas 
2. Tapar-loka (Spiritual 
3. Janar-loka spheres) 

4. Mahar-loka 
5. Swar-loka 
6. Bhuvar-loka 
7. Bho.r-loka 

} 

RO.pa-lokas 
(Material . 

worlds) 

The reader will here riotice first, and 
beginning from. the bottom, that the 
four lowest are talled the rûpa- or ma
terial worlds. These are the worlds of 
'form' in ascending degrees of ethere
ality, t~at is to say, the higher they 

are the more ethereal they are. ··• The 
Sanskrit word lo~a means 'place' or 
'locality,' or, as we Theosophists say, 

• a world or sphere or plane; whilst the 
word rûpa means 'form.' 

• Now 'form' is here employed tech-
. nically - not in the strict, popular 
sense in which it is used in English ,
hut it • signifies rather an atomie · or 
monadic aggregation about the cehtral 
and· indwelling consciousness, thus 
forming a vehicle or·. body thereof. 
Arûpa eqtiivalently means 'Îormless,' 
hut this 'word 'formless' is not to be 
taken so strktly as to mean that· there 
is no form of any kind whatsoever; it 
merely means that the forms in . the 
spiritual worlds as • outlined in the 
above scheme are of a spiritual type or 
character, and of course far more ethe
real than are the 'forms' of ihe rûpa-
lokas. • • 

We . might express . the technica! 
meaning better by saying. that. rûpa
lokas are lokas or worlds where the 
body-form or vehicle is very definitely 
outlined in matter; whereas in the 

. arûpa-lokas, or the spiritual worlds or 
spheres or planes, the vehicle ör body 
is to be conceivèd of rather as an en~ 
closing sheath of. energie substánce. 
If we were to spèak of. the entities of 
these arûpa-lokas as containing bodies 
of light, it would be close to the real 
idea, because even in.modern physical 
science, light is substantial ----, as Theö
sophy, and therefore the Ancient Wis
dom, Hkewise teach it to be, álthough 
nota substance exactly ofourmaterial 
world. 

N evèrtl1eless, •as. has several times 
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already. been said in preceding chap~ 
ters, these àrûpa:lokas or the 'three 
worlds above the rûpa-lokas, are as 
seemingly solid and substantial to their 
respective inhabitants as is ,our own 
material sphere Bhûr-loka • to us, ·a.nd 
as arè' the other three rûpa-lokas to 
their respective inhabitants: All this ! 

matter of solidity or substantiality is_ 
obviously merely a relative question. 
The three highest rûpa-lokas to us in
habitants of the lowest or Bhûr-loka 
are of course relatively immaterial to 
us, and so inde_ed they are. Evèn·more 
so are the three higher 6r arûpa or spi
dtual spheres much more immàterial 
or ethereal to us, though, as just said, _ 
they are as sub~tantial or seeming solid 
to .their inhabitants .as is our physical 
sphere to us. 

Note further that the seven lokas 
of_ this schematic diagram, which in
clude the three of the arûpa and the 
four of the rûpa, include all the mani-
f ested universes-,- that is to say, the 
universes subject to manifested im
bodiment, counting from the spiritual 
down to the spheres of most material _ 
density, and_ therefore aètually includ
ing - though it is not sketched in this 
schematic diagram - even what • we 
Theosophists'allude to·a.s the 'Mystery 
of the Eighth Sphere.' Concerningthis 
last or Eighth Sphere nothing further 
can be said ina published work, except 
the passing statement that itis a sphere 
even more maferial- than is our earth, 
and may. perhàps be best --and most 
briefly described as the sphere of 'ab
solute' matter: in other words, the low
esL possible ·stage or step of our 6wn 

Honi.e-Hierarchy, in which last stage 
-matter has rea:ched its ultimate in den~ 
sity and physical accretion. 

Beneath this last stage begins a new 
Hierarchy; just as on the higher stage, 
in other words above our own pres.ent 
Home-Hierarchy, could we conscious
ly ascend along the various stages or 
degrees or rungs of the Ladder of Life, 
we should pierce through the laya-ceh
ter or 'singular point' there existing 
into the lowest possible stage of the 
next superior Hierarchy. 

As regards the 'triangle in radiàtion' 
or radiating triangle, which the above 
schematic diagram also presents, and 
which we have called the Pararûpa
lokas, this triangle represents in sym
bolic form the aggregative summit or 
acme or top of the Ladder of our own 
Home-Hierarchy, and is to us Child
ren of this Hierarchy our Divine World, 
as the scheme shows. 

This Divine World is not only to be 
considered as the divine Seed whence 
flow forth in the cosmic Periods of 
Manifestation the seven grades or steps 
below it which the diagram shows, bu{ 
it is also the Goal towards which a~d 
into which all shall again be ultimately 
resolved when such' a hierarchical or 

• cosmic Period of Manifestation shall 
have concludecl its course of evolu
tion in self-expression. 

It is, however, the purpose of this 
chapter to set forthwith more de~nites 
ness .than has been done in prèceding 
chapters the real characteristic and na
ture of our physical sphere, which, in 
a larger sense perhaps than the Brah~ 
manical _system .·employs, Th~osophy 
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would place in the-lowest or seventh 
degree or stage of the above scheme, 
the Bhûr-loka, and would include 
therein not only our earth and our 
solar system, hut our entire physical 
Home~Universe, which, as has before 
been said, inclucles all within the phy
sical encircling bounds of the MHky 
Way. 

The first conception that the reader 
should grasp, for it is absolutely es
sential to a correct understanding of 
our theme, is the fact that the Uni
versa! Lif e-Consciousness-Substance 
which pervades everything and 'which _ 
is at the back of and 'above' all of 
our own Home-Universe, manifests in 
every minutest part or detail of that 
Home-Universe. Such manifestation 
naturally takes the form, speaking in 
a_general way, of its source: in other 
words, takes the form of Life mani-· 
festing as individual Lives. There
fore, every minutest point - for a 
'point of consciousness' is even small
er than the infinitesimal figure which 
chèmists call an atom_;every minutest 
point of the Kosmic Beîng is a monadic 
<::enter or Life. 

As H. P. Blavátsky sets the matter 
forth in her own inimitable and won
derful style, in her The Secret Doc
trine, Volume I, page 49: 

Esoterie philosophy teaches that everything 
Jives and· is conscious; -but not that all life 
and consciousness are similar to those of hu
man or even anima! -beings. Life we look 
upon as "th_e one form_ of existence," mani
festing in what is called matter· or as in 
mari, _ what, incorrectly separatirt~ th~m we 
name Spirit, Soul, ànd Matter. Matter i~ the 
vehicle for -the manifestation of· soul on this 

plane of existence, and souL is the vehicle on 
a higher plane for th!! manifes.t;ition_ of .spirit, 
and- these three are a trinity synthesized by 
Life, which pervades them. all. The idea of 
universa! life is one of those ancient conéep
tions which are returning to the human :min'd 
inthis century, as a consequence otits libe~a
tion from anthropomorphic theology. Sci
ence, it is true, contents itself with traci~g 
or postulating the ·signs of universa! life, and 
has not yet been hold enough even to whis
per "Anima Mundi!" 

This limitation of scientific think
ing was expressed with the voice of. 
authority by the wiseacres of science 
in H. P. Blavatsky's day, but as the 
great Florentine Galileo Galilei is re
ported to have said, "N evertheless it 
moves." Science/ too, is-moving ahead 
rapidly; and today we have th~ bright
est luminaries in their scientific writ
ings not merely hesitatingly pointirig 
with uncertain finger to their, accept~ 
ance of a cosmic life-energy behind all 
phenomena, but in some càses these lti
minaries are courageous enough and 
intuitive enough absolutely and open
ly to proclaim it. • • • 

We have given in another chapter 
the statement of Professor Eddington, 
to the effect that life and consciousÎi.ess 
are at the back of mattér and energy, 
thus voicing Theosophy or the archaic 
Wisdom-Religion, and this is equiva~ 
l~nt to saying that everything that is, 
is a Life. • 

Hence all the visible worlds existing 
in our visible sphere or plane, are hut 
huge agglomerates of living entities or 
lives in all-various degrees of evolu~ 
tionary dêvelopment. Not only are 
they all: suns, p,anets, cornets, nebu-' 
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lae, meteors, and what-not: .each one 
of them based in even its physical be
ing ön such aggregates of Lives, infini
. tesimal and other, hut on some of these 
celestial bodies at least there are also, 
as there are on our earth, _hosts of liv
ing entities possessing. self-con_scious 
.mind and will, such as we human be-
• ings on this earth have. 

It is these Lives that, driven or rath
er urged by . their self ~evolved karmic 
potentiality bebind them, follow the va
rious pathways of karmic destiny, and 
eventuate in this or in that or iq. some 
other form or self-expression of the in
visible host bebind. 

As H. P. Blavatsky again sàys so· 
very truly in her The Secret Doctrine, 
Volume I, pages 260 and 261: 

Science teaches us that the living as well 
as the dead organisms of bath man and ani
mal are swarming with bäcteria of a hundrèd 
various kinds; that from without we are 
threatened with the invasion of microbes with 
every brèath we draw, and from within by 
leucomaines, aerobes, anaerobes, and what 
not. ·But Science never. yet went so far ~s 
to assert • with the occult doctrine that our 
bodiesi as well . as those of animals, plants, 
and stones, are themselves altogether built 
·up of such beings; which, except larger spe
cies, no· microscope can detect. • So • far, as 
regards the purely anima! and material por
tion of man, Science is on its way to dis
coveries that will go far _towards corroborat~ 
ing this theory. Chemistry and physiology 
are the two great magicians of the future, 
who are destined to open the eyes of -man
kind to the great physical truths. With every 
day, the identity between the anima! and 
physical man, between the plant and man, 
and even betweènthe reptile and its nest, the 
·rock, and man - is more and more clearly 
shown: • The physical and chemica! coristitu
ents of all being found to be identiçal, chemi-

• cal science may well say that there is no dif
ference between the matter which composes 
the ox and that which farms man. But the 
Occult doctrine is far more explicit. It says: 
Not only the chemica! compounds are the 
same, hut the same infinitesimal invisible lives 
compose the atoms of the bodies of the moun
tain and the daisy, of man and the ant, of the 
elephant, and of the tree which shelters him 
from the sun. Each particle - whether you 
call it organic or inorganic - is a lif e. Èvery 
atom and molecule in the Universe is bath 
lifè-giving and death-giving to that form, in
asmuch as it builds by aggregation. universes 
and the ephemeral vehicles ready to receive 
the transmigrating soul, and as eternally de~ 
stroys and changes the f orms· and expels" those 
souls from their temporary abocles. It cre
ates and kills; it .is self-generating and self
destroying; it brings in.to being, and annihi
lates, that mystery of mysteries -·the living 
body of man, anima!, or plant, every second 
in time and space; and it generates equally 
life and death,· beauty and ugliness, good and 
bad, and even the agreeable and disagreeable, 
the beneficent and maleficent sensations. It 
is that mysterious LrFE, represented collec
tively by countless myriads of lives. . . . 

Yes indeed does· the Great Theoso-· 
phist very nobly set forththe teachings 
of Theosophyin thetwo extracts which 
precede. Everything, no matter how 
small, no matter how great, is an evolv
ing Life, and hence, as every one of 
these visible • bodies ~n the U niverse 
around us is hut an aggregate of silth 
lives, we have here a clue to the real 
meaning of many of the ancient philo
sophers who spoke • of the suns and 
-stars as being living entities, or what 
the ancient Greeks called 'ensouled en
tities' fwa, Zàa, from which comes the 
word 'Zodiac,' used even in our clirrent· 
• astronomicaL hooks, and meaning the 
circle _of the 'Living Ones'; and which 
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the Latin philosophers called Animals 
- a word of course which they used 
with the original Latin meaning of ani
mate entities, and not in the restricted 
meaning of modern Eliropean speech, 
signifying only the beasts. Animals 
and Zoa of course mean the same thing 
in the two respective tongues. 

It may interest the Occidental stu
dent to know also that even some of 
the greatest of the early Christian 
Fathers taught exactly the same thing 
'-- we mean that the suns and stars 
were 'living beings,' for such indeed 
is the explicit teaching of the great 
Greek theologian Origen, as well, 
doubtless, as of Clement, another one 
of the great Christian Fathers, and, 
like Origen, belonging to the Alexan
drian School of Christian theology. 
_ Of course every student of Christian 
ecclesiastical history lmows that many 
of the doctrines of Origen were official
ly condemned and anathematized, first 
at the Home-Synod convoked by the 
Patriarch Mennas, under authority of 
the Imperia! Rescript issued by the 
Emperor Justinian I, a Synod held 
about the year 538; and Origen's 
opinions were again condemned at the 
Fif th Genera! or Oecumenical Coun~ 
cil held in 5 53, also by order of the 
Emperor J ustinian. But this condem
nation and anathematization was en
gineered -very largely by the secular 
powers of the time in response to the 
urgings of a powerful body of the then 
existing priesthood, and was an act 
which, while it changed the theology 
of the Christian Church in succeeding 
centuries to a large degtee, took place 

over the very vigorous protest and com
plaints of an almost equally powerful 
body of the then existing Christian 
priesthood and community. 

For the sake of their intrinsic · in
terest, a few passages from Origen are 
quoted here. In his wórk on First 
Principles, chapter vii, section 2, he 
speaks· as follows: 

Not only may the stars be subject to sin, 
but they are actually not free from the con
tagion of it; 

and in section 3, he says: 

Anä as we notice that the stars move with 
such order and regularity that these move
ments never at any time seem to be subject 
to derangement, would it not be the highth 
of stupidity to say that so consistent and 
orderly an observing of method and plan 
could be carried out or accomplished by be
ings without reason. . . . Vet as the stars 
are living and rational beings, unquestionably 
there will appear among them both advance 
and retrogression. 

Again Origen observes in his tract 
Against Celsus, chapter xi: 

As we are persuaded that the sun himself 
and the moon and the stars also pray to the 
supreme deity through his Only-begotten Son, 
we think it improper to pray to those bèings 
who themsclves offer up prayers. 

And again in the same tract Against 
Celsus, chapter lxvii, Origen remarks 
once more, quite after the Christian 
manner of his time: 

For we sing hymns to the Most High only 
and to his Only-begotten who is the logos 
and also God; we praise God and· his Only
begottên, as also do the sun, the moon, the 
stars, and all the multitude of the heavenly 
host. 

Furthermore, in • order to show the 
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early Christian viewabouf the irinate 
vfrality working in and through the 
celestial bödies as vehicles of that vi
taHty; the reader will find in the Let
ter to A vitus, of the Latin Fa:ther Je
rome, the following passage which re
peats Origen's teachings: 

Respecting the heavenly bodies, we should 
notice that the soul of the sun, or 

0

whatever 
else it • ought to be called, did ··not begin to 
exist when the world was created, but before 
that it entered into that shining and lumineus 
body. We should hold.similar views regard
ing the moon and the stars. 

• It 'is also • interesting to nóte thàt 
despitè the condemnation of the views 
• of Origen and his School·· by the two 
Cónstà.ntinopolitan Councils above 
1nênticmed, those views prevailed more 
or less in secret throughout the Chris
tian community, and lasted until a 
very late period of Christian history, 
inèleed even into the Middle Ages. 
The ecclesiastical writers of the Dark 
and Medieval periods have many pas
sages with ref erence to the sun and 
stars which, hisforically speaking, are 
understandable only on the supposition 
that they are more or less distorted re
flexions of the views of Origen and 
his School, whièh in themselves, as 
we have already pointed out, were dis
torted reproductions from original so
called Pagan teachings. 

The exact meaning of this old doc
trine of the celestial bodies being ani
mate entities, each one having its past 
and of course its present and likewise 
its future as such an anirriàte being, 
was very largely lost even at the time 
ofthe ëouricils ofConstantinople men-

tiOnèd abovè. The idea • was not thàt 
the stars and other shining celestial 
bodies were in their physiçal forms 
'angels' or 'archangels,' hut that each 
one · was the· 'dwelling' or vehicle • or 
channel of e·xpression of some 'angelic' 
entity behind it. • 

Certainly this conception approaches 
far closer to the Wisdom-Religion of 
the archaic ages, today called Theo
sophy, than might appear on first 
thought, although otir own views ar~ 
founded on sound philosophical prin~ 
ciples and scientific facts of invisible 
Nature. 

But all such doctrines as those of 
Origen just described were already 
largely degenerate in the tiine when 
Origeri. and his School enunciàtèd them 
to the Christian Community, and wère, 
furthermore, more or less distorted 
from their original •• Pagan meaning by 
the theologicai mental bias of the ~en 
who taught them. It is to the Ancients 
themselves that we must turn, if we 
wish to gain a clearer and more definite 
outline of the original thought; and it 
may be said in passing that it is from 
Plato in especial, and fröm Pythagoras 
and his School, that are derived these 
doctrines which certain ones of the 
Christian Fathers took over and modi
fied for their ówn especial purposes. 

The truth of the whole matter is 
this: each and every celestial body, 
whether it be pebula, cornet, sun, or 
star, or hard arid rocky planet like our 
own earth-sphere, is a focus or psycho
èleétric lens, if we may so express our
selves, through which poUr the ener
gies and powers and substances pass-
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ing into it from the invisible spheres, 
after the manner that we have before 
hinted at. 

It is through the laya-centers, or 
through Sir James Jeans' 'singular 
points,' that these Circulations of the 
Cosmos take place, and each such 
sphere, whether star or planet, cornet 
or nebula, has at its heart such a laya
center or channel óf communication, 
through which pass in both directions, 
upwards and downwards, the forces 
and powers and substances just 
spoken of. 

Furthermore, these Circulations pass 
not merely to higher realms: that is 
to say upwards and downwards so far 
as any physical sphere in the superior 
worlds is concerned: but also pass up
wards and downwards so far as the in
ferior but also invisible worlds or 
planes are concerned. 

Turning for a few moments to our 
physical science, we have the most 
progressive of its luminaries setting 
forth a body of speculations regarding 
the atom and the characteristics of 
atomie physics which lends itself in a 
most admirable way in support of the 
Theosophical teachings regarding the 
same things, which we have already 
briefly outlined. 

When material substance existing in 
and of the atom, the ultimate material 
constituent - and we here allude of 
course to the electronic theory - is 
said to be naught but electric charges, 
respectively of positive and negative 
type, which by their interactions pro
duce the physical universe surround
ing us, we enter at once upon the in-
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visible realms, for, these invisible 
realms are causes of the energiès, work
ing in and behind and through the 
atomie sphere or body or garment or 
veil - call it by what name you like 
-which forms the material world. 

Nor is this all, for there are brilliant 
minds today which are beginning to 
speak of certain still more subtil and 
particular points of material substance, 
which they call photons, which ap
parently either exist in the care of the 
electron and thus compose the elec
tronic activity itself, or are connected 
with the protonic or centra! nucleus of 
the atom. 

The future will doubtless show more 
clearly what actually does lie behind 
and within the electron, and how and 
why the latter, in connexion with the 
protonic nucleus of the atom, produces 
the phenomena of radiation. Other 
scientists also of a philosophical type 
are now beginning to talk of 'emer
gence,' at least in biology: that is to 
say that behind or within living enti
ties in particular, and doubtless in the 
so-called inanimate sphere of matter, 
there are factors· which 'emerge' 
through the rigidly governed physical 
activities of the material world. 

We may .mention Professor Lloyd 
Morgàn, a British scientist, in this 
connexion, and other scientists who 
belang to his school. 

All these ideas or speculations or 
theories or hypotheses are like · the 
straws which show whichway the wind 
is blowing: thatis to say, the new spirit 
which has entered into the minds of 
scientific men, driving old ideas Jike 
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chaff hefore it; and all these théories 
of course aredirectly related to and de
pend upon the d:iaràcteristics of the 
physical world which surrounds · us. 

• These theories come to us from two 
directions: from a studyof the atomie 
structure in the mièrocosmic sphere, 
and from a similarly advàncing study, 
on a macrocosmic scale, of thè worlds 
or spherès of physical space. 

One of the most beautiful as well as 
profound and interesting teachings of 
thè Ancient Wisdom regarding the 
visihle worlds - an ohservation which 

1 
·applies with equal force to the invisi-
ble - is that each such visihle world 
is not merely a focus of the subtil and 
ethèreal essences and energies pouring 
through 'it, hut each one such visihle 
world also exists as an entity within 
the ·lif e-sphere, or within the encom
passing lif e, of an Entity still more 
vast; so that, as Paul of the Christians 
truly said with reference to Man, each 
such visihle · globe "lives, moves, and 
has its being" in some other Entity of 
still greater magnitude. 

Who can say where and when limits 
should be pl~ced to this view? In na
tura! reality there are rio limits in any 
directión; hut there are indeed Iimits 
or frontiers in a secondàry • sense, in 
view of the hierarchical structtire or 
constitution of the Universe. Each 
such Hierarchy of course has its be
ginning and has its end, in other words, 
its -highest and its lowest points, and 
these are the frontfers or _the limits 
for itself; hut they are not real limits 
in the last analysis, hecause either the 
beginning or the end of any Hiera:rchy 

is hut· its point of junction or union 
with a superior or an inf erior. Hierar
chy, respectively, thus continuing in 
both directions the endless Ladder of 
Life. 

But there is another and still more 
fasdna:ting manner of lookirig at this 
endless chain or concatenation of en
titiès and things: the continuation of 
the hierarchical structure through and 
into the invisible realms, or, in other 

• words, continuation • extending • ever 
more i_!lwards; and indeed this is the 
point of prime • importance foi any
one to understand who wishes to get 
some comprehensive view of what • is 
meant by the words, "the hierarchi
cal structure or constitution of the· 
U niverse." 

Nature, in the sense of the Bound
less All, is in itself, that is to say, per 
se, frontierless and limitless in all direc
tions; and through the All extends the 
illimitable network or web of Cosmic 
Being. It is these Hierarchies which 
form the inner constitution of the Uni~ 
verse, and each such Hierarchy may be 
figtirated to the mind as an organic en
tity or organ of the Cosmic Organis111. 
In a' very similar manner man's inner 
constitution is builded, for it is indeed 
hut a reflexion or mirroring,· as the an
cient Hermetists would have put it, 
of the constitution ·. of the Universe .. 
Just as man in all the stages or degrees 
of his inner constitution: in other 
words, in all his, principles: is builded 
up of vast hosts of Lives in which he 
is the monadic and inspiring entity and 
through which he works and in which 
he lives and moves and has his being, 

s 
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precisely so is the Universe con-· 
stmcted .• 

All these Hierarchies are builded up 
of incomputably numerous multitudes 
or hosts of Lives, and through them all 
and in them all lives and works and has 
its being what the ancient Pythago
reans called the Cosmic Monad. Re
member, however, that these Cosmic 
Monads are· as numerous in Boundless 
Infinitude as are the countless hosts 
of minor beings in which they live and 
work. Each one such minor entity, 
it matters not ;;it all what its evolution
ary stage may be, has its own monadic 
center, and therefore is a learning and 
evolving entity. 

The general principle of cosmic co
operation, to use familiar words, which 
is so readily deducible from the obser
vations which precede, is one of the 
phases of the doctrine. of Universa! 
Brotherhood, as we Theosophists call 
it; for this interlocking and interblend
ing scheme extends everywhere, in the 
invisible wórlds as well as in the worlds 
which are visible. 

Another phase of this our doctrine 
of Universa! Brotherhood is that all 
things whatsoever; great or small, are 
rooted in the same Cosmic Source, 
whence they proceeded in the begin-
11ing of the primordial periods of 
World-Evolution, and towards which 
they are journeying back. 

Every visible world ·is therefore the 
seat of a móst marvelous complexity 
and activity _of .. Lif e - or more accu
rately of Lives, of which, as before 
said, every such visible world is en~ 
tirely builded. It is in these worlds, 

invisible or. visible, that these· hosts • of 
evolving entities firid their fields of 
self-expression. Our own earth is a 
very good example, with • ifa various 
families of offspringing children, which 
we call the various kingdoms: Mineral, 
Vegetable, Animal, and Human, as 
well as the three Elemental Kingdoms 
which prêcede the MineraL All these 
entities are evolving together, albeit 
in.· different evolutionary grades. 

Here we see the wide basis that 
morals have in the hierarèhical con
struttion of Nature, for morals, how
ever·men may viewthem, or however 
they may be delineated in human phi
losophical óutline, are· based on this 
hierarchical. structure of Nat ure itself. 
No man can live unto himself alone, he 
must, whether he will or whether · he 
nill, live unto others as well. The 
single human being is but one indivi~ 
dual droplet in the vast and ori-rushing 
River of Evolving Entities. It is.when 
man realizes his essential oneness with 
spiritual Nature, and his inseparable 
links with the visible and tlie interme
diate spheres, that he begins tq l!nder
stand his duties to all other beings, and 
begins truly to live, and to extend the 
range ofhis sympathies to all that is: 
Thereby he comes into harmoniöus re
lationship with all that is; and instead 
ofopposing and battling with other .en~ 
tities and things, he becomes helpful, 
and· obtains a growing understanding 
of them, because in proportion as he 
understands himself, he understands 
other entities also. 
• The schematk diagram which was 

given towards the . beginning of this • 
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presentchapter has ··been. already ex
plàined as ref erring to three.· Divine 
Worlds.or planes or spheres and seven 
Worlds of Manifestation; and ,it was 
explained,. that these seven worlds of 
manifestation are themselves divided 
into two readily divisible parts: th.e up
per or so-called relatively Arûpa- or 
'fonp.less' wörlds in the sense hereinbe
fore explained, and the Jour lowest or 
distinctly niatedal or vehicular, or 
Worlds of Form. 

It is seen; therefore, that, strictly 
speaking, any Hierarchyis composite 
of ten degrees or stages or steps or, if 
.th.e highest of all counting downwards, 
or the first, is considered to be the same 
as the lowest of the next superior Hier
arc:hy, we .have nine degrees or stages 
orsteps.descendirigin successive ranges 
of worlds .or planes. The differences 
therefore between seven and ten, or 
again nine, is merely a matter .of view
point and enumeration, • and has no 
significance in itself. 

Apy reader conversant with the theo
gonical mythological aspect of ancient 
and presently existing Oriental reli
gions and philosophies, knows how fre
quently the numbers ten, nine, seven, 
five, four, and three occur therein in 
relation to. the various families or 
groups or Hierarchies of the worlds and 
of the beings and things which inhabit 
them . 

. There still remainsfor .consideration 
a. numl::ler of outs tanding Theosophical 
doctrines which will be discussed in 
chapters on 'Evolution,' 'Man,' 'Kar~ 
man,' 'Reincarnation,' respectively; 
and matters that have been .hut briefly 

alluded to in foregoing parts of this 
book will therein be developed • more 
at length. 

By this time the reader surely must 
have come to some conclusion of his 
own regarding ·the immense grasp· of 
philosophical and scientific subjects 
which H. P. Blavatsky, the Great 
Theosophist, had. In the greatest of 
her works, The Secret Doctrine, all 
that has been heretöfore outlined or 
sketched in this present book is there 
contained, either in brief or in mu·ch 
fuller form than the compass of this 
book permits the present authors to 
follow. The true Theosophist loves 
his great first Leader and Teacher, 
with a love that is based on sound 
reasons and in no wise is dependent 
upon a merely personal predilec~ion 
for one whose mental capacities and 
whose instincts of the heart provoked 
admiration. Not only did H. P. Bla
vatsky teach men how to know them
selves, whence they carne, what they 
are, and whither they are going, hut 
she gave them new hopes in life, for she 
taught them a new meaning of Life, 
in elucidating the marvelous Wisdom
Religion of the archàic ages. 

What work can be mqre sublime 
than giving back to man. man's soul? 
And this in brief is precisely what th~ 
Great Theosophist, H. P. Blavatsky, 
did. It is the awakened soul only that 
can recognise the soul in others, for 
the.· mere brain-mind is so closely in
wrapped in its own limit,ed sphere of 
likes and dislikes, prejudices and apti
tudes, predilections and attractions, 
that it has small power of observation • 
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for the problems and tribulations that 
afflict other souls equally with itself; 
hut the spiritual soul in each one of us 
soars above an: these things, recognises 
principles rather than details, sees the 
roots of things, and feels the unbreak
able honds which unite man to man, 
and man to the Universe and to the 
hosts of countless entities which infill 
it. 

To say that man is, as the Great -
Theosophist did so truly, a god in the 
.core of his being, passing thröugh the 
present evolu.tionary stage of lif e, is 
to give a suggestion to the thqughtful 

mind which has proved itself to be ex
ceedingly fruitful. Yes, the Great 
Theosophist taught man to find him~ 
self; and_ thus 'enabled' her followers 
to understanq_ the meaning oLthe an
cient Delphic Oracle: Man, Knów 
Thyself ;· for in knowing himself, man 
by _degrees -_-comes to know the Uni~ 
verse, 

The Great Theosophist's work was 
sublime and , inexpressibly beautiful, 
for the Harmony of N at:ure streamed 
through her consciousness into the 
lessons regarding life and being that 
she taûght. We are grateful! 

THE VOYAGE 
THE SEA-'- I 

Kenneth Morris, D. Litt. _ 

GOD stores his joy in the Sea 
• Which is both force and dream, 

And there is no -aspect of him 
But is distraught with glee, 
Sunlit days and dim, 
And whether black-blue or agleam. 
He laughs in: the face of day; 
He is full of hills and hoUows; 
Wave chases wave away, 
And wave after wave follows-'
Wave after wave comes after; 
God stores in the Sea his làughterl 

And h_e stores his song therein: • 
By God, I would rather be 
The ingenious-spirited Sea 
Than all renown else win, 
And· enjoy even Shakespeare' s fame 
Or have Li .Po for my name, 
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PART TWO:' PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER ( XIV~ EVOLUTION 

"O~r . . . ancestors traced the law of evolution throughout the whole. universe. As 
by gradual progression from the star-cloudlet to the development of the physical bo4y. of 
man, the rule holds good, so from the universa!. ether to the incarnate human spirit; they 
fraced one uninterrupted series of entities. These evolulions were from the world of spirit 
into the world cif gross matter;· arid through that back a:gain to the source of all things." 

-H. P. BLAVATSKY: l~s Unveiled, Vol. I, ·p. 285 

EVOLUTION as it is. taught in the 
. archaic · philosophy, • and there

fore .. taught by the Theosophy of· our 
own times, is based, as· a process, on 
whatwe may brièfly èall'the unfolding 
or unwrapping of what had. previous~ 
ly been" inf olded and inwrapped. It 
is therefore, as a ,vord, used in Jhe ex-
act etymological ·sense. • • • 

The Theosophist furthermore does 
by no means limit evolutionary· de
velopment to the so~_called animate be- . 
ings existing on earth as we find them 
today. In the view of .. the Andent 
Wisdöm, and therefóre of the modern 
Theosophicalformulatión of that Wis
dom, evohition.is a_'so-èalled Law of 
Nature, which applies throughout the , 
entire ranges of the Cosmos. • 

Universes and worlds; gods, spir
its, and men; gods, monads, atóm's, 
elementals, and every entity and 
thing, in brief: are all, and each 
one of them .• is, in their respective 
stages of èvolutionary growth. 

Of course, in a general way, Evolu
tion means advancement, because the 
unfolding or • unwrapping process 
means the perf ecting or developing of 
the innate or intrinsic powers and 
faculties locked up in the evolving en
tity itself. As these locked-up powers 
or energies or faculties flow forth irito 
manifestation when the surrounding 
environment is • propitious for~ ~such 
manifestation, the· entity finds itself 
in èontinuously more perfect forms or 
sfates or conditions of seWun'folding, 
and · therèfore can more fully • express 
these energies as they come rolling 
forth. 

A. cursory glance over the meaning 
of the above, therefore, will at on~~ 
show that evolution, as viewed by the 
Theosophical student~ is a very differ
ent matter indeed from evolution as 
taught in Darwinism, or as taught in 
the Neo-Darwinistic teachings of our 
own time; or, indeed, by any other so
èalled. evolutionist school; and differ-
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ent agäin in very profound respects, 
from the teachings •• of Lamarck and 
from Neo~Lamarckism. 

All these latter or so-called scientific 
teachings are based ori the assumption 
that everything that is on our earth 
springs from inert and lifeless matter, 
without a spiritual core or evolving 
center of energy workingthrough that 
rpatter, or through any particular por
tion of such inert or lifeless matter, 
which is popularly called a thing or 
a being. 

The Theosophist considers that evo
lution • and growth are virtually syno
nyms, so far as the essentials of the 
Theosophical teachings go. If there 
be any difference between growth and 
evolut.ion,. it is merely that growth is 
evolution considered in some passing 
phase of an evolving entity; whereas 
Evolution, on the other hand, should 
be considered as the genera! law of 
progressive development, and as hav
!ng' its field of operation in a larger and 
iiideéd universa} sense. 
• When the Theosophist uses the word 

'Evolution,' the piéture immediately 
·comes to his mind of a very genera} 
process, applying as well to worlds or 
spheres or planes, as to any one or to 
all of the entities inhabiting those 
•• worlds or spheres or planes. -The reas
on for this has already been stated in 
the preéeding paragraphs and in -the 
preceding chapters .. • The entire uni
verse; and all the worlds and planes 
and spheres which it contains, with 
their innumerable hosts of entities, are, 
considered both collectivelyand in par
ticular, but passing phases :or 'events' 

in the- sense·.· herinbefore . set forth. 
In Other words; such passing 'events' 

or phases are stages jn growth/stages 
in progressive • developmerit . Thus 
Man, originating in. the -beginning of 
past aeonic evolution às· an unselfcon
scious god-spark, travels through the 
various phases of évolutionary prog
ress or growth, and eàch one. of such 
phases· is to be considered an 'event'; 
and this process has continued to the 
present time, and will continue inde
finitely into the future, till the very 
end of the present Cosmic Period of 
Manif estation. 

Thè Monad was· an 'event' when it 
began its long pilgrimage inthebegin
ning óf a pastCosmic Period as an un
selfconscious god-spark. This event 
was followed from phasé to phase, 
each such phase being a new 'event,' 
until the Monad found itself in that 
phàse of its evolutionary journey on 
and through our eàrth called the Min
eral Ki:qgdom; - its passing thröugh 
this Kingdom wasin the course of long 
ages. The process of unwrappingor 
unfolding of the innate energies ,and 
powers flowing forth from the Mona_d 
itself, gradually brought the interme
diate links, or intermediate,nature, be
tween the Mönad and the Mineral 
Kingdom, into becoming fitter· and 
more perfectvehicles to -the M_ohad; 
so that_ ultimately the;evolving Monad 
found itself in theVegetable Kingdöm. 

Passing. through this Kingdom dur
ing the·._ course of long àeons, the, con
stant perfecting of the intermediate 
vehicles or links between the Monad 
on the· one hand, and the plant-bodies 
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on the other, brought these interinedi
ate links into a still more sensitive and 
quasi-conscious condition, so that they 
became fit for enshrining the Monad 
in the Beast-Kingdom. 

The· Monad passing through all 
these various phases or events of the 
Beast-Kingdom in its evolutionary 
progress, continued, as before; in a 
larger measure of progressive unwrap
ping or unrolling of ever higher or 
more spiritual energies flowing .forth 
from the inner Monad itself, till the 
sensitized bèast-nature, which was one 
phase or event, became more Tit to 
exprèss, in still larger degree, still high
er and nobler energies and forces flow~ 
ing forth from the Monad; and at this 
point, then, we • find the journeying 
Monad manifesting in the Human 
·Kingdom. 

• But here a very important point 
müst be noticed, so important, indeed, 
that the reader will pardon the neces
sary pause. which we must. make in 
dwelling uport it somewhat strongly. 
The process as just-described, does not 
in any sense mean that the • elemental 
became a · stone; nor that the stone 
became a plant; nor that the plant 
bècame a beast; nor that the beast be
caine a man; for if this were so, it 
would be preaching the old Darwin
ism over again in simply newer • and 
somewhat different phraseology. • • 
• That is not the idea • at all, and· it 
is one which the Theosophical teäch
irtg, of Evolutiön repudiates. Here are 
the diff erences between the popular 
doctrine of • Evolution, which is inore 
accurately described: as ''Transform-

ism,' as the French properly, call ·it, 
and the Theosophical teaching of Evó
lution: The Ancient Wisdom, and 
therefore Theosophy, postulates first 
of all, the deathless and ever-enêluring 
spiritual Monad or Lif e-Conscious
ness-Center: a purely spiritual being, 
existing as a separate Individuality 
throughöut the aeons of our present 
cosmic. perfod of Evolutionary Mani
féstation. 

Darwfoism teaches nothing of· t!rn 
sort, but says that all beings arose out 
of inert arid lifèless matter, how, no one 
knows. But such was the declaratiort, 
although indeed ultra-modern scien
tists are beginning to talk about a do~-. 
trinè of 'emergence,' as already alluded 
to in a former chapter; and this is a 
very hopeful sign of a more spiritual 
viewpoint working through the scien
tific imagination. 

Second: the Theosophical teaching 
of Evolution does not set forth that 
·the Monad becomes an elemental', nor 
that.it becomes a stone, northát iUiê
come1 a pl~nt, nor a beast, nor 8;.ma:n. 
It teaches that the Monad unrolls • or 
unwraps, or unfolds from itsëlf- in 
other words, emanates various energies 
or powers which, as they aggrègate 
around their monadic source, form a 

• composite vehicle or body in which, and 
through which, the Monad works; and 
through which it manif ests itself on 
the lowe~ plaries. 

These • intèrmediary vehicles or 
bodies grow or evolve progressivelyin 
a cyclical development; and thus be
come ever more fit vehicles for the 

• manif estation of • the transcendent 
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powers flowing-forth from the spiritual 
Monad. The Monad never leaves its 
own spiritual sphere. It sends, as .it 
were, its rays through these intermedi
ary vehicles or bodies, down into the 
material world; and of course these 
rays find an ever easier path of expres
sion as these intermediate vehicles be
come more perfect, fitter, that is, to 
express the powers inherent in the 
monadic. rays. 

It is thus clear that the Monad, 
never leaving its own spiritual realms, 
simply 'overshadows' or illuminates 
all the relatively gross material vehi
cles through which it passes, and which 
form the various phases or 'events' of 
its growth. 

To· the contrary of this, all the sci
entific theories know nothing of this 

' 1 
_Monad behind or rather • above the 
various physical bo~ies which that sci
ence alone knows anything about and 
studies. . This science traces ~nly a 
gradual increase -in the material be
iiigs or entities which are the subject 
of its researches, and from this graqu
al increase of faculty and organ, it de
duces the unquestioned truth of an 
evolutionary prógress; hut it bas mis
taken that process. It sees an actual 
transforming of the lower physical. en
tity into the higher physical entity; 
and this transforIJ1iJ:1g of body into 
body iswha'ttiiî(Theosophist repudi
ates. All the various physical vehicles 
or, in other wC>rds, ,the living beings 
and entities in and through whic:h the 
monadic rays manifest, and which, as 
above said, are the phases or events 
throtigh which the Monad passes, are 

indeed nothing hut that_: : 'events;' 
.They come, they live, and they pass; 
hut the Monad working through. its 
evolving, intermediate and living vehi
cles continues forever .. 

It is t_he gradual increase in 'perfec
tion,' to use a popular word,. of these 
intermediate vehicles in which the mo
nadic rays work, which carries those 
monadic rays, so to say, which consti
tutes Evolution; and the various King
doms thus also in the last analysis are 
built up and made more perfect by the 
inner urge 9r drive within. 

Third: the Theosophical teaching of 
Evolution sets forth that the various 
Kingdoms of Nature are themselves 
plastic phases or 'events': _ transitory 
appearaó.ces of interiOr energies e:x
pressing themselves_ through these vari
ous Kingdoms,. and indeed forming 
those Kingdoms, much as the interior 
forces of man's constitution for.m his 
body. 

When such a body is worn out, it 
is dropped, and the iQtermediate en
tity which we Thèosophists call the 're
incarnati~g ego/passes on to.its 'rest, 
hut only to return after a certain lapse 
of time and inform a new physical en
tity: in other words,Jt assumes a new 
human body in the next incarnation. 
European science. knows -nothing _ of 
Reincarnation, or: of the process just 
sketched, except by .hear~ay, _and cif 
cou.rse in one sense _it is not to be 
b_lamed for refusing to accept some,;, 
thing-whi~h its phy_sical studies have 
not as yet enabled it to_ prove. 

N evertheless such theories as that 
of 'emergence,' as enunciated by Dr. 
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Lloyd-Morgàn and his school, are long 
steps in a(ivancé and show the direc
tion in· which: ~odern scientific' specu
làtion is advancing. 

· Furthermore; Evolution in the Theo
sophical sense öf -the word, means • that 
such a progressive growth or· develop
nient takes place coincidèntally and 
é:ö-ordiriàtely on at least three·planés, 
which we inay call first the· rhonadic; 
for the Monad itsèlf is evolving in its. 
own high reàlms; second, the psycho
intellectual or the human; and thirdly, 
the astral-physÎCal. It is fa, this con
current scheme of evolution' that lie 
the seê:rets of the progressive develop
mentàf even the physical beings óf otir 
ówn world; for these béings, af ter all 
is said,butreflect órmirror the general 
·growfü or forward a:dvance of ·what 
täkes place iri the case of the inner 
interme,diate entities which irispire and 
drive :ori these beings of the physical 
~phere. 
• What, then, is, tliè Mónad? The Mo
riad is a spiritual eritity as bêfore said: 
à life-consciousriess~cënter. Each Mo
nad is a spiritual being, whkh in' long 
päst aeons· of developmênt- in other 
wórds, in other Manvàntaras, as we 
Theosophists say, or periods of Cosmic 
Manifestation - had passèd through 
all the inf erior or lower phases or 
'ev'ênts' • of growth until it finally 
rea:ched conscious quasi-divinity. 

One of such prèvious stages or 
'events' of its growth was in all senses 
equiyalênt to what is called the human 
stage as· manifest ·on· our earth: in 
other words, a man is an entity in which 
spirit and riiattel'. äre inore or less equi-

·. 
librated. It is the destîriy óf the hü-
rrian beirigs of the J?resent' period of 
cosmic evolution on this eaith, ulti
mately tó attain the same high spiritual 
stature and status and condition that 
these Monads spokén -of have already 
reached. , Thes~ Monads ·are, • theré
fore, only our forerunners ori the path 
of an ever-expanding evölutiona:ry pèr
f ection .-...::. a • perf ection - which • never 
reaches an ultimate. 

Similarly the . infinitesimal • lh,:es 
which compose man's body, and which 
are the life-~toms iri.vigorating the 
atoms of physica:l chemistry in which 
they live and through which they, wOrk, 
are ultimately souls, so to speak, evolv
ing towards the human stature and 
status and condition of prógressive de
velopment. 

• We see thus, according to the forego
irig scheme, all through 1,Jniversal Na
ture one common Rule of Action or 
Operation of Naturàl Being, consisting 
in a drive or urge or tendency to be!
terment. • This is Evolution, in 'the_ 
Theosophical sense, and the student or 
reader can work out the dëtails .as 
widely and as largely as he may choose 
fo do so. 

As said in other chaptei:s as·well·as 
in the present chapter, eaéh such stage 
of evolutionary advancement is an 
'event;' to adopt the philosophicàl 
phraseology of: ultra-modern sciênce: 
This word is an excellent one, because 
it contains the meaning of a' passing ör 
transitory phase of growth. This 
meaning. is a very important öne, be
càuse it destroys in the mind the ten
dency to crystallizatión of ideas; and to 
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consider the various_ things and 'entities 
which surround . us as·-unchanging in 
their 'essence, and_ changing, if at all, 
only _in their _ outer appearances or 
bodies. 

The exact reverse of this is N ature's 
law. Everything changes, every thing 
advances; every entity changes, every 
entity advances; every entity, every 
thing grows, develops, and therefore 
every entity or thing is a phase or_ 
'event' in the sense_ already explained 
- in other words, a stage of growth of 
that indwelling and impelling entity, in 
its progress to-higher and greater and 
better stages or events. 

The Monad itself, therefore, in the 
above sense, is a spiritual 'event'; man 
is a human event; the mineral is also 
an event; the worlds and spheres and 
planes in which these various beings 
live and move and have their being, 
are themselves but 'events'; for every'." 
thing changes - in other words grows 
-" passingfrom the less perfect to the 
mor:è perfect, passing from the inf erior 
to the superior, and all things and all 
entities, things high and things low, 
entities high and entities low: divine, 
spiritual, intellectual, psycho-astral, or 
physical, whatever they may be, and 
wherever they may be: are 13-ll of thern, 
andeachone ofthem is, unfolding,un
wrapping, _ rolling out, bringing forth 
from wi~in itself or from within them
selves, if we speak in a collective ser,ise, 
the intrinsic, inherent, innate energies; 
powers, faculties, of the Causa! Self 
residing _in the core of the core of. each. 
, _ From it flow forth into manifesta- _ 

tion the powers and energies before , 

spoken of. _ - That causal Self is .the._ 
source of all, ahd the whole course of 
Evolu_tion is the raising up; tinto .ever 
higher standards of self-expression, of 
the spiritual grande4r within, of aH; 
the entities and bei11gs wllich form the, 
hierarchicaL hosts of the Boundless 
U niverse. _ Everything helps everything, 
else; _ nothing and no entity lives unto 
itself alone; every- entity -and every 

• thing is but a part of another entity 
still more grand, still more--sublime; 
and this is.the secret meaning of the. 
saying of Paul.of the Christians,_ that 
"In It we Hve and move and }J_ave our 
being." 
_. It is at once apparent from whJ1.t 

bas already been ·said, that theTheoso~ 
phical view of Evolution is distinctly 
a :spiritual one- necessarily so, be~ 
cause Evolution, as conceived by the. 
Ancien,t Wisdom, isfunciamentally the 
activity of spiritual· powers maµifest-_ 
ing -_ throughout· the .spheres. of Uriiver
sal Being. 

.It is precisely in this that lies the_ 
great distinction between Darwinism, 
as taught under its various -forrns by 
its scientific exponents, and the teach
ing of Evolution as Theosophy-sets •it 
forth. So far as the mere details of 
the progressive. _ development of tht 
physkal beings on earth,. go, the Th~o-: 
sophist is morethan wming to leave to 
the researches of biologists, the eluci
dation and _classificatioµ of:t}Jese;.·but 
when _it comes to questions of c:auses or 
to scientific questions hé!.ving a wide 
phil()sophical import ·and basis, the 
matter is-_a very different one. 

It seems to_the Theosophista matter 
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of mere time until the real nature of 
EvOlution considered as a -n:a:tural pro
cess shall have becüme more or less 
clear to scientific thinkets, and theri 
dóubtless the Theosophist will see the 
sa:me close approach to our ancient 
teachirigs that scientific discovery and 
scieritific deductions from these latest 
discoveries have already been instru
mental in producing in the present 
day. 
• We repeat it: what is lacking in the 
scientific conception of progressive de
velopment is the -realization ·by scien
tific thinkers of the existence of inner 
and invisible spheres in which the phy
sicatuniverse is rooted, and from whîch 
the energies which infill this physicàl 
universe flow. Whatcomes to the same 
thing in the particula~ is the entire 
lack of an: understanding on the part 
of most modern biologists,·that within 
arid behind, and in a- sense 'above,' 
any evolving physical entity, there 
must of necèssity exist the focus or 
center of the energies and· powers and 
faculties of which such physical evolv
ing entity is mèrely the manifes
tation. 

To put it in simple language, and 
using the vernacular of the timé, the 
missing factor in sèientific transform
ism is the. idea that every anima te 
evolving entity has a 'soul' and in a 
sènse is a 'soul.' When the science of 
the future shall háve realized that phy
sical beings can not exist without 
an inner focus of energy - call this 
inner focus 'soul' or by any other name 
that yoti may please to adopt - then 
the philosophical science of the future 

wm • with every year tend to become 
more Theosophical. 

On precisely the same grounds dö 
we feel that when the science of the fu
ture shall have carne to understand, • 
and understanding to realize, that the . 
pliysical world is but the expression of 
the eriergies and ethereal substances • 
flowing into it, and thereby composihg 
it, from spheres which to our • present 
sense-apparatus are invisible - and 
which we may call. the 'soul' of the 
physical world,- thentoo shaH we in 
all próbability, indeed of necessity, séé 
the science of that future day becóm
ing with the passage of each year more 
and more Theosophical. 

Thè Theosophist is an evolutionist 
through and through; but most em
phaticàlly he is not a 'transformist.' 
Tö the Theosophist everything that 1s, 
as alrèady said, is a phase or an 'event' 
of an evolving inner entity. In view 
of the enormous advance along philo
sophJcal thinking that modern experi
mental science has already ma:de--in 
very recent years, to a realization of 
the fact that back of and behind and 
above all things, whether considered 
distriblitively or collectively, there is 
an ensouling power, it would seem to 
be but a matter of time before this coii
ception, new to modern science but 
older than the eiidurihg hills, shall 
have completely remodeled the founda
tions Of thought on which scientific 
thinking today reposes. 

When that future shall have arrived, 
science will have becomè distinètly re
ligious, but religious in a cosrriical 
sense and not in . the restricted sense 
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that. this. word 'réligious' is ordinarily 
understoodto have in Occidental coun
tries. 

Then a new and very beautiful Re
ligion of Nature will take the place of 
the present period of agnostic uncer
tainty- for that is what it really is, 
let people sa:y what they may. A sys
tem of thinking builded upon uncer
tainties and changing from day to day, 
pari passu .with each fresh and epoch
making discövery, may be all rightin 
a_ certain sen:'e perhaps, hut it most 
certainly offers no principles of struc
ture .which are either perman~nt or 
satisfyihg. The mind and heart of 
man instinctively call for some basis 
ofreality which, if not unchanging, at 
least is self-c.onsistent and enduring, 
and of course there can be no reality. 
outside of natural fact and law. 
• When we speak of a Religion of Na

ture, such· as is suggested in . the pre
,~eding paragraph, it must be remem
bere~ -that the word '.Nature' is thére 
emp!oyeg strictly in the Theosophical 
sense, that is to say, in the sense of a 
Cosmic Orgahism, consisting of both 
visible and invisible worlds or spheres 
Ör plahes, and ensouléd by vast Hier
a,rchies of living and fully self-mn
scious entities of a spiritual character 
and type. Whether these be called 
gods or spiritual beings or by some 
other name, matters not. at all. It is 
the Conception that is important and 
not the name which may be • given 
to .. it. "i ___ \ 

Science is very rapidly moving in 
the direction just outlined, and signs 
are growing daily more numerous that 

the brilliant minds-of ultra-moderri sci
entific thinkers are becoming restive 
under the rapidly accumulàtfüg facts 
of.discovery for which there has as yet 
been evolved or found out no unifying 
and satisfying system, bringing thein 
all into cóherent and logical form. 

In_ other words,s ultra-modern sci-
• ence is soulless, and this word is not 

used with any desire to be disrespect
ful-,. nor forgetful of the splendid work 
of our scientists in doing all theY can 
to unveil N ature's sécrets - and, this 
they most certainly are doing. They 
are using all their efforts, 111ental and 
other, to penetrate behind the,_ veils of: 
the outward seeming. . Truth . is per~ 
haps the holiest thing that man can 
aspire to, and unquestioriably the best 
minds in science are seekers of Truth. 

Of course in time stich a Réligion of 
Nature as has been spoken of willas
suredly be found óut: or formulated; 
and it will be fourided entirely on the 
facts of the spiritual Universe; hut it 
is a great pity thatwork towards that 
end has not already begun with a 
larger degree of definite purpose. 
Opinions such as those of Professor 
Eddington, before alluded to, are of 
cöurse a. great step ahead. Once that 
m~n realize thalthe substratum of all 
natural being is Consciousness, a.new, 
light shall havé daw11ed. , • 

The truth abotit Evolution as the 
Theosophist sees 'it, ináy be briefly 
expressed, As a procèss in Nature it 
means the urge or drive or impelling 
energy of multitudes of consciousnesses 
unfolding or unwrapping or bringing 
forth their • native .• energies or . powers, 
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which express·theinselves on.the vari
oûs planes of .• Nature • in which •. these 
entitiès firtd theniselves. 

All:these. entities .are children of our 
greatand common Mother Nature in 
which they.all live andmöve·and have 
their entire being. . Themselves mo
nadic centers. of consciousness, they 
pass through the various phases or 
'events' of their long evolutionary 
journey in time and space, · and thus • 
manifest the bewilderingly :.complex 
web of Nature which is now recognised 
to exist. 

. The evolutionary journey or pilgrim
age whièh these •entiÜes, .·considered 
collectively, make, is,one whkh began 
in .thevery beginning of this period of 
Cosmic ,Manifestation; and has. con-, 
tim1ed ever sincè; and it will continue 
until stith period . reaches its distant 
ènd. •• 
.,. We,speak of.a !distant end,' and re

fenfo,thatkarmic.Chain of Causation 
to which .refererice.has,been made on 
several occasions, already. Evolution 
therefore, is, .above .everything . else,. a 
natural process of soul.aunfoldment; 
andas tliisprocess is universa!, or, in 
other. words, touches or aff ects alLthe 
irinumerable : hosts ·• of· evolving . eriti
ties existing .in alt-various degrees or 
stages of evolutionary growth, this ac
counts for the complexity just spoken 
of.. • 

N atureitself is b.uilded of these hosts 
.of evolving entities; ILis not· sonie.., 
thing apart froril them, hut is in very 
truth , these : eritities self-expressfög 
themselves. through themselves. This • 
may seem rather a-cömplicated state" 

. ment at first blush, hut actually itis 
nothin.g more than what we already 
know. Man himself is an iristance in 
point, which will illustrate what we 
mean .. He is a bundle or complex of 
forces or energies and substances which 
in their various interconnexions pro
duce the different powers and faculties· 
and senses which man mailif ests; and 
this • obs~rvation applies as fully,. if 
not more so, to man's intermediate· or 
soul~nature and to his spiritual nature, 
than it does to his physical body. 

The physical body of the human be
ing is the vita! essence condensed • and 
shaped af ter the pattern of the indwel
ling astral vehicle, as we 'rheosophists 
can it, which in its turn is hut the liv
ing garment forméd of multitudes of 
infinitesimal lives which have flowed 
forth and downward from , the. tilti
mate indweUing center or Mónad ex
isting therein. 

Reflexion over the picture just placed, 
before the reader, ought to show him 
that even· man's physical body is. not 
merely. the structural work of these 
monadic energies, hut is in a very real 
sense those energies concreted or con
denséd or materialized into man's phy
sical form. It was with much truth 
that a writer once said that every time 
he .placed his hand on a human being, 
he felt_ that he was touching a god; 
It is verily so. 

In a future chapter, which will be 
entitled }Karman,' the fundamental 
causes which govern evolutionary ac
tivities • will be set forth, as those 
causes·were understood in the Ancierit 
Wisdom and are today taught in mod-
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ern Theosophy. Evolution is, in fact, 
nota thing in itself, hut a procedure of 
Nature, and is wholly governed by the 
karmic causes originated in previous 
periods of the existence of any evolv
ing entity whatsoever. 

As Evolution, as already explained, 
is hut the unfolding or unwrapping or 
bringing forth into kinetic manifesta
tion of seeds of activity sown in its own 
fabric of structure by the evolving en
tity, it is of course evident that it is 
Karman, or N ature's fundamental law 
of cause and effect - which law the 
Theosophist formulates into the Dqc
trine of Consequences - which is the 
originating cause of all evolutionary ac
tivity. 

Closely involved in the same concep
tion is' another operation of Nature 
which the· Theosophist is accustomed 
to call the Law of Cycles, or 1'rature's 
repetitive operations. Now this.is an 
exceedingly interesting branch of Theo
sophical study, and itis one which is 
sö ob~iously manifest in the worlds 
surrorinding us that its existence can 
hardly be denied, except-by the wilful
lyblind. • 

We • find N a,ttire repeating . herself 
everywhere, although such repetition 
of course is not merely a running in 
the same old ruts on each recUrrence of 
the cyclic activity, for each recurrehce 
is oLcourse the expression of a modi
fication, more or less great, of what has . 
preceded. Day succeeds night, winter 
succeeds slimmer, the planets cirèu'.' 
late around the suns in regular and peri-:
odical courses; and these are butyery 
familiar examples of cyclical àctivity. 

Màn 'himself in his course of re
peated incarnations is another exarn;.; 
ple of the same ·method of N ature's 
working, and, as just said, Evolution 
and cyclical activity are closely in~ 
volved; the one with the other. In
deed, it may be said that th.ese are not 
two distinct things or twö distinct pro
cesses of Nature involved with each 
other so much as they a:re two aspects 
of the genera! process of natura! 
growth in progressive developmenL 

Cycles in Nature show· .the timê
periods of pedodic recurrence .along 
and in-·which any. evolving entityor 
thing expresses the energies· and pow-:
ers which are itself, so that cycles and 
evolution are like the twö sides oLa 
coin: the· one shows the time-periods 
or cycles, • and the other side rhánif ests 
the energie or substantial qualities ap
pearing in manifestationaccording_ to. 
these cyclical time-periods; ·a hut· back 
of this apparently double, hut actual
ly single process, lie karmiccauses.>. 0 :, 

The thought,may perhaps ·beco~~ 
more clear, although it is simpleenough 
in itself, if we consider the ëvolution
aryprogress of àl).Y evolving entity, ór-, 
indeed, of any host of evolving entities, 
as a continuous or uninterrupted séries 
of ~evel1ts,' .in the sense already out
lined inthis.:book. • These 'eve11ts' of 
course: are the self-expressions óf the 
energies Jlowing. forth Jrom _the evolv
ing entity, its different phases of -self
expression; in other words; and as·each 
evolving. entity, . as alréady sa.id, is • a 
bundle of :fotces,:each such bundle hav
ing its own characteristic , or type: in 
other words its .own individuality: !t 
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hecomes obvious that this individu
ality can express only what is in it- · 
self, indeed, what is itself; and this 
coritinuous and uninterrUpted expres
sion of the powe~s of the· indwelling 
Self proceeding along the lines of its 
characteristic individuality, furnishes 
not ,only the time~periods or cyclical 
aspect of the process, hut also the 
changing qualities of the energie sub
stances involved, which are the evolu
tionary aspect. 

A tree, for instance, at the proper 
season of each year, will burgeon into 
leaf and blossom, finally producing 
fruit, and at the proper time-periods 
these manifestations of the indw.elling 
vitality will fade or pass away. Each 
such recurrence is an event in the life~ 
cyclè of the tree, and repeats itself 
from year to year. Just sointhe case 
of_ an evolving Monad, or any other 
èntity, or· any expression of such an 
èvolving Monad: a human being, for 
example: each incarnation is hut the 
renewed coming forth into manif esta
tion of the karmic . results, in - other 
words, of the Chain of Causation and 
of Consequences originated in the past 
life and lives, and these of course pro
cèed according to the energies involved, 
which had thefr beginning, their period 
of maturity or culmination, ·and their 
decrease or decay. These last of course 

I 

must proceèd according to cyclical pe-
riods. • 

This manner of looking upon Evolu
tion as a continuous series of_ 'events,' 
the one succeeding the other through
out time, and ea_ch one being the fruit
~ge or consequence or resultant of the 
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preceding event, is invariably consi
dered by the Theosophist to contain a 
deeply ethical significance, using the 
word 'ethica!' in a fargèr sense than is 
perhaps usual. 

A man who considers himself as such 
an evolving entity, self-expressing him
self in such a continuous and uninter
rupted series of 'events,' realizes that 
the old-fashioiled ideas of an immortal 
and changeless soul having one term 
of life-expression on earth, and there
after entering upon an endless period· 
of a more or less crystallized destiny, 
are as unnatural as they are impossible 
of acceptance by any thoughtful and 
logica! mind. ' 

Man sees himself, instead, to hé a 
growing entity, a learning thing, con
tinually assuming garments builded o,f 
circumstance and time, and as cori;. 
tinually casting them aside when their 
use and purpose have been respective
ly fulfilled'. 

Evolution therefore in the Theosó~ 
phical view of things is a distinctly spi
rituàl process, for in Spirit it bas its 
roots of action and all its ultirriate mo
tivating qualities. When we say 'Spirit' 
here, we mean of course the spiritual 
Mohad, as before • described, and not 
some vague and intangible quantity or 
essence whic'1 is assumed to be separatè 
from the -matter existing throughout 
the spaces of Space. Such a universa:I 
essence is not dènied, hut it is merely 
the vital stuff or substance of the Cos0 

mie Entity in which all the Monads 
inhere and of which these Monads are 
themselves, so to say, the 1ife-atoms,' 
and It is in no sense of the word sepa-
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rate and distinct in its roots from the 
remainder of the Universe. 

The Spirit here spoken of in the par
ticular sense which we are now study
ing, means those individualized cen
ters of consciousness-lif e which the 
Theosophist calls 'Monads,' adopting 
for the purpose the old Pythagorean 
term. It is a good term because each 
such Mónad isin its essence or in the· 
core of itself an individualized and 
deathless . entity, lasting . throughout 
the entire term ·of manvantàric evolu
tion, or, in other words, throughout a 
great CosmicPeriod of Life-Manifesta
tion. 

It is of course true that at the end 
of such a Cos mie Period of Manif esta
tion, these Monads re-enter the bosom 
of what we may briefly call the Bound
Ièss All, for their term of monadic rest 
and recuperation; hut from this cos
mie bosom they will again issue for a 
new Period of Cosmic Manifestation 
when the cosmic time-doek points to 
the karmic hour. • 

• The destiny of a Monad is thus to be 
sketched precisely along the same lines 
that characterize the destiny of any 
individual reincarnating human ego, 
for indeed any such reincarnating ego 
or higl)est human self is but a copy in 
miniature of what its 'prototype in 
heaven,' the Monad, is. Analogy is 
the one greatest guiding rule in any at
tempt to. explain the operations of. the 
Universe and of the entities included 
within its immense bosom . 

.One fundamental and universal sys
tem of laws operates throughout the 
A~L, and hence it is of course a simple 

• matter of logic that the part shall obey, 
or rather follow, the general_operation 
of these cosmic laws, for the insep~r~ 
able parts of the Whole can do no 
otherwise. 

But we repeat: this is in no sense 
fatalistic, for just as the cosmic spaces 
of. Space th,emselves are the enshroud
ing garment or veil of some.immensely 
superior Cosmic Entity possessing cón
sciousness .and. will or freedom of 
choice inits .own spheres or realms, so 
.does likewise every: one of the inmi
merable Hierarchies of the hosts of _en
tities composing that Hierarchy as its 
life-atoms, as . befote set forth, have 
each one its. own individual character . , . • . ' . 

or monadic center; and this is equi
valent to saying that it has its o:wn in
dividual sphere of free wiH or. moral 
and inteHect

1
ual choice. 

<Envisaging Evolution as an entire
ly spiritual prncess in the last analysi~, 
makes the stuély of it one of surpassing 
interest, forit •is immediately seen. to 
be the manner of working of :the in
dwelling . hosts of .. consciousnesses 
which, as before said, ·not merely in
form -and infill theJJniverse, or, any 
specific part ofit, hut are actually the 
fabric or framevvork or . web of . that 
Universe itself. 
. We must remember further another 
important point of this study, which 
we have also briefly set forth else~ 
where: whenever a Theosophistspeaks 
of the,'cosmos' or the 'universe,' he 
by no means refers only.to the physi
cal sphereor world or cross-section of 
the Boundless All i1;1 which we Jive, 
hut more particularly to the invisi-
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bleworlds ·and pfariès. arid spheres in
habited by ihêir cOuntless hos·ts of vi
talized or animate beings; 
, "What ïs. aböve • is as whàt is be
low • and what is below is as what is ' ' 

above." • ·To this Hermetic axiom, 
when orice understood and when the 
outiine of the Theosophical philösophy 
is oncè grasped, no" truly logical mind 
cari offer any reasonablè objection, for 
it is merely stating the existence • of 
the all-including s·weep of óne funda
mèntal system of law and orderevery
where. 
• •• The next chapter will treat ·of the 

~atter • of Evolufüm, both cosmic and 
partiêular; in a· möréspe~ific way. 
We call the·reader's attention agàin to 
the outline of cosmic growth or Cos
mie Evolutîcin, as H; P. ·Blavätsky 
has set it forth iir such a 'masterly way 
inher The Secret.Doctrine.· There the 
interêsteèbstûdent will· find ·thè real 
m~aning öf what the Ancierits ex
'pressëd when they spoke; as they so 
of ten did, ofthe nature of the U niverse, 
and of its' spheres and planes, and of 
the erttities which inhabit them.' 
• 'Kvölution • td those Ancients was· a.n 

ideà "o(growth only, ahd their highly 
logica! mindswoûld hot admit-thé ima
ginary difference which niodern specu
lators in physical science have • as
sumed to exist. between the physical 
wdrJd·anci the spirit~ai one to bea real 
one. •.· Growth an:d intercommuriication 
betweën these two' worlds is con.stant 
and urtinterrupfed; _ and therein lie the 
cau.ses of physica.l evolution. 
• It is due to the literary labors of 

H .. P.·· ·.Blavatsky • in such lines • of 

thoughf as these, that wi Theosöphists • 
feel that the present very remarkable 
opening of the intelligence of· men to 
the existence of· ihner • and energie 
worlds is prop_erly ref erable. This is 
what the authors of this book had in 
mind -~hen, in a former chapter, they, 
mentioned the fact that it was very 
largely due to H. P. Blavatsky that 
men have once again 'found thèir souls.' 
She broke themolds of mind; she shat
tered the prejudices which crippled 
the soaring intelligence of the men Óf
her time; she was the pioneer in operi~ 
ing splendid vï'stas of' being; which up 
till her time had remained closed· fo 
the inquiring gaze of horiest research
ers: ·and; in the name of the immortàl 
gods, what greater tribute could we 
Theosophists render to her than this? 

Here, in achievèmènts of this type, 
in work of this character; in restilts sà 
great as this, do we come to under
stand somewhat of the grandeur of 
H. P. Blavatsky's soul. It is éntirely 
to the purpose of showing whàt that 
soul was: in other words, of writing, 
so to say, a biography of H. P. Bla-

• vatsky's. soul, that this book is cie
voted. 
_ It is not t_o the mere .personality Of 

H. P. Blavatsky that the Theosophists 
give their tribute of admiratfon and 
reverence, although even for that per
sonality, as enshrining a lofty soul)we 
rendèr duê meed of tribute. No in
deed, it is to a gre_at spiritual Self and 
its work on earth tha.t the Theosophist 
• f eels his heart turn in adrriiration and 
respect, and his mind bow with réver-. 
ence; 
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man·the Órgan of spiritual sight,. in the ani
ma! it was that of objective vision. And this 
eye, having performed its function,. was re
placed, in the· course of physical evolutiön 
from the simple to the complex, by two eyes, 
and thus was stored and laid aside by nature 
for further use in Aeons to come.- II, 299 

Those who are interested can follow 
in H. P. Blavatsky's writings, the pre
sumptive evidence of these changes in 
the ancient legends and records. 

• . The active 'Power, the 'PerpetuaJ' motion of 
the great Breath' only awakens Kosmos ·at 
the dawn of every new Period, setting it into 
motion by means of the two contrary Forces, 
and thus, causing it to become objective on 
the plane of illusion. In other words, that 
dual motion transfers Kosmos from the plane 
of' the Eternal Ideal into that of fmite mani
Jestation, or from the Nomnenal to the phe
nomenal plane. Everything that is, was, and 
will be; eternally IS, even the countless forms, 
\vhich are finite and perishable oniy in their 
objective, not in their ideal Form. They ex
isted as Ideas, in the Eternity, and, when they 
pass ·away, will exist as reflexions. Neither 
the form of man, nor that of any anima!, 

plant or stone has èvèr been created, and·: it 
is only on· this plane of ours that it com
menced 'becoming,' i. e., objectivizing into 
its present materia]jty, or expanding /rom 
within outwards, from the most sublimated 
and supersensuous essence into its grossest ap" 
pearance, Therefore. our human forms have 
existed in the Eternity as astral or ethereal 
prototypes; according to which models, the 
Spiritual Beings (or Gods) whose duty it was 
to bring the~ into objective being and terres
trial Life, evolved the' protoplasmic forms of 
the future Egos from tlteir own essence. After 
which when this human Upadhi, or basic mold 
was ready, the· natura! terrestrial Farces be_
gan to work on those supersensuous molds 
which containe'd, besides t!teir own, the ele~ 
ments of all tlte past vegetable änd future 
animal fórms of this globe i1t them. There
fore, man's outward shell passed through 
every \Tegetable and. anima! body before it 
assumed the human, shape.- I, 282-3 

As soon as man appeared, everything was 
complete ... for everythi;g is comprised in 
man. He unites in himself all forms.-II, 290 

What happened when this outward 
instrument was ready, will be de
scribed in the next chapter. 

(To be continued) 
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PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 
CHAPTER XV - EVOLUTION (Concluded) 

"For of the soul the body form doth take, · 
For soul is form and doth the body make."- SJ:>ENSER 

EVOLUTION as ·set forth in • the 
• preceding chapter is seen tó be 
no longer a methanistic process of 
sheer physical determinism in which 
.neither hope nor bright prospects for 
,the future inhere, and in which all is 
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governed by chance; but is see1i in
stead to be a course of growth of ti1e 
evolving èntity, f~r growth, as already 
said, is practically à synonym for Evo-:
lution. 

There is, therefore, in the Theoso~ 
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phicaLconception and teaching of Evo
lution, boundless hope, and an envisag
ing of fut ure growth without any pos
sible Jimitaticins or frontiers ~t which 
growth ceases. There is ahvays so.me.~ 
thing new to learn, and behind the veils 
there are always other veils still more 
beautiful topass·.beyond. 

So far as the cèntral or nîonadic con
sciousness is concerned, Evolution: is 
therefore a constant unveiling, a bring
ing into realizaticin of limitless latent 
possibilities. It wasthe old-fashioned 
materialisin • of philosophy and of .reli
gion, as well as of science, which made 
all former copceptions of the evolu
tionary process to contain what was 
popularly called the element of for
tuity or charice, and which thus re
duced the evolutionary process to a 
soulless mechanism. 

It is just here, that the matter of 
ethics, of which we have spoken, 
.enters into the problem, so called, of 
Evolution, and enables US to see it in 
a vastly different light from that in 
which it has been customary to pre
sent it. Already physical scientists are 
beginning to dream ofand talk of 
something else be_sides.the.physical de-. 
terminism of a bygone_ day ~ in other 
words, the' fatalism of our forefathers 
- and to replace it in the evölutionary 
process with the conception of the un
folding of an indwelling conséiousness; 
This revolution in scientific thought is 
an exceedingly.impqrtant one, as _well 
for the SI>.iritual .· welfare of humanity 
as it is for a proper viewing of Nature 
itself and ils wonderf~l processes:. 

.W~ su:t>join some extracts taken 

from an articlè written by. Professor 
A. Wolf, to whom we have alluded be~ 
fore, and who is ·pröfessor öf the 
Theory of Science in London Univer
sity, England. This article was ·pub
lished in The Observer, London, on 
February 10, 1929. 

Modern physics set out on its career, in the 
sèventeenth century, with a Crusade against 
the occultis111 and magie which distorted the 
study of· nàtural phenomena from the end of 
classica! ántiquity till then. Among others 
Robert Boyle . (one· of the founders of the 
Royal Society) had to devote much_ time and 
energy to cast out such evil spirits from the 
body of physical science. The reaction natu
rally tended towards the atomie views of 
Dem_ocritus and Lucretius, whose ideas bad 
come into vogue again during the Renais
sance ..... 

Gradually, however, it was increasingly 
recognised that not only biologica! phenomena 
hut even chemica! phenomena could not be 
accounted for on mechanistic principles alone 
. . .. it has been feit with increasing urgency 
that something more is required to account 
for biologica!. and. even chemica! phenomena. 
Biologists like Professor Lloyd Morga,n in
sisted that these phenomena show abundant 
evidence of 'emergence,' meaning by 'emer
gence' the appearance of something that can
not be regarded as a mere resultant of its 
ch~mical constiti.ients... . . ••• :,.r. 

A breach in the citadel of mechanism and 
determinism has now been made by physicists 

'themselves: ·: .. It has broughtabout the ex
plicit recognition of · a 'principle of indeter
minacy,' which implies that it is part of the 
charactèr of the atom that its behavior shall 
be to some extèrit indèterminate. The atom 
is thus not something inert and dead, but has 
something anafogous to the. spontaneity of 
1ife. Some people, indeed, would describe 
the atom as a kind of organism; but we must 
proceed warily. 
• The old nightmare of a rigid mechanism and 
universa! determinism is at an end, But the 
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precise significance of the recognition of phy
si.cal indeterminacy must be interpreted with 
great cauticin. Man's freedom of self-deter
miil.atiori is probably secure now, partly at all 
events. That means much, and should act as 
an incentive to renewed efforts for human 
progress. But it seems rash for. speculative 
physicists to jump to 'idealistic' conclusions. 
lJnwittingly they may be opening thè doors 
,vide for the re-entry of all thÓse superstitions 
which the founders of modern science had so 
much trouble to <lispel. :To speculate about 
the nature of ultimate. reality is an enterprise 
both legitimate and fascinating. But it is a 
theme that calls for the greatest caution. 

There is, however, one point which 
should n.ot be passed over in silence as 
regards this 'principle of indeter~ 
minacy,'to use the phraseology of some 
of the modern scientific thinkers, and 
it is this: whatis here called the 'prin
ciple of indeterminacy' is what the 
Theosophist would call the action of 
free choice or free will. The old idea 
was that the events of Nature suc
ceeded each other continuously after 
<!-rigid mechanistic fashion, and with
out any possibility that was then 
known • of an indwelling conscious 
mora! energy;_ , 

This view is changing, hut in speak
ing of the 'princ_iple of indeterminacy,' 
as showing a revolt against the old de
termini;;m or fatalism, we must be care
ful not to imagine that this 'principle 
ofindeterminaci is only a restatement 
of the old materialistic doctrine of 
Chance nr Fortuity. Scientists are 
treading warily, advancing slowly step 
by step in their enlarging view, for they 
feàr to open the door to the supersti
tions of the olden times should they to() 
quickly admit the existence of a prin-

ciple of free will in evolving .entities.· • 
Now,while this fear.or dread of'faU

ing back into ruts of medîeval specu~ 
lation is a commendable one, itis also 
clear that such prudence or caution can 
very readily become a stumbling-qlock 
in the way of further progress. 

We have said before, and wè.here re
peat it, that if.and when the conception 
of Nature as an ensouled entity be
comes • dominant in the philosophical 
views of modern thinkers, they will 
then have entered upon the pathway 
leading them stta~ght to an unfolding 
of some of .Nature's great mysteries, 
which their positive reluctance and in
disposition in former. times to admit 
such an ensouling power, has prevented 
them . from seeing. 

Of course Nature unque.stionably is 
in one sense of the word a cosmic mech
anism. This · is a fact which no Theo
sophis t would ever be insane enough 
to deny; hut the Theosophist likewise 
is logica! e110ugh to see that bebind the 
mechanism there .. are mechanicians; 
bebind the machinethere are engineers, 
so to say. And the best thinkers in 
speculative science today are slowly 
coming to the same realization. 

5.7 

No Theosophist bas ever denied 
that there is a certain modicum of truth 
in the views of. Nature that were 
brought into modern. physicaL science 
more or less through the writings of 
Charles Darwin; hut by this • we 
do not mean that the Theosophist is a 
Darwinist. We have already mostem
phatically denied this. 

The first edition of Darwin's book, 
Tke Origin of Species, was published 
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on November 24, 1859; and bis second 
work,' epoch~making in its way, The 
Déscent of Man, was published .in 
1871. Inthes.e two hooks, Darwin set 
forth his conception of the evolution
ary process, as a series of additiöns to, 
or, in some cases, subtractions from, 
the physical equipment of evolving 
entities,- by means of what • he called 
'!natural selection," or the "preserva
tion of favored races in the struggle 
for life." 

• The ideä lying bebind these two 
works is that Nature is a purely mech~ 
anistic • process, eventuadng in the 
varied phenomena • oLthe world which 
surrounds us; and that thè energies 
inherent in Nature and producing these 
phenomena were in some mysterious 
mannèr endowed with the power of 
selecting out what Darwin called 'fit' 
entities, in other words, ehtities ór be
ings which by chance had brought forth 
certain physical characteristics • en
abling them to survive and reproduce 
their kind in a manner superior to 
óther cohtemporaneous physical be
ings. 

N ow; of course no one denies that 
as regards twó entities, one of which 
is fit and the other unfit as regards a 

• 1 

tei:tài:n environment, the fit bas · the 
better chances to survive; hut it is 
very evident that inerely I'estàting· a 
natural probleni in new words, . is 
giving· hó èxplänation of the problem 

. àtall. The problemisnotsolved niere
ly by-stating the facts of the case in a 
new formulation. 

Furthermore, the fittest is by no 
nieans the best, 'and the most limited 
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experience of lifè shows us that some
times it is the best which goes to the 
wall. For instance, a shark and a man 
in the water offer an example of a case 
where one, the shark, is well fitted to 
live iri that particul,ar environment, 
and the man is not. The shark will 
survive and the man will drown; . hut 
the man is unquestionably the better, 
the more evolved, of the two. 

What was lacking in lVk Darwin's 
work was the concèption of an innér 
conscious or quasi-conscious urge or 
impelling drive which brought forth 
not merely the fit, but also the best, 
in any particular set of circumstances; 
and merely to say, as Mr.Darwin did; 
that the better of two in the long run 
survives, is merely saying what every~ 
body knows, and is offering no ex
planation at an· of the phenomena of 
life. 

The great value of D.arwin's work, 
in the effectthat ithad on immediately 
succeeding generations, was its q111ihg 
attention to the unexplained. fact of 
ptogressive development, and also the 
destructive effect that it had. ori. the 
crystallized theories and notions of the 
time. 

In certain merely secondary matters, 
the Theosophist does n:ot deny tha_t 
there is some ttuth in Darwinism, b1.1t 
he cannot see that it • really explains 
anything •in Nature whatsoever; arid 
indeed Mr. Darwin himself rather 
pointédly said that his liternry work 
was descriptive rather than explana~ 
tory: at least this is the substance of 
a number of his rerharks. 

Again, the sU:pposition of Darwiri, 
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·and of his followers even today, that 
the human race is an evolution from 
:beast-ancestors and more particularly 
from-the anthropoid stock, is, in the 
Thèosophical view, not only unproved 
·hut untrue, and later evolutionist bio
logists have done splendid work in 
showing pretty much the same thing. 

• It is of ten said today that Darwin 
did not teach the descent of man from 
the apes; buNhis statement is unfortu
nately altogether untrue; in several 
places in his published works Mr. Dar
win makes the very definite declara
Hon to the contrary, deriving man in 
an unbroken line from that particular 
branch of the anthropoid stock which 
is· commonly càlled the Catarrhine or 
Old-World division•of the anthropoids. 

Fot instance, in his Des cent of Man, 
chapter vi, 'On the Affinities and Gene
alogy of Man': 

Now man unquestionably belongs in his 
dentition, in the structure of his nostrils, and 
some other respects, to the Catarrhine or Old
World division. 

And àgain on the next page, he re
marks; in speaking -of the Catarrhine 
group: 

• • We may infer that some ancient member of 
the antliropomorphous sub-gröup gave birth 
tç, man. 

And again, over this page, he èon
tim.ies: 

' And as man from ·a genealogical point of 
view belongs to the-Catarrhine or Old~World 
·stock,, we must conclude, however much the 
conclusion may revolt. our pride, that our 
early progenitors would have been properly 
thûs désignated. But we must not fall into 
the error of supposing that the early progèni
tor öf thè. whol~ Simian. stock, including man, 

was identical with, or ·even closely resembled, 
any existing ape or monkey. 

And àgain he says, in the sa111e chap ... 
ter, a paragraph or two farther on: 

'0lè are far from knowing how long ago it 
was that man first diverged from the Cafarc 
rhine stock; ):>Ut it may have occurréd atan 
epoch . as. remote as. the Eocene Period. 

In view of these citations and a large 
number of others that could be niade 
from Darwin's works, it is simply idle 
to deny that the great English natura
list derived man from the ape-stock, 
merely because he says that man could 
not hav·e been derived from "any exist0 

ing monkey or ape/' Of course not. 
The trees of the present period are ob
viously not derived in • direct linea} 
descent from the ferns and mossès of 
the present period ! It is the alleged 
derivatioll'ofmari fromthe anthropoid 
stock which the Theosophical student 
finds to be utterly unsuppoi:"ted by 8:ny 
natura! fact. 
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Unquestionably a large number of 
resemblanèes and even possible identi
ties in some few cases exist in ape and 
mari - these are natura! facts, which 
certainly no Theosophist would ever 
deny;. and the Theosophist,: further
more, with an irisistence even stronger 
than that of the Darwinist; points to 
these resem hl an ces and few identities 
as certain proofs of the relationship of 
the apes to man -'- hut he off ers an ex
planatión of these facts which is wide0 

ly different from, in fact what we may 
call a polar antithesis to, that suggested 
by Mr. Darwin, and followed by his 
school. 

• It is· perfectly trüe· that • the apês 
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have some human blood in their veins, 
but there is not one·· drop of ape-bloöd 
in.the veins of man; This entire mat
ter is so wellsetforth byH. P. Blavat
skyin her 1'he Secret Doctrine, in vari
ous places, that .it would be a mere 
waste of time to go into -the details 
here; ànd to The Secret Doctrine the 
reader is referred for further informa
tion, if he cares to pursue the subject. 

One of the authors of this book, dur
ing the spring, summer, and a.utumn of 
1927; delivered a series oUectures in 
the . Tempi~ of Peace at the Interna
tional • Theosophical · Headquarters, 
Point Loma; California, in_ which ·this 
entire matter of Evolution was studied, 
and the Theosophical teachings re
garding it more or less fully setforth; 
t,.s these . lectures were published in 
the official Theosophical organ, THE 
THE0SOPHICAL PATH, duringtheyears 
1928. and 1929, those ,vbo are inter
ested can turn to • the pages of. that 
magazine· for fuller information, if 
they desire it.* 

Man is the most advanced of the 
living entities. on earth .today, and be
ing the most advanced, the immediate 
supposition is. that he is. so because 
the oldesL of the animate stocks • on 
earth. Being the oldest, he bas had 
the most time in which· to evolve forth 
from his indwelling monadic essence 
a larger·proportion of, so to say, o~ in 
grea.ter degree than the inf erior stocks 
have-been able to do, the.innate orin~ 
berent energie and substantial charac-

*Now published in book-form, 2 vols., un
der,the.title: Theosop!ty and M od,ern Science. 

teristics·of thatmcmadic essence,which 
thus expressing themselves through 
their ultimate vehicle, the physical 
body, have changed it correspond
ingly. 

Evolutiön is a cyclical process, as 
already said, and this fact is so per
fectly obvious that even the mos_t re
calcitrant Darwinist, or the most posi
tive and determined materialist, is riot 
blind to the fact. Even fr01n Darwin's 
day, it was noted arid commented upon 
that as the geological record is un~ 
covered, one very interesting fact is 
observed with greater clearness and 
more fully as that geological --record 
becomes better known, and it is this: 
there seem to have been in past.ages on 
earth, . evolutionary waves or cyclical 
periods during which one or another 
stock apparently suddenly appears in 
the geological record, advances steadi
ly to its culmination or maturity of 
development of form. and power and 
size, _and then fades away and a,ppàr~ 
ently, in some cases, as suddenly dis
appears, while in other cases remnants 
are.carried on over into the succeeding 
àge. , . 
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Such cases of succeeding evolution
ary waves are very noticeable in three 
instances: first, in tb~ Age of the 
Fishes, which took ·place during what 
it is usual to call the Primary or Palae
ozoic Era. This was the geological 
era when the sea swarmed with fishes 
of all-various kinds and sizes, which 
fishes then · represented, as f ar as the 
geological record shows, at least the 
supposedly highest known forms. This 
last the Theosophist does not admit, 
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hut we are here speaking of the geo
logical record alone, and not of the 
Theosophical teachings. 

The second of these waves, which 
occurred during the Secondary Era or 
Period of time, is what is called the Age 
of Reptiles, when reptilian monsters 
of many kinds and often of huge body, 
were, so far as the geological record 
shows, the masters of the earth. 

The third instance occurred during 
the Tertiary - or perhaps it began 
in the !astperiod of the Secondary, and 
continued into the Tertiary - and this 
third evol_utionary wave or cyclical pe
riod we may call the Age of the Great 
Mammals, which then in their turn, 
sli.cceeding the Reptiles, were the mas
ters of the earth. 

. In each of these three cases, as the 
geological record is studied, we can 
see the beginnings: we can see the 
growth în size and power, the culmina
tion or the maturity or full efflores
cence of the particular stock; Then 
comes decay and a fmal passing of the 
bulk of the animate beings belonging 
to that particular evolutionary life
wave, making place for• the new stock; 
which in its turn has its <lawn·, reaches 
its full margin in· the expansion of its 
physkal powers and size, and then in 
its turn passes away; and so forth. 

These evolutionary waves comprise 
a subject of study which is folly ex
plained in Theosophy, and they fur
nish interesting examples of the cycli
cal nature of Evolution as hereinbefore 
spoken of. Wave succeeds wave, each 
wave reaching a higher level of evolu
tionary activity than didthe preceding 
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wave; and is in its turn followed by 
another· wav'e, bringing on the .scenè 
beings or entities and things of a new 
and 'different type. 

It has been customary to say that 
the fishes gave birth to the reptiles, 
and, that the rep til es gave birth to the 
mam.mals, to the great beasts, and 
these great beasts brought forth man 
through the highestof theirowntype, 
which, as supposed, was the ape. But 
the' difficulties in the way of the ac
ceptance of this. theory are far greater 
- ai;id_ no one knows this better· thari 
the modern transformists themselves 
-than are the arguments in favor 
of it. 

The Theosophical teaching runs di
rectly to the coiltrary. It sets. forth 
that while it is true that these evolu
tionary waves succeed each other, each 
such wave represents or manifests the 
coming on the scene of physical exist
ence on our earth of· a new Farriily ór 
a new Host of evolving entities. It 
says, furthermore, that eàch one of 
these hosts has its <lawn, its noon-day, 
and its evening, and that the physical 
bodies in which these hosts of evolving 
entities dwell, die or pass away in due 
time, and that the hosts themselves 
pass on to inhabit vehicles or bödies 
of a higher evolutionary character 
which these hosts themselves bring 
forth. 

It is not the bodies of these hosts 
which give birth to the superior bodiès 
which .follow them, as the Darwinist 
and other theories say; but it is the 
succeeding waves, each one of a 
stronger and fuller type of self-expres-· 
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sion, of the Monads composing such 
an. evolving host, .which. in their psy
cho-astral. principles grow constantly 
more perfect and fitter vehides .f or the 
manif estation of the monadic essence. 

]~vohition, therefore, in the Theoso
phical teachings, is essentially a pro
ce1,s arising from within; and: not ex
isting wholly without: or, in other 
words, Evolution in the Theosophical 
teaçhings means . the monadic esse11ce 
coristantly expressing itself in ever 
fuller measure, and constantly raising 
the visible . • and invisible • vehicles 
through which it manif ests itself to 
better and fitter vehicles for the ex
pression of itself. • 

· In one sense, therefore, in the Theo
sophical view, Evohition is not only 
cyclical hut teleologie, thàt is to say 
it is purposive, wörkingtowards a des
tined end, whi~h in fact is an ever full
er èxpression of the monadic essence. 
But this purposiveness in Evolution, 
this inherent urge or drive to better
inent, is in the entity itself, and is not 
imposed upon it from without, either 
by '.a god or gods existing outside of 
and, separate and different from the 
evolving entity, or, on the otherhand, 
by physkal nature alone. 

Physical nature fumishes the en
vironment or fields within which the 
monadic essence works, and it is iri 
these physical fields that the various 
races of physical bodies which biologi
ca!, science calls the various Classes, 
Orders, Families, Genera, .and Spe
des, of. physical living beings, exist, 
and are thè means for. the ultimate 
self-expression of the ~volving host 
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of Monads or consciousness-centets; 
We return again to the key-thought 

of what Evolution is, as taught by the 
archaic Wisdom-Religion·, Theosophy: 
it is a continuous and uninterrupted 
series. of beings appearing one after 
the.other, enchained by karmic effects 
or. actions one to another - eaçh one 
the fruitage of its predecessor, and 
eventuating in its succes.5or; and this 
continuous and. uninterrupted series. of 
beings is an endless. concateriation of 
'events.' of evolving Mönads in the 
sense which is hereinbefore set forth. 

Eyolution is cyclical, • for it has a 
beginning, a culmination, ·and ·an end 
-,- which is hut a new beginning along 
other lines; and the motivating or rath
er the energizing causes behind this 
majestic process of natura! as well as 
intellectual and spiritual growth, flow 
forth froll) the consciousness-center or 
Monad within the evolving form, in 
strict accordance with the seeds. • of 
karmic action sown by previous acts, 
and thus .working in and through the 
conditions and circumstances which 
then exist. 

It is th'us that the fabric of charac
ter is built; it is thw~ that the destiny 
of the future is founded; it is thus that 
consciousness expresses itself in _con
tinuous and uninterrupted action; 
What is called 'death' is no real inter~ 
ruption; hut is. a passing or transfer
ence of. the invisible energies cóm
posing . the evolving entities to the 
invisible worlds or planes or spheres, 
where the cyclical evolutionary ac
tivity pursues an uninterrupted course 
without · break . of continuity. 
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When it is remembered that man as 
an example of such an evolving en
tity is a composite being, consisting 
of a spiritual-divine Monad; of a re
incarnating ego; of a temporary 
'event' called a human ego; and of a 
vital-astral-physical body; · it is at once 
seen what death is - the casting off 
of the least evolved or most imperfect 
of these living vehicles; in other words, 
the dropping of the physical body, and 
the continuance of the evolutionary 
course • as regards the remaining por
tions of man's constitution. 
. In due time, af ter the death of the 

physica) body, the intermediate or 
soul-nature- in other words, the hu
man nature- in its turn is dropped. 
1\.ll the best of it: in other words, all 
the finest energies or functions, are 
withdrawn or indrawn into the mo
nadic essence, which then, as before, 
pursues in its own spiritual realms the 
sublime course of evolution charac-. . 

teristic of itsèlf. Then,when the ener-
gies which we have called the 'finest 
energies,' formerly withdrawn into the 
monàdic essence and forming the re
incarnating ego, have passed a certain 
period of time in rest or repose - or 
ip. what may perhaps be properly 
termed an intellectual adjustment in 
spiritual • equilibrium - the seeds of 
thought and action previously sown in 
the fabric of the reincarnating ego it
seH and thus forming part of its own 
being, awaken, so. to say, or begin to 
manifest themselves anew; and by a 
species of psycho-magnetic attraction 
for its former spheres and planes of 
activity, it is drawn back to the earth 
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whereon it had formerly lived, and en
ters anew another human physical 
body therein to start a new lif e-cycle, 
which is the fruitage of its past lif e 
and lives, and which again wil! be the. 
field whereon shall be sown the seeds 
ultimately producing the next succeed-. 
ing reimbodiinent. Thus this wonder-, 
ful process contiriues, each step or 
stage of growth in the normal co,urse 
being, of course, superior to the. last: 

We omit in the. present study all 
questions of retrogression, for_ there 
are occasional instances of apparent 
degenerative returri to a more .imper
fect but always human incarriation. 
These last cases are very rare, and do 
not concern US here, for they are what 
may be called fexceptions' to the gener
al rule. 

Itis these seeds of thought, of emo
tion, and of energie impulses carried. 
over from the tree, so to speak, of the 
former life, which are destined to· 
blossom forth into the career of the in
dividual next to be: in other words, to 
furnish the series of 'events'. and the 
various vehicles for the reimbodiment 
of the Monadin its next. cycle of evo
lutionary activity on earth. 

In order to roimd out the scehme of 
Evolution hereinbefore set forth, and 
in order to give a bird's~eye view, as it 
were, of the preceding great Root
Races; as we Theosophists call them, 
through which the human race has 
passeµ, the following observations 
drawn from The Secret Doctrine by 
H. P. Blavatsky should suffice. 

In the .first place, then, and in the 
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early portion'. of the evolution of this 
globe,----ouf Earth, which is, as the 
Theosophical student knows, the most 
materiàl of a chaih of seven interblend-
ing and interlocking spheres, the other 
six of which are prögressively more 
ethereal as they ascend towai:'ds the 
spirituai realms.-'-when the human 
lif e-wave first entered into the- 'physi
càl' atinosphere of this earth in. those 
far past aeons of. time, it did so as Be
ings clothed with light - or at least 
we may sö phrase the matter for easy 
understanding. 

The earth then opened a new period 
of evolutionary activity; Previous to 
the descent of the human lif e-wave 
fröm thöse other and higher globes of 
the earth-chain of seven spheres just 
spoken of, the earth had been in a 
course'. of • evolutionary preparation. 
This, means that it had become • from 
an· ethereal and nebulous sphere ih its· 
beginning; one now fairly well, coiil
paèted or concreted in the n:iaterial 
sense, although far more ethereal than· 
it is at the present time. 

The human host, when the time 
carne for it to appear -on this earth
globe, did só, as bas just been said, in · 
bodies of concrete light, these bodies 
having a globular, Ór perhapsmore·ac~ 
curately; an ovoid or egg~shaped form. 
These were the 'physical bodies' of 
this first period of human evolution, or 
ofwhat we Theosophists call the First 
Root-Race.· 

These ovoid bödies had no physio
logical orgáns whatsöever, and the 
vital funétions vvere carrièd on by a 
process --very similar to what would 
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riow be called osmosis, including both 
endosmosis and exosmosis. The man-" 
ner of propagation· of this First Race 
was entirely sexless, and was carried 
on. by what would today be called fis0 

sion, or the separating off from the 
parent-body of a part or ,a half of it
self, which thereupon grew and be
came another entity similar to its· 
parent. 

This. lasfed many millioris of years 
and it might be rematked in passing 
that. this First Race appearéd on earth 
some tens of millións • of years ago, or 
possibly • more. 

It was succeeded by the Second 
Great Raèe of mankind, the Secorid 
Root-Race as we Theosophists-call it, 
which was more material in àll senses
of the word than the First, but still 
preponderantly ethereal. It likewise 
was asexual in character, and its 'meth
od of propagation was by budding, 
that is to say, a small 'bud' or swell
ing appeared on the body of the indi~ 
viduals of this race, and finally de
tached itself from the parent in order 
to grow into a being in all respects simi
lar to the parént from which it carne. 

There followed it the · Third Great 
Root~Race, much more physical or 
grossly material than its predecessor 
the_ Second Root-Race, hut still fat 
more ethereal than the human beings 
of the present time. -lts method of 
propagation was in the beginning alsö 
asexual, by 'spores,' which method 
very soon, racially speaking, assum:ed 
the form of hermaphroditism; and its 
young were bom from it in the shape 
of small ovoid bodies, which method 
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of propagation is still extant on earth 
in egg~laying. creatures such as the 
fowls <tnd reptiles. 

At about the middle period of this 
Third Root-Race there ensued one of 
the greatest events in the history of 
the human species, and this was the 
Awakçning of Mind, or Intelligence, 
which .had been entirely latent in the 
Firstand Second Root-Races, which 
were, mentally speaking, in much the 
sa.me state that a man of the present 
day is in when in what is called a 
'trance.' They were hut faintly, if. at 
all, conscious of themselves, a!]d the 
consciottsness of the first two Races 
might perhaps be likened to that mani
f ested by an infant or very young child 
of the presènt day. 

The Third Great Race from about 
the middle point of its existence on 
earth ~ an existence which lasted for 
many millions of years - began to 
grow more and more towards becom
ing a race containing individuals hav
ing one sex, such as we are today; and 
in' its last portion, did indeed fully de
velop the separate sexes as now known. 
From this time began to appear . the 
heginnings of real civilizations, . and 
·towards the end of this Thii:d Great 
Race, civilizations existed of a . glory 
and splendor • which we have not yet 
• surpassed. This, of course was. many 
million years ago.· 

This Third Great Race was followed 
by the Fourth Gr~at Race, which we 
Theosophists technically call the At
lantean for. the reason that the main 
continental system on which it Jived 
and flourished and built up its bril~ 
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liantly material cycle of civilizations, 
lies·· under what are now the· stormy 
waters· of the Atlantic Ocean. 

It may be remarked in passing that 
it is one of the geological teachings 
of the Ancient Wisdom, today called 
Theosophy, that continental systems 
succeed each other in cyclic regulari
ty in time. What is oéean becomes 
dry land, bears its races of men, and 
then disappears or is subnierged to 
give .place to succeeding and mor.e 
evolved races existent çm new lands., 
rising or emerging out of oceanic areas 
which were formerly part of th~ aqtia-
sphere of the earth. · • 

This Fourth Root-Race was.; in 
every respect and in all senses. the most 
material, grossly material, body of hu~ 
man stocks known in the, history of 
the earth, and coincidentally with its 
middle point of evolutionary develop
ment the earth likewise reached its 
condition of greàtest material • concre
tion or solidity. 

Since then, both the earth and. the 
men who live on it have rebecome more 
refined, more ethereal, for the evolu
tionary turning-point alluded to beforé 
in this book, then took place, and the 
beginning of the pathway towards a 
more • ethereal condition of . things. oc
curred. 

Itis to this great Fourth Root-Race 
and its brilliantly material .civilizations 
and great Initiates, that most of the 
religious and philosophical mythology 
of the ancientpeoples refers when it 
speaks ·of the 'giants of antiquity;' of 
the great Sages arid magicians of. past 
time, and of the_ wickedness of former 
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generations of men. All this is set 
forth with marvelous • power in The 
Secret Doctrine, to which the reader 
is referred for fullet information. 

When this great Fourth Race had 
about hàlf-way run its course, there ap
peared the beginnings of the Fifth 
~oot-Race', 8:nd this Fifth Root~Race 
is the present. Race of mankind, to 
which we ourselves belong. We shall 
be • succeéded . by two other Great or 
Root-Races, each one, just as outs is 
doing, evolving constantly towards a 
more ethereal expression of energies 
and substances, on,its return journey 
to Spirit from which all beings and 
things originally carne. The earth like
wise · follows • the same etherealizing 
process, hut at a much slower rate of 
speed than do the humanities succeed
ing each other in cyclical periods. 

Iri order • to give the reader a some
what more definite geological view, it 
may be said that the First Root-Race 
above spoken of appeared, in all proba
bility, in what it is customary to call 
the late Primary Age (or Palaeozoic 
Age), of Geology, and possibly in the 
Dèvonian, or Coal-Periods. Because 
of the fact that the geological periods, 
as taught today, are by no means cer
tain as regards their duration or their 
points of beginning, it is extremely 
difficült to place our Races in them 
with any pretense • of accuracy. 

It is quite possible that the First 
Race· had its beginnings in the Coal
Period. The Second Race also very 
probably had its origins in the later 
Carbonif erous or possibly even in the 
early Pérmian, The Third Great Race 

was contemporaneous with the enor
mous reptiles of the 'Triassic and Ju
rassic Periods of the • Secondary. Era; 
whilst the Fourth Great Race certain
ly appeared before the Tertiary, ·and 
the great Sages and Seers specifically 
state that its prima! beginnings may 
even be placed back in the very last 
period of the Secondary Era, proba
bly in the Cretaceous, therefore. • 
• It was in the very beginning of the 

Eocene Period of the Tertiary Era that 
. this Fourth Race made its first real 
appearance, and it reached its culmi" 
nation of brilliant material splendor, 
and its catastrophic fall, in the Mio
cene. Our own Fifth Race, as a race 
sui generis ( and racially descended 
from the Fourth Race which preceded 
it), is at least a million years old, hut 
the prima! beginnings of our Fif th 
Root-Race go back much farther than 
that, and perhaps may be traced 
into the early Miocene, which - the 
Miocene -:-witriessed the catastrophal 
downfall or destruction of the ·great 
Fourth Root-Race. 
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Firially, in response to the question 
that might be asked regarding the lack 
in the· geological record of any evi
dences. of the First, the Second, and 
the Third Root-Races, the answer is 
simple enough. The First Race was 
extremely ethereal • in· physical tex
ture, much more so than even the earth 
then was; and so was the Second Root
Race, although moremàterialized than 
was the First. Obviously, races hav
ing bodies of so tenuous and vaporous 
a texture could leave no fossilized im
press even on a more or less ethereal-
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ized earth, as it then was. Nor could 
even the Third Race in its early por
tions do so, for it was;5till m.uch more 
ethereal than . the globe on which it 
lived. 

However, it must be remembered 
that the geological record is extreme-. 
ly imperfect, so imperfect indeed that 
what we know of it is not a page here 
and there in a big volume, so to say, 
hut not even all the paragraphs of that 
one page, nor even all the sentences, 
so to say, of one paragraph. The geo
logie record furnishes us with only an 
occasional word or phrase, or sentence 
perhaps, here and there on such a page, 
and mostly towards the end of the page. 

The Fourth Race of course was 
quite sufficiently ~aterial easily to 
affect the earth on which it lived, for 
the men of that Race were not only 
mighty builders, hut their bodies were 
intensely physical and gross, more so 
even than our own, and fossilized rem
nants of these bodies it is quite possi
ble will be found. when further dis
coveries open up fui:ther paragraphs 
of the book of the geological record. 

Thus then, in the preceding sketch 
-of Evolution as taught by Theosophy, 
we see once more the power of thought 
that the Great Theosophist, H. P. Bla
vatsky, possessed, and the high grade 
of intellectual discernment which en~ 
abled · her to gather together, in her 
The Secret Doctrine, the large num
ber of faèts and instances which she 
there adduced in support of her re
statement of the teachings of the An
cient Wisdom in modern . times. 

What she there taught w:as practi-

cally unknown, unheard of, unsus
pected, • when she :wrote . that great 
book; hut since her passing, Theoso
phists have checked off, one after the 
other, as they have come to pass, ever 
closer approximations by the most bril
liant minds in modern scientific specu
lation to the teachings which she there 
laid down. 

We come back to the question we 
have asked before:. Whence did she 
get .these teachings? If she invented 
them, she was, as we have already 
said, a genius without peer fo the his
tory of the world, for these suppositi
tious 'inventions' are being yearly 
shown to be facts of Nature, as mod
ern scientific discovery and deduction 
bring them to our view. 

But no Theosophist ever looks upon 
H. P. • Blavatsky in this light. While 
recognising her intrinsic greatness of 
spirit, of mind, and of heart, the Theo
sophist above everyone else realizes 
that the hand whkh wrote The Secret 
Doctrine and the brain which dictated 
to that hand, were inspired by intel~ 
lects still loftier -.the Great Teachers 
of the Ancient Wisdom from whom 
H. P. Blavatsky, from the beginning 
of her publiç wor.k to the end, claim,ed 
to receive the doctrines.which she gave 
to the world. 

We conclude this chapter with the 
following thought: Evolutiori is a fact, 
growth is a fact, the great Seers and 
Sages of the ages are a fact and they 
are the individual products of cycli~ 
cal evolutionary .law. They. are as 
much a necessity in Natui:'e's scheme, 
so far as our earth is concerned, as is 
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anything else, and to deny the_ èxist
ence •of the Teachers of Wisdom -who 
sent forth H; P. Blavatsky into the 
world; we Theosophists feel is equiva
lènt to denying the fact of cyclical evo
lution itself. -
, They ·arè tlie Fine Flowers of the 

human race,the noblest human expres-

sións of the monadic essence. Betweèri 
them and us there are all-various 
grades or degrees of intermediàte 
grandeur, and between them and . the 
gods there are othèr similar grades and 
degrees of still nobler beings who are 
the· examples of a still more splendid 
evolutionary growth. 

KA THERINE TINGLEY THE PRESERVER 
OF THÈOSOPHY 
H. T. EDGE, M. A., D. LITT. 

T HEOSOPHISTS in all parts of 
. the world are rejoicing over the 

cordial letter written✓by Dr. Gottfried 
de Punicker, the Leader ofThe Theo
sophicà.l Society, in which he invites 
all Theosophists, whatever their affi
liàtions, to co-operate with him in· fur
thering the great common cause of 
Tlie'osophy. To this invitation many 
cordial responses hétve been received, 
·showing it to have been timely and 
adaptêd to meet a real need. • The spir
it. which àctuátès those who have thus 
responded is a desire to mairitain Theo
sophy in its original ptirity, as taught 
by the Fouüder, H. P. Blavats_ky; and 
itis right and necessc!,ry that due recóg
nition _should be given to all those who 
haye labored so to maintain it; in the 
face ·of many influences -which have 
tended to divert it.into other channels. 

It is right therefore that recognition -
should be given to one who certainly 
did more to bring. aböut this result -
that of kèeping Theosophy pure -
than any other one person .. We tefer 
to Katherine Tingley, late Leader of 
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The Theosophic~l Society. It is sim
ply matter of historica! fact that, dur
ing the years when she held her post, 
Theosophy stood in <langer from many 
sources. All kinds of elements, not 
contemplated by the Founder, and 
even' directly contraryto the principles 
enunciated by her, were introduced. 
It was against all such. attempts to 
divert Theosophy from its original 
lines that Katherine Tingley labqred; 
and we now enjoy the results of her la
hors and self-sacrifice. • Except for her 
work, the invitation to reunion could 
not have been issued. 

The present writer worked under 
the leadership of Katherine Tingley 
for thirty years, and was also a per
sonal pupil of H. P. Blavatsky and of 
William Q. Judge, so that bis experi
ence is considerable; • Katherine T~ng
ley was imbued with the spirit of H. P. 
Blavatsky, and her entire life was de
voted to keeping alive the pure light 
of Thesophy, and to expressing out
wardly, in as many ways as póssible, 
the principles of lif e and conduct laid 
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shrieking Ramon, and the next mo
ment his quivering body dangled.,;. high 
from the Upas-tree bough. 

As we · rode back up the • valley I 

threw a shuddering glance behind. 
The moon·had risen over the shoulder 
of Superstition Range, and now cast a 
pale glance upon à.Il that was mortal 
of a man who had forswom mercy. 

H. P. l,3LA VATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. DE PuRUCKER, M. A., o. LITT. 

PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER XVI - MAN 

• "Collcctively, men are the handiwork • of. hosts of various • spirits; distribu
tivcly, the tabernacles of those hosts; and occasionatty .. ànd singly, the vehicles 
of some of them,"-H. P, BLAVATSKY: The Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 224 

IT is custömary in Westernlands in 
. speaking of the 'human race,' to 

think only of the physical bodies which 
the host of Monads inhabits, and Of 
course this exttaspective method of 
viewing Man is eritirely owing to centu
ri~s of miseducation along religious 
and philosophical lines, and to the 
great development of European science 
in its physical aspects which has oc
CUrred during the last three hundred 
years, more or less. 

But to look upori the outstanding 
figure, Man, earth's noblest inhabi
tànt, after this marmer, is obviously 
takhig a very restricted and imperfect 
view,fot itleaves imperfectly and im~ 
properly considered all the real facul
ties which make Man Man; that is to 
sày, his spirituàl, intelleètual,· moral, 
and psychical characteristics. • 

· H is of course perfectiy prnper to 
look upon man's physical body as ·an 
entity, for it is one, and for physical 
science to study that physicà.l body is 

inost e~cellent; for it is indeed a very 
wonderful natural prnduct - wönder
ful and mysterious indeed. 

The Theosophist, ho wever, looks up
on even inan's physicàl body as some
thing more than the mere product of 
physical nature, for it is due·to the co
operation of the aforesaid higher facul
ties; thè spiritual, the intellectua), the 
moral, and the psychical, with the 
forcés of matter, which have made that 
physical body even what it is, and it 
is these higher facultiès which have 
thus, by their co-öperation, distin
guished it so markedly from the physi
cal bodies of the lower entities such as 
the beast and the various ranges of 
plant-life. 

Man hás a physical body in and 
through which he works, because he 
canricit avoid having one, for it is simp
ly the outermost or physical expres
sion of the very complex bundle of 
energies which in their aggregate make 
Man what he is. This bundie of ener-
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gies self-express thei:nselves • through 
the physical body or vehicle of Man 
e:xactly in proportion as that body bas 
been raised through evolutional de
velopment .to become a more or less 
fit and adequate transmitter of this 
bundle of energies existent in the in
visible worlds. 

Strictly speaking, therefore, when a 
Theosophist refers to Man he speaks 
of necessity more particularly of this 
bundle of energies. -

Man is a composite entity: a fact 
upon which the thinking Theosophist 
necessarily lays great emphasis, and it 
is the va'riations in the functioning of 
the composite faeton, of this bundle 
of energies which produce not me1~ely 
tlle different varieties of physical man, 
but the far larger and greater diff er~ 
ences which exist as between individu
al men_ .in their. spiritual, intellectual, 
psychic, and moral attributes. 

The essential root of man is a monad-
ic center, a consciousness~life-center, 
as alrèady has·been said manytimes in • 
this book. This center is of petmanent 
and enduring character, for the Monad, 
which is another word. for • this center, 
lasts with undiminished consciousness 
and energy throughout the vastly lorig 
cyde of the cosmic Period of Manie 
festation in which the various worlds 
and plan es and spheres of the solar sys- __ 
tem are at present evolving. 

This pèriod of cosrriic ~anif estation, •• 
when calculated in human years, runs 
into a figure which may be represented 
by some fifteen digits. When such a 
period of cosmic manif estation co mes 
to its necessary and karmic end, not 

only are all physical· andintermediatè 
planes of existence withdrawn into the 
vast spiritual fields of being "- or into 
what the ancient Pythagoreans call the 
Cosmic Monad ~ but likewise all the 
individual Monads which are the roots 
of individually manif ested entities and 
things are themselves of co_urse-with~ 
drawn into the same greater or cosmic 
Monad, and therein pass their pedod 
of aeons-long rest. 

At the termination of such a period 
of rest, they reissue into manifestation 
again for a new cycle of activity, but 
on plan es and in worlds and on spheres 
superior to those which presently exist, 
which future worlds and planes anèl 
spheres will be the necessary karmic 
or effectual product of the presently 
existing ones. 

It is thus seen that the lif_e~cycle of 
the solar-system is in the Great what 
Man, ,in his series of reincarnations, 
is in the small. This of course is only 
what is to be expected, because, as has 
already • hereinbefore been· said, the 
Cosrhic Orga.1-i.ism is ruled by one gen
era! sytem of 'laws' working in one 
general organization of substánce ex
isting in vàrious degrees of ethereality 
or materiality; and it is therefore a 
logical hecessity that any individual 
part or portion of this vast _cosmic 
aggregatejs subordinate to and sub~ 
ject to _ the cosmic bundle of. ~nergies 
which ~om pose and •• ruie. the· in,igJ1ty 
Whole. • 

Man, thetefore, does not exist unto 
himself alon~, as îs abundantly ob
vious from what_has been said, hut is 
me1:ely ,one 'Atom,' so to speak, one 
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Particle, so to speak, of the almöst in
coinprehensibly • great aggregate of 
which we have just spoken. . 

Man as an individual moves and 
lives and has his being as an integràl 
and inseparable part of the All; and so 
does every other entity or thing, how
ever great or however small it may be, 
and•wherever it may exist on the vari
ous worlds and plan~s and Spheres of 
the Universe, and ,whenever it may 
manifest itself. 

matters just spoken of ,into seven con
veniently distinct parts, although:when 
we say that any one of them is 'distinct' 
we do not rriean that it is radicàlly 
separate from the other six: we _mean 
merely distinct for purposes of enu
meration, much as the modern scienti
fic physicists will speak of gravitation 
and of the phenomena of electro-mag
netism as distinct, although these ultra
modern scientists now know from the 
researches of Einstein and others that 

• Precisely as the Universe has its ser- electro-magnetism and gravity arè fun
ies of pfinciples or substances fro11: the damentally or essentially one. 
very spiritual or super-spiritual (Di- These seven substance-principles of 
vine) down to the physical, so bas whièh man is cömposed, are usuàlly 
Man. It js customary in our Theoso~ enumerated in Theosophical literature 
phical philosophy to divide these prin- as follows, beginning with the highest 
ciples and substances of Man; which and ending with the lowest, in the 
together make the bundle of forces and schematic diagram given hereunder: 

1. Átman Self: Pure Consciousness per se. The essential and radical power 
or faculty in us which gives to us, and indeed to every other entity 
or thing, its • knowledge of or sentient consciousness of Self-hood. 
This is not the Ego. 

2. Buddhi The faculty in Man which manifests as understanding, judgment; 
discrimination, efo., and which is an inseparable veil or garment 
of the Átman. • • 

3. Manas The ce.nter of the ego-consciousness in man and in any other quasi-
self-conscious entity. 

4-. Käma The driving force, the seat of the living electric impulses, desires, 
aspirations, considered in their energie aspect, etc. 

5; Pràna Usually translated 'Life,' but rather the electrical veil or 'electri-
cal field' manifesting in the individual as vitality .. 

6. Linga- , · The Model-Body, popularly called 'astral body,' because it is but 
• satîra slightly more ethereal than the physical body, and is in fact t}?,e 

model or framework around which the physical body is builded, 
and from which, in a sense, the physical body flows or from which 
the physical body develops as growth proceeds. 

7. Sthûla-sarîra • The physical body. • 
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These words in the left-hand column, they: are· the· genera! substance-princi
are all Sanskrit words,. and require no ples which are derivatives from the life
particular elucidation as regards their forces of the surrounding Universe. • 
various meanings, except what has Man of course bas them all,and they 
just been said. Sthûla-sarîra méans in their totality make Man all he is, 
'gross body' or material body: the and thus in their àggregate and inter
body of material ~ubstance. workings and interlockings and. inter-

. Now the above manner of qualify- blendings, make him the "bundle of 
Ïilg and nan1ing the human principles energies" which we have alluded to be
is an excellent one, a1Jd is absolutely fore. 
correct; hut there is one point about .But there is anothermethod of divi
this classification which is of extreme ding the human principles, which is 
importance, and it is this: These vari- perhaps somewhat easier of compre
ous principles, excepting Nos. 7 and 6, hension in view of what this chapter 
and also. in a degree No. 5, are more will set forth, and this other division 
truly what shoulcl be characterized as is given in the schematic diagram here~ 
cosmical priÎ1ciples: in other words, under. 

UPPER DUÀD 

lNTERMEDI· 

ATE DUAD 

LOWER TRIAD 

Átman 
Buddhi 

1 

Manas 
Ka.ma 

'. 11.•1 . .:1·. \\ ,,.,1 , . ./·, ,_ 
'\' \\ ,'., • \ 11 ! :;, , 

0
1_ .' ·, ~ I ,I , 

• ',·' ... , •. ','\·11·,,•,.•·.'.· •. // 
~-... ~ /::·~';s,,,\ il!,/,/,',:,:·~· .. :~ 

. ' .• '' ,, ~-,'•'\Il ,,, '/. ,Il.,~ ••• , 
• "- .. , .... ,,,:\ ''1\ 1 1 I ///.· •• • • ... .,,. ....... ::~~' ~· 1 ~/~·-:.·:;~ • 

....:::._ ........... ~~" ,-'#.~·•.•."" ·--:·•~-::_....,, i\ ~ ... ~ .. ~:.-;. .. 

. i~ti· ,{~-~~~ :~!f ~s-
--?. ;':. .. "-:~,, ,~,~~:= .... ·-~ ... 
% , ·." ,,'?,1. 1\ \,~,~ -:. ............... 0 
~ -,, ~ \:~~~~~,-',~1\\\1~,\~~~,:.::.-\<-r. • ,.-,,, 1 f ,,, ,, ' .'~, \ ' ... 
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'/, /1• .... :.,, .. '\'i\ ,,, 

.'.1/ 1/•.'•1,:1•1-h•. \\, 
•'.'/•/,''JI,"\'\\ 

} 'Spirit' 

} 'Soul' 

The Self. Perpetually enduring 
throughout the Kosmic Period; 
This is the real Monad, uncondi~ 
tionally immortal. 

Seat of the Ego. Dual: part aspiring 
upwards, which is the Reincarnating 
Ego; and part attracted below, whiçh 
is the ordinary Human Ego. Immortal 
in Reincarnating Ego and nÏortal • in 
Human Ego. 

Präna } 
Linga-sarîra .• 'Body' 
Sthûla-sarîra 

Mortal throughout. The physical hu
man frame and its invisible forces and 
substances. 
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In this diagram it is seen that the 
seven principles of man are divisible 
into -two Duads. and one Triàd. The 
uppermost Dua:d is the immortal and 
perpetually enduring Self, the seat of 
the selfhood in man and indeed in all 
bei1;1g!;, and things: in other words, the 
seat of the characteristic individuality 
of the entity, or what in Sànskrit is 
called its Swabhavá. This is uncon
ditionally immortal. 

The second Duad, or the intermedi
ate nature, is the ordinary seat of hu
man consciousness, and is composed of 
two parts: of an upper or aspiring part, 
which is commonly called the Reincar
nating Ego, or•the Higher Manas, and 
of a lower part attracted to matetiàl 
things, which is the focus of wh~t ex
presses itself in the average man as 
the Human Ego, bis evèryday ordinary 
seat of consciousness. 

- The three principles forming the 
lower Jriad are unconditionally mor
tal considered as an aggregate, al
though of course the respective seed
elements of them being drawn fro_m 
Nature 1s cosmic reservoirs; are in 
themselves and considered as cosmic 
principles, immortal per se. This will 
be clearly perceptible when ·the reader 
recollects that the Sthûla-sarîra or 
physical hieratchy of the human pody 
is brtild~d -up of cósmic elements, in 
their turn formèd of :atomie e~tities, 
which although su_bject inclividually to 
bewilderingly rapid changes and réim::. 
bodiments, nevertheless are móre èn
during in" themselves as entities than is 
the physical body which they tempo
rarily compose. 

It • is the intercönnexion and inter
blending and interlocking of all these 
substance-principles which make Man 
what he is. As bas been already said, 

• all these principles in the last analysis 
are cosmic. principles; and what makes 
the Man, is the particülar gathering 
together or collection of them in human 
shape and form around the monadic 
individuality which produces the· hu
man being; or around the monadic in
dividuali ty indeed of any othèr being; 
for it is the teaching of· _Theosophy 
that every entity and thing is likewise 
septenary in constitution, even as Man 
is, for he is no exèeption at all in the 
Universe, as regards bis inner consti
tution. 

Evolution, as bas been set forth in 
preceding chapters, consists in the 
constantly increasing degree in which 
the higher substance-principles, the 
two· upper Duads in the diagram just 
giveri, are enabled to manifest them
selves: - ,vhen they can do so through 
the. lower Triad more easily thàn be
f9re, tb.is denotes an advance in evolu
tionary progress; .JJ.nd when thes_e _ ~wo 
superior Duads . c::an . mahif est • thèm
selyes hut f eebly, we see the effect in 
the lower races of mankind; or in the 
entities below the human, such as __ the 
Beasts and the Plànts. - • 
• Even in the case of one h~mä.n :i~di
vidual as ,he grmvs from infancy to 
maturity, we see · exactly the same 
thing, for growth is evolution, as said 
before. The infant can manifest hut 
very imperfectly the transcendent 
powers within him, or more accurate
ly 'above' him, simply because the p}:ly-
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sical vehicle · has not yet grown or 
evolved into becoming a capable and 
. adequate channel for the manifestation 
of these transcendent powers; hut as 
. the child grows through youth to ma
turity, we see day by day these trans
cendent powers showing themselves 
an~ manifesting themselves with great
er fulness, and reaching a limit in any 
one lif e which is set or determined by 
the kannic causes or seeds of develop~ 
ment lying latent in the growing child, 
and unfolding as growth proceeds. 

From what has been said in the pre
ceding paragraphs of this chapter, the 
meaning of the quotation from The Se
cret Doctrine of H. P. Blavatsky, with 
which this chapter opens, beèomes 
very much clearer .. 

Man is indeed, collectively speak
ing, the handiwork of the hosts of vari
ous cosmic spirits, in other words, of 
the multitudes of Monads existing in 
the hierarchical construction of the 
universe surrounding us, and which 
give to man his respective various sub'- • 
stance-principles. He is also, distribu
tively, the tabernacle of these hosts of 
monadic entities or cosmic spirits, be
cause he himself as a human host is hut 
the.manifestation on earth of one such 
corporate aggregate; and, most inter
esting perhaps. of all, most wonderful 
perhaps of all, is the fac~ thatoccasion
ally indi.vidual men are the chosen 
vehicles of. some transcendeqt intelli
ge11ce, in other words, of some highly 
evolved superhuman being which ( or 
who) manif ests through him. 

Now such a superhuman being -
and the word superhuman should not 

be stressed too strongly - is one of 
the great World-Teachers; for each 
. one of the great Sages and Séers here
inbefore spoken of, is in very truth 
the more or less perfect or complete 
representation on earth in human $hape 
of the spiritual and transcendent Be
ing which each such great Sage and 
Seer is in his own higher pàrt.s. 

We see therefore the meaning of· 
the statement several times before 
made in this book, that man is a god 
manifesting through atemple or taber
nacle of flesh, in other words, an in
carnate god. The meáning here is ob
viously not the superficial one, that 
such a god has no intermediate links 
of connexion with the physical body 
through which its splendor streams, 
but on the contrary, as we have. re
peatedly said, it is precisely these in
termediate links, the intermediate na
ture of theindividual: in other words, 
his various garments or veils enshroud
ing the monadic splendor: . which have 
been evolved up to a point of being 
able to 'step down' the glorious ener
gies of the spirituai and super-spiritual 
parts of man's being. 

In connexion with the two diagrams 
above set fortli, itshould also be stated 
that man is rooted in the cosmos sur~ 
rounding him by three principles, 
which can hardly be said to· be .abov,e 
the first or Átman, hut are, so to say, 
that same Átman's highest and most 
glorious parts, and which could be re~ 
presented above t.he second schema.tic . . 

diagram as given, by the· symbol of a 
sun or a globe radiating light, and 
containing a dotted triangle. 
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The meaning ofprevious statements 
in this book to the effect that man is an 
inseparable part of the U niverse should 
be much clearer now to the reader or 
student; for it is shown that man. is 
but achild ofthe Universe in all.senses 
of the word, and that his innermost or 
highest principles . are universa! in 
scope, because radically a part of the 
Spiritual Universe. 

The whole purpose of Evolution, 
which, as beforê said, is teleologie, that 
is to say, working towards a destined 
end, is the bringing forth in ever great
er degree, as the long aeons pass, of the 
faculties and powers and energies and 
substances resident in, indeed which 
are, man's highest principles. 

It is these highest principles in mani
festation in highly evolved human be
ings which produce the various Christ
figures, the varicrns Buddha-figüres, 
which appear at interva!s of time more 
01· less long. So far as the average of 
the hurnan race is concerned, the evolu
tionary march towards div'inity is of 
course steady and regular, but relative
ly speaking v'ery slow: • These great 
and outs tanding figures of spiritual and 
intellectual grandeur were, and are, 
and will be, in vi_rtually all cases, ex
amples of not merely the evolutionary 
growth of an individual eventuating in 
quasi-divinity, but also, so our great 
Theosophical teachings tel1 us, ·all such 
world-figures of outstanding power and 
capacity have been helped in the later 
stages of the~r evolution by the Brother
hood of the great Sages and Seers al
ready spoken of; and this help comes 
to such supreinely noble human bein~s 

through initiation. This of course is a 
subject which can be but very briefly 
touched upon in any published book. 
We allude to it here only on account 
of the suggestiveness of the ideaswhich 
the hint contains, and also because it 
seems proper to roünd out the idea of 
the evolutionàry process to which. we 
have made·reference. 

We have said before, and we now 
repeat it, that not only is the Universe 
imbodied in consciousnesses, but that 
man is a direct iristance in point, for he 
is an imbodied consciousness, andin no 
sense of the word forms any exception 
in the genera! range öf universa! laws. 

There is something wonderfully in
spiring about these majestic Theoso
phical doctrines. They give such hope 
to the heart of man; they fill his mind 
with the inspiration of lofty and beau
tif ul ideas; they show the vanity of 
purely human and personal aims and 
objects unlessthese be strictly governed 
and guided by the nobler parts within 
man. And it is just this hope, it is just 
this inspiration, it is just this greater 
and lof tier manner and method of view
ing lif e, which the world so sadly nèêds 
today in the sore distress of heart and 
mind in which most men find them
selves. 

As H. P. Blavatsky said, one of the 
main objects iµ founding the Theoso
phical Movement was to "keep alive 
in man his spiritual intuitions." And 
most assuredly this is what the Theo
sophical philosophy • does. 

The human being during its various 
stages .of evolution on earth, passes of 
course through many different and 
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changing kinds or sorts of physical 
bodies, for these physical bodies natur
ally reflect and mirror the working of 
the evolving energies which they en
shrine, and therefore of course take up
on themselves changing lineaments of 
shape and figure and varying • charac
teristics as the ages pass. 

At one time, long, long ago, as set 
forth in the preceding chapters on Evo
lution, man was a globe of light. This 
was in the very beginning of his evolu
tionary course on earth. Later he was 
a being of more condensed fiber or phy
sical structure, and was sexless. Later 
these bodies approached still more to 
the present human appearance, but 
were heánaphroditic in function, and 
at that time there began to develop the 
physiological organs as we now know 
them: indeed, such organs were evol u
tionà.lly outlined in the preceding or 
Second Great Root-Race, hut could 
hardly then be said to be functioning. 

Later still was reached the epoch • of 
gross physical condensatiori of body, 
and of the earth too, during the evolu~ 
tionary course of the Life~Wave, and 
this .eventuated in the. present Fifth 
R<:>ot-Race which we present human 
bèings are portions of. We are now on 
our evolutionary march backwards 
towards ethereality, so far as our phy
sical body is • concerned; and this re
mark applies likewisè to the stony 
frame-work of our material earth. It 
also is slowly and progressively ether
ealizing itself .· 

The ultimate of this evolutionary 
course is .the re-entering into divinity, 
hut with the incalculably slow evolu-

tioil of an intermediate ego-self whkh 
thus reflects hot only the transcendent 
light of the supernal Monad within, 
but is enabled likèwise to cognise self
consciously the more material .spheres 
and planes and worlds through which 
it had previously evolved. • This. ego
self is thus in all truth a Child of 
·Heaven and Earth, in other words, an 
off spring of Spirit and Matter - al~ 
though spirit and matter are funda
mentally one, as even our ultra-modern 
physical science is· beginning ·to recog
nise when it tells us that force or energy 
and matter are fundamentally or es$en
tially one thing '-- which ultra-modern 
scientific teaching is alsö one of archaic 
Theosophy. 

The most interesting psychical as
pect of the evolutionary process is the 
development of theintermediate or egö
self out of the honds of selfishness into 
selflessness: i. e., out of matter into 
spirit: out of the limited viewpoinf of 
the human ego into the vastly ex
panded and spiritual vision of th~ spiri" 
tual being of man. 

We see then that man is not only an 
inseparable parto.f the Universe and a 
child.of it, hut that out of thatUniverse 
he never can go, for there is nowhere 
outside of it whither he can go. The 
destiny of the Universe is his destiny; 
for his destiny is a part of that larger 
destiny: therefore all his actions,. all 
of his evolutionary course, all of his 
past and of his present and of his 
future, lie within that Universe, in the 
visible worlds and in the invisible 
worlds. 

When wereflect thatthe human host 
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as incarnated in any one peri6d on earth 
is ccinservatively reckoned to be some~ 
thinglike 1,800,000,000 human beings: 
when we further recollect that the· time 
passed by the human entity in the in
visible worlds af ter death is about one 
huridred times .as long on the average 
as the period passed in any one incarnà.'
tion on earth: we immediately see that • 
the numbers of the human host are im
mensely larger than the number which 
is incarnated on earth at any one time. 
So that the human beings at any one 
time existing in and passing through 
their proper evolutionary stages in the 
invisible worlds, are at the least a hun- . 
dred times as many as that portion of 
the human host which in the are.of its 
evolutionary cycle in human incarna
tion is at· the same time in physical 
earth-lif e. 

We promised in • other chapters to 
touch briefl.y upon the matters of the 
state and activities of man before birth 
and after death in the invisible worlds, 
and w~ now proceed to fulfil that pro- · 
mise in a manner as compatible with 
our sensé of duty to our esoterie teach
ings as the very stringent requirements 
concerning those more esoterie teach
ings permit us to do; 

In the chapters on Reincarnation 
and the GeneralDoctrine of Reimbodi
ment, we shall have something more 
definite to say on these same subjects. 

In the first place then, what is 
'death'.? If the reader will turn back 
to the second of the schematic diagrams 
already given in this chapter, he will 
notice that the human constitutio:ó. is 
divided into seven· principles, sub-di-

vided again into a superior Duad, an 
intermediate Duad, and a lower Triad. 
Death occurs wheil a general break~up 
of this constitution takes place, nor is 
this break-up a matter of sudden öc
currence, with the exceptions of course 
of such unusual cases as mortal acci
dents or suïcides, which foi·m a subject 
beside the present discussion. · 

Death is always preceded, varying 
in each individüal case, by a certáin 
time spent in the- withdrawal of. the 
monadic individuality from an incarna'
tion, and this withdrawal of course 
takes place coincidentally with a dècay 
of the seven-principled being which 
man in physical incarnation is. This • 
decay precedes physical dissolution, 
and is a preparation of and by the con
sciousness-center for the forthcomin·g 
existence in the invisible realms. 

This withdrawal actually is a prepar~ 
ation for the life to come in invisible 
reahns, and as the septenary entity on 
this earth so decays, it may truly be 
said to be approaching rebirth în the 
next sphere. Death ocèürs, physically 
speaking, with the cessatiön of activity 
of the pulsating heart. • There is-the 
last beat, and this is followed by im0 

mediate, instantaneous unconscious
ness, for Nature is very merciful in 
t~ese things. 

But death is not yet complete, for 
the brain is the last organ of the phy
sical body really to die, and for some 
time after the heart has ceased beating, 
the brain still remains active and the 
memory, although unconsciously so to 
the Human Ego for this short length 
of time, passes in review, every event 
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of the preceding life. This .great or 
small panoramic picture of the past, is 
purely automatic, so to say, yet the 
soul0consciousness of the Reincarnat
ing ego viatches this wonderful review 
incident by incident, a review which in
cl~1des the entire course of thought and 
action of the life just closed. The en
tity is, for the time being, entirely un
con.scious of everything else exceptthis. 
Temporarily it lives in the past, and 
memory dislodges from the àkàsic 
record, ·so to speak, event after event, 
to the smallest detail: passes them all 
in review, and in regular order fromthe 
beginning • to the end, and thus sees 
allits past life as an all-inclusive pano
rama of picture succeeding picture. 

There are very definite ethica! and 
psychological reasons inhering in this 
process, for this process forms all to
gether a reconstruction of both the 
good and the evil done in the past life; 
and imprints this strongly on the fabric 
of the spiritual memory of the pass
ing being. Then the mortal and ma
terial portions sink into . oblivion; .. 
whilst the Reincarnating Ego carries 
the best and noblest parts of these 
m_emories into the Devachan or heav
en-world of post-mortem rest and re
cuperation. 

Then èomes the end called death: 
and unconsciousness; complete, and 
undisturbed, succeeds until . there oc
curs what the _Ancients called the 
'second death,' which we shall describe 
in a moment or two. 

The lower Triad is now definitely 
cast off and the remaining quaternary 
is free; the physical body of the lower 

Triad-follows the course of natura! de
cay, and its various hosts of Iife-atoms 
proceed whither. theit natural attrac
tions call them: The Linga:-sarîrn or 
Model~Body remaihs in the astraJ 
realms, and finally fades out. It should 
be remembered that these astral realms ' • • 

are not one single plane, but a series 
of planes growing gradually more ethe
real or spiritual as they approach the 
inward spheres of N ature's constitu-

• tion or structure. 
The life-atoms of the pràna, or 'elec

trical field' as we have called it bef9re, 
fly instantly back, at the moment of 
physical dissolution, to the rtatüral 
prànic reservoirs of the planet. 

This leaves man, therefore, no long
er a heptad or septenary entity, but a 
Quaternary consisting of the two. Du~ 
ads already spoken of. 

The 'second death' mentioned above, 
takes place when thelower or interme~ 
diate Duad in its turn separates from, 
or rather is cast -off by, the upper Du
ad or monadic essence;- but preceding 
this event the monadic essence gathers 
unto itself from this lower Duad what 
is called the Reincarnating-Ego, )Vhich 
is all the best of the_ entity that was, 
all its purest and most spiritual and 
noblest .aspirations and hopes and 
dreams for betterment and for beauty 
and harmony. 

This, the monadic essence, as said, 
gathers into itself, where it remains as 
the egoic center in the state • called 
Devachari, and therein, that is to say, 
in this devachanic state, this Reincar
nating Ego remains in the bosom of 
the Monad (or of the monadic es~ 
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sence) in the state of the most perfect 
and utter bliss and peace, reviewing 
and constantly reviewing and improv
ing upon in its own blissful imagina
tion, all the urifulfilled possibilities of 
the life just closed that its naturally 
creative faculties · automatically sug
gest to this devachanic entity. 

Man at this point is no longer a Qua
ternary of substance-principles, hut is 
nbw reduced to the Monad with the 
Reincarnating Ego sleeping in its 
bosom, and is therefore a spiritual 
Triad. 

This is the process of death so far 
as the individual ego is concerned, hut, 
it should not be supposed for a • mo
ment that the perpetually spiritual Mo
nad Ïtself is in a state of passive nega
tivity. Very much to the cohtrary: 
it is always active, always sending 
forth from itself a new ray or stream 
of spiritual activity, .which, in these 
invisible realms or worlds, makes its 
various veils • or garments or bodies, as 
before suggested; arid these various 
veils or garments or bodies form the 
living entities in which it manifests in 
the inyisible spheres and which are in 
a very true sense _ living beings; 

The Monad therefore • passes from 
sphere to sphere on its upward.journey 
from earth, carrying with it the Rein~ 
carnating Ego, or what we may for 
simplicity of expression call the Earth- • 
Child, in its bosom, where 'this Rein
carnating Ego · is in its state of per-
f eet bliss and peà.ce as before de
scribed. 

Plutarch in his very esoterie essay 
'On the Apparent Face in the Orb of 

the Moon,' speaks in rather veiled !mt 
yet to the Theosophist plainly under
standable lahguage of ·. this 'second 
death' as we have just described it, 
which is the separation of the immortal 
part of the second or i_ntermediate Du
ad, and its ascent to the upper Duad 
or monadic essence, as we have Just 
set it forth. 

When this 'second death' or dissol_u
tion of this s~cond or interrrtediate Du
ad has finally taken place, the lower 
portions of this second or iritermediate 
Duad remain in the etheric or higher 
astrnl spheres which are intermediate 
between the devachanic and the earth
ly, as the, Käma-rûpa, In time this 
Käma~rûpa gradually fades out in its 
turn, its life-atoms at such dissolution 
passing to their respective reservoirs. 

It is this Kàma-rflpa which legend 
and story in the various ancient world
religions or philosophies speak of as 
the 'Shade,' and which it has been cus
tomary in thè Occident to call the 
'spook.' It is, in short, all the mortal 
elements of the Human Ego that was, 
which Human Ego, as we have already 
said, is now disintegrated. 

The intermediate worlds or spheres 
or planes are very many in number, 
and are arranged in the hierarchical 
ladder of Being as described in other 
chapters of this book, ranging from the 
lpwest or .the merely etheric or astral 
worlds, up to the highest or the spiri
tual wodds, and it is in these invisible 
realms that the monadic individuality 
lives for a time in each, during the 
course-of its gradual ascent. 

The time comes when, ha ving passed 
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through all these invisible realms con
nected by chains of causation with our 
own planèt, it - this monadic essence 
or individuality- passes on to higher 
planetary spheres, and in each such 
planetary sphere continues manifest
ing cir evolving its various sheaths or 
garments or vehicles or bodies of shape 
and character appropriate to and fit 
for each such sphere. This continues 
until the ascending cycle of the inter~ 
planetary pilgrimage is concluded, and 
then its return journey on the descend
ing cycle earthwards • be gins. 

As it slowly 'descends' again through 
these.·. hi.gher intermediate spheres 
earthwards, coincidentally • does the 
Reincarnating Ego hitherto sleeping in 
devachanic . bliss in the bosom of the 
monadic individuality, slowly begin to 
reawaken to activity, just as a man, to 
adopt an analogy drawn from human 
life, will lay himself down on bis bed, 
tired, and enjoy a blissful sleep of re
pose and recuperation, and awake in 
the morning ready for the duties of 
the new day .. · So does the Reincarnat
ing Ego act. Gradually it feels, at first 
unconsciously to itself) the attraction 
earthwards, arising out of the karmic 
seeds of thought and emotion and im
pulse sown in the preceding Hf e on 
earth and now beginning to awaken; 
and as these attractions grow stronger, 
in other words as the Reincarnating 
Ego awakens, it finds itself under the 
domination of a strong psycho-mag
netic attraction driving it to the earth~ 
sphere; • . 

. The time finally comes when it is 
drawn to the· family ón earth whose 
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karmic attractions. or status or condi
tion are the nearest to its own charac
teristics, and it then ent~rs, or attaches 
itself to, by reason of the psycho-mag
netic attraction previously spoken of, 
the human seed which will grow into 
the body of the human being to.• be. 
Thus reincarnation takes place, and 
the Reincarnating Ego reawakens to 
life on earth in the body of a little 
child. 

The reader must understand of 
course that all these processes are gov
erned strictly by natura} law, and to 
a large extent, so far as the entity im
plicated in the prócess is concerned, 
are automatic, as all natura! laws are 
more or less. 

This automatism however is iri no 
sense the unguided or unmotivated 
workings of inert or dead matter, hut 
is the fruitage of seeds of activity söwn 
by the reincarnating entity itself in the 
former life, which thus provides for 
itself the fabric of the body in which 
it will next manifest itself on earth; 
as well as the circumstances and en
vironment in which it will find itself 
involved. 

Justice rules it all, a justice arising 
out of the nature and actions of the 
reincarnating entity itself and in nO' 
sense depending upón the activity of 
any god or gods outside of the human· 
being, or on any merely mechanistic 
principles of brute matter. 

As regar_ds the destiny followed by 
that portion of man's constitution 
which pursues its wonderful pilgrim
age through the spheres, mentioned 
above, the ideas involved are for the 
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average man so abstruse and intricate 
that it would be pradically impossi
ble to give a cle;:tr outline in a few para
graphs; but the following may be sa.id: 
dosely connected with the earth and 
its sîx invisible but èompanion-spheres, 
which with the earth forni its Planet
ary Chain, there ar.e seven other plan
ets of our solar system with which all 
Monads at any tirrie manifesting on 
earth have relations as close and as 
intimate as they do with ·our own Plan
etaryChain. 

Each one of these seven other plan
etary spheres is itself a Planetary 
Chain consisting of the visible planet 
and six companion-spheres, and ·in 
each one of these seven Planetary 
Chains the monadic entity pursues a 
karmic evolutionary course of Rounds, 
similar on all general grounds to the 
evoluti9nary .course which it pursues 
in and through our own Planetary 
Çhain. 

• These seven other spheres therefore 
are what the ancients called the Seven 
Sacred Planets, called 'sacred' on ac
count of their intimate evolutionary 
relation with our own earth. The 
earth.and they are inseparably bound 
together with, honds of destiny origi
nating in the very origin of the solar 
system, and èciming over from the pre
ceding solar system of which our pres~ 
ent one is the karmic consequence or, 
the fruitage or results. 

H. P. Blavatsky in her The Secret 
Doctrine speaks· of "the ad ventures. of 
an atom," ref er ring not solely to the 
physical atom of chen-iistry, but also 
to the SpiritualAtomwhich the Monad, 

inasense_.is, and saysthatno romance 
ever written or imagined couldbe more 
wonderf ul than are in fact such Ad~ 
ventures of an Atom, were one able to 
trace them in full. 

This is .very true indeed, and such 
Adveiltures of an Atom are the jo~tr:
neys and pilgrimages of any Moüad 
whatsoever belonging to our cSolar sys~ 
tem. 

From what precedes it mustqe pers 
fectly cleàr that Man when moving 
on earth is a heptad or septenary .en
tity, and that within a very short while 
after the death of the physical body, 
in other words, after the dissolution of 
the lowest Triad mentioned in the sec
ond scherriatic diagram above outlined, 
he no longer is in any strict sense .of 
the word a 'man' at all, but a psycho
spiritual quaternary entity. 

But when the second death occurs, 
in other words, the dissolution or par
tition of the intermediate Duad, as we 
have already described it, he then no 
longer is a quaternary entity or àn en
tity formed of four substance-princi~ 
ples, but strictly speaking is with
drawn into the· highest Duad in the 
shape of the Reincarnating Ego. •. • 

All this may seem like a gradual 
process of deprivation of faculty and 
power, to those who .. are not accus
tomed to philosophical thinking or who 
imagine that Man as a complete hep
tad or septenary eütity as he is on 
earth is the standard or representative 
type. The exact coiitrary of this, how~ 
ever, is the real truth. Every increase 
in number of the substance-principles 
composing an entity means a. corres~ 
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ponding decrease in freedom of spiri
tual faculty and power:, and therefore 
of life, because each such substance
principle added as a veil or sheath, by 
so much the more beclouds and dims 
the transcendent Light always stream
ing forth from the heart of the Monad. 
... Death means freedom, it means re- . 
lease, it means the rupturing of the 
veils and· sheaths or garments which 
becloud or enshroud this inner Tran
scendent Spiritual Sun; Man's des
tiny in the far distant future is to be
come ever more and more alike unto 
·his monadic essence, in other words, 
more akin in faculty and power to his 
Transcendent Self, until the time shall 
come when he shall have become a god 
on earth; and although even in those 
times, so long as an earth~incarnation 
lasts, he will be a septenary entity, 
nevertheless all the lower veils and gar
ments or sheaths wil! have become so 
etherealized and spiritualized that the 
dimming of the splendor of the Inner 
God will be vastly less than it is at 
present.• 

There are a number of thoughts in 
this cönnexion which are important in 
their way, and ithas been thought ad
visable tö include them in this present 
chapter. 

It has· been said that man is a com
posite entity, like everything else, and 
this is strictly true. It has been said 
also that every entity whatsoever, and 
wheresoever it may exist, is hut one 
of the smaller entities composing the 
being of an Entity still more vast. This 
means, thereföre, following the ancient 
law of analogical reasoning, that Man 

himself in all his vehicles or bodies is 
composed of such entities smaller than 
he, and each one of these, whether we 
call it a life-atom of his lowest Triad, 
or the Human Soul of the intermediate 

- Duad, or the Reincarnating Ego of the 
upper part of the interinediate Duad, 
is a learning thing, an evolving being . 
Each one such has an individuality of 
its owil rooted in a monadic lif e-con~ 
sciousness-center; and all these are 
bound together as a host of evolving 
entities, and in their turn are rooted in 
the over-ruling or supreme Moriad of 
any such host or multitude. 

The direct consequence of the pic
ture thus presented to the mind's eye 
flows forth in a simple deduction, and 
it is this: that the self-conscious entity 
whomwe popularly call man, is, strict
ly speaking, not bis monadic essence, 
which is his Inner God, hut the Rein
carnating Ego, or the higher part of the 
intermedia te Duad, as man's constitu
tion exists during life in incarnation on 
earth. 

There is also the Human Ego, which 
is the more human expression of this 
Reincarnating Ego, and this Human 
Ego, strange as it may sound, is only a 
part of man's consciousness which is 
himself, for his Reincarnating Ego par
takes of the Monadic essence in which 
it lives and moves and has its spiritual 
being; and yet is different from it. 

We may lik.en the idea to a tree 
formed of a trunk prodücing many 
branches, these developing into minor 
branches, these again into brànchlets, 
these into iwigs, and each twig into a 
leaf. The combined multitude ofparts. 
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thus form a host indeed in themselves, . 
as just said, and yèt each member of 
this host has an individual personality 
of its own. 

This rough illustration of. the tree is 
a very old one, but itis sûggestive, and 
the application of the rule of this inter
lockirig and interblending series of con
sciousnesses is as strictly followed in 
Nature in the higher realms as it is in 
the lower realms. 

The idea, therefore, is that the Hu
man Ego is a developing and learning 
thing,·growing out of something nobler, 
tending to become a Reincarnating 
Ego; and the Reincarnating Ego is 
constantly ~volving or tending to be
come something nobler than . what it 
was before, and to become what the 
core of its own particular individuality 
is, in other words a monadic essence; 
while the monadic essence, induding 
thfse others, and :Which is our higher or 
spiritual Self, is in its turn evolving 
onwards to. become something still 
greater than itself, a Divine Thing. 

Thus also the very afoms of which 
man's lower Triad, as outlined in the 
second of the two schematic schemes 
above given, is composed, are each one 
of thema learning and growing entity, 
each with its own particular individual 
monadic essence, yet rooted in the gen
era! inonadk essence. of the septenary 
structure which man in earth-life is. 

How true, therefore, the old Theo
sophical saying is, that no one can live 
unto himself alc:me, becatise every en
tity everywhere is merely a part of a 
larger entity, and is itself composed of 
a host of minor entities. This is the 

philosopl:Ücal rationale of the doctrine 
of "Universa! Brotherhood as a fact 
in Nature," acceptance of which is the 
only prerequisite to membership. în 
The Theosophical Society. 

We see, theh, that so far as life-con~ 
sciousness is concerned, Man is coiµ:: 

. posed of a Self, of which the instinctual 
feeling in the septenary entity is 'Iam.' 
Furthermore, he is composed• of an in
dividual Ego, his reincarnating aspect, 
of which the instinctual recognition in 

• the men living on earth is not only '1 
am'--'-which is the stream of conscious
ness from the essential Self just spoken 
of'- but also '/ aml.' This latter is 
the egoic consciousness, as contrasted 
with the spiritual consciousness of ab~ 
stract selfhood expressing itself in the 
two words 'I am.' 

Very wonderful indeed are theTheo
sophical teachings, and very wonderful 
indeed are the ideas and reflexions 
which flow forth from these teachings, 
when the earnest and truth-loving and 
truth-searching student ponders· over 
them. How consoling it is, this sheer 
consciousness of selfhood as just ex
pressed ! It assures one of the death
lessness of his own inmost being, and 
of the utter impossibility of termina
tion of the consdousness of this essen
tial s_elfhood, although the egoic self
hood or egoic consciousness of the 
growing and . evolving reincarliating 
entity, or of its child the Human Ego, 
is interrupted by the process called re
incarnation, a process arising out of the 
nècessities of natural law. 

When man thus feels his utter one
ness with the Universe, which these 
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thoughts lead him to· feel and. to under
stand; wheno he realizes that he is not 
alone in infinitude, hut is one of num0 

berless hosts ·Of other similar. beings, 
all interblending from a life-conscious~ 
ness standpoint, there comes into bis 
heart such a sense of rest and peace 
that this sense al~ne is a treasury of 
blessing beyond all apprai~ement. 

. Occidental folk are so unused to 
thoughts of this kind, and so misedu
cà.ted to thi11k that a distinct individu
ality utterly separate in life and con
sdou~ness from all other individuali
ties is the summum bonum of bein.g, 
that.it requires some effqrt of the im~
gination to throw off tb.is fantasy of 
falsity. 

It is in the Theosophical philosophy 
that H. P; Blavatsky h,rought, that we 
can study her soul, can study her real 
biography: that is to say, what it was 
that brought her into the western world 
for the work that she did, what that 
work • was, and who were the Great 
Teachers who sent her .. These are the 
thin•gs which teil us what H. P. Blavat
sky ·was. in • hers elf as apart from thé 
mere details - more or less interest-

ing though these niay·be-of the phy, 
sical personality. 

. A.human. being who gave to .. the 
world a religion-philosophy-sciencè 
such as the preceding chapters • have 
briefly and more or ·less imperf ectly 
outlined from lack of space for fuller 
treatment, presents us with a very dif
ferent and far superior picture of that 
human being's spiritual and mental'and 
psychical makeup 'than could · be de
rived from a mere study of the. actions 
done, or left undone, in the ordinary 
social or literary or rèligious or philo
sophical . spheres. 

The greatness of the Great Theoso
phist, • as said before, lies not at all in 
what her physical personality was, hut 
in what she herself was,. in what her 
soul was; . in the thoughts that that 
soul thought, in the emotiohs that that 
soul had, ih the aspirations and im
pulses that that soul followed, a,nd also 
in .the fruitage of these inner powers 
in the great work achieved. She was 
the outstanding figure of the nine
teenth century, excepting none, and we 
challenge any thoughtful student to 
diff er· from this conclusion on any 
grounds of reason or lögic. 

THE POPOL VUH 
P. A. MALPAS, M. A . 

. (Tra~slated from 1he text of Brasseu,: de Bourbo~rg) 

PART II - CHAPTER IX 

T HAT was the first trial of Xibal
. · ba; and at their entry into this 
plaèe was to commeüce their . down
fall, as those of Xibalbéi-thoughL . 

First' they entered into • the House 
of Darkness. Next they bróught them 
their pine-torches, all lighted, and a 
cigar for each of them, which was 
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PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER XVII - KARMAN· 

"We stand be~ildered before the mystery of our own making, and the riddles 
of life that we will not solve, and then accuse the great Sphinx of devouring us. But 
verily there is not an accident in our lives, not· ä misshapen day, or a misfortune, that 
could not be traced ·back to our own·doings in this or.in another life. ... 

"; .. Karma-Nemesis is no more than the (spiritual) dynamical effect .of causes 
. produced and forces awakened into activity by our own actions." 

- H. P. BLAVATSKY in The Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 644 

T HE subject of this chapter is Kar
man. This is a Sanskrit word, 

and as a word means Action. But 
when used in a philosophical sense, it 
has a .technica! meaning, and this tech
nica! meaning can best be translated in
to English by the word 'consequence.' 

The idea is that every movement of 
a living entity, be that movement spiri
tual, mental, psychological, physical, 
or othèr, is immediately or at a later 
date succeeded by a consequence or an 
effect closely akin to that movement, 
of which the movement is the cause; 
and. that this. consequence or· eff ectual 
action is at1 inevitable result of the 
causative action which preceded it and 
gave it birth. Alsö that this linking · 
together • of action to· action, and of 
cause to éff ect, or of consequence to 
its precedent movement, is a univer
sa! rule, and applies not only to man 
or to any other animate entity on earth, 
hut to the U niverse both in genera! and 
in particular. 

It is not, by any means, what is 
known in the Ocddent as·Fatalism, for 

the karmic results or consequences 
flow forth only as effects from some 
one entity which originated them or 
gave them birth; and upon that entity 
these causal movements recoil sooner 
or later, as effects or consequences. 

Fatalism, on the other hand, means 
the doctrine • or tenet or belief of a 
rather restricte<;l tlass of minds, that 
the Universe is governed by some 
transcendent personal or individual
ized power which impresses upon such 
Universe . all precedent causes, änd 
therefore all consequent eff ects, and 
that it is hopeless for the entities or be
ings or things composing such a sup
posititious Universe fo try to escape 
from the over-ruling and over-power
ing enèrgy or energies thus mani
festèd. 

Karman, therefore, is essentially, in 
the last analysis, a doctrine of Free 
Will, for. naturally the entity which 
iriitiates a movement or action: spirit
ual, mental, psychological, or physi
cal • or other: is responsible thereaf ter 
m thè shape · of·· consequences and 
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eff ects, that flow therefrom, and soon
er or later recoil upon the actor or 
mover. 

Of course it is true to a certain ex-· 
tent, since everything is interlocked 
and interlinked.and interblended with 
everything else, a11d that riothing and 
no being ,can live unto itself alone, that 
other entities are of necessity, in small-
• er or· larger degree, · affected by the 
causes or motions initiated by any in
dividual entity; hut sucll eff ects or con
sequences on entities other than the 
prime mover, are only indirectly a 
morally compelling powt:r, in the true 
sense of the wqrd, 'moral.' 

An. exa:mple of how one entity can 
affect .another in the ma.nner just 
spoken of, is given in wha_t the Theosoc 
phist means when he speaks of 'family 
karn1an' as contrasted with one's own 
individual karman: that is to say; the 
network or Web of circumstances and 
events. which belong to' the family of 
which heisa part.· Or, again, national 
karlilan, the series ofconsequences per
taining to the nation of which he is a.n 
individual; or again, the racial karrrian 
pertaining to therace ofwhichthe indi
vidual is l'!,n integralmember. 

,The reasonfor thissecondary series 
of,consequences is not diff_erent, how
ever: when we go to the.roots of things, 
fr~~ ~ction initiat~d by the individual , 
entity hililself, because the doctrine .of 
Karnian also sets forth that the family 
.or the nation or the race to which such 
individual entity belongs, is. bis family 
or nation or race on account of the kar-· 
mie: consequences or effects originally 
initiate.d ,~y that i~dividual . ep.t~ty, .· 

which brought him into that milieu or 
set of. drcumstances. He himself 
builded for himself, in some past time, 
incarnation in that family or in that 
nation or race. 

So, in ~very real sense, therefore, the 
family or national or radal karman in 
which he finds himself involved, he is 
in bis own particular minor degreè him
self responsible for. So really it. _all 
comes back to the same thing. · 

The series of observatioris which pre
cede are• not unimportant, because 
sometimes a criticism of the Theoso
phical doctrine of Karman is made by 
those who do not under_stand it,to the 
effect that it diff ers very little inde{'.!d 
fromwhat is popularly called Fat_alism; 
and these preceding observations of 
course show how totally unfounded 
this criticism is: it arises out of ignor
ance only .. 

Rooted asman's monadic essence is, 
or indeed the monadic essence of any 
other entity or thing, in the Boundless 
All, and furthermore in the highest and· 
most spiritual aspects of the Boundless_ 
All, it is also seen at once that the uni~ 
vérsal karman ofcosmic being is there
fore the ultimate background of the 
karman of the individual, because the 
individual is inseparable from that uni
verse. 

. Another thought that flows forth im
mediatelyfrom the principles which we 
have just laid before _the reader, shows 
clearly that things are what they are 
because they compose a vast aggregate, 
indeed incomprehensible in its univer
sa! reaches, of co-operating energies 
and powers, of which every one is hut 
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an expression of ·karmic consequences: 
and this is but another manner of say
ing that everything that is, collectively 
and distributiv~ly, in general and in 
particular, is but the consequence or 
consequences of actions or movements 
which have preceded the present state 
of things; and, furthermore, that the 
present state of things will be suc
ceeded by another web or network of 
incoming and interlockiiig energies and 
forces and beings which will be the re
sultants or consequences in every sense 
of the word, of what exists at present, 
both in the universa! and in the parti-
cu1ar. • 

We may speak in ordinary language 
of Karman as the 'fundamental law of 
the universe,' if we so choose, and there 
is no particular objection to this phrase, 
except perhaps in the one word 'law.' 
Karman is not a 'láw' in the ordinary 
'human sense of an enactment or rule 
of action laid down by some supreme 
law0 giver. Not at all. It is,. as the 
Ancients would have said, existent in 
the very 'nature of things.' Beings 
and things act or move, and by the 
very nature of things producê conse
q:uences, and so on indefinitely; for 
the original movement or act is butthe 
consequence or. result of some .. other 
consequence or result which preceded 
it, and so on in both directions endless
ly: endlessly back into the past, and 
extending .endlessly forward into what 
human beings call the future. This 
is the Chain of Causation of which 
mention has been made elsewhere in 
this book. 

Just as the root of universa! nature: 
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just as the root of any individual entity 
or being or thing: is pure conscious
ness, which is equivalent to saying pure 
abstract substance, so likewise is Kar
man in the last analysis but the funda-, 
mental activity of such consciousness 
itself, whether manifesting in the uni
versa! or in the particular, whether in a 
universe or in and through an individu~ 
al entity. To say just what Karman is 
in other words, would be extremely dif
ficult. It rs because it is the profound 
mystery of the operation of the essen
tial being of consciousness itself. 

Nature proceeds in cycles, because 
Nature is founded in and on conscious
ness; and it is the characteristic of éon
sciousn·ess to know, and it is the charac
teristic operation of knowledge to re
peat what it knows, arid this repetitive 
action of indwelling consciousness pros 
duces through the boundless ranges of 
the U niverse the cyclical action or the 
cyclical movements which are appar
ent all around. us, 

It is·thesecyclicalmovements agéJ,in, 
as we have shown in our chapters on 
Evolution,-which bring forth the vari~ 
ous evolutionary activities, for indeed 
cyclical movement and evolution are sö 
much the same thing that it would re
quire a good deal of imagination to see 
any profound distinction between them 
once that the doctrine of Karman is 
clearly understood. 

As we look around us and observe 
not only the operatioils of the wonder
ful spheres inthe clark violet <lome over 
our heads, and notice the vast fields of 
differentiation in the smaller and minor 
things which compose the entities Hv~ 
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ing and dwelling in and on our earth, 
we are compelled to admit that it is 
just this vast number of interworking 
and co-operating agents of some deep
ly indwelling and over-ruling energy 
which perhaps attracts the thought and 
imagination of man more than any
thing else. 

All men at sohle time must have 
asked themselves the question: Why 
is it that the universe is builded as it 
is, with such vast hosts of beings of all 
kinds and classes _and in all degrees of 
advancement, and all apparently work
fng towards söme end, which, on the 
surface of things,seems beyónd human 
understanding? We have already given 
the key for sol ving this apparent ·riddle 
- for it is only an apparent one -,- and 
that key is what bas just been pointed 
out: that all these hosts of differen
tiated entities and things are the con
sequences or results, visible or i_nvisi
ble,as the case :r;nay be-of the opera:
tions or actions of evolving conscious
nesses impelled to follow their. various 
paths of action by the karmic heritage 
inherent in each one of them. 

Size or lack ofsize bas nothing to do 
with the matter. . The Univèrse being 
nothing reaÜy but hierarchies of im
bodied consdousnesses, each one with 
its Own karmic loadupon-it-:- or herit
age, if the word be preferred ...:...c... of ne
cessity that Universe is differentiated 
into a:ll-various and-bewildering multi
tudes of beings and things; and yet 
each one of these in itsinrhost of the in
most, is, as bas before been described, 
a Monad working in the surround
ing mîlieu made '.py itself and by 

other similar Monads interlocking and 
interblending and interworking, and 
all evolving on their upward way. 

Some are very far along the path; 
and we humans call these highly pro
gressed ones, gods or cosmic spirits, or 
Dhyän-Chohans to use the Théoso~ 
phical term; others are -far in the rear 
of the vast hosts of evolving niulti
tudes; and others, like llS human be
ings, stand more or less at the middle 
point of this aggregate of developing 
consciousnessès. 

If one were to say that Karman, 
whether in the large or in the small, 
whether, universa! or particular, is but 
the operations of the essential entities 
themselves- in other words, Of the 
Monads - he would say truly. Really, 
that is just what Karman is. Whatever 
else it may be called, one thing is' abso
lutely certain, and tb.at is that Karman 
is nothing at all outside of or superior 
to or overcruling the entity which mani
f ests the Karman belonging to it, be
cause native to it: flowing forth. from 
its own heart of hearts, from the core 
of the core of the inmbst of the inhlost 
of itself. In other wörds, an entity's 
Karman is the self-expression of its in
dividuality flowing forth in the form of 
evolutionary activity. 

Universes, worlds, solar systems, 
nebulae, cornets, planets, cosmic spirits, 
men; elementals, life-atoms, matter, 

. and all the various .planes and spheres 
of-heing: in fact èverything: are not 
merely the resulfants or consequences 
of each one's preceding and ·individual 
aggregate of karmic causes, · but are 
each one for itself originating new kar-
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mie causes constantly and from itself 
alone. 

The question was once asked óf one 
of the writers of this book: "If I un
derstand your Theosophical teaching 
aright, Karman is· but another name 
for your God. Is Karman therefore 
the supreme God?" Ittook some little 
time to explain to this inquirer the real 
nature of Karman, and it was not un
interesting to watch the effect that this 
explanation had upon his inind. An 
unbeliever himself in any kind of over
ruling divine power, he nevertheless, 
paradox_ically enough, seemed disap
pointed that Karman was not an over
ruling god; and after the explanation, 
.with some difficulty and labor of exege
sis, had been laiq before him, he said: 
"Why then, you don't believe in any 
god, you Theosophists; you arè just 
sheer materialists ! " 

Another explanation was needed, in 
order to show that, on the contrary, 
the Theosophist teaches that the Uni~ 
verse is full ofgods in the higher ranges 
and reaches of the cosmos, but that 
each such god is what it is on acc"ount 
of the evolutfonary pith''of perfection, 
or evolutionary path tending towards 
a • èonstantly increasing perf ection, 
which it had itself trodden in the· 
past. 

Furthermore, it required some time 
and pains to enable him to see that there 
was no end of the evolutionary pro
cess, and-likewise no beginning; and 
that he was leaping from one absurd 
extreme to another, in saying that be
cause. Theosophists do not believe in 
thè teachings of Theism, therefore 

Theosophists of necessity belong to the 
school of the materialists. 

I t was necessary also to expla:in. · to 
him that the Theosophist most positive
ly is not, in any :sense of the· word, a 
materialist; fot matter, in the Theoso
phical conception, is but the aggregate 
of the multitudes· of spiritual essences 
or Monads which are passing thro.ugh 
a particular and definite phase of their 
evolutionary journey on this our own 
plane;which Monads in this phase are 
in a;,dormant or sleeping state, so· to 
speak, and_ 'that this aggregate of 
dormant Monaéls produces what our 
senses perèeive as, and what our mind 
calls, 'matter.' 

Everything ultimately and funda
mentally is consciousness, or to speak 
more accurately, is numberless, incom
putable, multitudes of consciousnesses 
or Jif e~consciousness-centers, talled 
Monads. Indeed, the teachings of 
Theosophy in this respect have been 
largely proved by the latest philoso~ 
phical scientific speculatioll, as far as 
that speculation has gone,·which statès 
that energy and matter are fi.mdamen
tally one, precisely as the Theosophist 
has always talight that spirit and sub
stance, or equivalently consciousness 
and vehiclé, are fundamentally one. · 

Theosophy, therefore, as the authors 
of this book have: already before said, 
may be calleq an Objective Idealism: 
idealistic in principle,. but not dênying 
withal the rela:tive objective reality óf 
the so-càlled physical and other mani
fested worlds, which form what :men 
popularly call matter or substance; 
and as this rüle of things prevails over 
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the èntire Universe, andlaststhrough
out eternity~ bec·auseäs one or a:nother 
Universe leaves the ranges of matter 
and rebecomes spirit, other Universes 
equivalently pass downwards in their 
evolutionary journey through what is 
called matter: it is therefore sèen that 
both matter and spirit, in the last ana
lysis, are only two phases or 'events' 
in the modern philosophical or Ein
steinian sense. 

All such 'events' or stages of growth 
are transitory and relatively unreal, 
and therefore are expl<!,ined by that 
other branch of the Theosophical philo
sophy which deals with whatis céilled 
máyá, a Sanskrit word meaning 'illu
sion,' or the magical delusion worked 
by our imperfect human -mentalities 
upon our understanding of Nature. 
In other words, things 8.re not what 
they seem, for there is a Reality behind 
the seeming. 

Màyà or 'illusion' does not mean that 
things and entities, the Universe. and 
all the other cosmic aggregates, are un
real in the sense of non-existent per se; 
but it does mean that the perceiving 
and understanding entity, through its 
own innate imperfections or, }n other 
words, because . its understanding is 
not yetsufficiently evolved readily and 
correctly- to grasp the .reality behind, 

• misunderstands the essences of things, 
and through this funètioning · of the 
mind clothes those essences with il
.-lusory garments. This is .the ,real 
meaning of màyà. • 

Karman, · therefore, is in no sense of 
the word: Fatalism on the • one hand, 
·nor what is popularly known as 

'Chance' on the other hand: It is es
sentially a course of· action which the 
entity, himself lays down for himsèlf, 
and which his f eet follow as a path of 
conduct. No one is resporisible btït 
himself for what he prèpares for him
self, and this, as said above, is Naturê's 
fundamental law. There is great hope 

, and comfort in this thought, for it 
means that "there is always another 
chance," as one of the authors of this 
book so frequently says. • 

We are the makers and carvers of 
our own destiny, and are at the present 
time traversing the destiny, or under
going it, which we in past times in other 
lives have carved out for ourselves. 
Both in character and body we reap 
what we sow, as the New Testament of 
the . Christians puts it, • and this ex
presses very graphically and briefly 
the essential meaning of -the doctrine 
of Karman. 

H. P. Blavatsky alludesto the mat
ter in her own inimitable style in Vol
ume I of her The Secret Doctrine, on 
pages 642, 64,3, and 644 as follows: 

KARMA-NEMESIS is the creator of nations 
and mortals, but once created, it is they who 
make of her either a • fury or a rewarding 
Angel: . . . There is no return • from the 
paths she cycles over; yet those paths are of 
our own making, for it is we, collectively or 
individually; who prepare them. Karma
Nemesis is the synonym of PROVIDENCE; 
minus design, goodness, and every other 
finite attribute and qualificàtion, so unphilo
sophically attributed to • the lat-ter. An Oc
cultist or a philosopher will not speak of the 
goodness or cruelty of Providence; but, iden
tifying it with Karma-Nemesis, he will teach 
that nevertheless it guards the good and 
watches over them in this, as in fut ure lives; 
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and that-it punishes the evilsdoe.r - aye, even 
to his seventh rebirth. So long, in short, as 
the effect of his having thrown into pertur
bàtion even: the smallest _atom in the Infinite 
World of harmony, has not been finally read
jtisted.· For the ·only decree of Karma - an 
eternal and immutable decree - is absolute 
Harmony in the world of matter as it is in 
the world of Spirit. It is not, therefore, Kar
ma that rewards or punishes, but it is we, who. 
reward or punish ourselves according to whe
ther we work with, through and along with 
nature, abiding by the laws on .which that 
Harmony depends, or ~ break them. 

Nor would the ways of Karma be inscrut
able • ,vere men to work in union and har
mony, instead of disûnion and strife. For 
our ignor;mce of those ways - which one por
tion of mankind calls the ways of Providence, 
dark and intric~te; while ·another sees in 
them the action of blind Fatalism; and a 
third, • simple chance, with neither gods nor 

• devils to guide them - would surely disap
pear, if we would but attribute all these to 
their correct cause. With right knowledge, 
or at any rate with a confident conviction that 
our neighbors wil! no more work to hurt us 

· than we would think of harming them, the 
two-thirds of the World's evil would vanish 
into thin air. Were no man to hurt his 
brother, Karma-Nemesis would have neither 
cause to.workfor, nor weapons to act through. 
It is the constant presence in our midst of 
every elemenf of strife and opposition, and 
the division of races,' nations, tribes, societies 

-and individuals into Cains and Abels, wolves 
and lambs, that is the chief cause of th~ '.ways 
of Providence.'. We cut these numerous wind
ings in oi.Jr destinies dailywith our own hands, 
while we imagine that we are pursui_ng a track • 
on the royal high road of respectability and 
duty; and then complain of those ways being 
so intricate. and so <lark. We stand bewil
_dered before the mystery o_f our own, maldng, 
and_ the riddles of life that we wilt not solve, 
and _thfn accuse the great Sphinx ~f devour
ing us .. But verily there is not an accident in 
óur Jives, not a misshapen day, or a misfor
tu11e,. thai could not be traced back to our 

. own doings in this or in another -life. If one 
breaks the .la~s or' Harmony, or, as a theoso
phical writer expresses it; '"the laws of life," 
one rimst be preparëd ·to· fall into· the chaos 
one has oneself producëd; . . . 

... Karma-Nemesis is no more than the 
(spiritual) dynamica! effect of causes pro
duced an:d farces· awakened into activ~ty by 
our own àctions. 

Thereis no religion, there is no philo
sophy worthy of the name; which does 
not contain this . doctrine of Karman 
under one or another formulation, for 
the doctrine arises out of. the very. es
sence of any man's. sense of justke, of 
retributive justice; and such action of 
retributive natura! justice is but Na
ture's way of bringing about the. rear
rangement . of natura! harmony · dis
turbed by the thoughts and acts, emo
tiöns and f~elings, aspirations and 
desires, of some or of all. living 
-entities. 

We are here on earth as human ·be
ings because we have· made our ·Kar
man for this our present existence: be-

• cause that Karman has governed the 
course of our • Evolu_tion. . And àfter 
all, from one viewpoirtt; what is Evoh.r
tion but what. it has already hereinbe
fore been explained to be -,- the un
folding of just those elements of our 
individuality which are within us • as 
capacities 0 and powers; it js. nöthii1g 
else. The urtfolding .of these reacts 
upon all the vehiêles in which the evolv-

• ing Monad fmds • itself enshrined and 
inwrapped and ",thus slowly improves 
them. ·This is the· progressive devel
opment of man's bodies. 

As these powers 'pour forth from the 
Monadic essence during long ·courses 
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of time, these vehicles grow progress
ively more perf ected, and they .do so 
of course only along the lines of action 
- karmic lines of action of course -. . • \ 

that the inner individual, whether we 
call that inner individual Man or the 
evolving Monad, lias brought forth, is 
bringing forth, and will bring forth, 
into manifestàtion. 

The European scientists talk about 
the 'law of cause and effect,' for it is 
so obvious in Nature that· although 
they cannot understand.the origin and 
meaning of this <lark and mysterious 
law, as it seems to them to be, neverthe
less they cannot avoid, as just said, 
perceiving its existence in operàtion; 
not only in themselves, hut in all things 
that surround us. 

The most modern or ultra-modern 
notions regarding this 'law of cause 
and effect' are, however, undergoing 
a very curious change. The old physi
cal determinism of the effete and mori
bund materialism of our fathers, is 
now practically gone, due to the new 
light that very recent scientific dis
covery and philosophical deduction 
therefrom has thrown upon the nature 
of the universe surrounding us. 

Our sdentists are bewildered, and in 
some cases proceed to curious logical 
or illogical explanatiohs of the un~ 
doubted phenomena which so of ten oc
cur, presenting proofs that entities and 
things are no longer governed by such 
a chain of fatalistic causation, recog
nising today that entities and things 
in à large partof their actions show a 
principle of free will, although our sci
entific thinkers refuse as yet openly to 

admit that therein is the action of free 
will. 

It is today popular to speak of a 
'principle of indetermipacy,' when re
f erring to certain actions of entities 
and things, which is simply an avoiding 
the usage of the older and more correct 
term 'free will.' Indeed, some quite emi
nent scientists today are so st1:ongly 
averse to looking upon themselves and 
other entities as possessing free will; 
and so strongly ding to the haphazard 
and fortuitous action of Nature, as our 
forefathers supposed it to exist, that 
instead of calling this particular evolu
tionary action of entities and things by 
its proper n_ame of free will, they call 
it 'chänce' - quite forgetting that 
'chance' means nothing at all, and is 
but a word which covers their ignor
ance of certain recondite aspects of 
Nature which they eitherdo not under
stand or in some few cases perhaps wil
fully refuse to understand. 

Dr. D. W. Swann, Director of the 
Bartol Foundation of the Fra:nklin In
stitute, Philadelphia, very recently in 
an address delivered before the Ameri
can Chemical Society ref erred. to this 
matter, and spoke of 'the laws of pro
bability,' which is merely another name 
according to him for 'chance' or 'luck.' 

We do not say that Dr. Swann, or 
those who thirik withhim, arewilfully 
blind, and we are willing to creditthem 
with all possible sincerity and honesty 
of mind; hut it is incredible to us that 
thinking. and reflective men can be 
satisfied with ticketing or labeling 
something that they do not understand, 
with a sounding phrase, and thinking 
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that thereby they have solved the prob
lem. 

I suppose that any one of these men, 
if asked whether he denied that Nature 
is ruled by law, and that effect succeeds 
cause, would indignantly deny the sup
position. Wé are quite persuaded that 
such would be the case; an~ we there
fore ask why they cheat . themselves 
with using such words as 'luck' or 
'chance/ which are meaningless in a 
U niverse whose every operation pro
claims the ineluctable chain of cause 
and effect, or of what we Theosophists 
call action followed by consequence, in 
other words, Karman. 

In answer to the question that might 
possibly be asked why Theosophists 
use so many Sanskrit words - 'Kar
man' as an example - it should be said 
that such words are taken from the 
lof ty religious philosophies or philoso
phical religions of Hindûsthan, where
in they have very definite philosophic
al and religious significances and mean
ings, and also because these signifi
cances and meanings ar~ practically 
identical, in.the last anàly1is, with what 
the Theosophist also intends when he 
uses the same words. 

Nevertheless this should not be con
strued to mean that the Theosophist is 
either a Bràhmanist or a Buddhist, fot· 
he is neith_er; hut he recognises the very 
profound and indeed, in some aspects, 
gloriously lofty principles of thought 
which these two faiths or rather -sys
tems of belief hold. 

We use these Sanskrit words be
cause they are convenient; because 
they have meanings already well de-

fined; . because . these well-defined 
• meanings. are practically identical with 
what Theosophy teaches on the same 
points: at least it is so in the last ana
lysis; because it is easier to do, this 
than •. to use words Or · phrases which 
would requirè more explanation than 
would • single well-defined • terms; and 
finally, because it is as easy and per
haps easier for the studentto learn the 
meaning of one word than it is for him 
to,learn the meaning of a phrase. 

There is nothing in Nat ure, as . we 
have already said, that is not under 
the sway of this deep, and for the aver
age man, mysterious action of Nature, 
which we Theosophists call Karman. 
Everything i~ its product in the sense 
that we have already outlined: not its 
product as derived from an entity or 
a 'law' in the popular sense of the 
word 'law,' hut its product because 
such is th~ method by which Nature 
works;. and Nature here means not 
merely physical nature, hut more par
ticularly invisible Nature: the Nature 
of the invisible realms composed, as 
already set forth, of hosts of inter
blending hierarchies in all degrees of 
evolution, and extending from spirit 
to matter, and in either dii::ection link
ing on to other hosts superior or inferi
or, as the case niay be, to our own Uni
verse. 

In our chapters on Evolution, we 
have spoken of the various entities ànd 
things which infill, and which, in fact, 
compose Universa! Being, as 'events,' 
to adopt the modern scientifiè philoso
phical, .or perhaps rather Einsteihian, 
word. And so indeed they are. They 
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are all 'events,' because they are· all 
transitöry, • teinporary; not one of 
them, rio matter' how great in evolu
tionary advancement, no matter what 
its magnitude in size, and no matter 
where we may class it in the frontier~ 
less··range of UniversalBeing, is abso
lute "--all are transitory, and each one 
ofthem, therefore, is also a passing 
phase or event of the cosmic life, of 
which it is an inseparable part: 

Therè is nothing which is not transi
tory, nothing which is ,utterly .perma
nent, changeless and living forever. 
How could that be? How can any
thing reach an ultimate beyond which 
there is no fui:ther , possibility of 
growth and progress; for gfowfü and 
progress mean change. How can such 
a thing as the 'changeless' exist? Such 
a conception would mean that the 
changeless, did it exist, could have had 
no past, and can ,have .no future, for 
there would be no growth ahd progress 
in it, nothing hut changeless immobili
ty; and such a conception is as repul
sive to-our intuitions as it is repugnant 
to our reflectivè mihds. 

Some things are relatively more 
changirig than others, hut this is Only 
to be expected. Things which live their 
life in wide and long cycles of time, 
• appear to us men who live in a smaller 
and more restricted period of existence, 
to be more Or less changèless, hut this 
view arises out of theimperfection of 
our knowledge of things: Everything 
is changing .because growing; there is 
nothing changeless, says our majestic 
philosophy, in the Bolmdless All, for 
that would be equivalent to utter, 

etern~l immübility, which is hut a fic
tion of the fantasy, a figment of the 
imagination. Lif e, movement, prog
ress, evolution, are everywhere, and 
the most thoughtless of men must see 
in this conception how wide are the. 
fields of hope which TÎieosophy pre
sents to our mind's eye. • Always àd
vance, always progress, always up
wards during illimitable duration. 

So far as mèn are 'concerned, or en
tities who occupy in other spheres of 

• the celestial spaces a conditfon or stat
us of being equivalent to that of hu
manity on this earth, what we Theoso
phists speak of as Reincarnation is 
the method by which 'lrnrman works 
fü and·· through us humans, because it 
is we ourselves who produce karman 
eventtiating in reimbodiment in bodies 
of flesh or their equivalent. 

We act, and Nature reacts, and this 
reaction against our initiating move
mènt, takes the form, in the present pe
riod of human evolution, of reincarna
tiön. Reincarnation itself is a special 
instance of a more general natura! 
procéss, which we Theosophists call 
Reiinbodiment; and this will be the 
subject of study of our next chapter; 
but Karman 'rules' it all. 

lhdeed; from one point of view it 
• would be qui te proper to say that the 
doctrine ofKarman is but another way 
of•··expressingthetnultiform and all
various activities of existence -of the 
Universa! Life: for the action of Kar
man is universa!. Nor. can we call 
Karman either conscious or uncon
scious. It is neither good nor bad, 
never had a beginning, never will have 
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an end. Its attion in a sense is purely 
automatic, for, as we have pointed out 
in the beginning of this chapter, re
duced to final principles, it is but the 
indirect functioning of the conscious
ness in the core of the core of every 
being. 

The Secret Doctrine, Volume II, 
pages 304,6, refers to Karma-Nemesis 
again in the following very graphic 
and beautiful words: 

... Karma-Nemesis, or the Law of Retri
bution. This Law - whether Conscious or 
Unconscious -predestines nothing and no 
one. It exists from and in Eternity, truly, 
for it is ETERNITY itself; and as such, since 
ho act can be co-eqÛal with eternity, it can
not be said to act, for it is_ AcTION itself. It 
is·not the Wave which.drowns a man, hut the 
pel'sonal action of the wretch, who goes de
liberately and places himself under the im
pe1' sonal action of the laws that govern the 
Ocean's motion.· Karma creates nothing, nor 
does it design. It is man who plans and cre
ates causes, and Karmic law adjusts the ef
fects; which adjustment is not an act, hut 
universal harmony, tending ever to resume its 
original position, like a bough, which, bent 
down to_o forcibly, rebounds with correspond
ing vigor. If it happen to dislocate the arm 
thattried to hend it out of its natural posi
tion, shall we S!LY that it is the bough which 

.• broke our arm, or that our own folly has 
hrought us to grief? Karma . . ,. has not 
involved its decrees in darkness purposely to 
perplex• man; nor shall it punish him who 
darè~ to scrutinize its mysteries. On the con
trary, he who unveils through study and medi
tation its intricate paths, and throws light on . 
those <lark ways, in the windings of which so 
many men perish owing to their .ignorance 

• of the labyrinth of life, is working for the 
good . of his fellow-men. KARMA is an Ab
solute and Eternal Jaw in the World of mani
festation; and ,. . . believers in Karma can~ 
not be regarded as Atheists or materialists .-. \ • ·. . . 

still lèss as fatalists: for Karma is one with 
the U nknowable, Óf. which it is. an aspect in 
its effects in the pheiiome~al wodd.. .• 
. Intiniately, or rather indissolubly, con
nêcted with Karma, then, is the law of re
birth, or -of the re-incarnaticin of. the same 
spiritual individuality in a: long, · almost in
terminable, series. of personalities .. The Jat
ter are lik~ the various costumes and charac
tèrs played by th~. saine actor, with èach ~f 
which that actor idenÜfiés himself and is idèn
tified by the public, for the space of a fëw 
hours. The inner, or real man; who perso
nates those characters,: knows the whole time 
that he is Hamiet. for the briéf space of ~ few 
acts, which represent, however,· on the plane 
of human illusion the whole life of Hamiet. 
Arid he khows that he was, the night before, 
King Lear, the. transformation in his turn of 
the Othello of a still earHer .preceding night; 
hut the outer, visible charader is supposed to 
be î.gnorant of the fact. In adual life that ig
norance is, unfortunàtely, hut too • real. 
N evertheless, ·the· permanent individuality • is 
fully aware of the fact, though, througli the 
atrophy of the 'spiritual' eye in the. physical 
body, that knowledge is unable to impress 
itseif on the ~onsciousness of the false per
sonality. 

From the contents of the precediJ.?-g 
paragraphs, in. which we have endeav
ored to give _the philosophical rationale 
of this wonderful Theo_sophical doc
trine of Karman, it.s_hould be obvio1:1s 
enough th?,t in principles it is él .teélch
ing yery easily\understood. As the 
Christian New Testament puts it,. the 
main idea is simplyJhis: the inherent 
copsciousness of the actor, or the ob
_scured consciousness, latent. and dor
mant, so. to say, of a thing, acts be
cause it is its nature to act, 11nd against 
this action surrounding Nature reacts, 
thus prnducing link by link the cp.ain 
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of endless causa:tion; -we 'reap what 
we sow' and nothing elsè. , 

It would have been very easy to .have 
omitted in this present chapter, the phi
losophical aspect of the nature and 
meaning of the doctrine of Kari:nan, 
and to have devöted the space occupied 
by our paragraphs to a very simple _ 
explanation of how Karman works in 
human and cosmic life; but this would 
have been a most inadequate presen
tation of the teaching. 

Like the General Doctrine of Reim
bodiment, -which in the special case 
called Reincarnation is so easily under
stood, so is the doctrine of Karman 
v,ery easily understood in its princi
ples. It stands to reason that what a 
man does or what he thinks, are actions 
or movements originating in his ,con
sciousness, and are the fruitage Ör con
sequences of his previous thoughts, 
emotions, aspirations, and actions of 
various kinds; and also that just as 
these previous rn,otions of his con
sciousness have eventuated in the pres
ent, so will the moving energies set to 
work in his present character and life 
produce their necessary fruitage or 
consequences, inescàpably destined im
mediately to appear, or to appear at a 
later date.· 
· This, in brief' and in principles, is 

really all there is • to the doctrine of 
Kàrman, so far as its operation in hu
m_an life is concerned. No logical 
mind, no rèasonable man, would be in
clined to doubt this teaching. 

Kar.man has sometimes been called, 
following the phrase of a former rather 
pópular writer on Theosophical sub-

jects, the "law of ethical causation," 
-and in one aspect it can indeed be so 
called. But such a phrase deals with 
orily one part of the operations of Na
t ure, which we call Karman, and. omits 
me:n.tion of the universal sway or sweep 
of karmic activity. Karman 'ruies' the 
-so-called 'inariimate' world fully as 
much .as it does· the hearts and niinds 
of men, and of course when we say 
'rules' we employ popula1; phraseology: 
Strictly speaking, • Karman no more 
'rules' or 'governs' or 'directs' than 
does the automatic action of the ocean 
the ebb and flow of the tides, for Kar
man is not an originating power ex
terior to •• the acting entity or thing. 
So far as individuals are conc~rned, 
it is the indwelling cónsciousness of the 
acting entity which originates and sets 
in motion the operation of Karman. 

It is most important, however, not 
to conclude that_ karmic action is a 
mere automatic resultant of inert and 
lifeless matter, for in the Theosophical 
philosophy nothing is lif eless·, • bi.It 
everythirig has a life of its own type 
and kind. The 'automatic action' of 
Karman here spoken of has a different 
sensè, a different meaning, from what 
the words might seem to imply to one 
whose mentality' is still more or less 
under the cloud of the old-fashioned 
materialism. 

Nature is harmonious throughout, 
its "heart, so to speak, is harmony it
self; and an action by an entity in· the 
hosts of animate beings which make 
Nature, is subject to the reaction of 
the surrounding weight Óf the Uni
verse upofi it, if we can so phrase tlie, 
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matter, moving to restore the equilibri~ 
um disturbed by such action. And this 
cornbination of the action of an origi
nating consciousness -and a reaction 
upon it is Karman. 

Karman, therefore, in another sense 
is Readjustment, the re-establishing of 
the natural harmony of Nature, which 
the attion • d9ne, or lef t undone when 
it should have been done, has thrown 
into local and temporary disturbance. 

Thus; therefore, there is nothing fa
ta:listic about the doctrine of Karman, 
as has already been pointed out. It is 
action originating in the free will and 
consciousness of some entity which in
duces the reaction of Nature: this 
combination as already said, we call 
Karman. 

• There is one very important point 
about this subject which perhaps is 
clear enough in the outli,ne of the Theo
sophical philosophy already made, but 
which it may be advantageous to speak 
of again here. It is this: the heart of. 
Nature or the essence of N atU:re: Na
ture's fundarriental activities ~ phrase 
the matter as you will - is, because it 
is Hannony, what the· ancient Greek 
philósophers would have called Love. 

• As H. P. Blavatsky sci beautifully 
puts it in her The Voice of the Silence, 
Compassion is Nature's fundamental 
law. The importance of this observa
tion. rests _ in the following: it • is the 
bounden duty of every human being 
to help Nature and to work with her .. 
As H. ·P. Blavatsky also says in her 
T_he Voice of the Silence: 

Help Nature and work on with her; and 

Nat ure will regard thee as one of her creators 
and make obeisance: • • • 

Gentleness, kindness, pity, compas
sion, love, rnercy: in fact, all the fine 
and ennobling attributes of -the fully 
developed human being, belong_ dis
tinctly in their action to this line of co
operation with Nature's fundamental 
essence and being. The_ man who 
would stand idly by when another is 
in trouble, listening with stony~hearted 
indifference to the cries of misery or 
to the wailings of pain without stirring 
a finger to assuage the suff ering or to 
relieve the distress, is acting directly 
contrary to Nature's fundamental law, 
and is taking upon himself a heavy bur~ 
den of ·karmic responsibility, which 
Nature in its re-establishment of har
mony will visit upon him to the ut
termost. 

It. is futile and an entire distortion 
of the sense of the doctrine of Karman 

. • ' 
to think that because some human be-
ing is undergoing disaster or is in a 
situation of distress and suffering, 
therefore he should -be lef t unhelped 
and uncomforted on the sole supposi
tion that he is 'merely working outhis 
karmic deserts.' This idea. is, simply 
monstrous, and runs directly counter 
to all the teachings of all the great Seers 
and Sages of all the ages. 

In thesame The Voice ofthèSilence, 
one of the most beautiful devotional 
works of any time, we find a very ten~ 
ing remark direc;ted against this mon
strous and mistaken conclusion in the· . ' following words: . · • 

Inaction in -a deed of me~cy • becomès • an 
action in a deadly sin. 
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The Great Ones of the earth, the • 
great Seers and Sa.ges, in their common 
message to mankind and by the exam
ples ·of théir own lofty lives, teach us 
what our duties are in the direction of· 
mütûal helptulness and kindly Consi
deration of others' failings and distréss; 

The BUddha, the Christ, and such 
other Great Ones have left behind them • 
in no uncertain words the doctrine of 
our ethical responsibility to óthers, 
calling upon us to be up and doing in 
our dtity towards ·others. Outside of 
other consideratioris, one must be ex
ceedingly dense of understanding not 
to realize tha:t theré is· no developing 
power in lif e which is so certain. arid so 
quick, as self-forgetful àction • in· com
passionate se1~vice to others. Such ser- •• 
vice teaches us how speedily to find the 
resources of our own hearts and tó see 
the wondrous mysteries lying thereiri; 
it also teach es us.·how most quickly and 
surely to develop the finer parts of our 
intellectual facultyó Benevolence com..: 
bined with beneficent.action in service 
to others, may truly be described as 
the royal road of discipleship; and .in
deed only a strong~heàrted man or wo-• 
man can follow this path consistently, 
and with tact 

Itis easy enough to go through life 
• involved in one's own personal and 
purely selfish affairs; but the eff ects 
or consequences of such a course of 
living :are bitter in the extreme, and 
turn to the ashes of death in the inouth. 
Such a course of lif e shrivèls the charac
ter and bemeans it, simply because the 
sp;here:()f action Is so restricted and 
localized; whéreas benevolence even-

tuating in beneficent action, is the 
quickest cure for all the pettiness of 
mind and heartto which we as human 
beings are so sensitively alive when we 
see them in the characters of those who 
surround us. 

There ·is. one more point regarding
the doctrine of Karman: the student 
of ancient literatures, particularly those 
of the Orient, has doubtless met with 
observations to the effect. that when a 
man has reached the status Ór condition 
of Mastership of life - in other words, 
has become one of the great Sages and 
Seers, or indeed, perhaps. has reached 
a still more lofty stature in spirituality 
~ he is then 'above Karman,' abov.e 
karmic action, and has passed beyond 
its sway. 

But we have on several occasions 
pointed out that Karman is not only 
universal, but has neither beginning 
n()r end, and that the highest god in 
high.est heaven, so to speak, is as much 
subject to Karman as is the humblest 
ant climbing up a sand-hill, only to go 
tumbling down again. 

Is there a contradiction in these two 
statements? There is not, althotigh 
there may be a paradox. The follow-. 
ing is the explanation of the apparent 
contradicti.on. A rrian or an entity, 
whatever its high state of evólutionary 
developrrient may be, passes beyond 
the sway or sweep of the karmic action 
of the hierarchy to which he belongs 
when he has become at-one with • the 
loftiest part or portion of such a hier~ 
archy. For the time beîng, he has 
reached quasi~divinity, and; as all the 
movements of his ·nature àre then en-
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tirely harmonious with the hierarchy in 
which he now stands at the summit . . ' . 

thereof, it is obvious that being one with 
the nature of that hierarchy and 'work
ing with Nature' in this respect, he is be
yond. the sway or 'rule' or 'con trol'· of 
the genera! field of karmic action in 
that.hierarchy. That hierarchical kar
man has no further sway over him, for 
he is therein a Master of Life. 

But in the universa! sense, andbe~ 
cause hierarchies in the Boundless All 
are numberless, the hierarchy in which 
he now finds hiniself a Master of Life is 
hut one of hosts of other hierarchies, 
some of tliem far lower, and others far 
higher. As compared with the Bound
lessAll, ir_i other words, the frontierless 
spaces of infinitude, his own hierarchy 
shrinks to the dimensions of a mere 
mathematica! poirit, so to say, and be
comes simply an aggregate hierarchical 
Atom in the fields of universa! life. 

All this • simply mèans that as the 
evolution of such an entity progresses, 
he enters into still larger and sublimer 
spheres of action, wherein, at his en
trance, he finds himself on the lowest 
rung of that new Ladder of Lif e, and 
im_mediately, as is obviolis, falls under 
the sway or 'rule' or 'governance' of 
the Karman of this sublimer hierar
_chical · sphere; 

• Thè explanation as above given • is 
simple enough for anybody to under
stand if he -give a little honest thought 
to it. We have given the rule; it is 
for those interested to make the prnper 
applications. -

In concluding this chapter, the au
thors of this book suggest very earnest-. 

ly to those who read it, that the real 
meaning of the doctrines·of the wonder
ful Thesophical '. philosophy can best 
be understood when •. studied in con
nexion with the Theosophical devotion
al works, such as H. P. Blavatsky's 
The Voîce of theSilencè, above spoken 
of, and also the hooks writteri and pub-. 
lished hy Katherhie Tingley at the ln-

_. ·.. . t • ~ 

ternational Theosophical . Headquar~ 
ters, Point Lama, California. 

We must never forget that man is 
a composite entity: he has both heart 
and mind; and a due and proper under
standirig o.f Nature and of Nafore's 
laws and operations can be obtained 
only by an employment of all man's 
faculties, omitting norie. An over~ac
centuation of the human mentality is 
bound to lead the student astray, just 
as much as an over-a.ccentuation in 
thought or action of his _ emotional 
parts is bound likewise to lead him 
astray. 

But when heart and mind work to
gether, and-man realizes that they are 
hut two aspects of the one indwelling 
consciousness, the Inner God, then en
sues a harmonious development of all 
man's parts, and the true realizatión of 
what life means. Orie of H. P. Blavat
sky's greatest. achievements, we _be
lieve, in. this connexion, was that· she 
pointed out so clearly and proved so 
forcibly the natura! truth that -man's 
spiritual developmèrit depends first up
on a harmonious adjustnient of bóth 
inind and heart, and their final unifica
tion in the conscioüsness of the real 
existence . of the continuous inspira
tion : of the .. essential Divinity within. 
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PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 
' . • 

CHAPTER XVIII-REINCARNATION AND THE GENERAL DOC-

TRINE OF. REIMBODIMENT 

"1 know I am deathless. 
I know this orbit of mine cannöt be swept by a carpenter's compass. : . . • • 
And whether I carne to my own today or in ten thousand or. ten million years, 
I can cheerfully take it naw, or with equal cheerfulness I cari wait. . . . • 
And as to you, Life, I reckon you are the leavings of many deaths, 
(No doubt I have <lied rriyself ten thousand times before) .... 
Believing I shall carne again upon the earth after five thousand years. . , . 
Births have brought us richness and_ variety, • 
And other births have brought us richness and vaiiéty.); _ 

IN the preceding chapter on the ·sub
ject of Karman, Reincàrnation or 

the repeated reimbodiment of theRein
cariiating Ego in vèhicles. of human 
flesh, has been spoken of as a special 
case of the General Doctrine of Reim~ 
bodimenL This General Doctrine of 
Reimbodiment applies not solely to 
rrian, but tó -all centers of consdoüs
ness, or, in other words, to all Monads 
whatsoever, wheresoever they may be 
on the .evolutionary Ladder of Life, 
and whatsoever may be their parfü:u
lar . developmejital gfäde thereon. 

The rrieaning of this general doctrine 
is very simple indeed. It is às fol
lows: Every lif e-consciousness~center, 
in other words, every Monad or momid~ 
ic essence, reincorporates itself re
peàtedly in various vehicles or 'bodies,' 
to use the popular word; These bodies 
may·bespiritual, or they maybe;phy
sical, or they may be of a nature inter-

-WALT WHITMAN, Leaves of Grass 

media te between these two: in other 
words, ethereal. 

This rule of Nature, which applies 
to all Monads without exception, takes 
place in all the different realmsofthe 
visible and invisible lJniverse, and ori 
aÜ its different planes, and in all its dif
ferehtworlds. 

When a .Monad is undèrgoing such 
a course of reimbodiment on our earth, 
in the pre~ent stage o_f hui:nan evölution, 
suêh reimbodimenftakes place in hu
tnail bodies, in bodies of flesh; andthis 
is Reincarnation. But _ before this 
special phase of riimbodiment began, 
in far past ages of theearth's history, 
the reimbodiment of th~ human Monad 
was indeed the evolutionary -course 
then followed, as it now is followed, 
hut it did not then take place in bodies 
of human flesh. 

It is the Theosophical teaching that 
when the· present passing phase - for 
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that is what it is - of Reincai:nation 
has .rëaêhëd • its. end, then Rèimbodi
ment as an evolutionary method will 
coritiriue, hut in bodies thën not of hu
man flèsh, hut composed of ethereal 
substance; and at a still later time the 
Monad will clothe itself in veil_s or gar
ments or sheaths of matter still more 
ethereal, which we may perhaps ac
tually sp~ak of as being spiritual. 

The process of Reincarnation is not 
difficult tö understand, and the student 
or reader who cares to pursue the sub~ 
ject no farther, may gain all the know
Iedge that he desires from an àttehtive 
perusal of our Theósophical works; 
.hut for those who desire to gó more 
deeply into the rationale of the Genera! 
Doctrine of Reimbodiment, the facts 
and· observations which this and- the 
following chapter will cohtain, mày be 
öf assistan.ce. • 

Before • taking up more in detail our 
study of the genera! doctrine, it should 
be stated 'that there are severi words 
used in the Theosophical philosophy 
in . connexion with Reimbodiment, 
which are.not all synonymous, although 
some of these seven words have almost 
the same meaning. 

They are: 

L Pre~existence 
2. Rebirth 
3. Reimbodiment 
4. l\tletensoinatosis 
5. Metempsychosis 
6. Transmigration 
7. Reincarnation 

• . Of these seven words, four only n1ay 
be said to_ contain the four different 

basic ideas of the genera! Doctrine of 
Reimbodiment, and these fo.ur are Pre
existence, Reimbodiment, Metempsy-

• chosis, and Transmigration. 
Pre-existence is the most éasily ex~ 

plained, and it simply means that the 
human soul-entity existed before bitth. 
This is a doctrine by no means typkal
lyTheosophical, hut belonged likewise 
to the early teachings of Chdstianity,_ 
as is evidenced in the writings that re~ 
main to us of Origen, the great Aiexan
drian Church-Father, and his School. 
-. Reimbodiment, the second of these 
four words, in meaning goes much far
ther. It states not only that the soul
entity exists before birth, but also 
undergoes a series of reimbodiments 
before birth on earth, and durihg all 
its course of evolutionary progress 
through the invisible spheres. 

The third of these four words, 
Metempsychosis, imbodies ideas still 
more profound .and fundamental, and 
signifies that the monadic essence or 
. the. life-consciousness-center, or Mo
nad, not merely is pre-existent to phy
sical birth- not merelythat the soul
entity reimbodies itself - hut also that 
the Monad, during the course of its 
aeonic pilgrimage throughthe spheres, 
clothes itself with, or makes unto it
self for its own self-expressioh, various 
ego-souls, which flow forth from it: 
that they have each one its character
istic and individual lif e, which, when 
its lif e-period is completed is gathered 
back again into the bosom of the 
Monad for its period of rest, at the 
completion of it to reissue therefrom 
upon a new cyclical pilgrimage. This 
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last series of ideás bas already been 
briefly spoken of in preceding chapters, 
in •connexion with the Reincarnatfüg 
Egó, one of these soul~egos, or ego~ 
souls. 

Transmigration, the fourth of these 
words, is amuch abusedterm'. In Euro-, 
pean and American countries itis corn-
monly supposed to be synonymous 
with Reincarnation, hut withthe added 
idea that the human soul-entity, if its 
Karman af ter physical life be a heavy 
or evil one, then at death passes into 
the body of a beast. Letus say at once 
that this is nötthe Theosophical teàch
ing. "0nce a man always a man," is 
a very definite statement of the An.
cient Wisdom, orTheosophy; and the 
ref eren ces Îil 0riental and Greek and 
Latin literature to what is mistakenly 
called 'TransmigratiÓn' and 'Metem
psychosis,' as signifying rebirth in 
bodies of beàsts, contain an esoterie 
teaching concerning the life-atorhs of 
the deceased entity. As construed by 
Europeans, .these referencès are dis
torted into an entire misunderstanding 
of-what the original significance and 
rrieaning of théOrierital and Greek and 
Latin doctrines were. Theosophy posi
tively repudiates the idea that the hu
man soul-entity ever, at any time, re
incarnates in the body of a beast. This 
is against N ature's rigid laws, and 
never happens. 

Transmigration as here uséd, and as 
correctly used by the Theosophists, 
merely means that the life-conscious
ness-center passes fromone form of Hf e 
to another form of life: migrates, as 

, it were, from orie reali:µ to another 

realm, hut always pursuing its own µp~ 
ward course in evolution. 

Transmigration contains, infact, the 
combined meanings of ~volutfrm an_d 
Karman, in other words, karmic evólu~ 
tfon, as signifying the>path followeq by 
the Monad in migrating from sphere to 
sphere, from spirit to màtter, an~ back 
again to spirit, and in the course of this 
pilgrimage entering info vehicle or 
body af ter vehicle or body: • 

'Bere then are the four main words, 
of. the seven above spoken of, briefly 
explained. 0fthese four the most im
portant is· Metempsychosis, perhaps, 
although the ideas contained in all four 
niust be keptclearly in th~ rnind, if the 
student wishes to have· a definite out~ 
line of the nature of · the pilgrimage 
followed by the monadic essence, 

That Reincamation, • quite outside 
of the doctrines of Pre-existence and 
Reimbodiment, was as familiar ter 
many of the eady Christian Church.: 
Fathers and community, as it is today 
to Theosophists,' lilay be prnv_ed from 
the writings of 0rigen, for instance. 
His two condemnations at the Const~n
tinopolitan Councils rrientioned in an
other chapter ~re a proof of this state
ment; and we shall give a number of 
citations from·0rigen in further proof, 
during the course of the succeeding 
chapter. 

As regards the other three wórds of 
. the list of seven hereinbeforè given: 
Rebirth and Reimbodiment are very 
much the same, with the difference that 
Reimbodiment definitely sets forth • the 
series or successiön of bodies, and their 
nature, which the eyolving èntity takes 
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unto itself, and in whieh it lives, and 
through, which it works, on this and 
other pfanes.and in other worlds. 

Metensomatosis is practically the •• 
same as Reimbodiment. It is of course 
a Greek word, and its • significa,tion is 
perhaps somewhat more limited than 
is Reimbodiment and .. really ineans 
merely the takirig up ofsucèessive phy- . • 
sieal bodies on earth. It is, therefore, 
practieally identieal with rebirth. 

In no èase·isthe word Reincarnation 
iclentieal with any of the other six 
words, though of cöürse it has grounds 
of strong similarity with Pre~existence, 
heèause obviously the entity pre-exists 
before it reincarna:tes; and on the same 
grounds it is similar to Rebirth, Reim
bodim~nt, and Metensomatosis. Such 
differences of meaning as exist are in 
a dosely reasonèd exposition • of the 
Genera! Doctrine; bui: the shades of 
meaning are of no partieular válue to 
the. average· reader. 

. Undertaking now a brief sketch of 
the meaning of the General Doctrjne 
of Rei~bodiment: as before said, the 
èvolving entity, or more accurately 
and definitely the mönadic essence, ex
cept during its intetvals of cosmie rest • 
whieh we may call pralayas, to use the 
Sanskrit word:· during whieh periods 
it rests in its own pure and essentfal 
being in the bosom of the Cosmie Hier
archy: passes its entire· existence in 
manif estàtion in a series of corporeal
izations succeeding öne another regu
larly throughout any such cosmic per
iod of manif estation. 

Each one of such corporealizations 
or iinbodiments, is a veil or garment or 

sheath partly evolved by the monadie 
essence from its own inner energies and 
substances, andpartly built up oflife~ 
atoms dra:wn fromthe reservoir of the 

' sphere in whieh it is, or from the world 
in whieh it is, during such partieular 
corporealization or imbodimenL 

These imbodiments, as said, range 
from the,spiritual to the inaterîaLwith
in the confines or frontiers • of any one 
Hierarchy. This is really hut another 
way of saying thàt the general course 
of reimbodiment is the genera! course 
of Evolution, for each öne stich imbodi
ment is the evolutionary child or suc
cessor of the onewhiehpreceded it, and 
is of course therefore likewise the. kar
mie pare11t of the one whieh follows it. 

The doctrine is that in the beginning 
of any cosmie Period of Manifestation, 
the Monad ormonadie essence reissues 
forth from the bosoin of the Cosmic 
Hierarch or Cosmie Monad, and im
mediately clothes itself with garments 
öf spiritualsubstance, whieh, ,for the 
sake of easy understanding; we may 
perhaps call garments of spiritual light 
- light, in Theosophy, being ethereal 
or spiritual substance. 

It passes a certain pedod of existence 
in these garments, beginning to weave 

• the web of destiny according to the kar
mie roots or seeds - whiehever phrase 
may please the readerbetter-brought 
over by it froin the preceding period of 
Cosmie Manifestation, and now begin
ning to becomeactive. 

The course of any such cosmie Per
iod of Manifestation for the Universe 
involved, and for all the hosts of enti
ties that it contains -whieh as before 
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pointed out, infi.11 and actually make 
that Universe itself - passes from the 
divine or superspiritual through the 
spiritual into the ethereal, thence 
through the ethereal intothe material, 
wherein the greatest degree of con
densation of substance is reaéhed. 

Passing • through these material 
ph!,Lses of its evolutionary progression, 
the Universe as an entity, begins the 
i:eascent towards the superspiritual 
origin from which it in the beginning 
had set forth, and just as it.had passed 
through -various and, increasing de
grees of materiality. on the downw~rd 
are, so now does it reascend towards 
that spiritual source through various 
and differing degrees -of gradually 
etherealizing substances. 

In each and every one of the various 
worlds, planes, and spheres contained 
in these different degrees or stages of 
the Ladder of Life which the evolving 
Universe is, every Monadic essence öf 
the countless hosts of Monads infilling 
that Universe evolves forth from it
self bodiès cörresponding and appro
pria:te to such various worlds and 
planes ánd spheres; which bodies, as 
said, the monadic essence corporeal
izes itself in, and which are partly 
drawnfrom its own essence, and partly 
made up from the life-atoms of the 
corresponding sphere or s'pheres. 

These life-atoms, however, are in no 
sense of thê word foreign to the indivi
dual Monad or monadic essence, fot 
they are in their turn living entities or 
evolving atoms, whieh the Monad in 
the previous period of._ Cosmie Mani
festation had . thrown forth from its 

own essence, and which, on the return 
of the Monad, rejoin it through what 
we \may call psycho-magnetie attrac
tion. • 

The reader will remember what the 
authors of this book have set forth in 
preceding chapters, to the effect that 
every entity everywhere, forms apart: 
integral, inseparable in essence: öf 
some entity still greater and still more 
evolved from whieh it originally carne. 
Just so do these life~atoms, .whieh the 
Mona:d reincorporates into its various 
imbodiments or vehicles or sheaths or 
veils or bodies, return to it when its 
spiritual-psycho-inagnetie influenc~ is 
• felt by these life~atoms upon the en
trance into their respective spheres of 
such_monadie essence during the course 
of its -pilgrimage. 

This really wonderful sedes of Cos
mie Adventures, both of Monad,and of 
life0 atom, fumishes a subject of study 
of the most fascinating charader for 

• our hours of quiet thought. The genera! 
principles of the Doctrine of ~eimbodi: 
ment whieh we have thus briefly 
sketched, lie in the background of ·an 
the great world-religions and world
phHosophies of thè past, and indeed 
actually furnish in those religions and 
philosophies the esoterie or secret side 
of their doctrines. 

. _ These esoterie or secret sides of 
co4rse wère always • taught "at low 
br~ath" and "with mouth to ear," as 
the sayings go. The Mysteries of Anti
quity comprised an elucidation of these 
sècret teachings giveri _ to the Epopts 
or fully initiated ones; and we may say 
in passing. that the main reason for the 
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great secrecy .which ~urrounded the • t~e period preceding the birth of a 
Andent Mysteries was originally arid child. 
vèry Iargely based on the impossibility The inner constitution: which here 
öf making them imderstood by thé ordi~ means the Reincarnating Ego and to 
nary rtin oLmen without due and ade- a certain extent the Human Ego-and of 
quate preparation, or, in other won:ls, cours"e the uppermost Duad, of the 
a course of intellectual and mora! train" schematic diagram mentioned: pre~ 
inglasting throughmany ye11rs. N otall pares itself for a new birth - at least 
men were found fit to be the depositar- the monadic essence does; and a por
ies of this sacred knowledge; and the tion of this prèparation,consists iri the 
penalties following Unauthorized di'vul- gradual withdrawal of the. Reincarna
gation of. these 'mystic secrets ·were ting Ego. from conscious participation 
very heavy indeed. ·. in earth-lif e, and an . accómpanying 

The preèeding few paragraphs set dulling of the faculties of the mor~al 
forth in parvo the main outline of the Human Ego, its child. 
genera! • Doctrine of Reimbodiment. The Lower Triad composed of the 
However, in order to bring the matter physical body, of its vita! essence or 
more defiriitèly to the mind's eye of the electrical field ( Präna), and of the 
reader, let lis turn for a while to the model-bocly, compose an aggregate 
subject of Death, whiéhis a dissolution, whichjs, as an aggregate, uncondition
on onè side, ofbodies, and the prepara- ally mortal, and therefore fallsto pieces 
tion for. a: new state in the iri.visible, with the rupture of the 'golden thread 
realms, and trace the Adventures 'Of a 
Spiritual Atom, inother words, of a 
Monad, as it leaves hum11n incarnaticm 
preparatory to embarking .. on one of 
its journeys through the spheres. 

It was said in another chapter, that 
Death is prec:'eded, by a period of pre~ 
paratory phases or events initiated by 
the principles . of man's inner consti
tution, which culminate in the dissolu
tion.of the lowerTriad, as outlined in • 
the seconcl-of the schema tic diagrams 
given in chapter Sixteen. What. men 
call old age, seniHty,. and physical de-,. 
cay, are the physical resllltants qfthis 
preparatory withdraWal ofthe monadic 
essence from conscious participation in 
the aff airs of earth-IÜe, and may be 
with a great deal of truth compared to 

of connexion' - in other words when 
the stream of consciousness fróm the 
monadic essence is broken, or , rather 
withdrawn. 

. The life~atoms composing this pr_änic 
or 'electrical field' of vitality, as soon as 
the rupture of the golden t.hread of con
sciousness takes place, fly with the 
rapidity óf lightning, each toits appro
priate reservoir of the planet; but as 
these. life~atoms, just as are . the life~ 
atoms of all the principles of man's 
constitution, ar.e each one óf them a 
living entity, an evolving and learning 

, thing, they do not rem_ain in a state of 
dormancy or in sleep until their parent 
monadic essence, after many ages, re
turns again to physical incarnation; 
but each one of them almost immedi-
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ately begins a series of transmigrations 
into other bodies coming into physical. 
existence, each suc:h lif e-atom of this 
Lower Triad existing on these three 
plànes: that is to say, the physical 
plane, the astral plane, and the pränic 
plane: • entering foto such bodies either 
at birth or indeed before birth, or after 
birth, in the shape of food or drink,· or 
with the air we breathe, or in other 
manners, such as occurs in endosmosis. 
They are attracted to the bodies of 
those entities which are most akin to 
their own state of psycho-magnetic evo
lution, and these life-atoms themselves 
act according to the strongest impres
sion left upon the fabric of .their being 
by the nian, just deceased, whose body 
they composed. 

This is the real meaning of the an
cient and Orientaldoctrineswhich pass 
under the much misunderstood term 
'transmigration.' 

• The two Duads which remain of the 
constitution of the man who was, fol
low . the course already briefly de
scribed; to wit: the intermediate Duad 
breaks up into two parts: the upper 
part or Reincarnating Ego is withdrawn 
foto the bosom of its parent Monad, 
its inner god, where it remains in Deva
chanic bliss and peace until its next 
incarnation on earth. 

The other or lower part of the inter
mediate Duad, which is the dregs of 
.the Hunian Ego that was, remains in 
the asttal. spheres as the käma~rûpa or 
spook, which gradually, if left alone 
and nöt attracted by earthly magne
tisms, fades out, as did the physical 
body which it had previously informed. 

lts lif e-atoms follow precisely the same 
• c:ourse, in a general way, thàt did the 

three classes oflife-atoms of ~e Lower 
Triad, as above described. They trans
. migrate continuously ,from living enti;. 
ty tolivingentity, hut remain on their 
own .. psycho-mental plane. 

The Upper Duad has now become a 
Triad by the inclusion within its bosom 
of the Reincarnating. Ego, and this,. 
strktly speaking, is what is called in 
Theosophical terminology, the fhuman 

· Monad.' Reaily, however, the Monac:l 
is the Upper Duad alone, hut the attr1-
butive adjective 'humän' is now given 
to it on account of .the Reincarnating 
Egowhich it now contains within itseH. 

This portîon of the doctrine we have 
no need to consider further - that is 
tó say, as concerns the human Mortad 
- for it will be sufficient to remember 
that the· Reincarnating Ego sleeps · in 
ineff able bliss and peace in its Deva
é:hanic state until the call toReincarna
tion ori earth comes again af ter a lapse 
of time w.hich varies according to the 
spiritual or material characteristics of 
the•man that was. Tf his nature had 
been highly evolve,d andspiritµali rein~ 
carnation does riot take place before 
mány centuries have passed. . Ü his 
nature had been material, reincarna~ 
tion takes place much sooner. 

The Monad, which we may nöwloo;k 
upon again as a Duad, follows its own 
path or pilgrimage, for it, on its own 
lofty plane _or in its own lofty state, or 
condition, is anevolving entityas mtich 
as is the, huniblest of the life-atoms 

. ··.. . ._• •' • .. 

prevjously existent. in the lower sub~ 
stance~principles öf the man. that was. 
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It passes from sphereto sphere, from 
world, to wo~ld, from plane to plane, 
passing a certain time in èach; iri each 
evolving forth neW sheaths and gar
ments apprnpriate • to sUch world or 
plane or sphere; and these sheathsand 
garments become the new intermediate 
portion or intermediate Duad of the 
child-entity now coming into conscious 
éxistence in such world or sphere: and 
these sheaths or garmènts are fit for 
these other worlds or planes or spheres. 
This is the the meaning of Metempsy
chosis . 

. The Monad asèends first through the 
three ascendiri.g spheres óf our earth's 
Planetary Chain, in each of which it 
follows the same genera! éourse of: ac
tión that it did on this oûr earth ( the 
lowestsphere of our Planetaty Chain), 
evolving forth _therein imbodiments in 
which it manif ests for a time. 

Reaching the highèst or the last of 
these three ascending planets of our 
Earth-Chain, it goes next to one of the 
Seven Sacred Planets of the anciènts, 
ari.d therein passes through an evolu
tionary course similar to whaf it <lid 
on our Earth-Chain. 

Finishing with this Chain, it goés to 
the next of the Seven Sacred Planets, 
and on the Planetary Chain of this 
second, it follows the same genèral 
course. And thus, through all the seven 
pianets, the seventh bringing it back 
nearèst to earth where it again 'im
bodies' itself in - or rather over
sha:dows - the frame of ahuman child 
to be; and this is done thróUgh the at
tr~ctioh · towards su~h imbodiment felt 
by the Reincarnating Ego within its 

bosom, which thus, so to say, attrads 
the Monadic pilgrim to such reincarna
tiön. 

The • Seven Sacred Planets of the 
ancients are the following: givèn here. 
not'in the order of the monadic pilgrim
age, hut in the order in which they arè 
usually set forth in the ancient -writ
ings: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, 
Venus, Mercury, Moon: ·and it sho11ld 
be said in passing that the sun and the 
moon. are here substjtutes for two se
cret planets. 

A very important point of thfa en
tire subject is the following: Every 
one of the various and many imbodi-

• ments or vehicles in which the monadic 
essence -manifests itself during the 

.· highly varied and picturesque course 
of its pilgrimagethrough the spheres, 
is composed of life-atoms of degrees 
and kind and ethereality or materiality 
appropriate to the respective planes or 
worlds or spheres in whichthe monadic 
essence at any period of time may find 
itsèlf. 

The questicin then arises perhaps in 
the mind of the reader: • Is there then no 
abiding center in man? Is he nothing, 
reduced to the last analysis, .hut a:n ag
glomerate or aggregate of life-atoms 
on each one of the planes ofhis inner 
constitution? Are his seven substànce
principles then built up of nothing hut 
life-atoms? If so, where is the life-cón
sèiousness-center spoken of? Where 
is the center of individuality? . 

These questions are extremely per
tinent, hut the answer to them is a very 
simple one indeed. Through all these 
various imbodiments there runs the 
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stream of consciousness flowing forth 
from the monadic essence; and further~ 
more, in aily one imbodimerit, such as 
that of man on earth in any incarnation, 
this stream is colored by . the child
stream of consciolisness flowing forth 
from the Reincarnating Ego. 

Now this. stream of consciousness, 
this golden thread of individuality, on 
which all the s~bstance-principles of 
man's constitution are threaded, so to 
say, like beads on a gólden chain, is 
called the Sûträtman, a ~anskrit word 
meaning 'Thread-Self,' which is the 
stream of consciousness-We running 
through all the various substance-prin
ciples of the human entity ~ or indeed 
of any other entity. • 

It is this Sûträtman, this Thread
Self, this consciousness-stream, or 
rather stream of. consciousness-lif e, 
which IS the fundamental Selfhood in 
all beings, an~ which, reflected in and 
throligh the several intermediate vehi
cles or veils or sheaths, or garments of 
the invisible constitution of man, or of 
any other .• being in which the Monad 
erishrouds itself as hefore explained, 
produces the egoic centers of self-con
scious existence. 

The Sûträtman, therefore, is rooted 
in the l\fonad, themonadic essence, hut 
its stream is colored by the individu
ality of the Reincarnating Ego h.itherto 
sleeping in the.bosom of ·the Monad, 
which now after Reincarnation is awa
kened into self-conscious activity; and 
this 'colored stream' working through 
the appropriate vehicles ofman's inner 
constitution; in other words, through 
his mind and through his emotions, his 

aspirations, his intellect and so forth, 
prodlices. the individual consciousness 
which man recognises in himselr 

, One of the profoundest teachings of 
the great Greek philosopher Plato, out
lined for iristance in his M. eno, his 
P haedo, his P haedrus, his Laws, and 
others of his remarkable Socratic dia-. . . . 

logs, is thatregarding the originof hu
man consciousness when reflected in its 
instirictive and intuitive operations. 

Plato taught, followihg thè • Pytha~ 
goreans, that this was due to previous 
reimbodiments of the egoic center 
which man is, and that, therefore, all 
consciousness in its various degrees of 
development, and conseqUently . all 
knowledge and wisdom and· faculty, 
are hut reminiscencès of former exist-

•• ences, which reminiscences each new 
· life develops and increases and im

proves. 
The great Greek phHosopher caUed 

this body of reminiscences by the 
• one word Anamiiesis, or re-collection, 
meaning the gathering

1 
together agàin 

into a coherent unit:y of all the energie· 
consciousness-activities that the beirig 
in the preceding incarnation was. This 
in a sense is truly RecoUection C?r re
memorization of the past: not indeed 
of details, hut of the psychologkal re
sultants. 

Any,human being who cares to ana
lyse his own .cónsciousness must have 
some,realization of thetruth of Plato's 
statemerit, that the faculties, and 
powers of conséiousness which man 
shows forth could hardly have beende
veloped in any one life-time, for they 
are a qu~te completebody of conscious 
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energies which in thêir aggregate form 
~ man's personalized individuality. • 
• • The old materialistic doctrine of our 

fathërs and grandfathers, that man's . 
corisciousness is but tlie psychologi
cally recognised reffexion of chemica! 
changes taking place in the body, and 
particularly in the brain, is as inept and 
foolish • ás it is entirely inadequate to 
explain what the 'explanation' so called 
attempted. . • 
• Quite outside of the fact thatevery 

molecule of the human body is cóm
pletely changed some half dozen or 
inore times. during anaveragely long 
life:· and quite outside Of the fact that 
this constant tiowing óf the moleèular 
constitution of man shoüld, according 
fo the molecular theóry, make man's 
ihdividuality change completely frmh 
day to day; there is the other still more 
conclusive·argument, which every i1or
inal human being knows perf ectly wen, 
that his consciousn.éss is the same from 
the first moments in childhöod when 

. . .. 

thè individuàl first. is tognisant of it, 
to the day of his death. 

The egoic stream is not merely un
changed, hut iricreases in volume, as 
thè body develops into its mature age; 
and how the older school of material
ists worked their men tal gymnastics in 
retonciling these irreconcilable contra
dictions, furnishes one of the most 
puzzling, if amusing, episodes ·in mód
ern European philosophical thought. 

The argument of course is childish. 
Plato was distinctly right Notmerely 
is consciousness reminisèente in the 
Plàtonic sense -that is,. the coming 
anèw into self-conscious recognitioh of 

• the energies precedently working~but 
the recognition · of his individuaJity by 
man grows stronger as the years pàss, 
and as the innate faculties and powers 
of that individuality come more fully 
into actuàl manif estation. It is obvious 
that in any one lif e-time no such indi
viduality could possibly have been huilt 
up, with its wide fields of cognition 
and recognition and the functioning of 
consciousness varying so widely as 
they do in different hmnan beings. 
How unconscious lif eless matter could 
give birth to self-conscious cögnition of 
matter, offers a truly unsolvable prob
lem. 

All this showsthat the stream of con
sciousness which man calls his egoic 

, individuality, is something which pre
ceded his • birth; and so strongly has 
this obvious fact appealed to the great
est m:inds and loftiest spiritual intel
lects of the Èast, that all of them, with
out . exception,. have rètognised the 
truth of, and taught the doctrine of, 
the repeated reimbodiments of the hu
man egoic center. 

In view of what has been said in the 
preceding paràgraphs of this chapter, 
it should be therefore very clear indeed 
that man, considered as an entity, is 
hut an aggrega.tè of Hf e-atoms existing 
in various • vehicles, from the physical, 
through the intermediate or ethêreal, 
up to thespiritual; and any individual 
ln1man entity, therefore, is in himself 
a copy of the Macrocosm or Great 
World. As the latter is a cosmic Hier
archy, so is man the Microcosm, its 
copy. Hè is therèfore a LittJe.World, 
and includes in himself, that is to say 
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in his entire constitution, both visible 
and invisible; hierarchies of the hosts 
of these life-atoms in all-various de
grees of evolutionary development. 
• Through it all, however, as we have 

already pionted out, runs the stream of • 
consciousness, which, adopting a word 
of the archaic Hindû philosophy, we 
have called the 'Thread-Sèlf ,' or. Sû
trätman. 

We have traced the pilgrimage of the 
monadic essence from the beginning of 

' t 
the cosmic Period öf Manif estation 
down into the most material portions of 
its evoluH~nary journey in any one 
U niverse, such as our own, and we have 
briefly sketched its peregrinations 
through this most m?'terial portion, and 
have pointèd to its rising along·the as
cending are towards the completion of 
its evolutionary journey back to the 
Divinity from which it sprang in the 
beginning of the aeons of any such 
cosn1ic Period of Manif estation. 

As Nature is repetitive, in action. 
throughout, for the reàsons which we 
have set forth in other chapters: in 
other woi"ds, as Nature works wholly 
af ter a cycljcaJ inanner or pattern: 
thus also is Reincarnatiön, one of Na
ture's. operations, in the .small but a 
repetition of the general rule of the pil
grimage of the monadic essence in the 
Làrge or. Grea:t. • 

Reincarnatióntakes place according 
to the 1,ame general scheme of action, 
in the case of . man, that the imbodi
ments and reimbodiments of the Uni-

the close of such a cosmk Period of 
Manif estation, finally re-enters the 
Divinity • from whfoh it originally 
sprang, it does so as a fully selfacon
scious god or divinity, and it rests.in 
what we may call its Paranirväna for 
long aeons ofwhat human beings would 
call time: during the pralaya or· dis
solution of such a Universe: before it 
reissues forth for a new cosmic pilgrim
age, but on planes and in worlds and in 
spheres superior • to· those in which • 
such a-monadic essence is now journey
ing. 

, As regards the matter of· Reirtcarna
tion or the repeated reimbodiments in 
flesh of the Reincarnàting • Ego, it 
should not be supposed that the Rëin
carnating Ego on any such return.into 
earth-existence or, irtother. words, irito 
a new incarnation in á body of-flesh, 
enters into. fleshly vehicles which are 
wholly alien or. foreign to it, ·or with • 
which it had previously hàd no con-· 
nexiori whatsoever. 
' That notion is, ehtirely' contrary to 

the real meaning of the doctrine of Rè
incarnation, artcl suggests a prdcess àl:.. 
t9gether different from what actüally 
takes ·place.. It ~öuld be impossible 
for the Reincarriating Ego to take unto 
itself new' bodies; whether visible or in~ 
visible, formed of life-atoms with which 
it had previously had no pdssibl~ èoü~ 

• nexion, for there would be riö psytho
magnetic links between.the Reincarna
ting Ego on the one ha:nd, and these 
life-atöms .on the other hand. 

verse :with its included Hierarchies of , • • The tmth, as just said, is altogether 
tontrary- to this. AU the life-atoms 
building ,up, comp·osing, making/ the 

entities, take place in thè Great. When, 
ofcourse, themonadic essence, towards 
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varioUs bodies of flesh, and thè various 
interim.substànce-principles·which,thè 
Reinèarnating Ego reàssumes in any 
return to repirth on earth, are, as bas 
already been • plainly said~ lif e-atoms 
which. originally issued forth • from the 
bosom of the Monadic Essence in which 
such Reincarnatirig Ego itself is a 
child .-:,--one of such former lif e-atoms 
evolved into the stature of self-con
scious humanhood. 

As the Reincarnating Ego returns 
thrciugh the spheres earthwards, it 
.takes up on each plane, on each world, 
or in ea:ch sphere, precisely those life-
1;1toms whkh had builded the various 
vehicles • • both . visible and invisible, 
innèr and outer, which it had previous
ly dropped as it ascended out of mater- . 
ial existence, following the decease of 
frs last physical body. 

It takes them up again, we say, and 
it çan do no otherwise, for both these 
life-atoms are attracted to it as it passes 
through .· the respective spheres: and 
it, the Reincarnating Ego, is equiva~ 
lently attractedto thesè spheres by the 
psycho-magnetic. pull of. these its own 
former lif e-atoms awaiting it in such 
respective "spheres: 

These lif e-atoms, as we have already 
said,.had, during the post-rriortem rest 
of the Reincarnating Ego in the bosom 
of its Monad, undergone or followed 
their own respective trànsmigrations 
into the bodies of other beings; wherein 
they passed times proportionate to the 
strength of their karmiè. attractions 
thither. 

The moment that the psycho-mag
netic puH of the returning Reincarna~ 

ting Ego is felt · by them, these hosts 
of lif e-atorns which formerly composed 
the various substance-principles oHhe 
former human entity's • constitution in 
the former Iife and Iives, are drawn 
to the retuming Reincarnating Ego, 
and thus they build up for the retU:rning 
Ego a series of six substance-principles, 
and therefore a physical body also, and 
this combination is in all essential re~ 
pects, the personality of the man that 
was in bis last lik • -

The meaning of all this is that the 
retuming Reincarnating Ego gathers 
again unto itself the identical life~ 
atoms which it had formerly used in its 
last incarnation or incarnations. It 
may be truly said, therefore, that the 
new physical body, indeed, the entirè 
constitution of the new human being, 
is exactly the man that formerly was at 
the moment of death, hut rejuvenated 
and renewed, although of course the 
various adventures of the life-atoms of 
the different substance-principles have 
modified and changed them more • or 
less. 

But the Reincamating Ego itself has 
grown stronger in a psycho~spiritual 
sense, the resultant of its long rest and 
recuperation in the bosom of its parent 
Monadic Essence. Just so is a man 
refreshed and recuperated af ter a long 
night's sleep, and awakens to find his 
consciöusness alert, active, in the body 
that he had when he laid himself down 
to rest. 

Yèt we must· be careful here. The 
new ma11 is essentially the old man re
juvenated and renewed, because the 
lif e-atoms are the same that he former-
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ly had, which life-atoms compose his 
entire constitution; but in another 
sense, and a very true one, a very pro
found one, these lif e-atoms and there
fore the new man, are the karmic re
sultant or fruitage or consequence of 
the man that was. 

We cannot say that he is exactly the 
sa.me man that he was before, ,because 
things have moved and changed for the 
better. Not only does the stream of 
consciousness run more strorigly. and 
more clear, but the life-atoms them
selves have undergone all-various 
modifications which are the resultants 
of their peregrinations through the 
realms of matter. 

It is soniewhat like a tree which in 
its perennial life dies down in the au
tumn for a while and ~emains • a skele
ton of the bare trunk and branches; 
and yet when the warm rains come in 
the spring, under the sunshine it bur
geons and shoots forth a new garment 
of leaf-life. Shall we say that the new 
verdure, the new leaves, covering the 
branches with the new glory of their 
appearnnce, are exactly the same old 
leaves that were? Hardly. And yet 
they are all derived from the same life
stoëk, and as our Theosophical philo
sophy tells us, even the life-atoms that 
composed the former leaves are reim~ 
bodied in the new leaves; and just so 
it is with man. 

We dweH with some emphasis upori 
this matter because it is important. We 
cannotsay,.if we speak·with precision 
and necessary exactness, that the new 
man is the identical man who was, be
caûse that statement is not quite frue. 

On the other hand, we cannot say that 
the new inan is a different man from the 
old man that was, for that statement is 
not quite true. 

It is in this very wonderful thought 
that lies the esoterie meanirig of the old 
Buddhist doctrine that the human soul 
is mortal and diès even as the physical 
body dies, and that the fruitage or kar
man or karmic consequence of the man 
that was is the new man that now is. 
The Bu.ddhists are right in sàying that 
the nian is the same and yet not füe 
same, because it is in all senses of the 
word the karmic consequence of the. 
man that was, the life~atoms being the 
same, and as we Theosophists say, the 
stream of consciousness being the 
same; yet as.all hav~ changed from 
what they were before, we cannot say 
that the new man is exactly the man 
who was. And thank the immortal 
gods tha t this is so ! 

As we have pointed out in other 
chapters, were thère a changeless con
sciousness remaining in crystallized im
mobility, which passes, according to 
the popular theory of. the Occident, 
from earthto heaven;th~re would beno 
possibility whatsoeverof the ,continu
ous and ever-enlarging evolutionary 
march towards à constantly expanding 
perfection,which is actuàlly whattakes 
place; bûnhere wm1ld be,· atthe best, 
nothing more following the post-mor
tem state, were there such a changeless 
human soul, than a wearisome repeti~ 
tion of· the old memories and the. old 
thoughts with a • possible serie? of 
psychological' .modifications brough1: 
about by the. exercise of will~power. 
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•· Such an outlook not only·brings the 
philösophiç mind to utter despair, but 
is a~tually repulsive when thoroughly 
understood. - Nature works very differ
ently from this. Her very name is 
Change: growth, expansion of.faculty 
and power, in other words Evolution, 
the bringing out unceasi_ngly, continu- · 

ously and endlessly, of the infinite pos
sibilitiès lying in the Monadic Essence; 
and as this Monadic Essence itself is 
constaritly evolving andgrowing, itbe
comes at once obvious that, like tlie 
karmic chain of causation - its twin 
operation of Nature-'- Evolution is 
bath heginningless and endless. 

OUR COMMON IDEALS 
H.T. EDGE, M. A., D. LITT. 

A,T the present important epoch in 
. . the • Theösophical movèment, 

when thé Leader, Dr. G. de Purucker, 
has issued his call to all Theosophists, 
whatever their affiliation, to unitë their 
efforts in promotion of· their common 
ideals; _ and when such -a hearty re
sponse is being made to that call; it is 
of speéial irripörtance that there should 
be aclear id~a öf what Theósóphy is. 

Wiliam Q. Judgè described it as an 
ocean, shalló'Y eriough at its shares not 
to överwhehn the most modest tyro; 
but profound enöugh to give the great
est minds their • fûllest scope. It is 
probable that theré are some mémbers 
of the Theosophical movement who:are 
not Sufficiently awáre of the vastness 
of this great and aricient knowledge 
which H. P '. mavatsky broüght to the 
·modern world, and-who cbrisequèntly 
• do notknow vvhat they have been miss~ 
ing, 

Thère is àlways the tendericy, to be 
guarded against, that. Théosophists 
inay wander into narrow and profitless 
side~trncks, or forsake • the ocean for 
some stagnant backwater. Again, there 
is the <langer thatthe teachings may be 

crystallized into . a dogmatic and in
flexible system. 

It is consequently important to bear 
in mind thatH. P. Blavatsky opened up a vast and illimitable field of inquiry. 
She • carne to liberate the human mind 
and to break up dogmas and molds of 
thought in every direction. Great as 
has been the scope of the teachings she 
gave out, she declared that thèy repre
sent only a minutè .fraction of what 
had to be withheld; and she called 
upon students to use their own. awak
ened faèulties in following öut the liries 
which she indicated. 

One of the dangèrs against which 
-she, and other teachers, have always 
warned, their pupils is that of 'psy~ 
chism.' It leads people away from the 
pathof knowledge and strands themin 
a profitless backwatèr. It is like wan~ 
<lering in the wan and fitful moonlight 
instead of following the glorious light 
of the noonday sun. If we,read H. P. 
Blavatsky's works, such as 'The Voice 
of the Silence, Occultism and the Oc
cult Arts, and Psychic and N oëtic Act
ion, we shall se_e that she warns the as
pirant to krio\vledge against the subtil 
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embraced the Emperor Arthur; · and 
there was good companionship, warm
est friendship, between: thè men of the • 
Island of the Mighty ancl the men of 
the Empire of Heaven. • So together 
they rode down to where • the Sapphire 
Necklace hung, that now was a beau
tiful constellation of stars: blue, amaz
ing, exquisite islands in infinity. And 
they annexed them to the Nooivray; 
and appointed officers of the court to 
be their rulers and regents. Ançl in 
this order they rode together from 

star . fo • star of them, surveying their 
new dominion, and conversing tögether 
pleasantly, and . relating to èach other 
the heroic tales of .the Island of .thé 
Mighty and of the Empire öf Heaveri; 
and in this order they sat arfeast in 
the chief palaèe of the Nwyfre af ter.:: 
wards: thatis to say, thè Emperor Ar
thur and the King of the Nooivray; 
the Blessed Cai and the Regent of Al
debaran; Gwrhyh Gwalstaw'd Ieitho
edd and the King's • Heir of Fomal
haut; Greidawl Galldonyd and-..,-

·H. P. BLAVATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. DE PURUCKER, M. A;, D. LIT'f. 

' " 

PART TWO: PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC 

CHAPTER XIX-~EINCARNATION AND THE GENERAL DOC
TRINE OF REIMBODIMENT ( Concluded) 

"The absence of memory of any actions done in a pre\ious state cannot be a con-' 
clusive argument agàinstóur having lived through it. Forgetfolness of the past may be one 
of the conditions of an en trance upon a new stage of existence. The body which is the organ 
of sense-perception may be . qui te as much a hindrance as a help. to remembrance. !n that 
case casual gleams of memory, giving us sudden abrupt and momentary_ revelations of the 
past, are precisely the phenomena we would expect to meet with. If the soul has pre-existed, 
what we would a priori anticipate are only some faint traces of rècollection surviving in the 
cryptsof memory."- Pr9fessor WILLIAM KNIGHT 

-1N órder to flllfil a promise already 
made, itmay be interesting to the· 

genèrality of Occidental readers who 
have been brought up under the influ
enèe of Christian religious thought, to 
show, that in the earliest historie per
iods of Christia:nity, a certain form Of 
reincarnational nietempsychosis, or 
metempsychosal reincarnation, was 
believèd in and taught by a very irri
port::mt and in places powerful faction 
of the Christian community. 

The greatestof the Christian spokes
men of this early Christian school, 
whose wor ks in this • line, in translation • 
or in original, still remain: to us, was· 
Orige:n of Alexandria, borh about i85 
of the Christian era and. supposed to 
have died in 253. Most ·of the refer
ences tó early Christian metempsy
chosal belief· in Origen's :writings are· 
to be found.in his workOn First Prin-. . . ' ~ . 

ciples. it is very unfortünat~ for the 
student of early Christian beliefs, that 
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wê do not possess a fuU text of Origen's 
original Greek work, and our know
ledge of what thàt great Church
Father wrote is mainly derived from a 
trarislatfon i9tó Latin of Origen's First 
l'rinciples;made in later times byTy
rannius Rufinus, of Aquileia, who was 
born about 345 of the Christian era 
and who died 410, and was therefore 
a contêmporary of the Latin Father 
Jerome. 

Rufinus took great liberties indeed 
with Origen's original ,Greek text, so 
much so that·it is-impossible to excul
pate him ftom the charge of mutilatiçn 
of Origen's text, and even possibly of 
forgery in _the sense of including in füs 
Latin translation, .and ascribing to 
Origen, ideas which • very probably 
cai:ne fronî Rufinus' own mind. 

This literary dishonesty • of Rufihus, 
however, he was not alone in possess-•. 
ing, even in the case of Origen's work, 
because he himself tells us in his. Pro
log to the First Principles, that he 
merely acted as others. di<l, before • him. 
His words are interesting, and there:. 
fore we quote them here: • •• 

In translation I tried to follo~ as far as I 
could the. rule observed by my p~edecessors, 
and espedally by the distinguished man whom 
Tha_ve already spoken of, who, after translat
ing into Latiri Inore than seventy ofthe writ
ings of Origen: which are called Homilies, as • 
weU as a large number of hls writings on the· 
Apostles, in which a good many 'stumbling
blocks' are found in the original Greek, so 
smoothed and corrected them in hls transla
tions that a Latin reader would co~e upon 
nothing discordant with our Christian belief. 
His example therefore I follow ·to· the best of 
my ability. • If l have not an equal power of 
eloquence, • yet at least I pursue the . same 

~trictness of rule in my work, taking great 
_care not to translate those expressions occur-
-ring in the works. of Origen, which are incon
sistent with and opposed to each other. 

One is inclined to think thafRufinus 
was somewhat of a humorist in excus
ing his mutilations of Odgen's text as 
being of matters "inconsistent with 
and opposedto each other." Why Ru
finus and these others he speaks of 
should. have set themselves · up • as 
judges of Origen's Christianity, the 
reader ni.ay himself easily onderstand. 
There is little doubt therefore that had 
we the fuU and original Greek text of 
Origep.'s First Principlês, we should 
probably. find that the great Alexan-, 
drian Church-Father was far more 
open -in his teachings of his particular 

• kind of metempsychosal Reincarna
tio~, • than appears in the texts that 
have reached us. 

This cèmclusion is . immensely 
strengthened by the condemnation of 
Origen's writings at the two Constanti
nopolitan Councils already spoken of, 
held in the sixth century, the first 
under the Patri~rch Mennas, and the 
second, thè Fifth Genera! or Oecumeni
cai Council, both convened under im
peria! rescripts of the Emperor Jus
tinian ·. I. 

So _thoroughly, in . times preceding 
the sixth century, had Origen's ideas 
penetrated into the fabric of Christian 
theological thought --,--indeed of the 
entire . Christian community - that • it 
is small wonder that the growing reli
gious materialism of the times •• took 
alarm at the diff erences in doctrine 
which Origen's teachings then showed 
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as compared with the thèn established 
dogmata of faith. 

Even althoughthis double condem7 
nation of the Origenistic doctrines suc
ceeded in fmally killing the spirit of the 
great Alexandrian's teachings, it suê
cèedêd in doing so only af ter a great 
deal of quarreling and very bitter dif
ferences of opinion. As a matter of 
fact, a certain amount of the Origenis
tic thought survived until late· àg~s in 
the Christian Church, as was èvi
denced by the opinions prevalent in 
eastern, central, and western Euro
pean c~untries as late as the fourteenth 
century. 

The various bodies • forming the 
Cathari, a word meariing 'the Pure,' 
or, as they were sometimes called, the 
Albigenses, the Tisserands, the Albi
geois,· and by other names in western 
lands: and· the Bogömils' in eastern 
Eürope, as in Bulgaria and in Russia: 
sufficiently show, frofu what is at pre'.. 
sent imperf ectly known of their _doe-• 
trines, that they kept alivè and taught 
ideas which wetë Ûilquestionably wide
ly prevalent in the Christian commimi
ties in tlie first centuries of the Chris
tian era. 

It is populä.r among ecclesiastical 
writers to call thes~ Cathari by the 
name of 'Manichaeans'; and _ doubt
less there is some truth in this. But it 
• is also equally true that even if certain 
doctrines öf the Manichaeans can be 
shown to have existed in the beliefs of 
the Çathari between the tenth and the 
fourteenth centuries, scime of the idéas · 
of . Origen were · equally powerful 
amöng them. 

_ Otigen in his First Principles, Book 
• III, chapter i-and here we can quote 

froin • a • reinnarit of the Greek text .......;c 

Seètion 21, speaks as follows: 

S~ the one nature of every soul beirig" in 
the hands of God, and, so to speak, there be~ 
ing but one collection of- reasoning entities, • 
certain causes of more àncient date led· to 
some of these being made vessels untöhorior, 
and ·othèrs vessels unto ·dishonor. • 

We have underscored tlie phrase 
'certain catises • of more ancient date,' 
·because this is a clear and distinct re
ference to· the. pre-existent life or lives 
of the soul-entities who later, followirig 
inherent kaimic causes, became sonie 
'vessels unto.honor ,' and others 'vessels 
(or human beings} unto dishónor.'· 

We quote àgaih from the original 
Greek a little farther on in the text: 

As, on the other harid; it is possible that'he 
who, owing to •cáuses more ancient thán the 
present life, was her~ a vèssel of dishonor, 
may after reforrilation become . . . etc. 

Still more dearly does Origen speak 
in his First Principles, Book UI, chap:. 
·ter iii, Sectiöri·S, as follows: 

Those who _maintain that everything in the 
world is under thè rule of the divine foresight, 
as fa also óu_r own belief, can give no other 
reply, it seems to me, in order to sho~ that 
. rio shàdow of injustice can rèst upon the 
divine government of the world thail by hold
ing that there · were certain. exact ·causes • of 
prior existence by consequerice cif which all 
souls before thèir • birth in uie present body 
cóntracted a certairi amount of guilt .in füeir 
reasoning nature, or pèrliaps by the adions; 
on áctóimt • oî which they have been· éon~ 
derilned by the divine providence to be placed 
in their l)resent life. • 

. And a little farthèr on he con:tinues: 
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..... Even'in such a case we must admit 
.that there. sómetimes· existed ·certairi causes 
preceding the· present b'odily birth. 

These last two dtations from. Origen 
are taken fwm Rufinus' Latin transla
tion, and the immortal gods only _know · 
how guilty Rufinus may have been 
here of mi.Itilàting or changihg or 
softening the iext of bis greé!-t Alexan
drian predècessor. • 

Again quoting from Rufinus' trans
lation óf Origen's First Principles, 
Book III, chapter v, Settion 4, speak
~ng of the pre-existence of souls, Ori
gen, as Rufimis renders him, wrote as 
follows: 

. . .. Rational creatures had also a similar 
beginning. Indeed, if they had a begirining. 
such as· the end for which they hope, • they 
must have unquestionably existed. from the 
very beginning of the ages. vihich a~e not 
seen'. . . .. If this be so, theri of cou~se there 
_has been a descent from a higher to a lower 
. condition n:ot only by those souls who_ have 
deserved this change by the variety of their 
inner movements· of consciousness, hut also 
by .those who in order to serve the world, 
carne down from: the- higher and invisible 
spheres to these iower and visible imes. 

• The reader · must obviously see in 
this last _quotation much of the very 
samè • archaic • doctrine which we have 
been a:ttempting to . set forth in this 
b6ok, . however the phraseology . used 
by Origen • ( or by Rufinus) obscures 
the underlying ideas. 
• Futthèrmoi-e, it i~ interesting to state 
that. Origen likewise taught the pre- _ 
existence and reimbodiinent of :worlds, 
which of ·course is another old doc
trine of the archaic Wisdöm-Religîon. 
In Rufinus' Latin translàtion of the 

Pir~t Principles~ Book III, chaptèr v, 
_Section 3, we find Odgen saying on 
this point: 

We see that not then for the fi·rst time did 
Div'inity begin its work when it made this visi: 
ble world: hut just as af ter the destruction of 
this visible world there will be another world, 
its product, so also we believe that other_ 
worlds existed before the present carne into 
being. 

We have already cited the letter to 
Ayitus written by the Church-Fáther 
Jerome, who was. bom about 340, and 
who died about 420, thus_ somewh_at 
less than two hundred years after Ori
gen's time. And this extract from the 
letter t9 A vitus there is no need to 
quote here again. 

It is plain enough from the quota
tions already made from Origen that 
not only <lid he teach a mere pre-exist
ence in the spiritual worlds of souls or 
ratiqnal creatures, before their imbodi
ment on earth, hut that he also taught 
an actual reincarnation or reimbodi
ment on earth of these soul-entities. . . 

This is made very clear by what we 
fin.tl in Rufinus' Latin translation of 
the First Principles, Book IV, chap
ter i, Section 23: 

Every. one, therefore, of the souls descend
ing. to the earth, is strictly following his nier
its, or according,to the position which he for
merly ocèupied, is. destined to be. retumed to 
this world in a different country or. among a 
different nation, or in a different sphère of ex
istence on eart)l, or afllicted with infirmities 
of another ltind, or mayhap to be the children 

. of religious parents or of parents who are not 
religious: so that of course it. may sometimes 
happen that a Hebrew will be bom among the 
Syrians, or an unfortunate Egyptian may ·be 
bom in J udaea. 
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Here · there is. obviously a distinct 
teaching of the doctrine of Reincarna~ 
tion, and it is quite futile to argue, 
should such an. argument ever be at
tempted, that 0rigen's teaching em
braces a bare and sheer pre-existence 
in the spiritual realms without any re
petitive incarnations on earth in hu
man bodies. His last words run di
rectly in line with the doctrine of Re
intàrnation. 
' 0rigen, of course, like most öf the 
philosóphers of ancient times, and 
even of his own period, for he himself 
had obviously been initiated in the 
Eleusinian Mysteries, does not teach 
transmigration of the· souls of human 
beirigs into the bodies of beasts, a 
teáching which of course the Theoso
phist Iikewise emphatically denies; 
and his opinion on this matter is clear
ly set forth in his First Principles, 
Book I, chapter viii, Section 3: 

We think that those views are by no means 
to be accepted which some people most un
necessarily advance and support, to the effect 
that rational souls can reach such a pitch of 
abasement that they forget their rational na
ture and high dignity and sink into the bodies 
. of irfationà.l beasts, either large or small. 

Origen again in his Treatise against 
Cëlsus, the Págan philosopher, Book I, 
chapter xx, argues strongly against the 
mistinderstood 'transmigration-theory. 
He wrote as follows: 

A view .which is much worse than the myth
ical teaching of transmigration, according to 
which the rational soul tumbles ·down from 
the heavenly spheres and enters intothe body 
of brute beasts, whether tame or savage. 

· And again in his Treatise against 

Celsus, Book III, chapter lxxv, 0rigen 
repeats his condemnation of transmi-:
gration as thus -popularly misunder:
stood. In the same work, Book_ VII, 
chapter xxxii, he speaks as follows: • 

Otir tèaching as. regards the resurrection is 
not derived from anything that we have heard 
about the doctrine ofMetempsychosis, as.Cel
sus thinks ; hut we believe thàt the raticinal 
soul, which is naturàlly imniàted~î, and 
therefore invisible in its nature, exists in no 
physical material place without.having a

0

body 
suited to the nature of that place. Accórding
ly at one time it puts off a body which it had 
found necessary hut which is no langer ade
quate for its improved state, and exchanges 
it for another body; and at ariother time if 
takes up still another body in addition to the 
former, which other body is needed as a bet
te.r clothing suited to the purer ethereal re
gions of heaven. 

Here 0rigen of course voices again, 
in his vaguely Christian phraseology, 
other thoughts of the arcliaic Wisdom
Religion •• of the Ancients, which 
thoughts we have briefly outlined in 
the ptesènt book, arid which we have 
spoken of as the peregrination of the 
Monadic Entity through the spheres. 

In the same work Against Celsus, 
Book VIII, chaptet xxx, he. Speáks 

. very càutiously, hut yet frorri his 
standpoint qWte correctly, during the 
course of an a'.rgumènt on whether it be 
right or wrong to eatflesh~food, as 
follows: 

We do not believe that rationàl souls pass 
merely from one physical b~dy to· another 
physical body, nor that stich rational souls 
may descerid so low as to .enter the _bodies 
of beasts. 

Thisteaching on the surface seems 
contrary to what 0rigen formerly. said, 
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and therefore opposed • to Reincarna
tion or any form • of reincarnàtional 
Metempsychosis, but such a conclu
sion is diametrically opposite to his 
meaning. He means exactly what the 
Ancient Wisdoni meant as the anci~nt 
initiate •· philosophers taught it, and 
what Theosophy • teäches: that. Rein
carnation is· not the transference of 
the rational entity, or what we call the 
-Reincarnating Ego, directly from 'one 
physkal body to another physical 
body, with no intermediate stages of 
purgation or purificátion, and no inter
.media te principles het.ween physical 
. body and . Reincarnating Ego. The 
Theosophist would deny such a dis
torted teaching as earnestly and as·. 
emphaticàlly as does Origen-the for
m.er Eleusinian initiate and later Chris
tian doctrinaire. 

• F'rom the extra~ts which precede, 
and . also from ·our knowledge of. the 
wide-spread and ;deeply-rootèd reach 
which the Origenistic doctrines had in 
the. Christian community. even as late 
as. the sixth -century, as alreädy de
scribed, we can see how large apart his 
teachings had in the beliefs. of the 
Christian community of his time in the • 
third century of thè Christian era. 

When we rècollect also that the 
Latin Fathet, Jerome, already spoken 
of, tells us in his Letter to Marcella 
that there were in his (J erome's) time 
inthe fifthcentury, a number ofChris
tian sects which taught some form of 
Metempsychosal · Rèincarnation, we 
can reaciily understand how strong was 
the appeal· which · this doctrine, even in 
its distorted Christian form, must have 

made to the Christian, com~unity, and 
how long it lasted in time, • 

It is a practical certainty, however,· 
that from a time even before the sec~ 
ond century, or Origen's period, the 
peculiar form which the gener al . 'doe-'·. 
trine of Reimbodiment took among tlle 
Christians · was distinctly esoterie and 
secret. This is riot a supposition. based 
merely upon the intrins~c evidence to 
be found in early Christian patristic 
literature, a supposition more or . less 
depending upon the mental·bias of in
terprefation of the modern scholar, but 
is actuaHy votiched for by one of thè 
most orthodox of the early Church
Fathers themseives. 

We mean the Latin Father Jerome, 
who makes a specific statement in bis 
Letter to Marcella, that this doctrine 
was, so far as thè early Christian sects 
of Egypt and of the Orierital parts of 
Hither Asia were concerned, an eso
terie one; and from his words we can 
only judge that it was propagated ~ore 
or less 'at low breath' and 'with.mouth 
to ear.' 

Jêrome's words themselves'• ~re so 
interesting that. no apology is needed 
for rèpeating them here, and w~ give 
the Latin in the footnote below, from 
which we make the follöwing transla-
tion. He says: • 

This impious and filthy. doctrine spread it
self in farmer. times in Egypt and in the east
ern parts; and, at the present time, is secret
ly, as it. were in the holes of ~pers, spreading 
among many, polluting the purity of those 
parti;; ài:Îd, like an hereditary disease, insinu
ates Hself jnto the few in order that it may 
reach the majority. *. 

*"Haec impia et scelerata doctrina olim in 
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: ; It is of course also well kriown that 
in':, the early centuries of Christianity, 
somè of the different schools of Gnos
tics likèwise taught a doctrine .of me
tëmpsychosal Reincarnation, formu.: 
lated af ter· their own peculiar style; 
and for this statement of course the 
various encyclopaedias or historica! 
works may be consulted. 

It is quite customary to ally some 
of these Gnostic sects with the early 
Christian bodies, as being 'heretical' 
divisions of the Christian community, 
although this opinion seems to the 
Theosophist, in many cases, to be en
tirely • arbitrary. However, if people 
insist uponit, the argument tells strong
ly for the position that we here take, 
because if they ac:cèpted some form 
of Reincarnation or reincarnational 
Metempsychosis, as ind~ed they actu
ally did, and yet are and were claimèd 
as Christians, the case needs no fur
ther argument, so far as they are con~ 
cerned. 

In the New Testament itself, there 
are a number of passages which, read 
as they st_and; are more than merely 
'datk sayings,' and make sheer non
sense unless the idea in the mind of the 
writers of these passages in the Chris
tian New Testament was based upon 
som·{form of early Christian metem-
psychosal Reincarnation. • 

The interview of Nicodemus with 
Jesus, and the questions of the former, 

Aegypto et Orientis partibus versabatur; et 
nunc abscondite, quasi in foveis viperarunï, 
apud pleros versatur, illarumque partium pol
luit puritatem; et quasi. haereditario malo ser
pit in paucis ut perveniatad plttrimos.,; • • 

and the replies thereto, are a sufficient 
case in point,-and show the' genera! be
lief of the time, whether we acèepfthe 
acttial existe'nce of Nicodemus or noL 
The point is proved by the fact thàt 
whether Nicodemus. did-or did riot ex
ist, the belief was so ·common in Pales" 
tine that it was taken_ for granted th!lt 
all would understand · the allusions, 
arid the question therefore carne very 
·naturally fröni Nicodemus' mouth. -

It is also well known that the Es
senes, a Jewish sect, were believers in 
some form of metempsychosal Rein
carnation, and ~e have . the authority 
of the eminent Jewish historian Jose
phus, himself a Pharisee, that the great 
J ewish sect of the_ Phariseès held also 
to a form of niete~psychosal Reim,;, 
bodime:ht, and openly tailght it. 

The reader who is interested in pur
suing the matter further may find the 
following ref erénces useful: Josephus 
in bis Antiquity of the Jews, Boök 
XVIII, chapter i, sectiön 3, speaks of 
the Pharisees as believèrs in Reincat-

-nation ( asthey understöod it); and à.l
so iµ bis Jewish _War, Book II, chapter 
viii, section 14; bas several long pas
sages dealing with the _metempsychosal 
Reincarnational beliefs of both the Es
senes arid the Pharisees; and he ref ers 
to the same matter again in Book II, 
chapter viiL • 
_ Again in his Jewish_ War, Book III, 

chapter viii, section -5; Jósephus repro
duces_ his own address to the body of 
men imder his -coin:mand during thèir 
fighting -against the Roman. troops un
der Vespasiail; and remèmbering that 
Jo_sephus himself was a Pharisee the 

- . ., , ,·. •' - ' , 
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remarkàbly clear declarations in these 
passages of a belief in Reincarnation 
show 'that the men to whom he spoke 
must have been perf ectly well àc~ 
quainted with,itand that it was a com
monly accepted belief of the day. 

The Jews furthermore·, certainly 
from the time of Josephus and doubt
less, from an indefiriite perföd preced
ing his time, iri their secret or esoterie 
doctrines called •• the Qabbalah- for 
the Qabbalah is. the Theosophy ·of· the 
Jews ::_ taught Reincarnation openly, 
a:s also, by the way, they taught two 
others of the doctrines· of·. the Ancient 
Wisdom, to which we have before al
luded. One is the pre-existence of 
worlds as well as of human souls, and 
their . reimbodiment; and they also 
taught, as did Plato, that the con- • 
sciousness and knowledge· of man in 
any one life are hut reminiscences of 
the consciousness and the knowledge 
offonner lives. 

Philo Judaeus, the great Platoniz~ 
-ing Jewish· philosopher, on a number·. 
of occasions speaks very strongly in 
favor of that particularform ofmetem
psychosal Reincarnation which most 
appealed to him, and which actu~lly 
had closelinks with the similar ideas 
held by Plato, his great Greek prede
cessor. 

For -instance, in his .tract, On 
0Dreams Being Sent from God, Book I; 
section 2 2, he sets forth- his belief in 
yery clear words, and thèy are intt!rest
ing, öutside of their corroborative 
yalue . to . our argument, in thàt they 
show. the wide extent in. which the 
General Doctrine of Reimbodiment, in 

one or another form,. was held in his 
period. 

ff was during the first century of the 
Christian era, so-called. Philo was an 
Alexartdrian by birth, and of course 
was verY largely aff ected by the. syn
cretistic spirit of Alexandrian philoso
phy, which was so noticeable .during 
his time. The entire purpose of . his 
writings was to show the common 
grounds of mystical and theological 
thinking that, according to him, :ex:. 
isted between the PlatoniC' doctrines 
and the sacred hooks of the Jews. 

His argument of course is, more or 
less,. that the Logos or Divine Spirit. in 
humanity infused common ideas into 
human rilinds irrespective of race • or 
time-period; and also he seems to ar
gue in places that s_uch great men • as 
Plato,. and, generally speaking, "the 
wisdom of the Greeks," derived what 
natura! truth they possessed from in
spiration having its origin in the Jew-· 
ish scriptures. This idea is of course 
preposterous, buthe arguedit with un
doubted sinêerity, and actually suc:. 
ceeded in proving to any impartial and 
thoughtful mind that in all probability 
the· J ews. derived • their wisdoni from 
the other nations surrounding them, 
probably from the great Greek philo
sophers of different periods, and from 
the Egyptians, and the peoples • of the 
bàsin _ of the Euphratès and Tigris 
rivers. 

In his tract before spoken of: On 
Dreams Being Sent from God, section 
22, he speaks of the. various kinds of 
souls, and of the celestial bodies as be
ing ànimate entities~ quite in common 
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with the genera! teaching of antiquity, 
and remarks: 

N ow all these souls seem to descend upon 
the earth with a view to being bound up in 
mortal bodies thcise namely which are inóst 
nearly connedted with the earth, and which 
are lovers of bodily habitations . .Others, how
êvei',. soar upwards, • ~nd are distinguished 
frori:i others of their class according to. the 
times and characteristics which Nature has 
appointed unto them. All these souls; those 
which are influenced by desires for mortal 
existence and which have been previously . 
familiarized with • it, return to mortal life. • 
But others; refusing bodily life as. a great fol
ly, and as a rriere trifling, pronounce it a pris
on or a grave, and fleeing from it ·by the im
pulses· of.their nature as from a house of cor
rection or a tomb, raise themselves on the 
light wings of their nature towards the ae!her 
whère they devote all their life to specula
tions of a divine type, etc., etc.-

lt' is really an amazing thing thàt so 
many· people, sonie of. them otherwise 
profound scholars in their respective 
lines, should be so blind to the evi
dences throughout the ancient litera
tures, coming. from all parts of the 
world, proving that there did exist in 
a'ncient times a common and universal
ly diffused \\Tisdom or body ofdoctrin.e 
concernirig'. the nature and origin and 
destiny of the U niverse, and therefore 
of man alsó, and that this body of doe-. ' 

triné was in all essential particulars -
in other words, in all fundamentals -
the same everywhere, whátevei- might 
have been the·váriations of form or of 
f ~rmulation. which the· body of doe~ 
_trine ref erred to may have taken in 
different epochs of time and among 

• different races of men. • • • 
. . . . . . 

• Some form of metempsychosal be-

lief or reincàrnational Met~mpsycho
sis, is knownby evetybody to haye ex
isted in times preceding theChdstián 
era all óver the wÓdd,· and such a: ~e
lief also exists today over most of-the 
world; and even in Occidental coim
triès, although due to the long: centu
ries of Christian_ belief it:has been. for
gotten therè, :with the exception of ~po~ 
radic instances of learn~d men who ac
_cepted it. It is today rapidly gaining 
many adhererits · through the eff oi:ts 
and teaching · of the Theosophical 
Moveinent. 

The time apparently is not far off 
when Reincarnation as a fact of Na.:. 
ture; and as taught by modem Theo
sophy the true echo of the archaic Wis-· 
dom-Religion, will again be accepfed 
by the maJority of men. Already to
day it is a housebold word in every 
civilized country, and, as we have said 
b~fore, in Euröpean • and • American 
lands is a favorite subject of romance-

• \" - ~ 

writers, of dramatists, and of the pro-
ducers of· the cinema:tographic ·scen.a-. 
rios. . . ·. · ·. 

We ha~e spoken of the different for
mulations or methods of preseiiting the 
General Doctrine of Reimbodiment as 
taught ·by Theosophy, as formedy 
used or as now ûsed in different parts 
of the world. The reason for these dif
f ere~ces in form is one very easily un~ 
derstood: • It is that the cleeper or more 

-. esoterie teachings connê'cted with·this 
Genera! Doctrine . of .Reimbodiment 

. are by nó ineans so èasily understànd
•• able as are the general principles of it, 

and for that reason, as we have said cin 
other occasions with reference to other 
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matters, these more rècondite teach
ings were held as an esoterie collection . 
of doctrines, which were given to men 
who had ,proved, themselves worthy 
and fi.t to receive them, and who were • 
sworn to the strictest silence regarding 
the knowledge imparted to them. 

There were various grades of this 
knowledge existent in the andent Mys
tery-Schools, and the manner of im
parting, as well as the· formulation of, 
the doctrines themselves, necessarily 
varied according to· the time· and the 
people in which or among -whom such 
or anoth~r formulàtion of these more 
recondite teachings was given forth. 

But the clothes or garments in which 
a teaching is delivered are, af ter all, a 
very secondary matter indeed. Never
thèless,. and admitting this; • the Theo
sopbist feels that ahy truth of Nature, 
-and therefore among them, this • Gen.er
a! Doctrine of Reimbodiment, can be 
presented in a: best way, and that this 
best· way of pi·esenting it is always to 
be preferred . to· any inf erior • method 
of setting any body of teachings 
forth. 

The best way is that which most 
nearly represents to human minds the 
exact cyclical operations of Nature 
whichJundainentally motivate the ac
tiviti~s ofthose portions of man's con
stitution which undergo reimbodiment. 
The inore photographically exact, so 
to speak, such a formulation is, the bete. 
ter it' is. Therefore do we say that the 
Theosophical formulation is not only 
by far the most complete - even those 
parts of it which are presented to 'the 
genera! public - but is also the most 

skillfully prepared, and the most easily 
understood. 

The reasons for this are that com
ing directly from the great Sages and 
Seers, who have been from· immemorial 
time the Guardians and Custodians of 
the Archaic Wisdom, our teachings 
have not been subjected to the deform
ing or distorting influences • of social or 
political circumstances, such as most 
of the Mystery-Schools of· ancient 
times were involved in. 

But in ancient tin:ies ofteri the for:. 
mulàtion of the truths concerning the 
Genera! Doctrine of .Reimbodiment 
was so intermingled with the general 
and popular mythology of the various 
coimtries, that distortion of forin was 
an inescapable consequence of the re" 
sultant teaching. No such distortion 
of outline·orof lineament has occurred 
in R P. Blavatsky's presentation of 
this genera! doctrine of Reimbodiment 
to the modern world. This, however, 
does not mean that the Great Theoso
phist gave out all tlie details of the An:. 
cierit Wisdom to the m~dei:-n iworlcl, 
and that she withheld nothing of its 
more important parts ór aspects. 

The contrary of this is true. A great 
deal was of necessity withheld, for the 
same reasons which we have before set 
forth in speaking of other. matters. 
But what was presented was presented 
with absolute fidelity to the natura! 
truth of the thing, and with strict loyaJ:. 
ty to the instructions that she had re
ceived in this connexion from the 
Great Teachers who sent her forth. 

The observations that we make up
on this matter of her réticence with re-
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gard to this one teaching of the Gener
al Doctrine • of Reimbodiment, apply 
with equal force to others of the grand 
body of Theosophical doctrines, of 
which she gave to the world so master
ly and wonderful an outHne in her The 
Secret Doctrine. That wonderful book 
is filled with natura! verities which do 
not appear on the surface of the words, 
and for which the earnest student must 
dig and delve in the words themselves, 
as it were, as well as behind the words, 
in order to arrive at the deeper mean
ings which lie e.q,shrined therein. 

That book is a veritable mine of an~ 
dent wisdom regarding Nature and its 
structure and powers and faculties and 
energies. The Great Theosophist said 
very truly that while this her noblest 
work would not be understood, except 
in small degree, in the century in which 
sl,ie wrote it: yet the coming century, 
which is our own, the twentieth in 
other words, would, before it had run 
its course, see that her The Secret Doc
trine. contains many if not all of the 
:tnost abstruse mysteries of the nature 
of the Universe and of man. 

That • the Genera! Doctrine of Re
imbodiment in one form or other was 
at one time universa! over the earth, is 
an · urideiiiable fact, which none but 
those ignorant of the case would think 
of denying, although of course in all 
. ages .and among all races of men, indi
viduals and minor bodies have held be
liefs more . or I,ess resembling modern 
materialism. 

The Druids for instance, in ancient 
Gaul and the British Isles and else
where, as well as the ancient Germans 

and dóubtless. the Scandinavians, all 
held one or another form of Metem~ • 
psychosal: Reincarnation, or of R_ein
carriational Metempsychosis, while in 
the countries surroundin,g the Iriland 
Sea of Europe, every scholar or stu
dent of the classics knows how widely 
one or • another form of the Genera! 
Doctrine existed. 

In Greece, the Orphics and the 
Pythagoreans and the Platonists all 
held the doctrine, .and of course the 
Latins, who followed their lead, held it 
likewise, as is well in,stanced in the case 

. of Ennius, the Calabrian poet. 
Vergil also _makes a special point of 

it in his wondedulwork, the Aeneid, 
in the sixth book thereof, verses 724 
and following, and it pers~sted down to 
the latest times of the last philoso
phers, such as Plotinus, and indeed. 
prevailed in the eritire N èo-Platonic 
School. 

Gnostics throughout Asia Minor arid 
the Greek and Latin couritries, also 
generally held it, as we have álready 
said .. We have spoken of its existence 
among the J ews; espedally amorig the 
Essenes and the Pharfäees, who open
ly taught it; and as thePharisees com
posed the most numerous and influen

,· tial of all the Jewish sects, we qm 

readily understand how. ·widely dif
fused it was among them. 

It is also, a_s we have ::i,lready said, 
from the earHest timesjn'the teáchings 
of the Qabbàlah, the Theosophy of the 
Jews. The Manichaeans of the Hither 
East also held it, and as has already 
been pointèd out in this chapter, the 
Cathari continued even into the Mid-
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die Ages theManichaea.n and•Origen
istic ·teachings. 
•.• About .the time of the Renaissance 
in Europe, we .firid the doctrine still 
alivê in the teachings ·of such men as 
Giordano Bruno, and in the seven
teenth èeritury it was written of and 
proinulgàtèd by the so-called 'Theoso
phist' va11 Helmont. Swedenborg also 
adopied it hl an extremely modified 
form; while in the classica! period of 
Germari 'literature, the doctrine of 
Metempsy~hosal Reincarnation fur~ 
nishe9 a very prolific field óf thought 
for a numbèr of the most ·prominent • 
Germán .• philosophers and • thinkers, 
sÛch as Goethe, and Lessing who had 
probably taken the idea from Charles 
Bonnet. It was also spoken of arid 
conimented upon by Herder. The Scot 
Hume, and th~ Austrian Schopenhau~ 
er, mention it with profound respect. • 

Returning • to times of antiquity, we 
may. point out that, • as is perfectly 
well known, • the immense· continent of 
Asia bas always been practicaHy unan
imous in acceptance of thè doctrine, 
not only in China, as among the· fol
lowers of Lao-Tse ànd thè various 
schools of Büddhism there prevalent, 
but also in Japan and Tibet; and it 
hàs flÓurished exceedingly in. both an~ 
cient and modern India, as is instanced • 
among the Bràhmans, and . the early 
Buddhists there. 

Although the references to a belief 
in some sott ofmetempsychosal Rein
carnatiön are much less easily found as 
concerns the opinions of the peoples 
dwelling in Mesopotamia; there nevèr
theless remáin sufficient proofs ·• of its 

prevalence therè, to saythat therèlikè~ 
wise the doctrine, under one or an
other of its formulations, was as wide
spread. and commonly • believed in • as 
elsewhere. 

It is cus'tomary aniong modern 
scholars to say that the andent Egyp
tians <lid not believè in • any form of 
Reincarnation, and this modern Ópin
ion is . based solely upon the fàct that 
the studies of Egyptologists have bee11 
so largely devoted to monumental 
studies and manuscript documents 
found in the tombs, that, as the saying 
goes; thèy do not see the wood on ac-. ' . w 

count of the trees; in other words, the 
dètails ofthe splendid researches in 
E:gypfology · begun by Y oung ·. and 
Champollion have so blinded the vision 
of Egyptologists to the more genera! 
view, that they do not see that it is 
necessary to presume its existence in 
order to account for what they do 
study. 

In this the Egyptologists are entire
ly wrong, and we believe that time will 
prove this fully; to the confusion of 
some of the more dogmatic· modern 
scholars among them. It had always 
been acèepted among European schol
ars prior to Y oung and Champollion, 
that the ancient Egyptians <lid hold à 
belief in the· Genera! Doctrine of Re~ 
imbodiment, under one of its forms of 
metempsychosal Reincarnation; and 
this belief was very largely based upon 
the statement of the great Greekphilo
sopher and historian, Herodotus - a 
man who at órie time was • calied 'The 
Fathèr of Lies/ but who is now called 
'The Father of History,' because mod-
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ern research has shown how kèeri was 
his observation, and how accurate his 
descriptions. 

We Theosophists prefer to believe 
in Herodotus, who spent a long time in 
Egypt, who knew the Egyptians well, 
and who had talkednot only with the 
priests, but with the people, whether 
through interpreters or not is a matter 
of no consequence whatsoever. 

In a genera! way it may be said that 
the more we discover of ancient his
tory the more does that knowledge 
prove the genera!, and of ten the parti
cular, tnith, of the statements in Hero
dotus' remarkable work. 

The writers in The Enclyopaedia 
Britannica, on Herodotus; say -of him 
on page 382 of the Üth Edition: 

At all the more interesting sites he took up 
liis. abode f or a time; he examined, he in
quired, he made measurements, he accumu
lated. materials~ Having in his mind the 
scheme of his great work, he gave ample time 
to the elaboration of all its parts, and took 
care to obtain by personal observation a full 
knowledge of the various countries. 

The italics of this citation are ours. 
Other writérs, as for instance in· the 
,Dictionary of Greek and Roman Bio
-graphy and Mythology, edited by the 
late Sfr WiUiam Smith, n. c. L., LL. n., 
say only the truth of Herodotus when · 
they write: "the accuracy of his ob
servations and his dèscriptions still ex
cites th~ astonishmènt of travelers in 
that country." 
• When we remember that this great 
Greek spent a long time in Egypt, as 
has already .been said, and mixed not 
only familiarly with the people, hut 

was given free entry, a2 his own work 
tells us, into •• the temples, and con
versed iipon , esoterie and · recondite 
matters with the lea~ned priests thein
selves, we have reasón to. believe that 
when he tellsus thattheEgyptians ac
cepted a form of. metempsychósal Re
iricarnation, he kn~w better what he 
was talking about thàn do scholats of 
some twenty-four hundred years later, 
whose only argument against HerodÓ-' 
tus' assertion is that they have notyet 
fourid whàt Herodotus said -existed. 

We prefer to believe the Illan who 
lived familiarly among the Egyptians 
and who knew them;, rather than. the 
modern theoriés based on a mere pètî
tio principii --'-a mere begging of the 
question. 

. It would. be_ an amazing thing if the 
Egyptians, so greàt and inarvelous a 
people in scièntific and literary and 
ethica! and historie and reHgiotis and 
phifosophkal lines of thought and 
wotk, should have been ignorant of a 
doctrine which was ilöt orily .universa!, 
but as é:ommöri sense and reflexion 
show must have lain althe very basis 
of the psychological part of théir- owil 
extremely mystié:al body of various re
ligiotis dogmata. 

The truth of the matter is that mod~ 
ern scholars do not understand the 
meaning of the ancient philosophies 
and religions,in most cases; urtless that 
meaning .be superficial and easily im
derstood - that is, unless it lie so 
clearly upon the sutface àrid be so 
openly expressed, that only a dolt 
could mistinderstand it. 

As itniayintèrestthe reader to have 
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Herodotus' words before him, we give 
them here; as translàted froin the ori
ginal Greek in his Book II, Euterpe, 
Section 123: 

It ~as the Egyptians who first gave utter
ance to thè f~llowing doct~ine, to wit: • that 
the soul [Herodotus here uses the word psy
clt~j i.s'immortal and th.at when the physical 
body decays, the soul enters into another liv
ing being which at the. moment is ready for 
and appr~priate to it. After it bas passed 
through all the terr~strial apd aqueous and 
aerial forms of life, it clothes itself anew with 
the body ~f a man then beco'rning ready for 
it. This wandering [or. transmigration] it 
passes through 'in sóme three thousand years. 
There are a· number of Hellenes also who fol
low this sam:e doctrine, some of olden time
and some of later days, giving it forth as their 
own. Altbough I know the names • of these I 
do not bere write them down. 

• And He~dotus was wise in not do-
• ing so; because, as an initiate of the 
Mysteries, he knew that àfter what he 
had just said concerning this belief of 
the Egyptiaris hè could • not designate 
who the Gieek philosophers were and 
what their particular forms of teaching 
were without immediately · giving . the 
key to esoterie aspects which he had 
no right to give. . That he was ap. ini
tia te we know from his. own words, 
and from the several places where he 
speaks of the necessity of holding his 
tongue:. . , 

The belief which Herodotus here as
scribes to the Egyptians, is not the 
teaching of Reincatnation, as is ob
vious from what has already been said 
in this book, nor is it füe true teaching 
of Metempsychosis as the latter • was 
taught in the Mysteries, although un
questionably. the Egyptians knew both 

these tnie teachings as well • as other 
anti ent· nations • did; . The. particulà.r 
and peculiar doctrine to which Hero
dotus here alludes, is the cydical des
tiny of the psycho-vital parts_ of .the 
human soul,, in other words, of • the 
lower half of the Intermediàte Duad 
as this Duad is outlined in the second· 
of the ~chématic diagrams given in a 
former chapter. 
. This is but another way of saying 

that this particular Egyptian belie_f re
f ers _solely. to the transmigration of the 
lif e-àtoms forming the psycho-vital 
part öf man's intermediate nature, and 
which, precisely as the authors of this 

• bbok have hereinbefore set the teach
i~g forth, reassemble or re-collect or 
come together again in a. succeeding 
Reincarnation of the evólving soul
entity. 

It is. of no small interest to call the 
attention of the reader also to the fact 
that this particular Egyptian doctrine 
lay at the back of the custom which the 
Egyptfans had, in common with some 
other peoples both of the ancient and 
modern world, of muinmifying their 
dead. The entire object of mummifi
cation, as the Egyptians practised it, 
was a rather pathetic attempt to re-

• strain, as far as it was possible, the 
transmigration of the lif e-atoms of the 
human Intermediate Duad and the 
Lower . Triad from transmigrating 
through the -lower spheres of life, by 
preserving as long as was possible the 
physical.body from decay. 

H. P. Blavatsky alludes to this mat
ter in her magazine, The Theosopkist, 
published in India, in the course of a 
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short article which she entitled: 'The 
Transmigration of the Life-atoms.' 
How such a belief could have taken 
such firm hold of the imagination and 
religious emotions of the Egyptian 
people is in itself an interesting and 
rather pathetic psychological study; 
Unquestionably the priests knew that 
the custom of mummification was hut 
an imperfect preventive of what it 
was originally intended to do, hut due 
to some reasons at. present unknown, 
the custom became so firmly estab
lished as to be one of the marked char
acteristics of Egyptian civilization. 

Another writer in The Encyclopae
dia Britannica, 11 th Edition, under 
the title M etempsychosis, shows the 
usual modern most lamentable ignor
ance of the real meaning of this teach
ing, for, as his article shows, he con
fuses sadly Metempsychosis with 
Transmigration, and these with Rein
carnation. 

He opens his article by saying: • 

Metempsychosis, or Transmigration of the 
Soul, the doctrine that at death the soul passes 
into another living creature, man, animal, or 
even plant. 

This is funny, and is a proof of 
the ignorance-to which we have just 
pointed. 

In the first place, Métempsychosis 
is not the same as Transmigration, al
though of course a Theosciphist knows 
as well_as anyone else·thàt these wo.rds 
are wrongly considered by modern 
scholars to be interchangeable and 
synonymous in meaning. Secondly, 
Metenîpsychosis does not mean that 
the human soul passes into an animal 

or a plant, and we have set forth the 
reasori why, as weH as thé true mean
ing of • Metempsychosis, in preceding 
paragraphs; Iîkewise that ofTransmi-_ 
gration. 

This writer further continues: 

Till full investigation Óf Egyptian records 
put US in póssession of the facts; it was sups 

_ posed that the Egyptians bélievëd in Metëm~ 
psychosis, and Herodotus explicitly credits 
them. with: it. We now know that he was 
wrong. 

We now know nothing of the sort 
All that we do know is just what the 
authors of this book have previously 
pointed out, thatmodern scholars have 
not found ref erences to. this doctrine 
sculptured · on the monuments or 
painted on the papyri, and therefore 
say that it did not prevail in ancient 
Egypt, although thèy have the téstî
móny of Herodotus; one of the .grèat
est of the àncient. Greeks, who tells US 

explicitly and precisely to the con
trary; _and, as helived ämong the an
ciènt Egyptians and- had access to. as 
much of their knowledge, apparently, 
as he desfred to· have, his single .state:: 
ment is worth more than àll modern 
speculativè theory oh the subject. 

Herodotus lived in the·fifth century 
before-the accepted Christian era .. 

There is one othèr phase of this, the 
subject of the present and the preced
ing chapter,>which we ca:nnot pass over 
in silence, althoughwe havè dealt with 
the general idea in the chapter on Kar'.' 
man, whèn speaking of • Fatalism. 
Katherine Tingley in her book, The 
Gods:Await, page 163, has the follow-
ing observation: • 
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The invisible . .farces lying behind externàl 
Nature are.identical with-the invisible farces 
working through ourselves; and in both are 
many hidden things we have not discovered 
and do not understand. 

' ' 

The iatter ·part. of this extract is of 
course obviously true, and ref ers to the 
gerieral ktio~ledge o_f our own civiliza
tion. But the main point here is the 
siatemènt, _ which is perfectly true 
also, that the invisible forces in Nature 
are not merely identical with, but the 
fountain of, the ip.visible forces which 
work through and play through mari
kind. 
._ The supposition here, iat first blush, 

might be thought to be, by the rinthink
ing, that this makes man a mere mech
anism worked by wires pulled by in
visible agencies outside of man.· That • 
is not the idea at all. . How anyorie can 
deny an obvfous . truth is a. problem 
which we do not attempt to solve; but 
as man ·is an inseparable part of Na
ture, is its child, _is in Nature always·, 
can never leave it, it is obvious that the 
forces in Nature à.re the same as the 
forces in man - wherein, however, 
they are individualized instead of be
ing generaL 

The General Doctrine of Reimbodi- _ 
ment, as Theosopliy teaches it, is in no. 
sense of the word -Pr.edestination or 
Necessarianism, as these words, have 
be~n understood by the fatalistic theo.,. 
logians of certain phases of Christian
ity, wherein indeed may rightly be laid 
the charge of Fatalism. • 

If Fatalism means, as it does, that 
ail things in Nature, men therefore in
cluded, are but the creatures of an 

over-ruling Power which ~reatès souls 
only to predestine them eith«;!r to eter
nal weal or to • eternal woe, thèn . the 
charge of Fatalism certainly does not 
lie in the case of the Theosophists, who 

· positively. and emphatically repudiate 
• this horriblè idea. 

Lest our words be thought to be un
fair, we venture to quote ·-here Article 
XVII óî the Thirty~riine A-rticles of the 

• Episcopal Church of England, as they 
were laid down in• Converition assem~ 
bled in 1562-3, to wit: 

I>redestination to. Life is the· everlastfog. 
purpose of God, whereby (before the founda
tions of the world were laid) .he hath con
stantly decreed by hls counsel, secret to us, 
to deliver from curse and damµation those 
whom He hath chosen in Christ out of man
kirid, and to bring them by. Christ to everlast
ing salvation, as vessels made to honor. 

This seventeenth Article is mild. in 
its tone and doctrine as compared with 
the Doctrine of Reprobation of the 
Westminster • Confession of Faith, 
which also was formulated at ·west
minster by a Convocation of Eng
lish Divines during the period 1643-
1649. It should be remembered that 
Reprobation . is a technica! term in 
Christian theology, andmeans the doc
trine that "God has predestined some. 
to everlasting death." This Westmin
ster • Confession of Faith was largely 
drawn up by clergymen of the Angli
can Communion having strong Calvin
istic leanings, and' in its Article III, 3, 
4, we find the following: 

By the decree of God, for the manifesta
tion of his glory, some men and angels are 
predestinated unto everlasting life, and others 
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foreordained to everlasting death. These 
angels and men, thus predestinated and fore
ordained,, are particularly and unchangeably 
designed ; and their number is so certain and 
definite that it cannot be either increased or 
diminished. 

If this be not Fatalism according to 
every meaning that the word holds in 
common and theological and philoso
phical language, it would be interesting 
to know just what it does mean, 
N othing of this sort was ever taught i.n 
ancient times when the great Myster
ies of ~ntiquity prèvailed, which 
taughtmen notmerely how to live but 
also taught them the secrets of univer
s·a1 Nature, and therefore qf man'sin
terior èonstitution and being; nor · is 
Fatalisrri, in any sense of the word, or 
on any grounds whatsoever, or in any 
possible construction, taught in Theo
sophy or endorsed by Theosophists. 

We do not use the language we have 
here employed with any desire to cast 
unkind slurs upon the beliefs of other 
nien. We venture to point out only the 
truth that while öur teaching of Kar-

• ' . • . . . 

man, as expressed for. instance in the 
woi:-kings of the gen.era! operation of 
Reimbodiment, means indeed · an end
less chain of causation, this chain of 
catisation is one which lies in the na
ture of the e~olving enfüy himself or 
itself, and for which that entity is sole
ly responsible. 

This is merely common sense, and it 
-is suffident to turn to the emphatic 
teaching of free will or of the free and 
unimpeded will in the flow of the 
stream óf consciousness arising from 
the fountain-head in man's Inner God, 
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to show-how vasdy different and more 
merciful as well as how truly religious ' • • ' . 
and philosophical, • • the Theosophical 
teaching is. 

Such then, as the thoughtscontained 
in the paragrapbs of this and of the 
preceding chapter show ûs, is the real 
meaning of the Genera! Doctrin~ of 
Reimbodiment;··· and it remains with 
the reader or student of our mystica! 
Theosophical philosöphy to draw the 
necessary conclusions, whic_h doubt
less he is quite capable of doing, for the 
principl~s upon which • our • teachings 
rest are in aii cases easily undérstood. • 

How it could ever be argued, as has 
in a certain case been argue,d by super~ 
ficial critics of an atrabilious turn. of 
mind, that H. P. Blavatsky eifüer .in
vented her. teachings, or plagiarized 
them fiom the hooks treating of ari
cient religions and philosophies, }s an~ 
other notion which passes comprehen
sion. Any competent student will 
readily see, from what has been given 
in this book; that .while all o.ur Theo
sophical doctrines may be found here 
and thère inthe variöus andent litera
tures, not öne of these lîteratures con
tains à completely systematiè fonnüla
tion ofTheosophy as H. P. Blavatsky 
gave it to the world, and it'is precisely 
in this systematic•formulationthat we 
see th.e marvelous strength of her in~ 
tellect and Îhe penetrating . power of 
her spiritual intuition. Inäeed, ·we sèe 
far more than these move'ments of her 
soul: we see the ëff ect of the teaching~ 
received from others grèater than she; 
of whom she was the Motithpiece and 
Messeng~r to the modern world. • 
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Aside from this, the address by M. 
·PapJs on the seal of the Theosophical 
Societr is admirable; and the learning 
he displays is very remarkable. The 

members of our Brotherhood owe him 
sincere • thanks for expfanations as 
clear and just as they are interesting. 

London; March 1889. 

H. P. BLAVATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
KATHERINE TiNGLEY and G. DE PuRUCKER, M. A. 1 D. LITT. 

PART THREE: BIOGRAPHIC AND GENERAL 

CHAPTER XX 

«There is a road, steep and thorny, beset with perils of every kind'- hut yet a road; 
and it leads to the heart ofthe Universe. I can teil you how to fmd Those who·will show 

• you the secret gatewày that leads inward only, and doses fast behind the neophytè for, 
evermore. Thereis no danger that dauntless courage_ cannot conquer. There is no trial 
.that spotless purity cannot pass through. There is no difficulty that strong intellect can
not surmount. .For those who win onwards, there is reward past all telling: the power 
to bless and serve humanity. For those who fail, -there are other Jives in which success 
i:nay come."-:--H. P. B_LAVATSKY 

T HE beautiful quotati~ntake~ from 
. H. P. ·mavatsky w1th wJ:üch we 

preface •• this chapter, gives us, as it 
were, a direct . insight into a part, a 
most beautiful part indeed, of the soul 
of H. P; Blavatsky, the Great Theoso
phist. . 
. • As preceding chapters have already 
set forth in various places, this book is 
a biography of the soul of H. P. Bla
vatsky rather than a mere sketch
outline of different historica! everits in . ' , ' ' '• 

her life. Thesé latter; ho wever, seem to 
fall into their proper .places, .as the 
mere resultants of the soul-forces which 
played through thè Greàt Theosophist 
during the course of her· life, and her 
life's work;· and the resultants of such 
soul-forces indeed they wer~. • 

Thè autho:çs of this book f eel there
. fore that • sufficient emphasis has al-

ready been laid 1 in what häs already 
been said, upon the dominating factors 
of H. P. Blavatsky's character. It 
could hai:dly be expected that the soul 
-of any ,human being could be photo
graphed and printed for public înspec
tion, or for the astonishment of the 
merely curious critic under whose eyes 
such psychological photographs might 
fall. 

Such a psychological photograph it 
was not the intention of.· this book to 
set forth. • Our attempt has been rather 

. to call attention to the great motivating 
energies of a spiritual and intelleçtual, 
as well as of a psychological, character, 
which made the lif e and career of the 
last public Messenger to the world of 
the Association of great Sages and 
Seers. • 

This having been clone as fully as it 
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was possible to do it under the difficult 
circumstances of exposition which the 
subject naturally involves, there re
mains only for the completion of the 
picture to undertake an outline of what 
we may call the events and incidents 
thàt furnish the bistory of the physical 
personality, known to the world as H. 
P. Blavatsky, which was the name that 
this great Soul bore in her last incarna
tion among us. 
• To those who know her only by the 

faint voice of rumor, such events and 
facts will enable them to put the com
plex pieces of the wónderful story of 
her life into their • proper. places, • and 
will better enable the reader. to äppre
ciate the motives and causes originat
ing in her soul and underlying her pub
lic work before and af ter she arrived in 
the city of New York on July 7, 1873. 

As has already been pointed out in 
the Preface to this book, Helena Pe
trovna Blavatsky was börn at Ekateri
noslav, Southern Russia, on July 31, 
1831 (by the Russian calendar, • but 
At~gust 12 by the J ulian oi: accepted 
calendar). .. She was of German and 
Russian des~ent, her father being the 
living representative of an old and 
ncible. • German family, originally of 
Mecklenburg, but settled in the Rus
sian Empire. . Her family name was 
vön Hahn. Her father, Colonel Hahn, • 
married Helena Fadeyef, the daughter 
of Privy-Cóuncilor ·Andrew Fàdeyef 
and of the Princess Helena Dolgoruky. 
Her grandfather was General Alexis 
Hahn von Rottei1stern Hahn·. 

An early TheosÖphical writer, Mr. 
A.P. Sinnett, composed a.fragmentary 

literary sketch about H. P. Blavatsky, 
containing parts of her life and inci-

. dents that werè alleged to have hap
pened in connexion with her personàl
ity, and this bóok Mr. Sinnett calleçl 
lncidents in the Life of H. P; Blavat
sky. This was a bciok which professed 

• to be a brief history of her childhood 
and· youth, and so far as this writer 
drew his facts from family records and 
from his correspondence with then liv
ing members of her family circle; his. 
work contains a certairt amount of 
truth. 

Yet it is perhaps only fair to the 
readers of óur own book, to say that 
while.Mr. Sinriett perhaps did his best 
iri giving his time and patience to pre
paring that volume, therè is not a little 
init which smacks toó much altogether 
of the nature of legendary: matèrial. 
For this perhaps Mr. Sinnëtt is not 
wholly to blame, unless it be that he 
did not exercise sufficiënt judgment in 
using his ~ditorial pencil. Hè ·printed 
what he receive_d by way of correspond-

• ence from the then living relatives of 
the Great Theosophist; . and thesè re
latives, as the facts of her life more or 
less abundàntly show, never rèally un
derstood the strange personality of 
H. P. Blavatsky; and of course still 
less did ~hey comprehend the reniark
able spiritual-mystical character of'the 
girl~child who was bom and grew up 
to youilg womanhood iri their midst. 

Besides, everybody knows, dóubt
less, how events change.in outline as 
the years fly by, so that unless the 
greatest care and judgment are exei:
cised, the recollections of one's own. 
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childhood, · or of • the childhood of 
others of. our. own famHy, .take. on. new 
.and shifting lineaments .. Events as
sume distorted phases in memory, and 
even familiar surroundings undergo 
curious psychological modifications, ,às 
the eye roams over the fields of remi
niscehce. 

Sinnettis book is the only one that 
has been written, up • to the present 
time, with pretentions, however slight, 
to any accurate statement of the early. 
life and subsequent .. history of the 
Great Theosophist; but, as a matter 
of fact, his book is such that the Great 
Theosophist herself could hardly have 
read it or received it with any feeling . 
thàt if was a correct biographical his
tory of herself. Certainly it is deplor
ably • fragmentary, sketchy, and -incom
plete. 
• . Printed in 1886, some five years be
for.e the Passing of the Great Theoso
phist, we can only f eelthat the almost 
utter silence with which H. P. Blavat
sky treated this work, is proof enough 
of her öwn personal feeling of its char
acter and quality; and of its lack of 
value as án authentic and fully reliable 
history of even her physical person
ality. 
• It is not ~nough for an au.thor to at

tempt to secure • accuracy and merely 
strive for fidelity to. truth, because the 
world is f uil of pèoplè who attempt to 
do the same things, and who produce 
nothing ofreal worth. The reason lies 
in the existence of mental biases in one 
direction or another, which prevent or 
forestall the giving of a picture to the 
world which is woi:'th while. 

·Mr. Sinnett had· an . overmastering 
love of the niarvelous, indeed often of 
the weird and uncanny, and .if things 
did not shape themselves along .. the 
lines of his .own mental leaning:, they 
wère to him by so much matters of in~ 
ferior interest.· This prevented him 
titterly from attaining the lof tiness of 
philosophk calm which any true his-

t torian should first of all cultivate, and 
likewise prevented him from feeling 
the working of the psychological in
fluences, not merely of his own mind, 
hut of those with whom he was in cor~ 
respondence in his search for füerary 
biographical material. 

Genera! Fadeyef, uncle of H. P. Bla
vatsky, wrote as follows about his great 
niece in 1881. This gentleman was at 
that time • holding the high office of 
Joint Secretary of State in the Home
Department at Petersburg: 

(H. P. Blavatsky) is, from her fathèr's 
sidè, the dàughter of Colonei' Peter Hahn, and 
granddaughter of General Alexis Hahn von 
Rottenstern Hahn (a noble family of Meck
lenburg, Germany, settled in Russia), and she 
is, from her rriothcr's side, the daughter of 
Helena fadeyef, and granddaughter of Privy
Councillor Andrew Fadeyef, and of the Prin
cess Helena Dolgoruky. She is the wido~ of 
the Councillor of State, Nicephore Blavatsky, 
late Vice-Governor of the Province·. of Eri
van, Caucasus. 

The family of von Hahn is well 
known in Germany, and also in Russia. 
The male members of that family hold 
the title of count and belonged, as we 
have already said, to an old Mecklen
burg stock. H. P: Blavatsky's grand
father was a cöûsin of Countess Ida 
Hahn-Hahn, ,who.was an authoress of 
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some fame. Af ter settling in Russia, 
he enteredthe military life1 and died a 
full . genera!. He married. a countess 
Proebstein, who, after his death, mar
ried en secondes noces.Nikolas Wassil
chikof, the brotherof the prince of-that 
name. 

• H. P; Blavatsky's own father left 
the Russian military· service with the 
rank of colonel after the death of his 
first wife, who was born H. Fadeyef, 
and who achieved a certain literary 
fame in Russia between 1830 and 1840 
under the pseudonym, Zenaida R., and 
who.died at the early age of twenty
five, ha ving produced about a dozen ro
mances in that short period of time. 

In 1846, Colonel Hahn, H. P. Bla
vatsky's father, mai-ried a second time, 
a Baroness von Lange. Of this mar
riage there was issue a daughter re
ferred to by H. P. Blavatsky's sister, 
Mme. Jelihovsky, as "little Lisa." 

On the distaff-~ide, H. P; Blavatsky 
was the granddaughter of Princess Dol
goruky, and the older lip.e of the Dol-, 
gornky fainily became extinct when 
this lady died. It is thus apparent that 
H. P. Blavatsky's ap.cestors on the ma
ternal or distaff-side, helonged to some 
of the.most famous and oldest fl.lmilies 
of the Russian Empire. They were 
the direct descendants of the Grand 
Duke Rurik, the first ruler called to 
govern Russia. 

It may be interesting to note in pass
ing that several ladies of that family 
belonged to the Imperia! House, be7 
coming empresses by marriage: a 
Princess Maria Nikitishna Dolgoruky 
màrried the grandfather of Peter the 

Great, who. was the Tsar Mikhail, Fe
dorovich, the first reigning Romanoff; 
another lady of thè same family, Prin
cess Catherine Alexeyevna was just 
about to marry the Tsar Peter II, when 
he suddenly die·d. 

H. P. Blavatsky's aunt writes as fol
lows of the childhood of the woman 
who was so little understood even by 
her own . famHy. • This aunt knew her 
during a long course of years, and un
questionably loved H. P. Blavatsky 
deeply. She says: 

We who know H. P. Blavatsky well, we 
who know her now in age, can speak of her· 
with authority, not nierèly from idle report. 
From her earliest childhood she was unlike 
any other person. Very lively and highly 
gifted, full. of humor and most remarkable 
daring; she struck èveryone with astonish
ment by her . . . determined actions. Thus, 
in her earliest youth, and hardly married, she 
disposed of herself in an angry mood, aban
doning her. country,· without the knowledge 
of her relatives or husband, who, unfortunate~ 
ly, was a man in every way unsuited to her, 
and more than thrice her age. Those who 

• have known her from her childhood would'-,
had they been bom thirty years later -.have 
also known tliat it was c1 fatal mistake to re
gard her and treat her as they would any other 
child .. : . All this .... ought to have warned 
her· friends that she was an. exceptional crea
ture, to be dealt with and controlleci by means 
as exceptional. . . . She would submit to no 
sham respect for, or fear of public opinion. 
She would ride at fifteen, as she had at ten, 
any Cös~ack horse, on a. man's saddle. She 
would bow to no one; as she wÓuld recede be
fore no prejudice or established convention
ality. 

Helena von Hahn (H. P. Blavat~ 
sky), rilarried in 1848 the elderly 
gentleman whosè name she ever af ter-
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wards bore. She was then .but seven
teen years old; and; as said above, 
General Blavatsky was more. tha_n 
three times that. 

Madame [Blavatsky] herself bèlieved thàt 
he was nearer seventy than sixty. He was 
himself reluctant _to acknowledge to more 
than about 'fif ty. • 

Her à.unt describes the events that 
led to this marriage in rather graphic 
and pictu~esque language, which it is 
uhnecessaryto repeat here, hut in lan
guage which shows c:learly. that· this 
marriage was a mere matter of f c:irm 
which the young gid hardly under
stood themeaning of. When she did 
understand it, accordiilgto her aunt's 
statement-

forthwith she deter~ined to take the law and 
her. foture · lifè into her own hands, and she 
left her 'husband' forever without giving him 
any oppcirtunity to ever even think of her as 
kis wife. • 

.Thus Mme. Blavatsky abàndoned her coun
try at seventeen, and pàssed ten lorig years 
in strange ·and out-of0 the-way places, in Cen
tral Asia, India, South America, Africa,·,and 
Eastern Europé. 

The exact date of -the marriage 
which R P. Blavatsky thus contracted 
with Genera! Blavatsky, was the 7th 
of•. July, '!848. After some three 
months, and in consequênce of her 
fam:ily council's decision, H. P. Bla:vat
sky was to have gone to her fathér. 
Although married by law, she was not 
a wife in any;other thari'a legal sense. 
Instead, however, of going to her fath~ 
er, H. P. Blavatsky started on that 
long course of travêl in far~away lands, 
which finally culminated, af ter a long 

period spent. at home in Russia, with 
her arrival in New York City, on July 
7, 1873. 

• Iris a.rather curious andinteresting 
thin~ to note that the month of JÛly 
seems to have been marked by nearly 
all the most important events and inci
dents in the lif e of the Great The~so
phist. • From data gathered. from her 

. family by a number of interested Theo-. 
sophists, hefore and af ter the passing 
9f H. P. Blavatsky, it appeais that her 
1;el~tives living at Tiflis had lost all 
trace of her. from the time .when the 
• servants at Kertch reported her disap
pea:rance. She herself, however, com
municated by private correspondence 
with her father, and bis consènt was 
secured to her program of . foreign 
travel. 

Colonel Hahn supplied his daughter 
with.money for this purpose, and kept 
strictly private her counsel as regards 
her movements hither and yon. Some 
ten years passed before she again saw 
her relatives, and during this period of 
time, her desire for tra vel took her to 
very many parts of the world, both of 
the Orient and of the Occident. 

Her aunt wrote as follows: 

For the first eight years, she gave her moth
er's family no sign of lif e, for fear of being 
traced by her legitimaté 'lord and master.' 
Her. father aione kriew of her whereabouts. 
Knowing, however, that he would never pre
vail upon her to return home, he acquiesced 
in her absence, and supplied her with money 
whenever she carne to ·places where it could 
safely reach her. r 

It was during the course of these 
travels that H. P. Blavatsky visited 
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Canada,the UnitedStates,Mexico, In~ 
dia, Tibet, different parts of Europe, 
Africa, Asia Minor, and the couritries 
around the Inner Sea, including Egypt 
as well as other places in the farther 
east; bes1des India and Tibet, 

N aturally the name of this wander
ing girl • bêi::ame more or less known 
through the interniediary knowledge 
of Russians and others whom she met 
during the course of her travels; and as 
is usual, the eagerness of the ubiqui
tous gossip was the cause, in sonie in
stances, of rather weird and indeed im
possi~le • tales being spread around 
about her and her movements. Her 
aunt wrote again on this point as 
follows: 

Faint rumors reached her friends of her 
having been met in Japan, China, Constanti
nople, and the Far East. She passed through 
Europe sevèral times, but never lived ·in it. 
Her friends therefore were as much surprised 
as pained to read, years afterwards, fragments 
frorri. her supposed biography, which. spoke of 
her as the person well known in the high lij e 
as well as the low of Vienna; Berlin, Warsaw, 
and Paris; and· mixed her name ·with events 
ànd anecdotes whose scene wasJaid ii:J. these 
cities, at värious epo~hs, when our. friends 
had every possible proof of her being Jar 
away. from Europe; These anecdotes • refer 
to her indifferently . under the several Chris
tian names of Julie, Nathalie, etc., which were 
those Ï:eally of other persons of the same sur
name;. and. attributed to her various extravaa 
gant ad ventures. Thus the N eue Freie Presse 
spoke.of Mme, Heloise (?) Blavatsky, a non
existing" personage, who had joiried the Black 
Hussars,- Les Hussars de la Mort,...,... during 
the Hungarian Rèvolution, her · sex being 
fouhd out only in 1849. 

. Other tal es equally foolish and base
Iess were circulated about her at differ-

ent times. One might almost thirik 
that .her name had become a· sort of 
peg on which idle journalists, seeking 
a catchy tale, might harig modern 
Münchhausen stories of • adventure. 
Her aunt èoritinues: • 

Another journal of Paris narrated the story 
of Mme. Blavatsky, 'a Pole from the Cauca
sus' (?), a supposed relative ofBaron Hahn 
Lemberg, who, afte~ taking an a.ctive .part in 
the_ Polish Revolutio11 of 1863 (durtng th~ 
whole of which time Mme'. H. P. Blavatsky 
was quietly living wi& het relatives at Tiflis) 
was compelled from lack of means; to . serve 
as a female waiter in a restaurant du Fau
bourg St~-Antoine. 

A number of other infamous stories, 
in addition to what H. P. Blavatsky's 
aunt wrote above, were woven around 
the more or less vague and mythical 
personality of a woman alleged to have 
been called Blavàtsky. • 

Ten long years were thus spent in 
foreign tra vel, às bas already b~eQ riien
tioned in a prevfous paragraph, At 
the· end ofthis period of time, th:-it is 
to say,in the year 1858, H. P. Blavat
sky rejoined her family"in the midst 
of a family wedding-party' at Pskoff, 
in the north-westof Russia, about one 
hundred and eighty iniles from St. Pet~ 
ersburg." This event is graphicallyde~ 
scribed by Mme; Vera J elihovsky, 
H. P. Blavatsky's sister, in the coutse 
of the numerous "Personal and Family 
Reminiscences," originally published 
anonyrriÓusly in Russfan. Mme. Vera 
Jelihovsky was then (1858rMme. 
Yahontoff; the name of her first hus
band who had <lied only a 'short time 
before the return of H; P. Blavatsky 
to Russia in 1858. Mme. Yahontoff 
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was at the time stayirig at Pskóff with 
Gener al N; A. :Yahontoff, the father of 
her late husband, who. was the maré
chàl de noblesse of that district. The 
wedding party was· that of her sister
in-law, and Colonel ·-yon Hahn, the 
father of both Mme. Yahontoff and of . 
:ÈI. P. Blavéj.tsky, was one of the guests. 

Mme. Jelihovsky writes about H._ P. 
Blavatsky's return as follows: 

They were. all sittlng at supper, carriages 
Ioáded with guests were arriving one after 
the other and th·e hall-beU kept ringing with
out 'irtte~uption. At the. moment . wheri. the 
bridegrÓom's best men arosè with glasses of 
chajp.p_agne in their _ hands to proclaim their 
good wishes for the happy couple - a solemn 
moment in Russia ..,....·the ·bell was again rung 
impatiently. Mme. Yahontoff, Mme. Bla
v~tsky's sister; moved _ by an irresistible im
pulse, and notwithstanding that -the hall was 
full of servants, jumped up Jrom her place at· 
the table, and ,to the am.usement of all, rushed 
hei:self to open the door .. She feit convinced, 
she said afterwards, though why she could not 
tell, that it was her long lost sister. • 

·For the informatioµ of the reader of 
the present book, it mày be s.tated in 
passing that MnÏe.Verà de Jelihovsky, 
H .. P. l3la:vatsky's sister, _was one with 
whoin R P. Blavatsky had had from 
early childhood, relations of close inti
macy and <leep aff ection. To the end, 
Mme~ cie-Jelihovsky stayed loyally by 
her great sister, in later years in parti~ 
cular,when Mme. de Blavatsky was so 
virulently attacke_d by the succèssion. 
of critics of herself and her work, such 
as Home the medium, and Hodgson of 
Psychicál Research 'fame' ! 

• _Mme .. de Jelihovsky, like her far • 
gieáfor sister, was blessed with a very 

.. • ' 

facil~ and lively pen, which she used 
vvith telling effect in rebutting and dis
proving the· outrageous slanders and 
libels that were circulated against H: P. 
Blavatsky's reputation during the fmal 
years of the Great Theosophist's -last 
incarnation, and -indeèd af ter her 
death. It is these authentic reëords, 
written by .Mme. de Jelihovsky, of 
H. P. Blavatsky's early Hfe and doings 
and charaçter, which provide the later 
historian with many interesting cate
gories of facts and circumstances that 
lie to --hand, as regards the lif e, and in -
some respects, as regards the Mystery, 
of II. P. Blavatsky. 

It is of course perf ectly true, that 
Mme. de Jelihovsky was a Christian, a. 
fact which she not only openly admits, 
but herself frequently refers to as one 
of the reasons why, in earlier years, she 
so sadly misunderstood her great sis
ter Helena Petrovna; but with a frarik
ness that d9es great credit to her mind 
and heart, Mme. -de J elihovsky later 
admits_ that as time passed, an·d she 
grew to understand her sister better, 
she reformed most of the early opin
ions by which she had been govern~d .. 

One of these mistaken opinions con~ 
cerning H. P. Blavatsky, as held_ by 
Mme. de Jelihovsky in common with 
other members of H. P. Blavatsky's 
family, was the notion that H. P. Bla
vatsky was a 'medium' in the modern 
spiritistic sense of the word - an idea 
which H. P. Blavatsk.y always posi:
tively and very forcibly denied. 

Mme. de Jelihovsky, in answer toa 
query by a: Theosophist years later on 
this very question, once wrote: 
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I remember that when addressed -às a m_e
dium' she (Mme. Blavatsky) .• used to laugh 
and assure us. she was no medium, but only 
mediator between mó,rtals and beings we kriow 
nothirig about; but l could not understand 
the.· differerice, • 

,~hich was something not .at all to be 
~ondered at, for Mme. de Jelihövsky 
at that time knewnothing of the nature 
of the forces inherent or latent in the 
human psychological economy, and 
still less of Theosophy as a majestic 
system of natura! Truth. 

The importance of all thi,s lies in the 
fact that despite the stringent efforts · 
of thè critics of the Greal Theosophist 
H. P. Blavatsky, to show that she was 
"~nly a medium," and that "Mme. Bla
vatsky started the Theosophical So
ciety when she fell out with the spirit, 
ists. somewhere about 1874,- having 
been before that time just a plain spir
itist " as olie foolish critic alleges -' • .. 

the abovè extract from Mme. de Jeli~ 
hovsky, in addition to other testimony 
that has been cited, shows clearly that 
at that early.date, 1858, therefore sîx
teen year_s before H. ~--~l_c,l\:'.a.t~k)\be
gan publicly to anno_urttê. lier sublime 
Thebsophièal missionto the world, she 
à.lready vigotously had repudiated the 
ascription of her powf:!rs to· 'medium
ship/ and had refused to be cálled a 
'spiritist' in the sense in which that 
word· is commonly taken, and had 
stated. as clearly as she then dated 
openly to do,. that she was the inter
mediary or Mediator between "beings . 
w~ know nothing about,.'' and Jhe 
world of ordinary men .. N othing could 
.be more valuable in the way of evi-

dence, coming as it ,does from so early 
a date, and from a rriemberof het own 
family, hër sister Mme. Vera de J eli
hovsky. -·· 

It is of course true that H. P. Blà". 
vatsky, with the clarity of ~xpression 
that was so characteristic a mark of her 
genius, frequently. spoke of herself as. 
a 'Spiritualist' during the years of her 
public wor~ in America; and also ex
plained the meaning of that term as 
used by hef: a meaning of course which 
holds as good today as it did then, and 
which every edticated and well-read 
Theosophist. understands perfectly. A · 
'Spiritualist,' propèrly speaking, is one 
who holds an opiniêm regarding the na-

• . . • ' •· ... fore of the Universe and mans mv1s1-
ble constitµtion,. diametrically oppo
site to that held by· the 'Materialist'; 
and in this serise of the word èveryone . 
who is not a materiálist, and. who _be
lieves that the Universeis governed 
from within oütwàtds by cosmic pow~ 
ers of a spiritual character, and that 
there are spiritual and invisible wörlds 
and realms·'and universes bebind and 
withiri otir ptësent phy'sical univ~rse, 
is' a Spiritualist 

It may interest· the reader also to 
read the following quotation from a 
letter written by H. P. Blavatsky her
self to a inember of her family. This 
letter was written iri 1877; and the ex-

• • ·. . . 

tract is as follows : 

What kind of Spiritist can you see in, or 
make of me, pray? .Ifl have worked to join 
the Tlieosophical Society, in. alliance off_en
sive and defensive, with the Arya ·Samaj. of 
India (of which we are now formirig a section 
. within. thè parent ,Theosophicál Söc!èty ), . it is 
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becaus~ in _India_ all the Brahm.ans, whether 
orthodox pr otl~erwise, are terribly against 
the. Bhoots,. the mediu~s, or any necromant_ic 
evoèati~ns or dealings with the deadin any 
way or shape. That we have established our 
S~ciety in order to ëomba(under the bariner 
of-Truth and Scienèe, . every kind of super
stitious _and preconceiv:ed hobbies. That we 
mean to fight the prejudices of the Skeptics 
a; . wen" ~s the abuse of power of the. false 
próphèts, áritierit or modern, tö put do~n the 
high -priests, the Calchases, with their false 
Jupiterian thuriders and to show certairi fal
lacies • of the . Spiritists. If . we are anything, 
we are Spiritualists, only not on the modern 
Americanfashion, hut on that of ancient Alex
arîdria, ~vith its Theodidaktoi, Hypatias, and 

_· Porphyrys. . . . • • • • 

', It would b~ e~ceedingly difficult t~ 
find a more telling, comprehensive, and 
• co01plete ,.repudiation . of the . chàrge 
. thatshewas a 'Spiritist' or in any sense 
of .the word a spiritistic mediÜm ... In~ 
tiëed, the bull-headed obstinacy with 
which .c_:ertain qnes of her critics but! 
at. the fo_rmidable array. of facts dis
provipg--the charge 'of. mediumship. in 
H. P. Blavatsky, and the quite similar 

\ ·.•· :. ,·: .•. J.. . • 

obstinacy with which they hold to .their. 
th.eofi~s, and pµl>Üsh tp.em broadcast 
ev~n .occasionally at thi~ .. late date, 
for~, on_e of the most interesting, be
causè most .èurious, problems _in per,
sorial.psychology that the aµthors. of 
th1s book' . know of.. These critics 
seemëd to.piefer to ac~ept the invented 
lil;>els ancl. slanders 9f discharged. em
ployees, such as the CöÜlombs-hus
bartd and wif e - 011 whose monqtrous 
calumnies the main.porticmof all sÜb
seque11t defamation of the Great Theo
sophist is basecl; or youthful .and ego
i,stic ineptituçles such ·a.s. those pe~pe-

trated by Hodgson t4e Echo, 9f Psy
chical Research fame; or the slanders 
of malignant romancers such as the 
Russian novelist. Soloyyoff. The ven~ 
om • and windy sophistries of:. these 
critics betray clearly the animus which 
they held against the Great Theoso~ 
phist and her teachings, her work and 
the object of her life. • 

Withou_t thorough exé!,mination, , or. 
with next to .none, . these people <1.è
cepted the envenomed dictá of a. Cole
man-,-- an avowed enemy of H. P. Bla
vatsky from a · time before the found
ing of the Tl;leosophical Society in 
1875, on account of certain caustic 
chastisements which this man's theo
des reg.arding 'spirits' had received 
from her pen --:-as to her aUeged 'pla
giarism,'- for use in their own efforts to 
detract; whereas. we venture to say 

. that no man in his senses, enjoying or.
dinary good critica! judgment, and pos
sessed of some knowledge of literature, 
would permit · himself to , follow any 
practices so obviously made to mis
lead, and which, logically pursued, end 
in the conclusion: that. everything is 
'plagiaris01' which is taken from an
other worlc If this be so, then nine-

. tent4s of theworld's literattire is 'pla
giarism.' More, for neatly everything 
thatH. P. Blavatsky wrote, she always 
gave proper creçlits; even if, as is also 
qÜit~:true,,she did not laboriously and 
unnecessarily ticket every line that she 
quoted with a ref erence to its .söqrce: 
H~r h~bit i~ writing, was to réfer one~; 
twicë, thrice, or even more often, duti 
ing. a discussion, to some .• writer ór 
writers - whom she was either ap-
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provingly quoting or criticizing; as the 
case may be; and if this is not giving 
credit, there is some meaning attached 
to tha:t word thàt • Emmette Coleman 
knew and no one else knows. 

If it is 'plágiarism' to quote from the 
wörld's religious • and philosophical lit
erature, showing where these .join with 
the Theosophical doctrines: if it is 'pla
giarism' to hold the same teachings as 
those of some other great system well 
enough known to schola:rs: then we 
must modify entirely our corn~eption of 
whàt plagiarism means, and give to it 
new aµd hithedo unusual senses recog
nised by nobody except by Coleman 
and his retinue of Echoes. 

Another one of the most interesting 
studies in human psychology, is the en
venomed persistency in fai.Ilt-finding 
with which the critics of H. P. Blavat
sky ref er to her possession of the un
questioned supernormal 'powers' that 
she had, and these critics apparently 
find it impossibleto see that H. P. Bla
vatsky never based her philosophy on 
the niere fact that she was able to pro~ 
duce phenoi;neni'!,l occurrences of-• any 
kind, as the hist0ry of her lif e shows. 

On the contrary, consistently she 
taught frmn the very beginning of her 
public and priv~te work, that such ab
normal manif~stations of the bidden 
powers of the liuman psychological~ 
vital economy, ,are by .no means pro9f 
of a saintly çh~r~cter, not öf a spidt'u
al evolution, for the very negro n1agi
dans of the African deserts aresaid to 
possess them in clegree; as well • as the 
Shamansand 'Medicine~Men' scHa:lled 
of various tribes. Such erroneous ideas 

are of course simply .explained as. the 
·outgrowth of -the-phenomena-worship 
which so deeply afflicted Occidèntàl 
civilizatiön at aboutthe time of H. P. 

. . . 

Blavatsky's .public work, and· which 
still prevails in the Occident to a very 
large extent. 

The Great Theosophist had insisted 
powerfully and from the beginning, 
thatjt isthe inner; spiritual, anddivine 
faculties and powers of the human be
ing- which -are to be .cultivàted, and 
which bring peace and wisdom•in their 
train.~ and they alone - as wèll _as 
knowledge of the nature ofthe Uni-_ 
verse. and of man: in other words,. the 
divine wisdom or· Theosophia of the 
ancients .. 

The great work ol H. P. Blavatsky 
vedly was never basèd on si.Ièh fümsy 
foundations as the fact that she was 
ableat times and_ at will to work 'won:--
ders,' so called; and to argue afterthfä 
fashion is simply to argue childishly, 
and it runs counter to a:11 the histoty 
of her life and teachings: Let it never 
be forgotten that the possession of 
such_ merely phenomenal powèrs, in it
self is no sign and no guarantee what
soever of the possession of high spiri
tual· wisdom: and· .. knowledge on ·•the 
part of thöse who have them. These 
powers have_ no value whats_oever be~ 
yo·nd their ·occasional utility in a good 
cause as a demonstration of latent 
energies or forces in the human psy-
chological cohstitutioiL _ • 

Prècisely the same is ·the case with 
every other power • material • and use~ 
fulto man. 

In: a certain sensë, identically the 
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same · i-emarks and the same· ni:nning 
commentary that We have just uttered 
may' be made upon the lif e and work 
.and so-called 'miracles' of Jesus the 
Christian Master. The so-called 'ar~ 
gument frommiracles,' so dear to some 
Christian· hearts, is not mèrely a kind 
of misplaced confidence: it is also ex
ceedingly fallacious; and in itself, as 
an argument, may be justly character
ized as absurd. No truly wise man 
• should ever place anY confidence in it 
as ,an argument, and the presumption 
is that the modern Christians, no less 

• than other peoples, would recognisethe 
truth pf this, for a common saying 
among. Christian· peoples of our fore~ 
bears used to be that the "Devil can 
work miracles as well as the angels." 
However; a:s it is just . these powers 
which the Great Theosophist did in
deëd actually posses~, that have been 
derided as fictitious in her case, or as 
fràud by her enemies, it is sufficient to 
call attention to the fact that her pos
session .of them has been proved too 
of ten, and by witnesses too thoroughly 
respectable, for the fact to be doubted. 
The possessión of such psychological 
powers is no proof what_soever of spîri~ 
tual fitness to hold the pósition of 
Leader and Teacher of the Theosophi
cal Society, for that idea fa absurd; 
and it is on record how H. P. Blavatsky 
in the later years of her life fervently 
gave thanks that the epoch in which 
such • manifestations might prove. use
ful in attracting the. eyes of the· men 
of • her time- to her mission, had at 
length passed, as indeed it had. 

• The finest and ,the best energies of 

real and true Theosophists have al
ways been directed • towards spiritual 
and intellectual aims, which à.re the 
real end and pm;pose of the Theosophi
cal Movement. In these aims there is 
endless content, ever-widening hori
zons of knowledge, ever-increasing wis
dom, and a growing realization of the 
digni ty of· man : , these:, in their high est 
forms-approach supremejoy .. Nothing 
can equal the peace, indeed the bliss, 
given by spiritual development, and 
nothing probably can equai the sheer 
pleasure of noble intellectual activity: 
the. keenness of delightand the sense of 
expanding faculty that these noblest of 
human pursuits aff ord, are without 
parallels or equals, as all thinking men 
knöw. 

As concerns the· inner spiritual 
growth that takes place in the students 
• who loyally follow these Theosophical 
ideals and aims, we ca.n only say that 
they lead on to deeps of opening and 
broadening life, to vastspreàds.of de
veloping èonsciousness, that ·he w~o 
has not expèrienced,,ça,)Ü:riever know 
from a mere descriptiri~1Y • 

1 

Time, like distance; weaves its 
magie over humans as well as over 
things. Time .reduces all confusion to 
order, assuages the most painful of hû~ 
man sufferings, and brings forth out of 
trial the seeds of the ennobling fruits 
of victory. Truth, as cognised by hu
man beings, is the child of time; and 
Truth is what we Theosophists desfre. 
It is the supreme object of every true 
Theosophist, and those who know 
something of the great Founder of the 
Theosophical Sàciety, H. P. Blav'atsky, 
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will easily recognisè with what titanic 
scorn she would have greeted the sug
gestion that an.ything butTruth arid its 
disseminationwere the object and aim 
of her mission among men. 

Let us endeavor; then, to recognise 
the Grèat Theosophist just as she was: 
great-hearted, supremely unselfish, 
and devoted to the death to her Work: 

. incalculably great in. spirit an.tl· intel
lect, oblivious of all worldly considera-· 
.tions, with no thought for herself and 
all for her belöved Society: the Mès
senger sent by the Assoda6on of Greát 
Seers and Sages forthe Period in which 
she appeared .. What, in the nameof 

/. ._ 

holy Truth, could be greater homage 
to her than this? 

BROTHERHOOD IS A .PACT IN NATURE 
GERTRUDE W. VAN PELT, M.D., M. A. 

N A, TURE has many ways of.teach-
. ing her lessons.. If easy ,and 

.normal ones are. not accepted, then 
come those difficult and disagreeable, 
and finally, these being ignored, pages 
of horror·, of anguish, a11d unutteraple 
torture • follow and force home the 
truth, which in the beginning perhaps· 
was as plainly to be seen and as all per
vading as the clear blue sky. 

Nature is full of safety-valves to 
prevent soul-destructio11 ... · If need be, 
bodies and forms,,,niay;.;bë,:cr~shed un
der the inexorable wheèl of destiny, 
hut that which is their sustainer, that 
for which the universe exists, must be 
piloted safely through dangerous laby
rinths, throt1gh the river of death, yea, 
even through heil itself. 

Such reflexions as these come in.to 
the foreground af ter reviewing mental-
ly the world experiences since 1914 
arid thinking over that much abused 
though noble sentiment. of Patriotism. 
Through what fires must man pass to 
learn the true meaning of that word? 
Clearly the recent acme of horrors has 

not unmistakably revealed it to all. 
Must it ,then again be wdtten in letters 
of blood, deep into the common con-
sciousness? The thought is intoler
able and beyond worè:ls. 

There is a saying which has come 
down through the ag,es, protected • by 
the majesty of truth. At its back~ 
ground is a philosophy reaching. into 
the very roots of being ... · Infinite wis
dom has framedit arid brought it for
ward as thè epitome of itself. It is sat-

. urated with comp3:ssion and has been 
sung intó life by an invisible eb.oir 
which fills all space. Volumes could 

• not reveál its full import, hut the un
trammeled soul with unlimitedvision, 
sees it stretching into every corner of 
every world, and reads: BROTHERHOOD 
ISA FACT IN.NATURE. • 

Facts are stern things • and have the 

1 
strength of the universe • behind thèm. 
To ignore them or contest them isJ1ke
ly to be as successftÎl as an attemptto 
turn the earth from its orbiL 

Whatis this mu<;:h vaunted spirit of 
patriotism? . Does it truly come from 
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sented a dinosa:ur, extinct millions of. years. It aroused great contrb
vetsy, and the question is not settled; bufif the Dunfermline story is 
c~nfirmedit will add strength to-the Theösophical argument that·~an 
was livingages before the e~rliest bohe-:relic. yet found .• The 'dino-, 
satir' pictograph was illustrated and discussed in THE THEOSOPHICAL • 
PATH for November, 1925. 

H .. P. BLAVATSKY: THE MYSTERY 
. KATHERINE TINGLEY and G. DE PuRuèKER, M. A., n. LITT. 

' PART THREE: BIOGRAPHIC AND ·GENERAL •• 

CHAPTER XXI 

BETWEEN her return to her Russian home, as d~sctibed briefly 
in the last chapter, and her departure again in 1_867, H. P. Bla:. 

vatsky traveled-in Russia, spending propably the larger. part of this 
p~riod in the Caucasus, in Georgia, in Mingrelia, and in· other places. 

• Apparently during this period -of time there ·was. an interlrtde -
ther~ mayhave been more than one interlude - of foreign travel, as 
for. instance in 1863, when it appears that she passed some time in 
Italy; _arid pr.obably o·nce agaih in 1867, during which year the story 
is currènt that sliê was wounded at the battle of Mentana. As to this 
latter fact, the reader rriay believe what he pleases. At any rate, 
such is the story that)vas circtilated even during her lif etime, and as 
far as is known, it was rièver denied by her, which may be taken as 
corroboration of the story, or not, as the re~dér niay pleas~.Jit}]:;\1;~1 
years between 1867 and 1870 seem to.have been spent in the FafEäst, 
probably in India; at any rate, in 1870 it is known that she réturned 
from tlie Órient, passing through the Suez CanaJ, which had been 
o_pèned to traffic in thé'preèeding year: November; 1869. . •• .• • . 

She fook a Greef steamer at the Pir~eus, Creece, for Spezzia, hut 
this vessèl,. in part. loaded with guripowdér arid fireworks, blëw up, 
the catastrophe destroying the livés of most of its passengers. H: P. 
Blavatsky was among • those who •• were saved. • The· Greek gov-:
ernment provid~d for the castaways, and for:warded them to thèir 
rèspè_ctîve destinations. H: P .. Bla:vatsky took ship for Egypt, in 
which countryshe pàssed some time at this perfod, staying fo Alex-
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andria and Caïro until funds reached her from her home in Russia. 
On leaving Egypt she returned to Russia, passing on her way 

through J'alestine, visiting the ruins of Palmyra andother places in 
that historie lancJ. Towards the end of 18 72 she reappeared among 
her family at Odessa, arriving; as seemed customary with her, with
out warning of her approaching visit having been given by her to 
anyone . 

. Just what the mission of H. P. Blavatsky was, in passing this pe
.riod of time in Egypt, is not distinctly known. There are records, 
to a certain extent, of what she did, and we know somewhat of the ac
tivities in whieh she then temporarily engaged, èstablished as she was 
in the land of the ancient Pharaohs: in that land of archaie mystery, 
called even by the ancients of the Mediterranean countries the very 
home 'of 'Magie' in its original sense: in that land "sliadowy with 
wings." 

At any rate, it was while she was in Caïro that among the per
sons who sought her out was a woman known later, and probably then 
also known, as 'Madame Coulomb.' This woman was reported to 
have been attached "to the personnel of a small hotel at Caïro," at 
whieh hotel H. P. Blavatsky passed a c~rtain limited time; and from 
the records that were later brought forth, at the time of the trip to 
India by Mr. Hodgson of Psychieal Research connexion, it seems 
that Madame Coulomb was a womap. of small scruples and eccentric 
past. 

• At any rate, in later years, after this woman Coulomb and her 
husband had been given a home, shelter, food, clothing, and aid, 
through the kind-h~arted humanitarian instincts of H. P. Blavatsky, 
and after this shady couple had tumed against their benefactress, 
H. P. Blavats~y speaks of this couple with some indignation, as ap
pears in a letter written by H. P. Blavatsky to one of the_ members 
of the Theosophieal Society. In this lettèr H. P. fUavatsky based her 
statements upon the official records in Egypt that she had had. in
vestigated through diplomatie and consular aid and in this letter H. P. 
Blavatsky describes them as "fraudulent bankrupts who had de
camped on the sly at night, ànd had several times been in prison for 
slander." · 

_Coulomb .was a Frenchman. Madame Çöulomb was probably an 
Englishwoman, butthe rec,ords do not state the land of her birth. 
Itîs also possible thatshe_was French. At any rate, the extract from 
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H:·P. Blavatsky's letter just quoted, which was given to her torres~ 
pondent from information fufnishêd ·to. H. P. Bla.vatsky by·· foreign 
consuls in•Ca.iro, is sufficient to enable the reader fo form some judg..: 
ment of the character · of . these first anq · main soufces of the 
slanders and libels thàt later were dissemi~ated against the Great 
Theosophist. 

Coulomb, as was later ptoved, was a skilled carpenter and a haiidy 
ma.n with tools; while his wif e, the wretched Madame Coulomb, was 
declared, by those who knew her best, to 'be so ill-educated that 
"she è:ould not write grammaticälly a senterice of Englis4." (Sèe The 
Theosophist Magazine, July lS95, p~ge 605.) 

When the Coulombs ii:i after-years arrived in India, penniless and 
without means oflivelihood, H; P. Blavatsky, who then· w~ iri India 
after ha.ving founded the Theosophical Society in New York, took 
bothof themin, gave them shelter, f9od, clothing, and even positions· 
ofa kind in thethenyoung and struggling Theo~ophical Society. lt 
is true that these positions were merely of nomina! impörtance, hut it 
showed the nature: frank, open, and unsuspicious: of the Great Theo
sophist; for these two people, especially the woman, were serpents 
received into the bosom to bite, and by their evil breath to poison • the 
reputation of their benefactress. 

After the return of H. P. Blavatsky from Egypt in 1872, she 
passeda few months in. her homeland among het people, and then, 
during the early par tof 187 3, went on to Paris. Here she stayed with 
her cousin, M. Nicolas de Hahn; in the famous old street in the St.
Germain quarter, the Rue del'Uniyersité. H. P. Blavatsky seems. 
to have lhen passed some two mo11ths only în the Frènch capita( 

Such are the facts of H. P. Blavatsky's stayin the French capita! 
as given in one of the records çollected. In a letter written by a Dr. 
Marquette, apparently an American lady, who says thätshe saw H. P.· 
Blavatsky almost daily while she herself was in Paris, it is. stated that 
H. P; Blavatsky was staying with her brother M. de Hahn,:ïn a flaf 
( whaf the French call an appartement), in the rne du Palais. 

H. P. Blavatsky•; however, as the records sufficiently show, was 
at this time eager to gö to the United States, wheré sµe evidently knew 
thatthe real beginning of her Hfe-work was to be inaugtjráted. She 
herselltells us in a letter writtén to one óf the then important Theo
sophists in India, that she was·'sent' to America: ''Ah! if by some 
psychológical process you could be made to· see thè whole truth ! lf, 
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in a dream or vision, you could be made to see the panorama of the 
last ten years, from the first year at N evr York to the last at Adyar, 
you would be made happy and strong and just to the end of your life. 
I was sent to America on purpose." . (The Path. Magazine, March 
1896, page 369.) 

That this claim of having been sent to America in 1873 was not 
the fiction of after-years, as has been stated by certain ones of her de
tractors, is proved by the testimony of an outsider, one who was not 
a·Theosophist and who had met H. P. Blavatsky some time before 
the latter had started the Theosophical Movement publicly, and aJ" 
most immediately after H.P. ·Blavatsky's arrival in New York City 
on July 7, 1873. 

This witness is Miss Anna Ballard, a New York journalist well 
known in those days, and_ a life-member of the New York Press-Club. 
This lady had met H. P. Blavatsky in New York in the course-of het 
professional du ties. _ She found -the Great Theosophist living in a 
boarding-house, and learned that she had left Paris suddenly at one 
day's notice, and also that she had visited Tibet. 

This Miss Anna Ballard wrote the following letter to the then • 
President of the Theosophical Society, and it is here given in full: 

Adyar, 17th January, 1892. 

My acquaintanceship with Mme. Blavatsky dates even farther back than you 
suppose. I met her in July, 1873, at New York, not more than a week after she 
landed. I was then a reporter Ön the staff of_ the New York Sun, and had been 
detailed to write an article upon a Russian subject. In the cóurse of my search 
af ter facts, the arrival of this Russian lady was reported to me by a friend, and 
I called upon her; thus beginning an acquaintance that lasted several years. 

At our first interview ·she told me that she had had no idea of leaving Paris for 
America, until the very evening before she sailed, hut why she carne, or who 
hurried her off, she did not say. 

I remember perfectly well her saying, with an air of exultatfon: "I have been 
in Tibet.'' Why she should think_that a great matter, J:P.Ore remarkable than any 
other of her travels, in Egypt, Indi!l,, and other countries she told me about, I 
could not make out, hut she said it with special emphasis and animation. 

I now know, of course, what it means. -ANNA BALLARD. 

__ ~early five and one:-half years were spent in the United States by 
t~~-Great Theos<;>phist, extending from the date of her arrivalin New 
Yol'k in July, 1873, until the late autumn of 1878. During this,_in
tei-val she became a citizen .of the U nited States, taking out her natura
lization pape_rs 011 the 8th of July, 1878. 
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The evidence of the record shows abundaritly that' H. P. Blavat
sky bêgan ahnostimniediately the plan of campaign thatled to the 
formation of thëTheosophical Society in 1875. It was in 1874 that 
she first met with ColonelHenry Steele Olcott, who later became the 
first President of the TheosophicalSociety, and who, as long as the 
GreatTheosophist lived and could inspire and guide his rathererratic 
genius, did do good. work in the Theosophical Movement. 

This acquaintanceship began at a farm-house in Vermont at a 
place· called Chittenden, where the then famous Eddy brothers had 
their home. These young men had been attracting notice through 
the so~called 'spiritistic' phenomena that were at-that time produced 
by them. Olcott had gone there as correspondent of the New ·York 
Daily Graphic, accompanied by an artist on the staff.of the same peri
odical, in order to 'write up' the curious happenings at the Eddy home
stead. 

H. P. Blavatsky_ had also gone there for reasons of her own, which, 
in view ofwhat we know of her now, seem to be plain enough. This 
meeting with Okott, and the eyents that flowed forth from it, cul
minated • in the founding of the Theosophical Society in New York in 
1875, as above mentioned. 

Olcott had at first been skeptical of the spiritistic teachings and 
so-called phenoniena: then as much in love with them as he later be
carne in love with Theosophy under H. P. Blavatsky's tuition. 

During the years of her stay in America, H. P. Blavatsky was at 
diff~rent times in New York, in Philadelphia, and in other cities. At 
first she toók • a more or less vigorous part in the literary portion of 
whatwere then n~w branches of thought and speculation on recond.ite 
subjects of a psychological type, wrfüng ·constantly for papers, maga
zines, 'etc.; and, while endorsing and champio11ing every trutll. that 
seemed to her to need support, she was still quietly working, both by 
voice and with pen, towards the end that shekept constantly in view: 
the establishing-of the fundamental lines of the W ork that :was to suc
ceed this period of preparation and pioneering. 

In 1877 appeared her first great work: /sis Unveiled, which im
mediately aroused the most intense interest, and alrhost universa! 
praise. Some-time before this, more _.definitely andpositively than 
ever before, she . had begun to set forth a skeleton • view of her 
teachings: a lighCtouch 'here and: an àllusionthere in her literary 
labors showed the trend of-her thought arid the aim of her endeavors. 
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As in 18 7 5 the Theosophical Society· had been founded as the 
first step towards the end she had in mind, so in her / sis Unveiled, 
published in 18 7 7, she still more plainly outlined a number of the doc
trines which she held in the back of her mind, and which carne forth 
in full flower in the later years of her Theosophical work. • 

It would be entirely erroneous to suppose that the Theosophiéal 
Society sprang, like Minerva, full formed, and with all of its purposes 
declared in entirety, from the brain of the Great Theosophist. The 
reverse is true. As far as the Theosophical Society is concerned, 
which we must sharply distinguish from the teachings of Theosophy 
therilselves, it was distinctly an evolution, 3:s was ·ohly to be expected. 
lts original purpose, as that purpose is fotind printed in the first Con
stitution of the Society, issued under its authority, was somewhat 
curiotisly and quaintly worded as follows: 

To obtain knowledge of the nature and attributes of the Supreme Power and 
of the higher spirits by the aid of physical processes. In other words, thèy [the 
founders] hope, that by going deeper than modem science has hitherto done, into 
the esoterie philosophies of ancient times, they may be ènabled to óbtain; for 
themselves and otherinvestigators, proof of the existence of an 'Unseen Universe,' 
the nature of its inhabitants, if such there be, and the laws which govern them, 
and their relations with mankind. • 

Whatever may be the private opinions of its members, the Society has no dog
mas to enforce, no ,creed to disseminate. It is formedneither as. a Spiritualistic 
schism, nor to serve as the foe or friend of any sectarian or philosophic body. 
lts only ·axiom • is the omnipotence of Truth, its only creed á proféssfon of un
qualified devotion to its discovery and propagation. In considering the qualifica
tions of applicants for membership, it knows neither race, sex, color, .country, 
nor creèd .... 

The Theosophical Society, disclaiming all pretension to the possession of un
usual advantages, all selfish motives, all disposition to fos~er deception of any 
sort, all intent to wilfully and causelessly injure any established organization, 
invites the fraternal co-operation of such' as can realize the importance of its 
field of labor, and are in sympathy with the objects for which it has been or
ganized. (From Preamble and By-laws, November, 1875) 

Chapter Two of the By-~aws states: 

The objects of the Society .are to collect and diffuse a knowlt!~ge of the laws 
which govern the Universe. 

These objects as then announced, were practically identical with 
the objectsthat now underlie the work of TheTheosophical Society, 
although the present-day Theosophist finds a smile flickering over bis 
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face at ihè turious wording ofJhéJirst two lines ofthe extract qtioted abovê: - --- - -- . - -------- - --- -

To gain à-knowièdge of the natuîe and aÜributes of the Supreme PÖwer, and 
cif the high~rspi~ts by,the/aid ofphysical proé:esses.'. . ·. • 

- _-This.wo~ding.Illi~h{~pply to modern-day purely scientific studies 
and'·researclles, btit otherwise it is_ most signally misworded as pre'-
• sentingthe objects;of an inteUectualandspiritualmovement such as 
thè·Tll~osophical .Movement. This wording, as the reader may see 
for himself, was based u,ponthe definition of 'Theosophy' as given by 
Webster in his diètionary: "The attaining of superhuman knowledge 
by :physicalprocesses;" _Doubtless.it was to Ölcott, with his matter
of~fact mind, that this çuriously baroque and highly imperfect de'."" 
finition ·is. due. 
• I~ the later years of the Theosophical Movement; as·the list of 
the different By-Laws and Constitutions shows, when examinèd, this 
wording was droppèd as entirely inadequate and ·false-and very 
early in time, tóö --- in order: to emphasize . more_ strongly the in tel'."" 
lectuàl and spiritual aims through which the universa! scope of the 
Theosophical doctrines on the one hand, and the fraternal aims and 
aspeèts of the Theosophical Movement on -the other hand, were 
broughtprbminently lorwaril; wllere tlley .àave eversince stayed 

In a pamphlef priilted at Bombay,· soon af ter H. P. Blavatsky 
:tndûkott ha~ gonêtoindia, the_'pllysical' aspect.of the aims is quite 
,eco;ndáry, and the. Ótllers of a spiritual and-_ intellectual character 
overshadow it cómpletely. ,_i> . _ . __ 

We see then that so far as the Society in its publicly avowed ob'
jects is concerned, it underwenfa -real and -striking evolution in the 
manner of presenting _its object_s to tlie \rubli~, finally reaching the' 
point ofpresenfatioh whîch we Thè()sophists follow today and.which 
actually represents the undedyin,g and _sec;et thought in. the Great 
Theoáophist's ·mind-, even in those. early days. --_ This is only ._what 
,hould have been expected; it was.the natural thing to loÖk forward 
to; andof course this_ evolutioil or enlargement of understanding of 
the real aims. and hopes of -the Theosophical Movement; proceeded, 
pari passu,with:the gradual opening out of the vast storë·oftëachings 
and information; secret or esoterie, which thê Great Theösophist, 
EI. P .. Blavatsky, intime unfoldedto.the world. • -

.-I(wáscin December, 18 78, that H. ·P. Blavatsky, accompanied ·by. 
Cölonel Olcott;" proceeded to India, with whichcountry relations had 
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been established previously by corresponderice; and where·.the Great 
Theosophist was destined to spend several years engaged in vigorous 
literary activity; where, too, she was to meet again the Coulomb 
woman -. the instrument, if not the real cause, of the public and pri
vate attacks which were to be made upón her honor and good name 
in the middle eighties .. 

Great success ·attended the efforts of H. P. Blavatsky and the 
other workers in the Theosophical Movement in India; hut the pro" 
gress of the Society in that vast peninsula began to disturb those to 
whom the settled missionary interests belonged. It was reàlly foo·bad 
that this Russian woman, with her American satellite, should draw 
after herself crowds of the best educated and in many cases the most 
prominent people in the Peninsula; while they, the missionaries; 
af ter centuries of effort, had never achieved nearly as much. 

Anglo"Indians of high standing became interested in the Society 
and in its work. Prominent among these was Mr. A. ü .. Hume, c. B., 

late Secretary to the Government of India in the Agricultural De
partment; Mr. A.P. Sinnett, who wroteto Colonel Olcott within two 
weeks after the two Theosophists had landed in Bombay; and many 

• others, all of note in the political, military,. and social life of.India, 
such as Major-General Morgan and Mrs. Morgan. 

Now began that period of increase, and of public interest inpheno:.. 
menalistic occurrences which caused so much comment that it spread 
around the world and set the Iiëwspapers ofthree continents'talking; 
but which, too, sowed the seeds which ripenedinto the promised erop 
of troubles .. This again was only what was .to be expected: the so;,, 
called marvelous cannot be,touched upon p~blicly, npr public atten" 
tion drawn to it, without arousing at every turn hosts ·of the bitterest 
possible oppönents, and ill-informed critiçs whom it"fäkes.btit little 
to make over into enemies. 

However, such were the facts, and while some Theosophists of 
our .modern day may perhaps deplore the facts which theii were-. 
which however did indeed attract wide.,;spread public notke tö the 
great work going ón - yet the presumption · is that, taking. all things 
into corisideration, and· despite the erop . of· troubles .. that it later 
brought upon the young· Society, ·this phenomenalistic·period did 
work of its own kind for the general end. -in view. 

As long as .the GreatTheosophist, H. P; Blavatsky, was alive to 
bear the storm, to face the tempest,· and to take the corisequences 
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wholly untohersèlf in the age-old manner of the.Initiate-··· ànd above 
all tó. direcfthé • Sqciety with het ûnparalleled wisdom-. this period 
on the whole-probably did more goód than harm; 
•. On the 28th of June, 1880, the Coulombs, man and wife; arrived 
at Bombay from Ceylon, invited to come there by H. P. Blavatsky. 
Says a writer in The Theosophist, issue of July, 1895, page 605 :· 

They landed· alinost penniless. He had a box of tools, and each of thèm ·a 
fèw ràgs of clothing; It was settled tliat they shoi.Ild stop with us Until an em
ployment could be found for him, after which they were to go to housekeeping 
for themselves . . ;, . . 

But they did not do so; Théir. sticcession of failures to find work, 
and H. P. ·mavatsky's great:-hearted philanthropy, combined to re
sult in thei~ being Jtaken into the fainily,' as the above writer ex
presses it. How true the wisè old saw is that wehave no enemies so 
bitter as those whom we have overwhelnied with kindriess. 

Great wás the exèitement which centered arqund H. P. Blava,tsky 
and her writings and work in India in those days; many were the 
aspirihg souls who yearned to enter into direct personal communica
tion with the wonderful Seers and Sages of whom she taught; many 
wère the disappointed ones who could not, apparently, understand 
why sonie few should be favored, and they be lef t out in the cold, 
But sortie were indeed hig4ly favored, as the early Theosophical pub
lications-of that· time sufficie~tly set forth. 

·In· 1882, the 'headquarters' of the . Society were established in 
Madras on the eastefü coast; where the property originally called 
Huddleston's Garderis, a, property of not large size; had been pµr
chased for the -purposè. So great had beeri the interest and wonder 
aróused' by the tales of the strange doings of theTheosophists in 
India,-that a then newly organized Society, the "Society for Psychical 
Research," decided to send out to India an investigator in order to 
exa:rriine into the reported marvels centering around Mme. Blavatsky 
and the Theosophical- Headquarters there. 

Of course _it· was pure courtesy on the part of the Theosophical 
StaffatMadtas even to perinit such.an investigation; hut ït ·was will
ingly and gladly submitted to. -Every opportunity was given to thé 
envoy, a Mr ;:Richard-Hodgson: a young man still in his twenties, and 
ambitious·doubtless to-make a name! for himself: to see for himself, 
to exa:mine witnesses if he so would, arid to inspeèt the premises. 

But-before Mr. Hodgson had arrived in Madras, the Coulombs', 
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who had been exciting strnng adverse comment amortg Thec>sophists 
by their actions and ·speech; had been summarily discharged from the 
'headquarters' at Madras. They ( the Coulombs) had .also formed 
relations of some kind with representatives of the missionary body. 
The charges brought against the Coulombs by the Theosophists were 
extortion, blackmail, and others equally grave, as the records of the 
case fully show. 

The organ of the missionary party, the Christian College Maga.,. 
zine, had already published a series of letters which Madame Coulomb 
had sold to them as being the genuine writings of H. P. Blavatsky; 
and which were of a despicable and blameworthy type. The author
ship of these communications was immediately and indignantly re.,. 
pudîated by H. P. Blavatsky, who was thenJn Europe. 
- These .letters were published in the missionary journal in the 
months of September and October, 1884. Hodgsön, and so far qui te 
rightly, took note of these letters, which apparently had .been known 
ofin Europe before his departure. for India. The upshot of .it all was, 
as far as he wru;; concerned, that he constituted himself .both judge and 
jury, as the saying goes, and sent in a report fo his Society, after li.is 
return home to England, in which he practically accepted the genuine,
ness Óf these infamous letters as issuingfromH. P. Blavatsky'shand; 
and as far as his cautiously worded Report permits one .to judge, he 
also showed that he had virtually, psychologicaUy speaking, fa.llen 
under the lethal influence of the Coulombs.· • 

It was stated by the Theosophists then inlndia, hothfü speech and 
in print, that these letters weré, practically in their entirety, simply 
outrageous forgeries, in which there was 1fothing either of the chaf.,. 
acteror real style of'H. P.,Blavatsky, a:tid-this ~lso is what theGreat 
Theosophist _ herself stated.. H. P. Blaya.tsky pronounced, with the 
exception of one perfectly harmless epistle, all the others as either 
wholesale forgeries; qr mere bits and· scraps of writing • gathered to:
gether and so extended and_ peryérted· by interpolations and· addi
ti9ns as to maJ{e . éveryfüirtg a,ppea.r wrong, • The staff . at. the 
'heádquarters'· sa.id: that the Co_ulómbs had "sworn to be reveng~d'-' 
for having beenexpeÏled from the Sodety,; ~nd certain itîs that one 
cannot read Mme. Coulomb's pamphlet, without recognising, first, 
the innate vulgarity of the woman's mind and secondly, her animus 
againstand hatred of t~e noble-hearted woman, H. P. Blavatsky, who 
had so befriended her and herlackadaisical and unsuccessful husband. 

•, . ' . ·. ' : , ..... ' . . . . .. ' . .. •. 
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• -.Hodgsoif w.Îs-ifr.Iridiainvest~gating• fof •• thre~· mOnths··only, and 
spent_only nine:dàys-átthe.Adya,r buildings:--__ • December 25, 1884, 
to January 3, J8:S5 .. with p~ssibly two or three later fugitive calls 
there: ;jittle· ~inie enough to ûnderstand and impartially to describe 
thecolllplex and diffittilt subject which -he had been deputed to ex
arhinë by hfä principals . 

. Itshould be stated in passing that the letters which Madame Cou
lomb prodilcèd 'Showthê Coulombs as unscrupulous adventurers. 
This is the.öut~tanding revelationof the very letters brought forward 
by Mine.-Coulóînb and shows both her-and her husband tobe.people 
unworthy of the respect or support of any decent person. This is in 
itself suffiçient .evidence to any candid mind of the. nature ofthis 
abominable conspiracy. 

Eollowing the absurd· tangle of alleged events and dates and rea
soning so-called, which these letters evidenced; H. P. Blavatsky is 
announced in the Psychical Research people's Report, as one of the 
cleverest and most able adventuresses of any _ age, and yet the Great 
Theosöphist is, at, the same time, presented to us by these same peo
plé as·being almost idiotkally sensèless, and as lacking in the com
mon.est elements of _caution and self ~pr_otèction - characteristics and 
weaknesses which mie wöuldhardly expectto find in one of the clev
erest and most able adventuresses of history .• 
. - .This curious contradictio11 in reasoning and in fact seems never to 
have _dawned upon the minds of her det.ractors, whose eager11ess to 
win mere pointsin argument seelllsto have blinded them completely 
to the <leep absurdity of the situation which they themselves pro: 
.duced. Their argument in consequence fäcks both consistency in de-
tails andlogical continuity: 1 

: ' Hodgson's· only explanation of the Mystery ofH; ;P. Blavatsky: 
atleast .the only one which he has·printed: wasthat II. P. Blavatsky 
was ·working in Indià as a Russian spy ! This marvelous discovery 
thê youthfulAustralian seems tohave taken from the actual fact that 
the Indian,Govefoment, on thè ijrst arrival in'IndiaofH. P;'Blavat
·sky and· Olc-ótt; had had .theîn 'shádowed'; by govêr11ment agents ·
á useless and annoying pioceeding ·which :was soon af ter discort
tinued .on a ·complaint filed with the- góvernme.nt • officiais by 
H. P. Blavatsky. _ _ _ _ - _ • • 

Hodgson is the.mere echo-of this puerile hypöthesis, as he also 
was the echo of the Cmilombs in.bis genetàl surmises and suspicions, 
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which in fact simply repeat the libels_ of that expelled pair .. Curious 
that a 'spy' should devote her fortune, her time,· her reputation, her 
womanhood, indeed. all she had, to launching a noble philosophical 
movement in her old age! 

Of course there was not an iota of -truth in this stupid and inept 
theory; and this very suspicion of Hodgsonexpose:5 with telling force 
the feebleness of the Report which that young man drew up. It 
seemed to be utterly beyond hisunderstanding that a_woman could 
do as the Great Theosophist did, without having some ulterior and 
sinister motive in. the background of her humanitarian and religio-
philosophical activities. _ 

H. P. Blavatsky at the time was cm her way to India from France, 
where she.had been staying,· and she arrived in India in time to meet 
Hódgi;;on, who was. then conducting what has rather quaintly been 
called his 'investigation.' She_gave him every pqssible opportunity 
for his work at the 'headquarters' at Madras .. In 1885, she returned 
to Europe, passing some time in 0stend, WÛ.rzburg, -and Paris. She 
there continuedher acquaintance with the :Russian novelist, Solovy
off, an acquaintance that had bien formed the previous year at his 
earnest solicitation, during · her then stay in Paris. This man was. 
later to become one of her most bitter and virulent detractors. 

Mr. Solovyoff, a well-known Russian writer oflight literature of 
the roman tic type, had the previous year sought her out eagerly, and 
the records .show - with no possibility of any honesfstudent forming 
any other .opinion - that he at that time was sincerely and êarnest
ly_ attracted to the Great Theosophist, and to the marvelous philoso
phical systém that she taught; and furthermore, that he hoped, 
thróugh her, to-be· admitted into personal communication with the 
great Seers and Sages of W'hom she was the Messenger in our modern 
times. 

It did not, appareri.tly; ever <lawn upon his mind that something 
more_th~n mereapplication for so high an honor as that of presenta
tion to t4e great Seers and Sc1,ges is needed: . turiosity and merely a 
burnin$ desire to see the unusuàl, ar~ nót proper 1etters-.of introduc
tionto the Great Ones. Much more is needed; above everything else, 
a kindliness of heart and an earnest and sincere intellect devoted· to 
the sole behests of Universa! Truth. 

This man, with a guile which he himself exposes in his book, to 
the great distress of his readers, seized upon every occasion to fre-
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qtiént-FL P.· Bfavatsky's·company:~às· he himself says,in. órder to 
get alLthe faè:ts a.gainst her tfü1t he coufd, in ordèr to "exposé her," 
but as the facts abtü1dantly .show; and' as bis own book abundantly 
proves, bècau_se he was, really -deeplyinterested at that· time in her 
tëachings, and hoped to be móre favored by H. P. Blavatsky's great 
Principàls than hé. ever suèceeded in being . 
. : poubtless H. P. Blavatsky saw in him a new and useful helper for 

her great Cause, able, if he woUld, to work for Theosophy in the land 
of theircommon birth. That she doubted him, however, also clearly· 
appears from her letters to.her sister, Mme. Vera de Jelihovsky. At 
anyrate, it is cei:tain that this later treachery, although suspected, up
set her greatly when it :finally occurred. 

:H was in 1885 ·that H. P. Blavatsky began the writing of her sec
ond and grêatest work, The Secret Doctrine, an imposing and wonder
ful book in two thick volumes, dealing with the profoundest problems 
of Cosmogony and Anthropogony. The writing of this work alone 
would forever settle the question of her extraordinary intellectual and 
spiritual knowledge, did her critics only give her the sàme credit for 
it that theywould quite réadily give to any other person. 

But so virulent have they been" agairist het, so blinded by pàssion 
-· • unreasoning, senseless passion:' indeed, so blinded were they Jo 
even the m.ost striking events of-her life, that they thought they could 
dispose of her by the age-old custom of ignoring what is undeniable, 
and fastening, like "lethalbaéilli,".to use H. P. Blavatsky's own gra
phic expression, on those parts of her caréer which, by the very neces
sity of the case, must always remain more or Jessobscure. 
. ··· The same argument applies with equal force to theli(e,. of; every
one, because in the lives ot all human beings are -1-;mknown ànd oh
scure motives: half-understood causes, as.well as complicated actions, 
which are, of necessity, frequently the off spring of circumstances, and 
which are.by no means either of an· evil or sinistercharader merely 
because.they are not generally.1,mder~töod by thöse who surround us, 
nor explained with leather-hiiiged insjstence · froin the housetops: • • 
• When her critics, with the exceptiori of cértairt of the better and 

morè just, noticed these twó great works of hers; The Secret Doctrine, 
and /sis -Unveüed, it was either .with such faint prnise as to arouse 
an almostinstinctive-antagónism againsttheir author; or with sneer~ 
ing allusions -to rnere details of ~tructure or of literary method .• 

-·/sis Unveiled is a very. remarkable productionfor a woman who, 
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at ilietimè, knew scarcely any English, even though the record seems 
to show that Professor Alexander Wilder and Okott at the time of 
its writinghelped her to English many passages which·were obscure 
in grammatical syntax as they carne from hér pen. When H. P. Bla.,. 
vatsky wrotè it she was still very imperféctly acquainted with the 
English tongue. But apart from these details of structure or of form 
or of style, the book is simply colossal in its appeal to cértain instincts 
of th~ human mind, and in· the liigh ability and profound insight that 
it manifests. It is a veritable encyclopaedia of occult learning; and 
whert one knows how to read it properly,.and is sufficiently acqtiainted 
with the subjects therein dealt vtith to place every head and sub-head_ 
in its proper relation, the book is of inestimable value as a storehouse 
of facts, most of them little known. 

·· Th~ Secret Doctrine,· as far as composition and construction go, 
is far superior to !sis Unveiled, yet it shows no further natural ability 
or power of thought than does H. P. Blavatsky's earlier great work, 
!sis Unveiled. The main value of The Secret Doctrine lies in the 
fact that for.the first time in the history of the Society, esoterie doc'
trines are therein set forth in consistent and reasoned formulation; 
while as· a running commentary on vexed questions of the origin; na
ture, destiny, and interdependence of man and the universe, its value 
to the serious student, Theosophist or not, is far beyond praise on the 
one hand, or criticism on the other. It is truly a great work, and 
greater than I sis in the sense that it treats consistently of more diffi
cult subjects, and because it-is morè shapely built. 

In 1887, .H. P. Blavatsky moved to London from the continent, 
thereaf ter r~siding for some years in the great English metropolis, 
first in the southeast part of the city, then at 17 Lansdowne Road, 
and lastly·at 19 Avenue Road, where she finally passed away; 

In this same year ( 1887), she founded and edited her magazine, 
Lucifer, one of the most remarkable literary periodicals that have 
ever been known, and·inthe.monthlyissuesof which may be found 
imbodied sóme of het most brilliant productions in the shape of maga'" 
ziriè articles. . 

In 1888 The Secret Doctrine Ieft the printer's hands and bécame 
genèrally known to the publiè. In the autumn of this samè year, the 
Great Thèösophist established the Esoterie Section, .so called, which 
almost from the moment of its foundation became the ·Heart of all 
real Theosophical aètivities. This Inner School included the majori-
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ty of thé iposfaclive, devot~d; and earnest memb~rs: .in the. Society 

th~öughouttheworld; .. . . . . . .. . .· . . 
• In additiori. }? Tlze Sècre,t •. Doctrine, H; P. Blavatsky also pub-

Hshed two other ad~irablè pfoducts of her untiring pen:. The K ey to 
'Theosophy, and'.The. Voice of the Silence, this-last book being à de.,. 
votforial work:.very dear fo the larger part of the Society on account 
of its fospited ;lessóns and its deep-flowing yet gentle and appealing 
mysticisîn:- In addition to ·allthis~ the articles that flowed from her 
pénin äil almost unending stream; saw the light either in her own 
föagázine, Lucifer, or. in one or another of the·various Theosophical 
magazines that were by this time coming into. being all over the. 
world. 

The publication of the Report of the Society for PsychicalRe
search, prepared by Mr._ Richard Hodgson the so-called 'investiga"" 
tor;' af ter bis trip to India, seemed to aröuse more public interest than 
any other single event up to that time in the history of the Theosophi
cal Society; hut far from dealing any 'cieath"blow' to Theosophy, as 
was perhaps fondly hoped by some, it.worked in precisely the oppo
site manner. 

The growth of the Society during the years 1885-1891, when the 
Great Thèosophist/H .. f, Blavatsky, 'wént home'- died-. was sim
ply phenonîenaL Newbranches sprang into existence in every quar
ter • of the globe, thousands of .'members-_at:làrge,' i. e., those unat
· tached to any Branch,joihed the ~()ciety;c:while:scores of active work
ers spread the TheosoplJ.ical teachings abroad from the different na
tional headquarters thathad comeinto_ being over night, or so it al-
_most seenied. .. . . ..· . 

On May 8, 1891, H. P. Blavatsky resignècl her suffering and en-
feebled· body, and, as she. was accustomed herself 'to . say, "went 

.home." The body was cre'inated at Woking Crernatóry in due course, 
this·having beenthe wishofthe Great Thèosophist.herself. • Shêwäs 
succèededas Leader and Teacher of the·Society.by her Irish.:.Ameri
can -pupil and most devóted ·friend; N.Ir:• Willi~m Q. ·Jtidge ·of ·N èw 
York; who wàs at thè time atthè head öf the·Americaµ. Sóciety, ·and 
also,Vice-:-President of the Generál Internatfon9-l Bóciety. • • : : 

: It w_as'in·Anierica :that.theTheosophicaLMovement was· then 
flourishingin a growth trulyphénonïenal; and innate ability, and the 
:common respect of Theosopfüsts the world over:, designated Mr. 
Judge asthê GreatTheósophist's natural-successçr in theleadership 
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of the Society. This was quite outside of the recognition accorded to 
Mr. Judge by H. P. Blavatsky during het lifetime as a 'chêla,' ·as 
documents at hand show-'chela' being. an Oriental word signifying 
disciple,-in this case of the sameTeacher that H. P. l3lavatsky her
self .had. 

It remains to refer briefly to one or two interesting historica! in
cidents before dosing this final • chapter of the present book. • These 
incidents have a historica! value î_n thèmselves on the one hand, and, 
on the other hand, throw a light upon the nianner in which the Theo~ 
sophical Movement, and the-Great Theosophist herself, were viewed 
by the. public of the time. 

It was shortly before H. P. Blavatsky's death, in 1891, that the 
New York Sun published an article on the life and work of the. Great 
The~sophist, which was distinctly libelous. This article was, wtitten 
by a Dr. Elliott F. Coues, the othèrwise well-known American biolo
gist and ornithologist, who had attracted attention to himself by reas
on of a number of scientific works published by him~ He was then 
amember of the Society and had for some time before this period 
been urging his claims upon H. P'. Blavatsky as a fit representative 
for hersèlf in America. The Great. Theosophist, however, did not 
see the matter in that light. Coues, in consèquence, af ter a series of 
more_ or less serio-comic events, engineered by himself, had taken 
place, published the article in qtÎestion in the Sun, choosing a respect
able newspaper periodical· as the largest medium, probably, for cir
culating his libel. 

1~ appeared on July 29, 1890. Mr. Judge, H. P. Blavatsky's 
tepresentative in America, at once demanded a retractiön,. and final
Jy.jn~tituted a suit at law against the Sun for libel. After the death 
of :the Great Theosophist, the Sun, with a sensê of justice that is a 
crêdit to American journalism, and despite the fact that the death 
of H. P. Blavatsky had dissolved the law-suit as far as legal possi
l)ilities for forcing a retraction. wére coricerned, irtquirëd .fully into 
t.Île matter of the libel against the Great Theosöphist, ándifinding 
that it had peen m~de a tool for-perso~alinterests, publish~d· a com
plete•withd;rawalof the charges;with an expressîon of regretthat the 
article complained óf had been pdnted in its columns. • • 

It is indeed gratifying to be able _to record this splehdid exa~ple 
óf fàirplay. The extract belówis a short editorial notice writtenon 
thegubject by Mr. C.A. Dana; of the EditorialStaff of theSun:,: 
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We print on ànothe~ page an artkle iáwhich Mr. Willi~ni Q'. Judge deals with 
the romantk aJ:1d extraordinary career of thè Jatè Mme, Helèria'P. -Blavátsky, 
the TheosophisL We take occasion· to observ_e that on July 20, 1890, we. were 
niisled_ into admitting to thé Sun's columns, all_ article by Dr. E. F'. Coues of 
Washington; in which állegatiomi Were rriade agàinst Mme. Blavatsky's character, 
and 'àlso against h~r f~Uowers, whith appear to have been without solid founda
tion; Mr.Judgè's article disposes of all questions relating to Mme. Blavàtsky as 
presented by Dr. Coues, and we desire to sày thàt bis allegations tespecting the 
Theosophical Society and Mr. Judge persorially are not sustaîned by evidence, 
a~cl should not have been printed. • • 

This retraction and expression of regret were printed by the Sun 
on September 26, 1892, and the article which appearedîn thesame 
issue of that paper, written by Mr. J udge, is a long and able résumé 
of nîany of the main events in the lif e of the Great Theosophist. ' -It 
was written in the easy, flowing journalese of the day, and in a popu
lar vein. 

For the convenience·of those who are interested in the historica! 
record of the Coues matter and 1ibèl against ~; P. Blavatsky, it will 
be s~fficient to call attention to· the following N ote publishèd in The 
Path,issue.of August, 1890, pàge 153, in which the main facts of the 
case weresetfoi-th. It is headed: "Libel by Dr. Coues and 'N. Y. 
Sufi.'" 

In the New York Sun, of Sunday, July 20th; appeared an article by Dr. Elliott 
Coues of Washington, D. C., purporting to be àn interview with a reporter, and 
consisting of voluminous and minute· attacks upon the Theosophical Society, 
Col. Olcott, Madame Blavatsky, and myself. _ The langµa.ge is coarse and violent, 
and the animus of the writer is so plainly disclosed that it might wèll serve as an 
ample answer to the attack. Inasmuch, however; .ás certain moral charges can.
not be permitted utterance with impunity, I hàve· brought suit for libel a.gainst 
both Dr. Coues and the 'Sun,' and am awàiting instructions from Madaxrit-'.Blit;~ 
vatsky as to her own course. In the. meantime it is proper to recall to members 
of thê Theosophical Society, and not less so to others interested, the following 
fu~: -

1st. That Or. Coues repeatedly th~eatened me_ in t_ime past thàt; unle?pnad,e 
President óf the American Sèctiöil oh.hé T. S., he· would withdra.w his owii fol-
lowers from the Sectión and break it up; - • • - • ·-• • • • • • 

·2d. Thátin letters to Madamè Blavatsky of Dec: 25; .1888, April 16th, 1889, 
and April 17th, 1889; he ass'lir~s her óf bis devotion and friendship, hut-in that 
of April 16th repeats the threat that, unlèss made President, hè will withdraw hls 
followers and break up .the Society. • _ 

•• 3d. That until June 22d,'1889, Dr.·coues continuêd as à Illember'of the Theo
sophical Societyj and -as Acting~President cifthe local branch in Washington: 

4th. That on that date he was; by a unanimous vote of the Executive Coin-
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mittee of the· American Section, expélled from the Theosophical Society for de-
famation of charader and untheosophicàJ conduct. • 

His ccmèspondence with Madame Blavatsky, together with o_ther letters of 
like kind, was printed in a pamphlet on June 14th, J$89, and a copy of this pam
phlet will now be sent to anyême enclosing ·l stamp to·'my· acldrèss.' 

"WILLIAM Q. JuooE; P. o.·Box 2659, New York." 

This chapter, and the precedingchapter,.of this book, will be suf
ficient to give the reader an outline-:-sketch of the lif e of the Great 
Theosophist, H; P. Blavatsky, corisidered as a personality. A great 
deal of the làrgest possible interest of course has been oniitted, in 
order not to run into details which; however important in their. way 
and in proper place, would have taken, in this present work, a dis
propo!tionate amount of space. 

However, it is believed that enough has been given ~long mere
ly personal biographical lines to e11,able th~ judicious reader to form 
for himself a fair picture of the main events, and of the course of the 
Great Theosophist's career as a public Teacher. One of these days, 
someone with full leisure athis disposal and with a mind stocked with 
wide reading on the fascinating' events in the lif e of the Great Theo
sophist, will give to the world a full, truthful, and fascinating study 
of the great Russian woman _ who, without any reservation whatso
ever, is to be called the most remàtkable and. interesting figure of 
her age-indeed, of any age known to history. 

Tim'END 

"What lias the depression in busine!is got to do with the Theosophical Soèiety? 
When times are goód people don't want Theosophy. When times are bad they 
say -they can't . afford it. When they can fool them!?elves in the stock market 
why should we expect them to be wise about T)leosophy? Those who are try
ing to live and.do service are not wprried about how the times go. They ,know 
thatfüe object offüe is not to get or.to have, hut to do and tó be. The Theo
sophi~al Society will giv_e a ·man, more permanent wealth, fäid up in the kingdom 
of the over-world,-than any amount of calculation and Iabor éan give him in this 
underworld."-"-Tlze Canàdian Tlzeosopkist, November, 1930 
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